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Preface to the Fourth Edition 

Biomedical ethics was a young field when the first edition of this book went to 
press in late 1977. Immense changes occurred in the field' s literature between 
the first edition and the present, fourth editiion. Although major changes have 
appeared in al! editions after the first, this edition includes more significant 
changes than any other. 

Readers will notice particularly far-reaching changes in Chapters 1, 2, and 
8, which contain our main views in ethical theory. In Chapter 1, entirely new 
sections have been added on Method, Justification, and Truth; Specifying and 
Balancing Principies; and The Place of Principies . In Chapter 2, new sections 
have been developed on Liberal Individualism, Communitarianism, The Ethics 
of Care, Casuistry , and Principle-Based, COIIlmon-Morality Theories . In Chap
ter 8, new sections appear on Virtues in Professional Roles , Four Focal Vir
tues , and Moral Excel!ence. In other chapters , major sections have been added 
on The Justification of Assistance in Dying , The Value and Quality of Life, 
and Rationing through Priorities in the Health Care Budget. Many substantive 
changes also appear in sections that are not new to this edition. For example, 
in the Fair Opportunity section of Chapter 6, we have added a subsection on 
Distributing Health Care on the Basis of Gender and Race. 

Despite these changes, the book retains its previous chapter structure and 
characteristic perspectives on major issues. Most of the chapter and sectional 
headings have al so been retained from the thiird edition. 

Because of the concentration on theory in the first two chapters, sorne read
ers may prefer to read the chapters devote:d to various principies (Chapters 
3-6), rules (Chapter 7) , and virtues (Chapter 8) before exploring our ap
proaches to theory and method. 

We have also altered the way we present cases in this edition. More com
plete versions of the relevant cases are now found in the text, rather than the 
appendix. Thus, although the appendix of cases is now smaller, more discus
sion of cases is provided throughout the text. 

We have received many helpful suggestions for improvements in the previ-
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ous edition from students, colleagues, health professionals , and teachers who 
use the book. We owe special thanks in this edition to David DeGrazia and 
Henry Richardson for their assessments of new sections in Chapters I and 2, 
and to Ruth Faden for her reading of Chapters 5 and 6. We are also grateful 
to John Hasnas and Madison Powers for their criticisms of the new section 

on casuistry. 
Several artieles critical of aspects of our book have appeared in the literature 

of biomedical ethics in recent years . Although we do not always concur with 
our critics , we are especially grateful to our friends John Arras, Dan Clouser, 
Bernie Gert , and Ron Green for sorne very probing and often penetrating sug

gestions. 
Special acknowledgment is due to a talented research staff that has assisted 

us in the collecting of materials. Catherine Marshall , Brian Tauscher, Liz Em
mett, and Felicia Cohn provided invaluable assistance and advice in this pro
cess, as well as in the revision of drafts of chapters. They repeatedly forced us 
to make our sections more pertinent and readable. Emily Wilson , Andrew 
Dodge, and Brian Marshall helped with page proofs and the indexo In addition, 
our university offices provided superb assistance by faithfully preparing draft 
after draft. We are especially indebted for this assistance to Moheba Hanif and 

Diana McKenzie. 
Sorne parts of chapters were presented at the seminars of the Kennedy Insti

tute of Ethics . Many arguments were changed as a result of the comments and 
responses of our critics on these occasions. We also acknowledge with due 
appreciation the support provided by the Kennedy Institute ' s library and infor
mation retrieval systems , which kept us in touch with new literature and re
duced the burdens of library research. In particular, we thank Mary Coutts for 

her faithful and precise searching of data bases. 

Washington, D.C. 
Charlottesville , Virginia 
November 1993 

T.L.B. 
J.F.C. 
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Morality and Moral Justification 

Medical ethics enjoyed a remarkable degree of continuity from the days of 
Hippocrates until its long-standing traditions began to be supplanted, or at least 
supplemented , around the middle of the twentieth century. Scientific, techno
logical, and social developments during that time produced rapid changes in 
the biological sciences and in health careo These developments challenged 
many prevalent conceptions of the moral obligations of health professionals and 
society in meeting the needs of the sick and injured. The objective of this book 
is to provide a framework for moral judgment and decisionmaking in the wake 
of these developments. 

Although major writings in ancient, medieval , and modern health care con
tain a rich storehouse of reftection on the relationship between the professional 
and the patient, this history is often disappointing from the perspective of con
temporary biomedical ethics. It shows how inadequately, and with what mea
sure of insularity , problems of truthfulness, prilvacy, justice, communal respon
sibility, and the Iike were framed in past centuries . To avoid a similar 
inadequacy , we begin with a study of ethics that may appear to be distant from 
both history and contemporary problems in the biological sciences , medicine, 
nursing , and other modes of health careo Our objective is to show how ethical 
theory can iHumínate problems in health care and can help overcome sorne 
limitations of past formulations of ethical responsibility. However, it is unrea
sonable to expect any theory to overcome aH the Iimitations of time and place 
and reach a universally acceptable perspective. 

3 



4 PRlNCIPLES OF BIOMEDlCAL ETHICS 

Morality and Ethical Theory 

Ethics is a generic term for various ways of understanding and examining the 
moral life. Sorne approaches to ethics are normative (that is, they present stan
dards of right or good action) , others are descriptive (that is, they report what 
people believe and how they act), and still others analyze the concepts and 

methods of ethics. 

Approaches to Ethics 

Normative ethics. Inquiry that attempts to answer the question " Which general 
norms for the guidance and evaluation of conduct are worthy of moral accep
tance and for what reasons?" is general normative ethics. The study of these 
norms has typically occurred while developing an ethical theory, although the 
concept of "normative ethics" is a distinctly twentieth-century notlOn not m
voked in pre-twentieth-century theories. Ideally, such a theory satIsfies a set of 
criteria for theories that is developed in Chapter 2, thereby makmg It a compre
hensive inquiry into moral concepts, principies, reasoning, and the like. How
ever, numerous practical questions would remain unanswered even If a fully 
satisfactory general ethical theory were available , for reasons explamed at the 

end of this chapter. 
The attempt to work out the implications of general theories for specific 

forms of conduct and moral judgment will be called practical ethics here, al
though it is often misleadingly called applied ethics. The term practical refers 
to the use of ethical theory and methods of analysis to examine moral prob
lems, practices , and policies in several areas, including the professio.ns and 
public policy. Often no straightforward movement from theory or pnnclples to 
particular judgments is possible in these contexts, although general reasons, 
principies, and even ideal s can play sorne role in evaluating conduct and estab
lishing policies. Theory and principies are typically invoked only to help de
velop action-guides, which are also further shaped by p~adigm cases of appro
priate behavior, empirical data, and the like, together wlth reflectlOn on how to 

put these influential sources into the most coherent whole. . . 
Although general normative ethics is distinguished from practIcal ethlcs by 

being more general and by a weaker connection to concerns about practIcal 
affairs, no sharp distinction should be drawn between the two. In thls book we 
are mainly concerned with interpreting principies and developmg general moral 
action-guides for use in the biomedical fields, but we will also examine. mor~1 
motives and character. (Biomedicine is a shorthand express ion for the blOlogl

cal sciences, medicine, and health care.) 
Nonnormative ethics. In addition to normative ethics, there are two broad 

types of nonnormative ethics. First, descriptive ethics is the factual investiga-
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tion of moral behavior and beliefs. It uses standard scientific techniques to 
study how people reason and act. For example, anthropologists, sociologists , 
psychologists, and historians determine which moral norms and attitudes are 
expressed in professional practice, in codes, and in public policies. They study 
different beliefs and practices regarding surrogate decisionmaking, treatment of 
the dying, the nature of consent obtained from patients, and the like. 

Second, metaethics involves analysis of the language, concepts, and methods 
of reasoning in ethics. For example, it addresses the meanings of such ethical 
terms as right, obligation, virtue, principie, justification, sympathy, morality, 
and responsibility. It al so includes study of moral epistemology (the theory of 
moral knowledge) and the logic and patterns of moral reasoning and justifica
tion. Metaethical questions for analysis include whether social morality is ob
jective or subjective, relative or nonrelative, and rational or emotive. 

Descriptive ethics and metaethics are grouped together as nonnormative be
cause their objective is to establish what factually or conceptually is the case, 
not what ethically ought to be the case. Often in this book we cite descriptive 
ethics-for example, by presenting what professional codes require . However, 
the underlying question is usually whether the described prescriptions of such 
codes are defensible, which is a normative issue. We al so frequently engage in 
metaethics. Chapter I is largely an exercise in metaethics, whereas Chapter 2 
is devoted to general normative ethics. However., such distinctions should be 
used with caution. 1 Metaethics frequently takes a harp turn toward the norma
tive, as our discussion of the justification of moral standards later in this chap
ter indicates . Likewise, normative ethics relies heavily on metaethics. Just as 
no sharp distinction should be drawn between practical ethics and normative 
ethics, so no clear line should be drawn to distinguish normative ethics and 
metaethics. 

The Common Morality 

In addressing the question "What is morality?" we may be tempted to answer 
that morality is a theory about right and wrong. However, the words ethics and 
morality should not be confined to theoretical contexts. Ethical theory and 
moral philosophy are the appropriate terms to refer to philosophical reflection 
on morality's nature and function. The purpose of theory is to enhance clarity, 
systernatic order, and precision of argument in our thinking about morality. 
The term morality refers to social conventions about right and wrong human 
conduct that are so widely shared that they fornl a stable (although usually 
incomplete) communal consensus , whereas ethics is a general term referring to 
both morality and ethical theory. (The terms ethical and moral are here con
strued as identical in meaning.) Ethical theory, moral philosophy, and philo
sophical ethics, then, are reserved for philosophical theories , including reflec-
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tion on the coromon morality. Similarly, moral theology , lheological elhics, 
and religious elhics are reserved for reftection on morality in light of theologi

cal convictions in particular religious traditions. 
In its broadest and most familiar sense, the common morality comprises so

cially approved norms of human conduct. For example, it recognizes many 
legitimate and illegitimate forms of conduct that we capture by using the lan
guage of "human rights." The common morality is a social institution with a 

code of leamable norms. Like languages and polítical constitutions, the com
mon morality exists before we are instructed in its relevant rules and regula

tions. As we develop beyond infancy , we leam moral rules along with other 
social rules, such as laws. Later in life, we leam to distinguish general social 
rules held in common by members of society from particular social rules fash
ioned for and binding on the members of special groups, such as the members 

of a profession . 
The common morality is not faultless or complete in its recommendations, 

but we will later argue that it forms the right starting point for ethical theory . 

Codes of Professional Ethics 

Inftuential reftection on problems of biomedical ethics within the health care 
professions has evolved through formal codes of medical and nursing ethics, 

codes of research ethics, and reports by government-sponsored commissions. 
Particular codes written for groups such as physicians, nurses, and psycholo

gists are sometimes defended by appeal to general norms such as not harming 
others (nonmaleficence) and respecting autonomy and privacy, even if these 
were not explicitly considered in the drafting of the codes o Codes can be validly 
criticized or defended by appeal to general norms, as can many public policies 

and regulations that have been formulated to guide professionals' conduct. 
Before we as ses s professional codes, the nature of professions needs brief 

discussion. According to Talcott Parsons, a profession is "a cluster of occupa
tional roles, that is , roles in which the incumbents perform certain functions 
valued in the society in general, and by these activities, typically eam a living 
at a full-time job." 2 Under this definition circus pelformers, exterminators, 

and waitresses are professionals; prostitutes probably are not (because their 
function is not "valued in the society in general"), despite prostitution's repu

tation as "the world's oldest profession." However, it is not surprising to hear 
prostitution characterized as a profession , inasmuch as the word profession has 

come, in common use, to mean almost any occupation in which a person eams 

a living. 
We need a more restricted meaning for the term profession, as used in pro-

fessional ethics. Professionals are usually identified by their commitment to 
provide important services to clients or consumers and by their specialized 
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training. Professions maintain self-regulating organizations that control entry 
into occupational roles by formally certifying that candidates have acquired the 

necessary knowledge and skills. The concept of a medical professional is 
closely tied to a background of distinctive education and skills that patients 
typically lack and that morally must be used to benefit patients . In learned 

professions such as medicine the background knowledge of the professional 
derives from closely supervised training, and the professional is one who pro
vides a service to others. However, not all professions are either leamed or 
service-oriented. 

Health care professions typically specify and enforce obligations, thereby 
seeking to ensure that persons who enter into relationships with their members 
will find them competent and trustworthy . The obligations that professions at
tempt to en force are role obligations that are correlative to the rights of other 
persons. Problems of professional ethics usually arise from confticts of values, 

sometimes confticts within the profession and sometimes confticts of profes
sional commitments with commitments of persons outside the profession. A 

professional code represents an articulated statement of the role moralíty of the 

members of the profession , and in this way professional standards are distin
guished from standards imposed by external bodies such as governments (al
though their norms sometimes overlap and agree). 

Codes also often specify rules of etiquette and responsibilities to other mem

bers of the profession. For example, one hisltorically significant code of the 
American Medical Association instructed physicians not to criticize a fellow 
physician previously in charge of a case and urged all physicians to offer pro
fessional courtesy3 These codes tend to foster and reinforce member
identification with and institutional conformity to the prevailing values of the 

profession. These professional codes are beneficial if they effectively incorpo
rate defensible moral norms. Unfortunately, some professional codes oversim
plify moral requirements or claim more completeness and authority than they 

are entitled to claim. As a consequence, professionals may mistakenly suppose 
that they satisfy all moral requirements if they obediently follow the rules of 
the code, just as many people believe that they discharge their moral obliga
tions when they meet all relevant legal requirements. 

A pertinent question concerns whether the codes specific to areas of science, 
medicine, and health care are comprehensive, coherent, and plausible in their 

moral norms. Many medical codes develop the implications of sorne general 
principIes, such as "Do no harm," and of some rules , such as rules of medical 

confidentiality . But only a few have anything to say about the implications of 
other principIes and rules , such as veracity, respect for autonomy, and justice, 
which have been the subjects of intense contemporary discussion. Sorne of 
these neglected principIes and rules have recently been incorporated into state

ments of patients' rights that invoke , for example, the principIe of respect for 
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autonomy and ru les of veracity.4 These statements of proper professional con
duct do not derive from professional codes and differ from many codes by 
focusing on the rights of those receiving health services rather than on the 
obligations of health professionals. Unfortunately, such statements are also 

usually incomplete and lack an argued defense. 
Reasons other than incompleteness and lack of stated justification also sup

port skepticism about the adequacy of professional codes in health careo From 
the time of Hippocrates, physicians have generated codes without scrutiny or 
acceptance by patients and the publico These codes have rarely appealed to 
more general ethical standards or to a source of moral authority beyond the 
traditions and judgments of physicians . In sorne cases, the special rules in 
codes for professionals seem to conflict with and even override more general 
moral norms. The pursuit of professional norms in these circumstances may do 
more to protect the profession's interests than to introduce an impartial and 
comprehensive moral viewpoint. Other rules have traditionally been expressed 
in abstract formulations that dispense vague moral advice open to competing 

interpretations. 
Related reservations about codes of medical ethics were poignantly expressed 

in 1972 by psychiatrist Jay Katz. Originally inspired by his outrage over the 
fate of Holocaust victims, Katz became convinced that only a persistent educa
tional effort beyond traditional codes could provide meaningful guidance in 

research involving human subjects: 

As I became increasingly involved in the world of law , Ileamed much that was new to 
me from my colleagues and students about such complex issues as the right to self
determination and privacy and the extent of the authority of govemmental, professional, 
and other institutions to intrude into private life .... These issues .. . had rarely been 
discussed in my medical education . lnstead it had been all too uncritically assumed that 
they could be resolved by fidelity to such undefined principIes as primum 11011 1I0cere or 

to visionary codes of ethics5 

Government Guidelines and Public Policy 

Additional moral direction for health professionals and scientists is sometimes 
provided through the public policy process, which ineludes specific regulations 
and guidelines promulgated by government agencies. Public policies, such as 
those that fund health care for the indigent and those that protect subjects of 
biomedical research, usually incorporate moral considerations. Moral analysis 
is part of good policy formation, not merely a method for evaluating already 

formed policy. 
Rights of patients and research subjects provide instructive examples. The 

U.S. government has promulgated several legally binding regulations intended 
to provide morally adequate protections for research subjects . In 1974, Con-
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gress created a national commission to recommend research guidelines to the 
secretary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (now the Depart
ment of Health and Human Services) that would become federal regulations 
unless the secretary publiely justified not implementing them. In 1980, a presi
dent's commission was assembled to further examine these issues in research 
and other issues, such as access to health care and decisionmaking in elinical
patient relations. 6 Finally, in December 1991, the Patient Self-Determination 
Act (PSDA) went into effect. 7 Congress passed this law as the first federal 
legislation to ensure that health care institutions inform patients about their 
rights under state law and about institutional policies to accept or refuse medi
ca! treatment and to formulate advance directive . 

Severa! U.S. federal agencies and courts regularly use ethical premises in 
the development of their health policies, rules, decisions, or analyses. These 
agencies inelude the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), the National Institutes 
of Hea!th (NIH), the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), and the U.S. 
Supr~me Court .. On the state level, formal ethical analysis also often plays a 
promment role m policy formation in bioethics. Examples inelude the widely 
exammed work of the New York Task Force on Life and the Law and of the 
New Jersey Bioethics Cornmission . Such cornrnission reports and government 
acts, ~ong with other government policies pertaining to biomedieine, raise vital 
questlOns explored later in this book about the proper relation between govern
ment and professiona! groups in formulating standards of practice. 

These questions are also raised by the prominent role of the courts in the 
United States in developing case law that sets standards for science, medicine , 
and hea!th careo These legal decisions have been significant resources for ethi
ca! reflection about moral responsibilities and public policy. Examples inelude 
decisio~s about informed consent (see Chapter 3) and terrninating life
sustammg treatrnent (see Chapter 4). In the latter, the line of court decisions 
since the Karen Ann Quinlan case in the mid-1970s constitutes a nascent moral 
tradition of reflection that has been influenced by extralegal writings on topies 
such as whether artificial nutrition and hydration should be viewed as a medical 
treatrnent subject to the same standards of decisionmaking as other forms of 
treatrnent. 

The term public policy is used in this text to refer to a set of normative 
enforceable guidelines that have been accepted by an official public body, suc~ 
as an agency of government or a legislature, t(JI govern a particular area of 
con.duct. The policies of corporations, hospitals, trade groups, and professional 
sO~letles sometimes have a deep impact on public policy; but these policies are 
pnv~te ra~~r than public (a!though these bodies are frequently regulated by 
~ubhc pohcles). A far eloser connection exists between law and public policy, 
masmuch as all laws constitute public polieies; but not all publie policies are, 
in the conventional sense, laws. In contrast to laws, public policies need not 
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be explicitly formulated or codified. For example, an official who decides not 

to fund a program that has no prior history of fundmg formulates a ~ubhc 
policy . Decisions not to act as well as decisions to act can constltute pubhc pol-

icies. 
Policy formation and criticism involve more complex forms of judgment than 

merely invoking ethical principies and rules.8 The ethics of pubhc pohcy must 
proceed from impure and unsettled cases, in which there. are profound social 

disagreements , uncertainties, different interpretatlOns of hlStOry, and Imperfect 
procedures to resolve the disagreements. Obviously, no body of abstract pnncI-

les and rules can dictate policy, because tt cannot contam enough speclfic 
p Th 'fi 1" d information or provide direct and discerning guidance. e specI ca IOn an 
implementation of moral principies and rules must take account of problem~ of 

feasibility, efficiency , cultural pluralism, pohtlcal procedures , uncertamty 
about risk , noncompliance by patients, and the like. Principies and rules pro

vide background moral considerations for policy evaluation, but ~ pohcy must 
also be shaped by empirical data and by special information avallable m rele

vant fields of medicine, economics , law, psychology , and so on. In thls pro

cess, moral principies and various uses of empirical data are often closely con
nected. For example, techniques such as risk-benefit analysls are not purely 

empirical and value-free, because they involve moral evaluation and need con-

straint by principies of justice. . . . . 
Finally, when using moral principies or rules to formulate or cntlclze pubhc 

policies, we cannot move with assurance from a judgment that act x IS morally 

right (or wrong) to a judgment that a law or policy y is morally nght (or wrong) 

because it mandates or encourages (or prohibits) act x. The Judgment that an 
act is morally wrong, then, does not necessarily lead to the judgment that the 

government should prohibit it or refuse to allocat~ funds to s.upport 11. For 
example, one can consistently argue that stenhzatlon or abortlOn IS morally 
wrong without holding that the law should prohibit it or deny pubhc funds to 

those who otherwise could not afford the procedure. 
Similarly, the judgment that an act is morally acceptable does not i.mply that 

the law should permit it. For example, the thesis that active euthanasla IS mor
ally justified if patients face uncontrollable pain and suffering and request death 

is consistent with the thesis that the government should legally prohlblt active 

euthanasia because it would not be possible to control abuses if it were . legal
ized. We are not here defending particular moral judgments about the Justlfi

ability of such acts. We are maintaining only that the connections between 

moral action-guides and judgments about policy or law or legal enforceme~t 
are complicated and that a judgment about the morality of acts does not entall 

a particular judgment about law and policy. Factors such as the symbohc value 

of law , the costs of a program and its enforcement, and the demands of compet

ing programs must also be considered. 

MORALlTY AND MORAL JUSTlFICATlON II 

Moral Dilemmas 

Facing and reasoning through dilemmas to conclusions and choices is a familiar 
feature of the human condition . Consider a particular case (Case I in the appen

dix). Some years ago the judges on the California Supreme Court had to reach 

a decision about a possible violation of medical confidentiality. Aman killed a 

woman after confiding to a therapist his inteñtion to commit the act. The thera

pist attempted unsuccessfully to have the man committed but , in accordance 

with his duty of medical confidentiality to the patient, did not communicate the 

threat to the woman when the commitment attempt failed. The majority opinion 

of the court held that " When a therapist determines, or pursuant to the stan

dards of his profession should determine, that his patient presents a serious 

danger of violence to another, he incurs an obligation to use reasonable care to 
protect the intended victim against such danger. " Accordingly , this obligation 

extends to notifying the police and directly warning the intended victim. The 

justices in the majority opinion argue that therapists generally ought to observe 

the rule of medical confidentiality but that this rule must yield in this case to 

the "public interest in safety from violent assault." Although they recognize 

that rules of professional ethics have substantial public value, they hold that 

matters of greater importance, such as protecting others against violent assault, 
can override the rules . 

In a minority opinion, a justice disagrees with this analysis and argues that 

doctors violate patients' rights if they fail to observe standard rules of confi

dentiality . If it were common practice to break these rules, he reasons, the 

fiduciary nature of the relationship between physicians and patients would be

gin to erode. The mentally ill would refrain from seeking aid or divulging 
critical information, because of the loss of trust that is essential for effective 

treatment. As a result , violent assaults would more than likely increase. This 

case presents a straightforward moral dilemma (as well as a legal dilemma), 

because both judges cite good and relevant reasons to support their conflicting 
judgments . 

Moral dilemmas occur in at least two forms 9 (1) Some evidence indicates 

that act x is morally right, and so me evidence indicates that act x is morally 

wrong, but the evidence on both sides is inconc1usive . Abortion, for example, 

is sometimes said to be a terrible dilemma for women who see the evidence in 

this way. (2) An agent believes that , on moral grounds, he or she both ought 

and ought not to perform act x. In a moral dilemma with this form, an agent is 

obligated by one or more moral norms to do x and obligated by one or more 

moral norms to do y, but the agent is prec1uded in the circumstances from 

doing both. The reasons behind alternatives x and y are good and weighty , and 

neither set of reasons is obviously dominant. If one acts on either set of rea

sons, one's actions will be morally acceptable in some respects but morally 
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unacceptable in others. Sorne have viewed the intentional cessation of lifesav
ing therapies in the case of persistent vegetative state patients , such as Karen 

Ann Quinlan and Nancy Cruzan, as dilemmatic in this second way. 
Dilemmas can be created by conflicting moral principies and rules, as popu

lar literature, novels, and films about difficult choices often illustrate. For ex

ample, an impoverished person steals to save a family from starvation, a 
mother kills one of her children to save a second child, or a person lies to pro
tect a family secret. The only way to comply with one obligation in such situ
ations is by contravening another obligation. No matter which course is elected, 
some obligation must be set aside. However, it is both awkward and mislead
ing to say that we are, in the circumstances, obligated to perform both actions. 
We should discharge the obligation that in the circumstances overrides what 

we would have been firmly obligated to perform were it not for the conflict. 
Conflicts between moral requirements and self-interest sometimes produce a 

praetieal dilemma that is not a moral dilemma. lf moral reasons compete with 
nonmoral reasons, difficult questions about priority can still be posed even 
though moral dilemmas are not present. Numerous examples appear in the 

work of anthropologist William R . Bascom, who collected hundreds of " Afri
can Dilemma Tales" transmitted for decades or centuries in African tribal soci

eties. One traditional dilemma posed by the Hausa tribe of Nigeria is called 

eure for impotenee: 
A friend gave a man a magical armlet that cured his impotence. Later he saw his 
mother, who had been lost in a slave raid, in a gang of prisoners . He begg

ed 
his friend 

to use his magic to release her. The friend agreed on one condition-that the armlet be 

retumed. What shall his choice be? 10 

Hard choice? Perhaps, but not a hard moral choice. The obligation to the 
mother is moral in character, whereas retaining the armlet is a matter of self
interest. (We are assuming that no moral obligation exists to a sexual partner; 

in some circumstances such an obligation could produce a moral dilemma.) 
Some moral philosophers and theologians have argued that many types of 

praetieal dilemmas exist, but never genuine moral dilemmas. They do not deny 
that agents experience moral perplexity, moral conflict, and moral disagreement 
in difficult cases, but they insist that if there were moral dilemmas two moral 
oughts would conflict, so that one could not perform an action that one ought 
to perform without forgoing another action one also ought to perform. The 
belief that one eannot do what one ought to do seems to these writers a confu
sion about the nature of moral language and obligation. Some major figures in 
the history of ethics have defended this conclusion, both because they accept 
one supreme moral value as overriding all other conflicting values (moral and 
nonmoral) and because they regard it as incoherent to allow contradictory 
oughts. The only ought, they maintain, is the ought generated by the supreme 

valuell 
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By contrast, we will maintain that various m .. 13 
flict in the moral life O . oral pnnclples can and do con-

. n sorne occaslOns th fl" 
lemma with no supreme principIe to d t . e con ICt produces a moral di-

l
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· a out w at should be d I 
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Method, Justification, and Truth 
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For example, the presence of dangerous toxic chemicals in a work environ
ment was widely offered by chemical companies in the United States as a 
legally and morally sound reason to exclude women of childbearing age from 
a hazardous workplace, but in 1991 the United States Supreme Court over
tumed these policies as discriminatory. \3 The dangers to health and life pre
sented by hazardous chernicals constitute a good reason for removing employ
ees from the workplace, but this reason may not be a sufficient reason for a 
ban exclusively directed at women . No matter which position is defended , we 
expect proponents to give us a further account of why their reasons amount to 

both good and sufficient reasons. 

Three Models oi Justification 

Several models of justification are operative in ethical theory. We will evaluate 
three that are both instructive and influentiaJ. The first approaches justification 
from a top-down perspective that emphasizes general norms and ethical theory 
as the proper basis for reaching correct moral judgments. The second ap
proaches justification from a bottom-up perspective that emphasizes moral tra
dition, experience, and judgment as the bases of both general norms and the
ory. The third refuses to assign priority to either a top-down or a bottom-up 
strategy. We will discuss each approach and then defend a version of the third 

that incorporates important parts of the other two. 

Deductivism: the covering-precept modelo The covering-precept model--or, as 
it is now widely called, deductivism-holds that justified moral judgments are 
deduced from a preexisting theoretical structure of normative precepts that 
cover the judgment. This model is inspired by justification in disciplines such 
as mathematics, in which a claim is shown to follow logically (deductively) 
from a credible set of premises. This mode of argument is occasionally used in 
ethics, and deductivists promote it as the best model of justification. The idea 
is that justification occurs if and only if general principIes and rules, together 
with the relevant facts of a situation, support an inference to the correct or 
justified judgment(s). This model is simple and conforms to the way virtually 
all persons first leam to think morally: Moral judgment is the application of a 
rule (principIe, ideal, right, etc.) to a clear case falling under the rule . The 
deductive form is therefore sometimes said to be a top-down "application" of 
general precepts-a conception that motivated use of the term "applied eth
ics." The deductive form in the application of a rule is the following (here 
using what is obligatory, rather than what is permitted or prohibited, although 

the deductive model is the same for all three): 

1. Every act of description A is obligatory. 

2 . Act b is of description A. 
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Therefore, 
3. Act bis obligatory . 

Using this schematic model consider the '011 . 
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Ix Ev . ., , l' OWIng example: 
. do~t~r.~~t In a patlent s overall best interest is obligatory for the patient's 

T
2xh· A.ct of resuscitation b is in this patient's overall best interest 

ere10re, . 

3x. Act of resuscitation b is obligatory for this patient's doctor. 

Covering precepts, as in I and I . 

~:i~~I:jr~d!:;~t ,~:~efo' rOtrhhYPol t~e~~c:a7b:a!~~~i~~~v~~s :r~n~~~:r~:i~~~~ 
, e ru es may be justl fied b b· . 

principIes, or both rules and . . I . Y nngIng them under 

ory A 
pnnclp es may be def-ended by a full ethical the 

. s an example con·d -, SI er a nurse who refuses to assist in an b . 

itr~sc~r::· ~ohe .nurse might attempt to justify the act of refusal by the ;uI~~~oa~ 
justificati;n, th~I~;~~n;~~ej:ts~~;t~~s bel~g IInt~nt:,nally. If pressed for further 

the sanctity of human life. Finally the
m 
:. rule .y reference to a principIe of 

principIe might all be justified by ' an et~ic:lc~h: judgme~t, the rule , and the 
inchoate in the nurse 's original. d ory that IS only Imphclt and 
the rirn . jU gment. From apure deductivist perspective 

p ary problem of practlcal ethics is the choice of an ethical th ' 
apply. Presumably each competitive theo c . eory to 
norms and different solutions of problemsry ommJts a proponent to different 

This model, then , directs attention from the level of partO I . d 

:I:~::;!!~::; o: ~e~:rality (rules and principIes that cove~c:n~rjj;st~;~:~i:~ 
warrants rule ' dn . en on to the level of ethical theory (which covers and 

h s an pnnclples). Thls account can be diagrammed as foil 

~:n:;~ ::~:rt:~7s ~::~:~~~s b: d:prep~t~~~oOf justification , indicating that the ~:: 
a covenng , more general norm): 

4. Ethical Theory 

i 
3. PrincipIes 

i 
2. Rules 

i 
l. Particular Judgments 
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This model functions smoothly whenever a judgment can be brought directly 
under a rule or a principie without intervening complexities such as appeals to 

several principies. 
This model of justification does not capture how moral reasoning and justifi

cation proceed in complicated cases. Oversimplification appears in its linear 
conception, in which particular judgments and rules are derivative in direct 
descent from more general principies. Consider the apparently deductivist justi
fication , "You must telI Mr. Sanford that he has cancer and will probably die 
soon, because rules of truthfulness are essential in order to properly respect the 
autonomy of patients." The aboye model suggests that "You should not lie to 
Mr. Sanford" descends in its moral content directly from the covering principie 
" You should respect autonomy" and the covering rule " You shouldn't lie to 
patients." While much in the moral life does conform loosely to thi~ linear
dependence conception, much al so does not. For several reasons, actual moral 
reasoning and justification exhibit greater complexity. 

First, general action-guides are reciprocalIy related to particular eIements in 
experience. The relationship between general norms and the particulars of ex
perience is bilateral, not unilateral; and, as Jerome Schneewind has argued, 
there is no " context-free order of dependence among moral propositions." 15 

Whether a moral proposition is known by inference or is known independent 
of inference cannot be decided by either the content of the proposition or its 
degree of generality. Whether a general action-guide depends on particular ex
periences, or the converse , is a matter of what is known and inferred in specific 
contexts (so-calIed inferential support as a matter of epistemic context). Moral 
beliefs arise both by generalization from the particulars of experience and by 
making judgments in particular circumstances by appeal to general precepts. 
No essential order of inference or dependence fixes how we come to have 

moral knowledge . 
Particular moral judgments al so often involve specifying and balancing 

norms for concrete situations , not merely bringing a particular judgment under 
a covering rule or principie. The abstract rules and principies in moral theories 
are extensively indeterminate; that is, the act descriptions used to point to obli
gations lack sufficient determinative content for many practical judgments. In 
the process of specifying and balancing norms and in making particular judg
ments, we often must consider factual beliefs about the world , cultural expecta
tions, judgments of likely outcome, precedents previously encountered, and the 
like to help filI out and give weight to rules , principies, and theories . 

Moral judgments about the justifiability of abortion, for example, typically 
depend less on moral rules and principIes than on beliefs about the nature and 
development of the fetus. Disputants agree on the general rule that it is wrong 
to kili innocent persons directly, but traditional customs, scientific theories, 
metaphysical convictions , conceptual accounts, and religious beliefs often un-
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derlie interpretations of situations. As a result , moral debate sometimes stems 
more from disagreement about the correct scientific, metaphysical, or religious 
description of the situation or from different conceptual accounts than from 
disagreement about the relevant moral action-guides. 

The facts of a situation are often such that no general norm (principie or 
rule) cIearly applies, even if we do not disagree about the rules or principIes of 
morality. For example, destroying a nonviable human fetus is not a cIear viola
tion of rules against kilIing or murder, and the rule that one has a right to 
protect one's bodily integrity and property similarly does not cIearly apply to 
the probIem of abortion. TypicalIy , the facts are complex, and several different 
moral norms can be brought to bear on the facts , but with inconcIusive and 
even contradictory results. In the case of abortion , even if we have our facts 
straight, the choice of facts and the choice of rules wilI generate a judgment 
that is incompatible with another choice of facts and rules. Obtaining the right 
set of facts and bringing the right set of rules lo bear on these facts are not 
reducible to either a deductive form of judgment or to the resources of a general 
ethical theory. 

A further problem is that deductivism creates a potentialIy infinite regress of 
justification-a never-ending demand for final justification-because each level 
of appeal to a covering precept requires sorne further level to justify it. This 
probIem can perhaps be handled by presenting a principIe that is self-justifying 
or one that it is irrational not to hold. But if a deductivist demand for justifica
tion were to entail that every standard used to justify another standard is itself 
unjustified until brought under a different covering precept, then there cannot 
in principie be an adequate foundation for moral judgments or for the institution 
of morality . 

Finally, the appeal to a level of theory in the covering-precept model sug
gests that only one correct normative theory exists, yet many distinct theories 
have been developed and ably defended, without a substantial consensus as to 
which system best meets the tests for a theory . To the surprise of many phi loso
phers in the last twenty years, often little is lost in practical moral decisionmak
ing by dispensing with general moral theories. The rules and principies shared 
across these theories typicalIy serve practical judgment more adequately (as 
starting points) than the theories . This paradox provides one major reason why 
covering-precept theories have recently diminished in influence. However, the 
mo~el of covering precepts applied in moral judgments can be retained as long 
as It IS complemented by other models that capture the greater complexity of 
moral reasoning and justification. 

Inductivism: the individual-case modelo Many people now believe, and we 
agree, that moral justification proceeds inductively (bottom-up) no less than 
deductively (top-down) . Inductivism maintains tha.t we must use existing social 
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agreements and practices as a starting point from which to generalize to norms 
such as principies and rules, and inductivists emphaslze the role of partlcul~ 
and contextual judgments as a part of our evolving moral IIfe. A soclety s 
moral views are not justified by an ahistorical examination of the loglc of moral 

discourse or by some theory of rationality, but rather by an embedded ~oral 
tradition and a set of procedures that permit new developments . A statlc or 
morally conservative conception of morality does not follow from thls account 

as long as the tradition presents methods and procedures for reflectlOn on and 
development of the tradition. New experiences and innovatlOns In the pattems 
of collective life lead to modifications in beliefs, and the InstltutlOn of moralIty 
cannot be separated from a cultural matrix of beliefs that has grown up and 

been tested over time. 
Inductivists argue that induction (reasoning from particular instance.s to g~n

eral statements about the instances) , including analogy (a specles of InductlOn 
in which similarities between acts or events support a hypothesis that ~he acts 
or events are similar in other respects as well), is central to delIberatlOn and 
justification. They propose that certain kinds of cases and particular Judgments 

about those cases can be relied upon as warrants for the acceptance of moral 
conclusions independently of either general norms or a historical tradItlon . As 
our experience and thinking develop, we then generalize beyond such Judg
ments to create rules and principies that carry over to analogous contexts, but 
the inductivist believes that these rules and principies are derivative In the order 
of knowledge, not primary. New and revealing cases lead us to progresslve 
refinements of our judgments and generalizations. Moral rules, then , are proVI-

sionally secure points in a cultural matrix of guidelines. . . 
Consider an example from the explosion of interest SInce 1976 In surrogate 

decision making. A series of cases beginning with the aforementioned QUInlan 

case challenged medical ethics and the courts to develop virtually an entlre new 
framework of substantive rules for responsible surrogate declslonmakIng about 

life-sustaining treatments, as well as authority rules regarding who should mak.e 
those decisions. This framework was created by working through cases analogl
cally, and testing hypotheses against preexistingnorms. In both ethlcs and law, 
a string of cases with so me similar (and some dlsslmIlar) features set the terrns 
of the ethics of surrogate decisionmaking. Even when a pnnclple or rule was 
not entirely novel in a proposed framework , its content was shaped by prob
lems needing resolution in the cases. Gradually a loose consensus emerged In 

the courts and in ethics about a framework for such decislOnmakIng. It ~ould 
falsify history to say that this framework was already available and was slmply 

applied to new cases. 
Some inductivists incorporate features of deductivism, understood as the 

c1aim that preexisting norrns inforrn the process of analogy. This br~adth makes 
inductivism more attractive , but not beyond criticismo There remaInS a certaIn 
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haziness about the role of particular experience and individual judgment. If the 
judgments of individuals are basic, do general norrns have any critical power 
to correct biased judgments or biases that might be built into the norrns general

ized from particular experiences? What could give general rules authority over 
particular judgments? 

During a discussion of this problem, Henry Sidgwick argues that if "the 
particular case can be satisfactorily settled by conscience [i.e., practical judg
ment] without reference to general rules," then "we shall have no practical 
need of any such general rules." And if we were able to "form general propo
sitions by induction from these particular conscientious judgments, and arrange 
them systematically ... any interest which such a system may have will be 
purely speculative, " not practica!. 16 Sidgwick's insight cuts deeply against pure 
inductivism, and he builds on the point by arguing that we use general norrns 

to constrain and evaluate particular moral judgments. Theoretical interest in the 
general, then, is not entirely for the sake of a speculative typology of what we 

already know from particular cases. We are interested in general standards be
cause we are interested in knowing what we ought to do. 

A familiar problem haunts pure inductivism. We frequently criticize inade
quate judgments or traditions by appeal to genl~ral standards such as human 
rights. What justification could inductivism provide for our use of these general 
standards if they stand outside the framework of experience and judgment being 
criticized? lnductivism al so has little to say about the common circumstance in 
which conflicting judgments are reached in particular cases by equally well
inforrned and dispassionate moral agents . Inductivist theory, then, needs to be 

buttressed by an account of the proper role of rules and principies in adjudicat
ing disputes and constraining particular judgments . 

Before we look at the third of our three approaches to see if it can meet this 
condition, we need to summarize how far we ha ve come. We have discussed 

two broad approaches to method and justification. When the limits of these 
approaches are acknowledged , we see no inconslistency between them and no 
reason to reject them outright. Inductivism rightly emphasizes that history and 
philosophy do not produce static systems of moral norrns . We constantly en
gage in reasoned decisionmaking, moving from new experiences and problems 

to new or more refined action-guides. Deductivism rightly notes that once we 
have a fairly settled (although not necessarily final) body of general guidelines, 

moral judgments are often warranted by direct appeal to those general guide
lines. 

A confusing feature of contemporary moral theory is that false rivalries and 
misleading statements of method often result from pigeonholing theories too 
readily, and assuming that the proponents of on.e method exclude the other 

methods in their moral thinking. Here are two examples involving writers in 
biomedical ethics to whom we retum later (see pp. 94-96 and 106-107). First, 
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Bemard Gert and Danner Clouser express their method as fol!ows: "In for

mulating theory we start with particular moral judgments about which we 

are certain, and we abstract and formulate the relevant features of those cases 

to help us in tum to decide the uncJear cases." 17 This statement is arresting 

because Gert and Clouser have gained a reputation (whether deserved or not) 

as full-ftedged deductivists. Yet this statement of method looks more like in

ductivism . 
Second, Albert R. Jonsen and Stephen Toulmin have gained a reputation 

(whether deserved or not) as leading proponents of an inductivism that empha

sizes analogical reasoning, case-by-case, from already wel!-navigated moral 

territory-a method they cal! casuistry. Yet they describe "good casuistry" as 

an account that "applies general rules to particular cases with discemment." 18 

Jonsen forthrightly supports a strategy that delineates general principIes that are 

powerful enough to provide direction in new territory in which analogies seem 

insufficient or perilous. For example, he maintains that our cumulative experi

ence and case reports are often insufficient to provide answers to emerging 

moral problems presented in new areas such as reproductive technologies and 

geno me mapping. 19 Toulmin similarly acknowledges that principIes have a cen

tral role to play in contexts in which the actors are strangers rather than inti

mates, as occurs increasingly in health care institutions.20 In these reftections, 

their methodology looks more deductivist than inductivist, although final as

sessment depends on whether they view principIes as entailing or directly sup

porting particular moral judgments. 
An important lesson can be leamed about the use of these labels. It is easy 

to mislabel and stereotype philosophical methods. Once the label is attached, 

the theory can be altogether dismissed through objections such as those we 

have offered. We again emphasize that we find much more that is acceptable 

than unacceptable in the work of authors who are committed to these broad 

approaches to justification, and we will draw from both. At the same time, we 
do not regard even both approaches together as adequate. We will spend the 

remainder of this chapter depicting the third, and our favored, account of justi

fication. 

Coherentism. "Coherentism," as the third approach may be called, is neither 

top-down nor bottom-up; it moves in both directions. John Rawls has used the 

term refiective equilibrium to refer to the goal of this form of justification, and 

we wilJ adopt sorne central features in his analysis. Rawls views the acceptance 

of theory in ethics as properly beginning with our "considered judgments," 

the moral convictions in which we have the highest confidence and believe to 
have the lowest level of bias. Rawls's term considered judgments refers to 

"judgments in which our moral capacities are most likely to be displayed with

out distortion." Examples are judgments about the wrongness of racial discrim-
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ination , religious intolerance, and political representation. These considered 
judgments occur at all levels of generality in our moral thinking, "from those 

about partIcular situations and institutions through broad standards and first 
pnnclples to formal and abstract conditions on moral conceptions." 2 1 

" A consldered judgment of long-standing prominence in medicine is the rule , 

A physlc~an must not exploit patients for the physician 's own gain because 
the patlent s mterests come first " This rule implies that I't I'S . . . . ' " . mappropnate to 
permIt certam physlclan mterests to coexist with a fundamental commitment to 

the patlent. For example, entrepreneurial physicians with ownership or invest

ment mterests m laboratories and for-profit medical centers have an unwar

ranted conftlct of interest if they create self-referral arrangements with centers 

m whlch they have ~ financial interest. This conduct in medicine is unprofes
sIOnal, although It IS acceptable practice in many areas of business. Busi

nesspersons are not always constrained by a rule such as "the cJient's and 

cus~omer's interest comes first." One difference between many medical and 

busmess codes of ethics springs from the abo ve rule, a considered judgment, 
about the patIent-physlclan relationship . 

However'"even the considered judgments thalt we accept " provisionalJy as 
fixed pomts are, Rawls argues, " liable to revision." The goal of reft t' 

l'b' . ~I~ 
eqUI l. num IS to match, prune, and adjust considered judgments so that they 
comclde and are rendered coherent with the premises of theory 22 That . 
start 'th d' . IS , we 

WI para Igm judgments of moral rightness and wrongness, and then 
construct a more general theory that is consistent with these paradigm judg

ments (so that they are as coherent as possible); any loopholes are cJosed as 

are alJ forms of i~coherence that are detected. The resultant action-guides' are 
then. tested to see If they too yield incoherent results. If so, they are readjusted 

or glven up, and the process is renewed, because we can never assume a com

pletely stable equilibrium. The pruning and adjusting occur by reftection and 

dlalectIcal adjustment, in view of the perpetual goal of reftective equilibrium. 

To refer agam to the rule about putting the patient's interest first, we would 

seek. m bIOmedical ethics to make this rule as coherent as possible with other 

~onsldered judgments about cJinical teaching responsibilities, responsibilities 

m ~he conduct of research involving human subjects, and responsibilities to 
patlents' families. 

. As we argue in Chapter 7, it is difficult to brifllg these diverse commitments 

mto coherence. along with other moral rules of impartiality and faimess. The 

rule .ab.out puttmg the patient's interest first is an acceptable starting premise, 

but. lt IS not categoncal for aH possible cases. 'We are left with a range of 

optIOns abou.t how we should and should not specify and balance the rule . As 

long as contmgent confticts occur under the recognized and legitimate princi

pIes and rules of a moral system or theory , sorne measure of incoherence is 

present. For example, to take a relatively uncomplicated example in the ethics 
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of organ transplantation , imagine that we are attracted to each of the following 
two moral considerations: (1) Distribute organs by expected number of years 

of survival, and (2) Distribute organs by time on the waiting list in order to 
give every candidate an equal opportunity. As they stand , these two distributive 
principies are not coherent, because use of either will undercut or eliminate the 
other. We can retain both (l) and (2) in a defensible theory of fair distribution , 

but to do so we will have to introduce limits on these principies as well as 
accounts of how to balance them. These limits and accounts will , in tum , have 

to be made coherent with other principies and rules, such as norrns regarding 
discrimination against the elderly and the role of ability to pay in the allocation 

of expensive medical procedures . 
This analysis suggests-rightly, we believe-that all moral systems present 

sorne level of indeterminateness and incoherence, revealing that they do not 
have the power to eliminate various contingent conflicts among principies and 

rules , So understood, coherence and reflective equilibrium are not achieved 
merely by an absence of inconsistencies in a system. Coherence is a matter of 

the further development and mutual support of norrns, 
So-called wide reflective equilibrium occurs when we evaluate the strengths 

and weaknesses of all plausible moral judgments, principies , and relevant back
ground theories, That is, we incorporate as wide a variety of kinds of legitimate 

moral beliefs as possible , including hard test cases in experience.
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We empha
size again the ideal (although not utopian) character of this procedure: No mat
ter how wide the pool of beliefs, there is no reason to anticipate that the process 

of pruning , adjusting, and rendering coherent will either come to an end or be 
perfected. Virtually any set of theoretical generalizations achieved by reflective 
equilibrium will fall short of full coherence with considered judgments, and the 
only relevant model for moral theory is the best approximation to full coher
ence. We should assume that we are confronted with a never-ending search for 

defects of coherence, for counterexamples to our beliefs, and for novel situa-

tions 2 4 

Ethical theories presumably can be made to cohere with considered judg-

ments through this process of reflective equilibrium without incorporating con
troversial theoretical commitments about what is rational and irrational to ac
cept. That is , many strands in the moral life can be reflectively considered, and 

brought into equilibrium, without introducing views about the rationality or 
irrationality of theories that deeply divide contemporary philosophers and theo

logians. From this perspective, moral thinking is analogous to hypotheses in 
science that are tested , modified, or rejected through experience and experi
mental thinking, Justification is neither purely deductivist (giving general 

action-guides preeminent status) , nor purely inductivist (giving experience and 
analogy preeminent status) . Many different considerations provide reciprocal 

support in the attempt to fit moral beliefs into a coherent unit. This is how we 
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test , revise, and further specify moral beliefs T . . , 
from deductivism because I't h Id h .' hls outlook IS very dlfferent 

, o s t at ethlcal theo . 
complete and applicable to moral obl ' nes are never sufficientIy 
for adequacy by its practical I'm IPrt ' ems

B
; mstead , theory itself must be tested 

pica IOns, ut the goal of fl ' " , 
protects against the the risk of . d' re ectlve eqUIhbnum 
because theory and practice ha~~e!Ur:~~i::do~e~ely intuitive ~oral judgments, 
straining. n,clproclty that IS mutually con-

To conclude we have ag d 'h 
the mutual sup~ort of manyrCeOe wdlt Rawls that justification is " a matter of 

nSI eratlOns of I'veryth' fi' 
one coherent whole "25 W '11 ' - mg ttmg together into 

. e WI now pursue thi'; thes' b dI' 
coherence-based account of justification, . IS y eve opmg our own 

A Coherence Theory of Justificatio~ 

In the late 1970s h h ' , , w en t e first edltIon of this book w ' 
sketched an account of J'ustl'ficat' e " as pubhshed , we IOn lor practIcal eth ' , 
then bedeviling the underdeveloped fi Id f b' ICS m response to a crisis 
there was no sustained theory f b' e

d
, o IOmedlcal ethics , At that time 

, o lOme Ical ethlcs and n ' 
of I!s principIes and normative lA' ~ o systematlc account 

ru es. s our edltlOns have I d 
ers have requested that we state' evo ve , many read-our vlews on method d ' 'fi ' , 
depth. We do so in this section , ' an JUStI catlOn m greater 

, Following loel Feinberg and certain traditions in . , , 
tIaBy described the relation betw l . Greek phllosophy, we ml-

, een mora expenence a dI ' 
dtalectical. We develop theorl'es t '11 ' " n mora theones as o I ummate expenence d d . 
we ought to do b tI' an to etermme what 

, u we a so use expenence to t t 
theories. 26 If a the . Id ' es, corroborate, and revise 

ory yle s concluslOns at odds 'th . 
ments-for example if it aIlows child b WI our consldered judg-
consent as subiects ~f biom d' l ren ut not adults to be used without 

J e lca research-we hay 
of the theory and to modify 't k ' e reason to be suspicious 

, I or see an altematIve th W 
dlalectical strategy as a way to k t d ' eory. e regard this 
general judgments 27 As F . b wor owar coherence between particular and 
ing that occurs in 'courts oe:~awergOnotehs, thls procl~dure is similar to the reason-

. n t e one hand If a ' '1 ' 
to an antecedently unacceptable . d . " pnnclp e comrmts one 
modify or supplement the princi JIU gment m a particular case, then one should 
ular and general beliefs take p e so ah s tlo render It coherent with one's partic-
e . . n as a w o e. On the other hand h 
Jounded pnnclple indicates the n d t h ' w en a weIl-, , ee o c ange a partic I 'd 
ndIng claims of coherence require that the . d u ar JU gment , the over-
mistaken then to say that pn' ' 1 JU grnent be adJusted.

28 
It seems 

" nClp es are not draw ir 
to cases , Furtherrnore, both general and ' n om cases b.ut only applied 
vide data for theory and are th ' particular consldered Judgments pro
and refine embryonic theoretl'caleoryl ,s testmg ground, They lead us to modify 
. " c alrns, especlaIly by p , t" . 
In or hrnltations of theories, 29 om mg to madequacles 
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PRINCIPLES OF BIOMEOlCAL ETHICS 

Although justification is a matter of coherence, bare coherence has seemed 
to many philosophers an insufficient basis for justification, because the substan
tive body of judgments and principies that cohere could themselves be morally 

unsatisfactory. There also could be a series of alternatlve coherent systems, 
each with a claim as valid as the next if coherence alone is the judge of theo
ries. Moral justification and knowledge could never be achieved unless sorne 

criterion independent of coherence were added to the account. An example of 
this problem appears in the so-called Pirates' Creed of Ethics or Custom of the 
Brothers of the Coast. 30 Formed under a democratic confraternlty of marauders 
circa 1640, this creed for pirates is a coherent, carefully delineated set of rules 

governing mutual assistance in emergencies, penalties for ~rohibited acts, the 
distribution of spoils , modes of communication , compensatlOn for mJury, and 
" courts of honour" that resol ve disputes. This substantive body of rules and 
principies , although coherent, is morally unsatisfactory. Itsappeal to " spoils," 
its awarding of si aves as compensation for injury , and the hke mvolve lmmoral 
activities. But what justifies us in saying this coherent code is not an acceptable 

code of ethics? 
This question points to the importance of starting with considered judgments 

that are settled moral convictions in a broad expanse of ethics , and then castmg 
the net more broadly in specifying, testing , and revising those convictions. 

Coherentism is not exhausted by a relentless reduction of any set of beliefs to 
coherence . We start in ethics , as elsewhere, with a particular set of beliefs
the set of considered judgments (also called self-evident norms and plausible 
intuitions) that are acceptable initially without argumentative support. We can
not justify every moral judgment in terms of another moral Judgment wlthout 
generating an infinite regress or vicious circle of justificatlOn m WhlCh no Judg
ment is justified . The only avenue of escape is to accept sorne Judgments as 

justified without recourse to other judgments; and these Judgments form our 

starting point. . 
These considered judgments typically have a history rich in moral expenence 

that underlies our sen se that they are credible and trustworthy; considered judg
ments are therefore not merely a matter of individual intuition. Any moral 
certitude associated with these norms is likely to derive from beliefs that are 

acquired, tested, and modified over time in light of the purposes served by the 
norms. Coherence among these initial norms is essential to thelr acceptablhty, 

and incoherence is a sound reason for rejecting one or more such "founda
tional" but fallible propositions. The Pirates ' Creed , while coherent and ac

ceptable among pirates , fails the test of initial moral acceptability. .. 
Although we start with initially credible premises, the persons, codes , mstl

tutions, or cultures from which the premises descend need not themselves be 
in every case highly reliable or comprehensive in their reports and documents. 
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For example , the Hippocratic tradition-the starting point in medica! ethics for 
centuries-has turned out to be a limited and generally unreliable basis for 

medical. ethics . This problem can be overcome in a coherence theory by calling 
on a wlder body of experience to collect points of convergence. To use an 
~nalogy to eye-witnesses in a courtroom, if a sufficient number of entirely 
mdependent wllnesses ~onverge to agreement in recounting the facts of a story, 
the story gams credlblhty beyond the credibility of the individuals who tell it. 

At the same time , we can eliminate the witnesses' stories that do not converge 
and cannot be made consistent with the main lines of convergence. The greater 
the coherence in a broadly based account that descends from initially credible 
premJses, the more likely we are to believe it. The same point holds in moral 
theory: As we in crease the number of accounts , establish convergence, and 
mcrease coherence, the best explanation is that the beliefs are justified and 

should be accepted. When we find wider and wider confirmation of hypotheses 
the best explanation is that these hypotheses are the right ones. Such confirma~ 
tion is the proper goal of moral theory, however difficult it is to accomplish. 

Does It follow that there are degrees of justification and knowledge? Often 

we can achieve only a weak coherence, using more or less reliable reports . The 
extent to which we can speak of beliefs as justified is comparative, contingent 
upon eVldence and degree of coherence. Justification in areas such as abortion 
and animal rights is notoriously difficult and resistant to solution by the ideal 
of reflective equilibrium. We will hereafter assume, without further argument, 
that thlS degrees-of-justification thesis is correct. We will also assume that co
herence is the central condition in mora! justification, but not that it is the 
sole condition. 

In addition , several safeguards should be recognized in attempts to recon

struc~ moral concepts and norms on the model of coherence. These safeguards 
funchon to protect against faulty coherence constmction. One safeguard can be 

called the resemblance condition. It requires that a. moral account remain faith
fui to (resemble) the principies and concepts that provided the starting point for 
that account. In selecting data and constructing a theory, the finaJ product 

should resemble the principIes and concepts that it explicates . For example, 
suppose we are attempting to develop a coherent account of medical confiden

tiality that will remove several serious problems in our current system of con
~dentia!ity in health care; and suppose we rely so heavily in our account on 
nghts of privacy that we completely lose sight of medical confidentiality and 

supply o~~ a list of rights of privacy that hospitals should acknowledge. If 
confidenttaJlty has been lost in the process , we have failed to do what we set 

out to d?, even i.f the product exhibits a high degree of coherence. Although 
room eXlsts for dlsagreement over the proper departure point for such an analy
sis (and therefore over what the final product must resemble), resemblance is 
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an important constraint on theory construction. At the same time, resemblance 
must not be constrU

ed 
to preclude the possibility of radical shifts in normative 

perspective . The resemblance condition does not allow one principie or concept 
to be tumed into another, but it a1so does not preclude our coming to the view 

that our initial judgment or position was flatly wrong. 
Second, universalizability is a widely accepted condition that serves a safe-
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guarding function. This condition does not imply that a society ' s distinct norms 
(tho

se 
that differ from another society'S) logically could not constitute a moral 

code or that all moral judgments and standard s are identical for all perso
ns

-
leaving no room for individual or group differences, for diverse moral tradi
tions, for special relationships, and for autonomous judgments and moral dis
agreements. Rather, the condition of universalizability requires that any perso

n 

who judg
es 

that action x is morally required (or morally worthy, morally virtu

ous, etc.) in circumstance C
l 

is thereby committed to the premise that x is 
morally required (or morally worthy, morally virtuous, etc.) in circumstance 
C

2 

if C
l 

and C
2 

are not different in any morally relevant respect. One therefore 

can universaliz
e 

by advocating that all persons act in a certain way in a type of 
circumstan

ce
; but equally informed, rational, and impartial perso

ns 
can advo

cate different actions in that type of circumstance. UniversalizabUity is not a 
moral norm parallel to a material principie of justice or a demand for equal 

treatment; it is a formal condition rather than a substantive principie . 
This condition implies that basic moral principies must be formulated in 

terms of universal rather than particular properties. Morality does not, for ex
ample, recog

nize 
a relevant difference between 1 and he or she in formulating 

norms of right or wrongY This is one way in which morality protects against 

bias, prejudice, and idiosyncratic preference-at the same time recognizing that 
relevant differences exist between persons such as being a parent , being a su
perviso

r
, being experienced in a job, and the like. Universalizability, then, 

demands consistency of commitment within a moral system of judgm
ents

, 
rules, and principies, but it leaves open for discussion exactly what will count 
as morally relevant similarities and differences and whether unanimity is reach-

able over principies and rules. Other safeg
uards 

also deserve mention. The comparative endur
ance

, resil-
ience, and output power of a principie or theory are clearly points in its favor . 
That a principie or theory endures through competitive encounters, is adaptive 
10 novelty, and meets new problems with creative and praetieal solutions are 

all criteria of acceptability that promote reflective equilibrium. In Chapter 2 we 
develop a framework for theory constrUction that further supports the thesis 
that degre

eS 
of adequacy in theory are to be expected. In defending a coherence 

theory of justification, then, we do not mean to sugg
est 

that the criterion of 

coherence alone determines the merit of a theory. 
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Coherenee and No h 27 neo erenee A It . eeounts of Truth 

. IS eustomary in moral theo . 
dlstmguish truth a d" ry, epIstemology and h'l 

d

. n justIfication P b ' . P I osophy of . 
Iscussion of th P' . ro lems such as th sClenee to e lfates ' Creed e one encou t d' 

must be true not suggest to sorne p l n ere m our 
justification c~n dOU:~:ely coherent. Others urge thea~P a

e 
that a moral theory 

ward truth not' as a theory of truth The'd . coherence theory of 
, slmply jU t"fi . . I ea IS th t 

su eh as retlective e 'I'b s I catlOn, is achieved by coh a convergence to-qUl I num) St"ll h . erence (usin . 
ence is not constit t" . I ot ers deny this l' . g an Ideal . u Ive of truth Th c alm saymg th 
nes generated f .' ey ask whethe 'f ' . at coher-
of internal coherom plaUSIble initial premises can re

l hseve~al IOconsistent theo-
rence and c . ac elalm a 

ries exist-for exa onslstency, we must then s strong measure 
Th' . mple, several true the' . ay that several true th 

IS questlOn leads ones of justice eo-
us to ask h h . . 

a moral system than w et er a better criterion . 
posal is that if a h coherence among its norms 1'h eXIsts of the truth of 

alternative route e~~sterence theory is the right a~eou:t P7~lem with this pro
tive way to check s to the justlfication of a moral l o juStIficatlOn and no 
together with caref ~p on the results of a coherence c alm , there is no alterna
ditions mentioned u blOspectlon of initial premises a ;ccfount except coherence 
h a ove 1'0 d n o the safeg d' 
ave to present . emonstrate the fals"! f uar IOg con-

But how would t~i:e:~~~led challenge to the results
l 

;n ~hea belief, one would 
net of beliefs b h enge be mounted except b coherence account 

roug tinto h ' Y casting m b . 
herence? co erence, which is ' ore roadly the 

T 

part of the method 

he best expla . . of co-
h natlOn 10 the fa f 
as captured what is ri ht . ce o unshakable coherence . 

truth consists in th thg , vlrtUOUS, and the like If th' IS that the system r ' en e net f . IS result· h 
ikely make such a el' . o coherence has captured th IS w at moral 

coherence is achie dalm 10 parallel cases of scientifi k e truth. We would 
system of sCientifi;e

b 
lafter repeated testing, the bes; e n~wledge: If a stable 

truth . lf this . e lefs so achieved either e xp anatlOn is that the 
IS a sound ac xpresses or . 

account of moral t h count of scientific truth .. approxlmates the rut ? ' IS It not lik . 
Yet it is far f . eWIse a sound 

rom settled th t h' 
doubtful that a succes a t IS treatment of monl . 
truth. For one r sful body of coherent beliefs ,truth IS adequate. It is 

that truth is a c::::' I:~S doubtful that moral sta:e:e~~:t~er how stable, yields 

we would need a the; at should appear in moral theo ;e truth values and 
We are content to co ry of truth, Itself a complicated and o or another reason, 
and that the right nelude here that justification su > controversial subject. 
outlined aboye dapp.roach to justification is the chcessfull

y 
occurs in ethics 

an wIll aug ' co erence acc 
say thatjustijied beli f ment 10 Chapter 2. If in add' . ount we have 

e s are true beliefs, we ha ' . ItIon, sorne want to 
ve no objection to this language, 
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28 nded c\aim for the conc\usions expressed in this 
but we make no such exte . . likely to produce more mlsunder-

I and we believe that such a c\alm IS vo ume, 
standing than illurnination. 

°f in and Balancing Principies . 
Specl y g h ds of specification and balancmg 

. . t develop the met o .d 
We are now in a posltiOn o d fill ut the coherence model and proVI e 
mentioned previously . These metho s :1 s and the avoidance of intracta
strategies for the resolution of moral pro em 

ble conflict. 

Specification . . . . d lmmanuel Kant for developing 
H I fittmgly cntlclze . h 

Philosopher G. W. F . ege d bli ation for obligation' s sake, Wlt out 
an "empty formalism" that preache o g . f duties. " Hegel thought all 

" irnrnanent doctrme o b 
any power to develop an . . d of ethics had been replaced y 

. ." in a liVing co e h 
"content and speclficatiOn 32 E h· I theory that features principies as 

. K ' ccount t Ica E 
abstractness m ant s a . . . . . t to an important problem. very 

d 33 These cntlCIsms pOIn . h t 
been similarly accuse . .. If t ins regions of indetermmacy t a 
general norm, indeed morality Itse , con a d nrichment. If the principies 

h f h development an e .f 
need reduction throug urt er ffi . t content we must be able to specI y 

. b k e to have su Cien , . d. . 
discussed in thls 00 ar I bstractness while also m Icatmg 

. h t urpasses etherea a , t 
the content m a way t a s . . I S 34 If a principie lacks adequa e 

Iy fall under the pnnclp e . the cases that proper 

specificity, it is empty and ineffectual. bl Nonmaleficence is the principie 
. I le of thls pro em. . I 

Consider a slmp e examp h This principie provldes on y 
. fI· t ·1 or harrn on ot ers. I 

that we ought not t~ m IC eVI about the conditions under which harrnfu 
a rough starting pomt for gUldance d using someone's death as a harrn, 

. . d N ally we regar ca 
actions are prohlblte . orm . thanasia harmful actions that are 

· ·d d oluntary active eu 
but are assisted SUlCI e an V . . f aleficence? Are acts of mercy 

. d b th pnnclple o nonm ? If 
absolutely proscnbe y e I ficence or even beneficence. 

. acts of nonma e , . . b 
killing themselves sometunes . h I patient commit sUIcide there y 

h slclan who e ps a ·fi d we question whether a p y . . f rthcoming from an unspecI e 
. t no gUldance IS o . 

harrns or benefits the patlen , h cI·fication nonmaleficence IS a 
W·thout furt er spe , 

principie of nonmaleficence. . 1 h blems as assisted suicide and eutha-
bare starting point for resolvlng suc pro 

nasia. f st be developed conceptually and shaped 
Abstract principies , then , o ten mu. .d and practical judgments. In 

. h rete actiOn-gUl es 
normatively to connect Wlt conc ak . t account various factors such as 

. . I we must t e In o all 
tightening our pn~clp es, d c\ientele acceptance. Eventu y we 
efficiency , institutiOnal rules, law, an I rld problems involving the de
need to pro vide a practical strategy for rea -wo 
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mands of political procedures, legal cünstraints , uncertainty abüut risk, and the 
Iike. In Iight of the indeterminacy inherent in general norms , we accept Henry 

Richardsün's argument that the specification üf our principies is essential to 
determining what counts as an instance üf that principie and to overcome sorne 
moral conflicts. Richardson nütes that we sometimes apply norms directly to 
cases and that we often try to balance conflicting norms . Both techniques work 
on sorne occasions. But in managing new , complex , or problematic cases, the 
first line of attack should be to specify our norms and thereby to specify unclar
ities and problems away. In difficult cases, direct applicatiün rarely works, 
whereas balancing often appears to be too subjective, and fails to reduce con
flict or the potential for further conflict. Specification, then, is an attractive 
strategy flOr the hard cases as long as the specific:ation can be justified.35 Of 
course, many already specified rules will need further specification to handle 
new circumstances üf conflict. Progressive specific:ation often must take place 
to handle the variety of problems that arise, gradually reducing the dilemmas 
and circumstances of conflict that the abstract principIe has insufficient content 
tü resolve. 

As a simple example of specification, consider again the rule " Düctors 
should put their patients ' interests first. " A fact of life in modem medicine in 

the United States is that patients sometimes can afford the best treatment strat
egy only if their physicians falsify infürmatiün on insurance forms, or at least 
only thinly spread the truth. It does not füIlow from a proper understanding of 
the rule of patient-priority that a physician should act illegaIly by Iying or 
distürting the description of a patient 's problem on an insurance form o Our 

rules against deception and for patient-priority are not categorical demands , and 
they stand in need of specification to give fuller , more concrete moral advice 
to physicians who wonder whether they shüuld deceive payers , and , if so, 
under which conditions. 

Nünetheless, the specification üf a physicians ' cümmitment to patients and to 
nondeception faces many problems , as a recent survey of practicing physicians' 
attitudes toward deception illustrates. Dennis H. Novack and several colleagues 

used a questionnaire to übtain physicians ' responses to four difficult ethical 
problems that potentiaIly could be resolved by deception . In one scenario , a 
physician recornrnends an annual screening marnrnography flOr a 52-year-old 
wüman whü protests that last year her insurance company would not cover the 
test and she had to pay herself, although she could not afford it. A secretary 
suggests that the patient 's insurance company would cover the costs of the 

marnmography if the physician stated the reason as " rule out cancer" rather 
than " screening marnrnography," although the latter alone was the reason . 
Almost seventy percent of the physicians responding to this survey indicated 
that they wüuld put " rule out cancer," and eighty-five percent of this group 
insisted that their act would not involve " deception." 36 
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. . be inte reted as crude attempts to specify 

These physicians' declslOns can. . rph t dy apparently did not operate 
· M t physlclans m t e s u . 

rules against deceptlOn. os h searchers ("to deceive IS to 
d t" favored by t e re 

with the definition of ecep IOn . 1 d") Perhaps the physicians 
. h' ot true to mis ea . . 

make another beheve w at IS n . 'Id' . formation from or misleadmg 
. . 1 es wlthho mg m 

believed that deceptlOn mvo v. . d also believed that an insur-
. ht to that mformatIon, an 

someone who has a ng h s no right to accurate informa-
. . t r cies of coverage a . 

ance company wlth unjus po l . " ccurs when one unjustlfiably 
b r ved that " deceptlOn o 

tion. Or perhaps they e le "fi bl to mislead the insurance company 
d that it was jUStl a e . . d 

misleads another, an 'b'l 't is that these physlclans un er-
. y t another pOSSI I 1 Y . 

in these clrcumstances. e h'b' 1 self-serving actions or actlOns 
· d t" on to pro I It on Y , 

stood the rule agamst ecep l . d tive actions on behalf of one s 
that harm other individuals, or to permlt ecep 

. t should come first. . 
Patients whose mteres s . fy rules against deceptlOn 

Id t gree on how to specI 
These physicians wou no a. , . b first Each of the proposed 

. ' th t patIents mterests e . . 
as well as rules requlOng a . ( h ps better would dissolve It) , 

. Id 1 e the confhct or, per a , . . 
specificatlOns wou reso v . 'fi b'I'lty of each specificatlOn. Thls 

d b t bout the justl al. 
but there would be e a e a . ' . nt dilemrna without elther 

. 1 f ehmmatmg an appare . 
survey provldes an examp e o ed specification may fall to 

" ." orms yet any propos 
"applying" or balancmg n . : l ' To say that a problem or 

r justlfied reso utlOn. 
provide the most adequate ? ,,' h ly to say that norms have been 

d" "dlssolved IS ere on 'd 
conflict is "resolve or fall under them we can decI e 
made determinate in content so that, when cases ' 

what ought to be done . . . that one justify the claim that the pro-
An adequate speclficatlOn reqUlreS 1 t moral norms. Specificatlon 

· . h nt wlth other re evan . 
Posed specificatlOn IS co ere d l'b t'on but no proposed speclfica-

. bl s through e lera I , . . 
is a way of resolvmg pro em. h All moral norms are, in pnncI-

. h howmg of co erence. . 
tion is justified Wlt out a s .' d' stification. The reason for thls 

.' speclficatlOn, an jU . 
Pie subject to such reVISlOn, . t 't is that " the complexlty 

, tent as Rlchardson pu SI, 
constant need for further con, b'l'ty to capture them in general 

1 ys outruns our a I I . 
of the moral phenomena a wa 'fi ' do not undercut the practlcal 
norms." 37 These problems about ;p~c~l~a~~;olve conflicts and dilemrnas by 
point that we can sometLmes satis ac o 

adequate specification. t for biomedical ethics depends 
k' a workable accoun 

Whether our fram~wor .IS. and related rules can be specified and the 
in part on whether ItS pnnclples . h 'ty rules and procedural 

. . ' d The substantive rules, aut on , 
specificatlOns justlfie . . 1 eCI' fications of our framework 

( 38-39) mvO ve sp . 
rules discussed below pp. h 3-7 is intended to show thls 

. . 1 d much of the argument of e apters 
pnnclp es, an 

Process in action. l' 'tat'lons and weaknesses in the 
'11 d to note sorne mu 

However, we Stl nee h do not view the method as 
. . t make clear t at we f 

method of speclficatlOn, o. . osition between the modelo 
a cure-all for our deepest dllemmas. Frrst , opp 
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specification and the models of balancing and applying norms should not be 
overstated . Nothing in the model of specification indicates that there is a way 
around balancing in the very act of specifying principies and rules; and nothing 
in the model shows that straightforward application never works. In any given 
problematic or dilemmatic case, several competing specifications will typically 
constitute possible resolutions, thereby retuming us to conflicts of the sort that 
drove us to specification in the first place. (We explicate the model of balancing 
below.) Second, if one believes, as we do, that sorne moral conflict is inevita
ble and cannot always be avoided or eliminated by even tightly knit specifica
tions, then the method is suited only for contexts in which specification has a 
reasonable hope of acceptance. Third, making norms more specific does not 
itself preclude the use of dogmatic , biased, arbitrary, or irrational views to 
make one's favored conclusion correct by fia!. Even if a specification elimi
nates contingent conflict, the specification may be arbitrary , lack impartiality, 
or fail for other reasons. As Richardson forthrightly acknowledges , "once the 
operation of specification has been adequately understood, it may then be ad
mitted that it should be supplemented by application and balancing in a more 
complex hybrid model. " 38 

Specification as a method must be indissolubly connected with a larger 
model of coherence that appeals to considered judgments and to the overall 
coherence introduced by a pro po sed specification . This is a general model that 
we accept, as does Richardson (who holds that specification and the coherence 
ideal dovetail, but ha ve distinctive roles). So understood , specification holds 
out the possibility of a continually expanding normative viewpoint that is faith
fui to initial beliefs (which are not renounced) and that tightens rather than 
weakens coherence among the full range of accepted norms. 

What advantage, then, does specification have over other attempts to resol ve 
problems? Richardson 's response, like ours , is that this question should be 
"answered in terms of the overall coherence and mutual support of the whole 
set of moral norms .... A coherence standard for the rationality of specifica
tion ... in effect carries the Rawlsian idea of 'wide reflective equilibrium' 
down to the level of concrete cases. "39 From this perspective, specification is 
one arrn of a larger method of coherence-a view that reinforces our earlier 
arguments that the central condition of justification is coherence and that inter
pretation, construction, and reconstruction are essential in both ethical theory 
and practical ethics. A particular specification is justified only if it is more 
coherent with the whole set of relevant norms than any other available specifi
cation. 

The upshot of our analysis of coherence and specification is the following: 
One goal of a moral theory, and central to its account of justification, is to 
move from general levels of theory to particular rules, judgments, and policies 
that are in close proximity to everyday decisions in the moral life. Like a 

------------------....... ------------------
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tributary with many forks into different territories, the principies and rules in a 
theory can be made to fork outward through specification and feed dlfferent 
parts of the moral life. Appropriate specification conserves or elevates the ~o
herence already present in the theory. When moral conflicts occur, speclfica~lOn 
supplies an ideal of repeated coherence testing and modification of a pnnclple 
or rule until the conflict is specified away, but specification is also a useful tool 

for the development of policies in biomedical ethics. . 
To accept this ideal is not to assume that conflicts can always be speclfi.ed 

away by developing rules or policies. The moral life will be plagued by contm
gent conflicts that cannot be eliminated. Our pragmatic goal ~hould be a 
method of resolution that often helps, not a method that wIII mvanably resolve 

our problems. 

Balancing and Overriding 

Principies , rules , and rights require balancing no less than specijication: Princi
pies (and the like) direct us to certain forms of conduct, ~ut p.nnclples by 
themselves do not settle conflicts of principie . Whereas speclficatlOn entaIls a 
substantive development of the meaning and scope of norms, balancing consists 
of deliberation and judgment about the relative weights of norms . Balancing 
sometimes occurs in specification, and specification al so sometimes occurs in 
balancing. Specification and balancing can best be conceived as m~tually facili
tative approaches , methods , or strategies that fit coherently wlthm the larger 
method of coherence outlined aboye. Balancing is especially useful for mdlVld
ual cases, whereas specification is especially useful for policy development. 

Avoiding balancing through "absolute" norms. Throughout this book we view 
the norms to be balanced-principles, rules, rights , and the like-as prima 
jacie (see below, pp. 33-37), and not as absolute, as rules of thumb, or as 
hierarchically (Iexically or serially) ordered. However, sorne speclfied norms 
are virtually absolute, and therefore usually escape the need to balance. Exam
pies inelude prohibitions of cruelty and torture, where these actions are defined 
as gratuitous infliction of pain and suffering. (Other prohibitions, such as rules 
against murder, are absolute only because of the meaning of theirterms: For 
example, to say " murder is categorically wrong" is to say " unjustlfied kilhng 

is unjustified. ") . . 
Defensible substantive absolutes are thorough and decisive speClficatlOns of 

principies. They are rare and rarely playa role in moral controversy. More 
interesting are norms that are formulated with the goal of ineludmg all leglu
mate exceptions, but whose formulation remains controversia!. An example.ls 
"Always obtain oral or written informed consent for medical interventlOns wlth 
competent patients, except in emergencies, in low-risk situations, or when pa-
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tients ~ave wai~ed their right to adequate information." This norm elearly 
needs mterpretatlOn and a specification of what constitutes an informed con
sent, an emergency, a waiver, and a low risk, but this rule would be absolute 
if all legitimate exceptions were ineluded in its formulation and specification. 
Depending on how far specification goes and whether aJl exceptions are built 
in and defended, a rule could tum out to be legitimately absolute and thereby 
escape balancing because its potential for conflict with other principies and 
rules would have been eliminated. However, if such rules exist, they are rareo 
Moreover, in light of the enormous range of possibilities for contingent con
fllCtS among rules, absolute rules are best construed as ideals rather than fin
ished products. 

Balancing prima jacie norms. Drawing on W. D. Ross, we distinguish prima 
jacie obligations from actual obligations. Prima jacie obligation indicates an 
obligation that must be fulfilled unless it conflicts on a particular occasion with 
an equal or stronger obligation. A prima facie obligation is binding unless over
ridden or outweighed by competing moral obligations. Acts often have several 
morally relevant properties or consequences. For example, an act of Iying may 
also promote someone's welfare, and an act of killing may involve the relief 
?f pain ando suffering as well as respect for a patient's autonomy through caus
mg the patIent's death at the patient's request. Such acts are at once prima 
facle wrong and prima facie right, because two or more norms conflict in the 
circumstances. The agent must then determine what he or she ought to do by 

findmg an actual or overriding (in contrast to prima facie) obligation; that is, 
the agent must locate what Ross called "the greatest balance" of right over 
wrong. An agent's actual obligation in the situation is determined by the bal
ance of the respective weights of the competing prima facie obligations (the 
relative weights of all competing prima facie norms such as beneficence fidel
ity, and justice).40 This metaphor of larger and srnaJler weights moving ~ scale 

up and down graphically depicts the balancing process , but it may also obscure 
what happens in the process of balancing by misl.eadingly suggesting an intu
itive or subjective assessment. Justified acts of balancing entail that good rea
sons be provided for one's judgment. 

For example, suppose a physician encounters an emergency case that would 
require .her to extend an already long day so that she would be unable to keep 
a prorruse to take her son to the Iibrary. She will then engage in a process of 
deliberation that leads her to consider how urgently her son needs the visit to 
the library, whether they could go very late to the Iibrary , whether another 
physician could handle the case, etc. If she determines to stay deep into the 
night with the patient, this obligation will have beco me overriding because she 
has a good and sufficient reason. Alife hangs in the balance, and she alone 
has the knowledge to deal adequately with the full array of the circumstances. 
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Her action of canceling her evening with her son, painful and distressing as it 
is, can be justified by this good and sufficient reason for doing what she does. 
Balancing, then, is a process of justification only if adequate reasons are pre-

sented. 
Qne way of viewing this process brings it close to and perhaps merges it 

with specification. As David DeGrazia has pointed out to us, the good and 
sufficient reasons that one offers in an act of balancing can be viewed as a 
specification of norms that incorporates one' s reasons. These reasons can be 
generalized for similar cases: "If a patient's life hangs in the balance and the 
attending physician alone has the knowledge to deal adequately with the full 
array of the circumstances , then the physician's conflicting domestic obliga
tions must yield ." This merging of specification and balancing has merits, but 
it may be too neat and too sweeping to handle all situations of balancing and 
specification. Balancing often eventuates in specification, but it need not; and 
specification often involves balancing, but it al so might only add details. Ac
cordingl y, we do not propose to merge the two methods. The point is that 
balancing does not compete with specification, and they both coherently aug
ment the model of coherence. We therefore propose that balancing and specifi
cation be seamlessly united with a general model of coherence that requires us 
to defend the reasons we give for actions and norms. As noted previously, 
balancing is particularly useful for case analysis , and specification for policy 

development. 

Conditions that restrict balancing. As a response to criticisms that the model 
of balancing is too intuitive and open-ended, we can list a few minimal condi
tions that reduce the amount of intuition involved. These conditions add content 
to the requirement of giving good reasons for actions and norms. The following 
conditions must be met to justify infringing one prima facie norm in order to 
adhere to another (however, these conditions, being norms themselves , are also 

prima facie, not absolute): 

l. Better reasons can be offered to act on the overriding norm than on the 
infringed norm (for example, typically if persons have a right, their interests 
deserve a special place when balancing those interests against the interests 

of persons who have no comparable right). 
2. The moral objective justifying the infringement has a realistic prospect of 

achievement. 
3. No morally preferable altemative actions can be substituted. 
4. The form of infringement selected is the least possible, commensurate with 

achieving the primary goal of the action . 
5. The agent seeks to minimize the negative effects of the infringement. 

? 
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In all of these cases sorne intuitive judgments and subjective weightings are 
unavoidable, just as they are everywhere in life when we must balance compet-
ing goods (for example, in the foods we eat, in the strategies we try in tennis , 
and in the way we allocate time in our daily schedules). But this fact does not 
reduce the process of balancing and overriding to arbitrary or merely subjective 
preferences. Consider a typical example. The principIe of respect for autonomy 
and the principIe of beneficence (which requires acts of preventing harrn to 
others) sometimes conflict in the AIDS epidemic. Respect for autonomy sets a 
prima facie barrier to the mandatory testing of people who are at risk of HIV 
infection and whose actions may put others at risk, and yet society has a prima 
facie obligatio

n 
to act to prevent harm to those at risk. The two prima facie 

principIes conflict, but to justify overriding respect for autonomy, one must 
show that the mandatory testing of certain individuals is necessary to prevent 
harm and has a reasonable prospect of preventing harm. If it meets these condi
tions, mandatory testing will still need to pass the least-infringement test , and 
ag

ents 
must seek to reduce the harrnful effects (such as the negative conse

quences that individuals fear from testing). As we will see in Chapter 7 , many 
(but not all) proposed forms of mandatory testing cannot be justified, because 
other available altematives would have a higher probability of success without 
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infringing personal autonomy 41 
As with specification, the process of balancing cannot be rigidly dictated by 

sorne forrnulaic "method" in ethical theory. The model of balancing will sat
isfy neither those who seek clear-cut, specific guidance about what one ought 
to do in particular cases nor those who believe in a lexical or serial ranking of 
principIes , with automatic overriding conditions . Sorne have therefore at
tempted to circum

vent 
balancing judgments by delineating automatic-overriding 

features in their ethical theories . For example, sorne have spoken of rights as 
trumps (Ronald Dworkin) and as side constraints on perrniss

ible 
judgments 

(Robert Nozick). But these attempts have failed because the proposed trUmps 
and side constraints themselves must be balanced in many circumstances (see 

Chapter 2, pp. 71-72). Ross's distinction between prima facie and actual obligations, as well as his 
model of balancing , are also attractive in that they conform closely with our 
experience as moral agents . The lingering concem about the role of intuition 
and subjectivity, even in the context of giving good reaso

ns
, does not disqual

ify the mode\. We can reflect on troublesome moral problems even if plural 
and conflicting values make comparisons difficult. A plurality of values and 
judgments does not by itself stifle sound deliberation, balancing, justification, 
and decisionmaking. Almost daily we are confronted with situations in which 
we must make choices between plural and conflicting values in our personal 
lives, and we must balance several considerations . Sorne of these choices are 
moral, but many are nonmora\. For example, our budget may require that we 
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Types of Rules 
. . I we defend several types of rules 

In addition to the four c1usters of pnnClp es , 

that specify principIes and guide actions. 
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Substantive rules. Rules of truthtelling, confidentiality, privacy, fidelity , and 
various rules pertaining to the allocation and rationing of health care, omitting 
treatment, physician-assisted suicide, and informed consent need to be formu
lated as guides to action that are more specific than abstract principIes. A typi
cal example of a rule that specifies the principie of respect for autonomy by 
giving it more content is, "Follow a patient's advance directive whenever it is 
c1ear and relevan!." 

Authority rules . We al so defend rules about decisional authority-that is , rules 
regarding who may and should perform actions. For example, rules of surro
gate authority determine who should serve as sUITogate agents in making deci
sions for incompetent persons, and rules of professional authority determine 
who, if anyone, should make decisions to override or to accept a patient's 
decisions if they are medically damaging and poorly considered. Another ex
ample is found in rules of distributional authority that determine who should 
make decisions about the allocation of scarce medical resources. These author
ity rules do not delineate substantive standards or criteria for making decisions . 
Substantive standards-such as guidance rules for sUITogate decisionmaking 
(advance directives , substituted judgment, and best interests) and rationing 
rules for the allocation of scarce resources (such as constituency priority and 
medical utility)-are moral directives that belong in the first category of sub
stantive rules . Although authority rules are distinct in type from substantive 
rules, they interact in both theory and practice. For instance, authority rules are 
justified in part by how well they express substantive rules and principIes. 

Procedural rules. We also defend rules that establish procedures to be fol
lowed. Procedures for determining eligibility for scarce medical resources and 
procedures for reporting grievances to higher authorities are typical examples. 
We ofien resort to procedural rules when we run out of substantive rules and 
when authority rules are incomplete or inconclusive. For example, if substan
tive or authority rules are inadequate to determine which patients should be 
given scarce medical resources , we resort to procedural rules such as first
come-first-served, queuing , and lottery. (See pp . 382-384 in Chapter 6.) 

Rights, Virtues , Emotions, and Assorted Moral Considerations 

Our framework of principIes and rules , as expressedl aboye, does not specifi
cally incorporate the rights of persons, the character and virtues of the agents 
who perform actions , or the moral emotions. These moral considerations all 
merit attention in a comprehensive theory. Rights, virtues , and emotional re
sponses are in sorne contexts of greater moral importance than principIes and 
rules. For example, an ethics of virtue helps us see why good moral choices 
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depend on more than principies, and it al so allows us to as ses s a person's moral 

character in a richer way than an ethics of principies and rules does. At this 

point we note only two points about our basic framework . First, it does not 

exclude categories such as rights, emotions , and virtues; we will in due course 

incorporate these categories. Second, we believe that for biomedical ethics, 

which has concentrated on guidelines for action, principies and rules are both 

indispensable and central to the enterprise . However, we will qualify this con

clusion in Chapters 2 and 8, in which we clarify the role of these various cate-

gories . 

Conclusion 

In this chapter we have explained why moral reasoning is more complicated 

than the outmoded label "applied ethics" suggests. We have also hinted at an 

interdisciplinary account of biomedical ethics. Any solidly grounded discipline 

of ethics involves obtaining relevant factual inforrnation, assessing its reliabil

ity, and mapping out altemative solutions to problems that have been identified . 

This mapping sometimes entails presenting and defending reasons in support of 

factual, conceptual, and moral claims, while at the same time analyzing and 

assessing basic assumptions and commitments. Ethical theory , then , is but one 

vital contributor among other disciplines , including medicine, nursing, public 

health, law , and the social sciences . 
We limited our discussion of theory in this chapter primarily to questions of 

method, deliberation, justification , and truth. These problems belong to meta

ethics . Except for a brief sketch of our norrnative framework, we have avoided 

diseussion of types of norrnative theory that stand to make a substantive contri

bution to biomedieal ethies . That topic is the subjeet of our next chapter. 
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Types of Ethical Theory 

A well-developed ethical theory provides a framework within which agents can 
reftect on the acceptability of actions and can evaluate moral judgments and 
moral character. This chapter concentrates on several types of ethical theory: 
utilitarianism, Kantianism, character ethics, liberal individualism, communitar
ianism, the ethics of care, casuistry, and common-morality accounts. Sorne 
knowledge of these theories is indispensable for reftective study in biomedical 
ethics because much of the field's literature draws on methods and conclusions 

found in these theories. 
A conventional introduction to ethical theory explicates and then proceeds to 

criticize several leading ethical theories . Typically, the criticisms are so harsh 
that each theory seems demolished beyond repair. As a result, readers become 

skeptical about the value of ethical theory. This outcome is both unfortunate 
and unnecessary. Although defects and excesses appear in all theories, several 

contain insightful perspectives and compelling arguments. Only such theories 
are discussed in this chapter. Our goal is to eliminate what is unacceptable in 

these theories and to appropriate what is relevant and acceptable. 
Occasionally we refer to our system and to arguments in this book as a 

theory. A word of caution is in order about this use of the word theory. This 
term is commonly used in ethics to refer to each of the following: (1) abstract 
reftection and argument, (2) systematic reftection and argument, and (3) an 
integrated body of principies that are coherent and well developed (in ways 
discussed in Chapter 1). We have attempted in this book to construct a coherent 
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account adequate for the particular subject of biomedical ethics, but we do not 
claim to have developed or to presuppose any particular comprehensive ethical 
theory in ways suggested by (3). We engage in theory (for example, in evaluat
ing other ethical theories), and so in abstract reftection and argument (1). We 
also present an organized system of principies, and so engage in systematic 
reftection and argument (2). But, at best, we present only sorne elements of a 

comprehensive general theory (3). Our relevant presuppositions and theses are 
presented in the section near the end of this chapter titled " Principle-Based, 
Common-Morality Theories." 

Each section of this chapter, except the first and the last, is divided into 
subsections, as follows: (1) an overview of the characteristic features of the 
theory (introduced by examining how its proponents would approach a case); 
(2) a more detailed presentation of the salient features of the theory; (3) an 
examination of criticisms that point to the theory ' s limitations and problems; 
and (4) an indication of the theory 's strengths. This structure suggests that we 

accept several moral theories. We are pluralists in that we accept as legitimate 
various aspects of several different theories advanced in the history of ethics. 1 

However, we reject the view that all the leading principies in the major moral 
theories can be rendered coherent (they cannot), as well as the view that the 
major theories offer equally tenable moral systems (they do not) . 

Criteria for Theory Construction 

We begin with eight conditions of adequacy for an ethical theory. These pro
posals for theory construction set forth exemplary conditions for theories, but 
not so exemplary that a theory could not satisfy them. That all available theo

ries only partially satisfy the demands in these conditions is not of concem 
here. The objective is to provide a basis from which to assess the defects and 
the strengths of theories. Satisfaction of these conditions protects a theory from 
criticism as a mere list of disconnected norms generated from our pretheoretic 
beliefs.The same general criteria of success in a moral theory can be used for 

any type of theory (for example, a scientific theory or a political theory) . The 
eight conditions that follow express these criteria. 2 

l. Clarity. First, a theory should be as c1ear as possible, as a whole and in 
its parts. Although we can expect only as much precision of language as is 
appropriate, more obscurity and vagueness exists in the literature of ethical 
theory and biomedical ethics than is necessary or justified by the subject matter. 

2. Coherence . Second, an ethical theory should be intemally coherent. There 
should be neither conceptual inconsistencies (for e:xample, "strong medical pa

temalism is justified only by consent of the patie:nt") nor contradictory state
ments (for example, " to be virtuous is a moral obligation, but virtuous conduct 
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is not obligatory") . Ralph Waldo Emerson dismissed a foolish consistency as 
"the hobgo

blin 
of little minds , adored by Iittle statesmen and philosophers and 

divines. " However, consistency is not a sufficient condition of a good theory, 
only a necessary condition. If an account has implications that are incoherent 
with other established parts of the account, some aspect of the theory needs to 
be changed in a way that does not produce further incoherence. Following the 
analysis in Chapter 1, a major goal of a theory is to bring into coherence all 
its various normative elements (principies, rights, considered judgments, etc.). 

3. Completeness and Comprehensiveness. A theory should be as complete 
and comprehensive as possible. A theory would be entirely comprehensive if it 
included all moral values. Any theory that includes fewer moral values will be 
somewhere on a continuum from partially complete to void of important val
ues . Although the principies presented in this book under the headings of re
spect for autonomy, nonmaleficence , beneficence, and justice are far from a 
complete system for general normative ethiCs, they do, when specified, provide 
a sufficiently comprehensive general framework for biomedical ethics . We do 
not need additional principies such as promise keeping, avoiding killing, keep
ing contracts, and the like. However, we draw on our principies to help justify 
rules of promise keeping, truthfulness, privacy, and confidentiality, among oth
ers (see esp. Chapter 7), and these norms increase the system's comprehensive
ness by specifying commitments in the fundamental principies , as specification 

is defined in Chapter l. 
4 . Simplicity. If a theory with a few basic norms generates sufficient moral 

content, then that theory is preferable to a theory with more norms but no 
additional content. A theory should have no more norms than are necessary, 
and no more than people can use without confusion. However, morality is 

complicated, and any comprehensive moral theory will be immensely complex. 
We can demand only as much simplicity in a moral theory as its subject mat-

ter permits. 
5. Explanatory power. A theory has explanatory power when it provides 

enough insight to help us understand the moral Iife: its purpose, its objective 

or subjective status, how rights are related to obligations, and the like . 
6. Justificatory power. A theory should also give us grounds for justijied 

belief, not a reformulation of beliefs we already possess. For example, the 
distinction between acts and omissions underiies many critical beliefs in bio

medical ethics, such as the belief that killing is impermissible and allowing to 
die permissible. But a moral theory would be impoverished if it only express

ed 

this distinction without determining whether the distinction justifiably grounds 
those beliefs. A good theory also should have the power to criticize defective 

beliefs, no matter how widely accepted those beliefs may be. 
7. Output power. A theory has output power when it produces judgments 

that were not in the original data base of particular and general considered 
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found in the writings of Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) and John Stuart Mill 

(1806-1873). 
At first sight, utilitarianism seems entirely compelling. Who would ~eny that 

evil should be minimized and positive value increased? Moreover, utliltanans 
offer many examples from everyday life to show that the theory IS practlcable 
and that we all engage in a utilitarian method of calculatmg what should be 

done by balancing goal s and resources and considering the needs of everyo~e 
affected. Examples include designing a family budget to meet. the famlly s 
needs and creating a new public park in a wildemess region. Utliltanans m~m
tain that their theory renders explicit and systematic what is already Impilclt m 

everyday deliberation and justification. 

The Concept of Utility 

Although utilitarians share the conviction that human actions should be morally 
assessed in terms of their production of maximal value, they dlsagree concem
ing which values are most important. Many utilitarians maintain that we ought 

to produce agent-neutraL or intrinsic goods-that IS , the goods every ratlOnal 
son values 3 These goods are valuable in themselves , wlthout reference to 

per . d"d 1 
their further consequences or to the particular values held by m IVI ~a s. ., 

Bentham and Mill are hedonistic utilitarians because they concelve utlilty 

entirely in terms of happiness or pleasure, two broad terms they treat as synon
ymous.4 They appreciate that many human actions are apparently not per
formed for the sake of happiness. For example, when hlghly motlvated profes

sionals, such as research scientists, work themselves to the point o: exhaustlOn 
in search of new knowledge, they often do not appear to be seekmg pleasure 

or personal happiness. Mill proposes that such pe~sons are initially motivated 
by success or money, both of which promlse happmess. Along the way, elther 

the pursuit of knowledge provides pleasure, or such persons never stop assocl

ating their hard work with the success or money they hope to galO. 
However, many recent utilitarian philosophers have argued that values other 

than happiness have intrinsic worth. Some list friendship, ~nowledge, health, 
and beauty among these intrinsic values, whereas others ilst personal auto n

omy, achievement and success , understanding, enjoy~ent, and deep personal 
relationships 5 Even when their lists differ, these utliltarlan~ concur that the 

atest good should be as ses sed in terms of the total mtnnslc value produced 
gre '1' d f by an action. Still other utilitarians say that the concept of utl Ity oes not re er 

to intrinsic goods , but to an individual's preferences . 

A Case of Risk and TruthfuLness 

To sketch the major themes of each theory, each section in this chapter devoted 

to a theory explicates how its proponents might approach the same case, whlch 
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centers on a five-year-old girl who has progressive renal failure and is not doing 

weH on chronic renal dialysis. The medical staff is considering a renal trans
plant, but its effectiveness is "questionable" in her case. Nevertheless, a 

"clear possibility" exists that the transplanted kidney wiU not be affected by 
the disease process. The parents concur with the plan to try a transplant, but 
an additional obstacle emerges: The tissue typing indicates that it would be 

difficult to find a match for the girl. The staff excludes her two siblings, ages 
two and four, as too young to be donors. The mother is not histocompatible, 
but the father is compatible and has "anatomically favorable circulation for 

transplantation. " 
Meeting alone with the father, the nephrologist gives him the results and 

indicates that the prognosis for his daughter is "quite uncertain." After reflec
tion, the father decides that he does not wish to donate a kidney to his daughter. 
His several reasons include his fear of the surgery, his lack of courage, the 
uncertain prognosis even with a transplant, the slight prospect of a cada ver 
kidney, and the suffering his daughter has already sustained. The father then 

asks the physician "to teH everyone el se in the family that he is not histocom

patible." He is afraid that if family members know the truth, they will accuse 
him of intentionaHy aHowing his daughter to die. He maintains that truth-telJing 
would have the effect of "wrecking the family." The physician is uncornfort
able with this request, but after further discussion he agrees to teH the man' s 
wife that "for medical reasons the father should not donate a kidney. "6 

Utilitarians evaluate this case in terms of the consequences of the different 
courses of action open to the father and the physician. The goal is to find the 
single greatest good by balancing the interests of aH affected persons. This 
evaluation depends on judgments about probable outcomes. Whether the father 

ought to donate his kidney depends on the probabHity of successful transplanta
tion as weH as the risks and other costs to him (and indirectly to other depen
dent members of the farnily). The probability of slllccess is not high. The effec
tiveness is questionable and the prognosis uncertain, although a possibility 
exists that a transplanted kidney would not undergo the same disease process, 
and there is a slight possibility that a cadaver kidney could be obtained. 

The girl will probably die without a transplant from either a cadaveric or a 
living source, but the transplant also offers only a chance of survival. The risk 
of death to the father from anesthesia in the kidney removal is 1 in 
10,000-15,000; it is difficult to put an estímate on other possible long-term 
health effects. Nevertheless, with a sufficiently high probability of success and 
a sufficiently low probability of harrn, many utilitarians would hold that the 
father or anyone else similarly situated is obLigated to undertake what many 

would consider a heroic act that surpasses obligation. On a certain balance of 
probable benefits and risks, an uncompromising utilitarian would suggest tíssue 
typing the patient's two siblings and then removing a kidney from one if there 
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by utility) makes the act right , and the rule is not expendable in a particular 
context, even if following the rule in that context does not maximize utility. 

Physician Worthington Hooker, a prominent nineteenth-century figure in aca
demic medicine and medical ethics , was a rule utilitarian who attended to rules 
of truth-telling in medicine as follows: 

The good, which may be done by deception in afew cases , is almost as nothing, com
pared with the evil which it does in many, when the prospect of its doing good was just 
as promising as it was in those in which it succeeded. And when we add to this the evil 
which would result from a general adoption of a system of deception , the importance 
of a strict adherence to the truth in our intercourse with the sick, even on the ground of 
expediency, beco mes incalculably great. 

Hooker agreed that a patient's health is sometimes maximally advanced through 
deception , but he argued that a widespread use of deception in medicine will 
have an increasingly negative effect over time and will eventually cause more 

harm than good. He therefore defended the rule-utilitarian conclusion that de
ception should be prohibited in medicine. 7 

Act utilitarians, by contrast, argue that observing a rule such as truth-telling 
does not always maximize the general good, ami that the rule is properly under

stood as a rough guideline . They regard rule utilitarians as unfaithful to the 
fundamental demand of the principie of utility: Maximize value . In sorne cir
cumstances , they argue , abiding by a generally beneficial rule will not prove 
most beneficial to the persons affected by the action , even in the long runo 

Why, then, should a rule be obeyed if obedie:nce will not maximize value? 
According to a contemporary act utilitarian , J. J. C. Smart, a third possibility 
exists between never adopting any rules and always obeying rules; namely , 

sometimes obeying rules. 8 Prom this perspective:, physicians do not and should 
not aJways tell the truth to their patients or their families , just as the physician 
uses misleading language to protect the father in the abo ve case. Sometimes 
physicians even must lie to give hopeo They do so justifiably if it is better for 
the patients and for all concemed and if their acts do not undermine general 
conformity to moral rules. According to Smart, selective obedience does not 
erode either moral rules or general respect for morality. Rules , then , are stabi
lizing but nonbinding guides in the moral life. 

Because of the benefits to society of the general observance of moral rules , 
the rule utilitarian does not abandon them even in difficult situations (although 
the rule utilitarian may accept rules only as statements of prima facie obliga
tion). Abandonment threatens the integrity and existence of both the individual 

rules and the whole system of rules .9 The act utilitarian 's reply is that although 
promises usually should be kept in order to maimtain trust , this consideration 
should be set aside in cases in which overall good! would be produced by break

ing the promise. The act utilitarian might also argue that making exceptions to 
accepted rules is consistent with ordinary moral beliefs, because we often make 
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exceptions to rules without acting wrongly. The act utilitarian also contends in 
sorne cases when breaking rules c\ashes wilh our considered moral convictions, 
we need to revise our ordinary convictions rather than discard act utilitarianism. 

An example of the act utilitarian's point appears in a cornment by former 
Colorado govemor Richard Lamm, who once observed that in light of increas

ing financial costs of medical care the terminally ill have "a duty to die and 
get out of the way with all of our machines and artificial hearts and everything 
else." This statement c\early conflicts with ordinary morality, and there was 
an outcry of indignation and shock that a public official would brush aside 

considered moral rules that protect our rights. Larnm chose an unfortunate word 
when he stated that the terminally ill have a "duty" to die. But in context he 
was giving an act-utilitarian answer to what he correctly referred to as an "ethi
cal question." His point was that we cannot continue public funding for medi

cal technology without assessing costs and trade-offs, even if we must subse
quently revise our traditional views and let sorne people die because a 
technology is not funded. The act utilitarian believes that many other questions 
posed by technological developments likewise cannot be handled by traditional 

moral rules. 

An Absolute Principle with Derivative Contingent Rules 

From the utilitarian's perspective only the principie of utility is absolute. No 
derivative rule is absolute , and no rule is unrevisable. Even rules against killing 
in medicine may be overtumed or substantially revised. For example, we will 

have occasion later to discuss current debates in biomedical ethics regarding 
whether seriously suffering patients should , at their request, be killed rather 
than "allowed to die," although such acts would revise traditional beliefs in 

medicine. The rule utilitarian argues that we should support rules permitting 
killing if and only if those rules would produce the most favorable con se
quences . Likewise, there should be rules against killing if and only if those 
rules would maximize good consequences. The utilitarian views euthanasia as 
a delicate matter of balancing risks and interests , whether in public policy or 

in particular judgments. 
Imagine that a physician has a patient who requests to be killed, and lhe best 

utilitarian outcome would result from killing the patient. But suppose lhe physi

cian cannot bring himself or herself to perform the act. Here the utilitarian will 
judge that the physician has not done the right thing, but may, in addition, note 
that good social consequences flow to society by having physicians who care 
so deeply about not causing harm to patients. Utilitarians often point out that 
we do not presently permit physicians to kili patients because of the adverse 

social consequences that we believe would be produced for those directly and 
indirectly affected. But if, under a different set of social conditions, legaliza-
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tion of mercy killing would maximize overall social welfare, the utilitarian sees 
no reason to prohibit such killing . Utilitarians for this reason regard their theor " . y 
as responslve In constructlve ways to changing social conditions. 

A Critical Evaluation 01 Utilitarianism 

Several problems suggest that utilitarianism is not a fully adequate moral 
theory. 

Problems with immoral prelerences and actions. Problems arise for utilitarians 
who appeal to preferences when individual s have what our considered judg

ments tell us are morally unacceptable preferences. For example, if a research 
Investlgator derived supreme satisfaction from inflicting pain on animals or on 

human subjects in experiments, we would condemn this preference and would 
seek to prevent it from being actualized. Utilitarianism based on subjective 
preferences IS a defenslble theory only if a range of acceptable preferences 
can be formulated, where "acceptability" is determined independently of the 

preferences of agents. This task seems inconsistent with apure preference ap
proach, but will utilitarianism be destroyed by a second level that delineates 
what counts as an acceptable preference? 

~here is an additional problem of immoral actions. Suppose the only way to 
achleve the maxlmal uhhtanan outcome is to perform an immoral act (as 

Judged by the standards of the common morality). For example, suppose a war 

ca~ be ended only by using extremely painful methods of torturing captured 
chlldren who were told by their soldier fathers not to reveal their location 
Utilitarianism seems to say not only that you are permitted to torture the chil~ 
dren, but that you are morally required to do so. Yet this requirement seems 
blatantl~ Immoral. Thus, utilitarianism seems to permit apparently immoral ac
tlOns wlthout glVIng sufficient reasons for us to abandon our reigning views. 

Does utilitarianism demand too much? Many forrns of utilitarianism also seem 

to demand too much in the moral life, because the principIe of utility is a 

~~lml~mg pnnclple. Utilitarians have a difficult time maintaining a crucial 
d.lstInctlOn between (1) morally obligatory actions, and (2) supererogatory ac
tlOns (tho.se aboye the call of moral obligation and performed for the sake of 
perso~al I~eals). This objection has been registered by Alan Donagan, who 
descn?es sItuatlOns in which utilitarians are committed by their theory to regard 
an actlOn as obhgatory agaInst our firm moral conviction that the action is ideal 
and praiseworthy rather than obligatory.lo 

. Do.na~an would regard suicides by the frail elderly and persons with severe 
dlsabl]¡tles who are no longer of use to society as examples of an act that could 
never rightly be considered obligatory, irrespective of its consequences . Heroic 
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donation of bodily parts such as kidneys and even hearts to save another per
son's Iife is another example. If utilitarianism makes such actions obligatory , 
then it is a defective theory . Donagan argues , and we agree, that all utilitarians 
face these problems , because none can rule out the ever-present possibility that 
what is today praiseworthy (but optional) will , through altered social circum
stances, become obligatory by utilitarian standards. At the same time, we 
should recognize that utilitarians are sometimes right in arguing that ordinary 
morality is too weak or vague in its demands and should be upgraded by more 
demanding requirements. 11 Furthermore, in a changing social situation , our 

considered judgments may themselves undergo alteration . 
Bemard Williams and John Mackie offer extensions of the thesis that utilitar

ianism demands too mucho Williams argues that utilitarianism abrades personal 
integrity by making persons as morally responsible for con sequen ces that they 
fail to prevent as for those outcomes they directly cause, even when the con se
quences are not of their doing . Mackie similarly argues that a utilitarian "test 
of right actions" is so distant from our moral experience as to be " the ethics 
of fantasy ," because it demands that people strip themselves of many goals 
and relationships they value in life in order to maximize outcomes for others . 
From this perspective , the utilitarian demands that we act like saints who are 
without personal interests and goals. 12 These criticisms suggest that utilitarian
ism fails the test of practicability presented at the beginning of this 

chapter. 

Problems of unjust distribution. A third problem is that utilitarianism in princi
pIe permits the interests of the majority to override the rights of minorities , 
and cannot adequately disavow unjust social distributions. The charge is that 
utilitarians assign no independent weight to justice and are indifferent to unjust 
distributions , instead insisting that value be distributed by net aggregate satis
faction. If an already prosperous group of persons could have more value added 
to their Iives than the value that could be added to the lives of the indigent in 
society, the utilitarian must recommend that the added value go to the prosper

ous group. 
An example of problematic (although not necessarily unjust) distribution ap

pears in the following case. Two researchers wanted to determine the most 
cost-effective way to control hypertension in the American population. As they 
developed their research, they discovered that it is more cost-effective to target 
patients already being treated for hypertension than to identify new cases of 
hypertension among persons without regular access to medical care: younger 
men, older women , and patients with exceptional!y high blood pressure. And 
they concluded that "a cornmunity with limited resources would probably do 
better to concentrate its efforts on improving adherence of known hyperten
sives, even at a sacrifice in terms of the numbers screened. " If accepted by the 
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govemment, this recornmendation would excludl~ the poorest sector, which has 
the most pressing need for medical attention, fmm the benefits of high blood 
pressure education and management. 

The investigators were concemed because of the apparent injustice in exclud
ing the poor and minorities by a public health endeavor aimed at the economi
cal!y advantaged sector of society. Yet their statistics were compelling. No 
matter how careful!y planned the efforts, nothing worked efficiently (that is, 
nothing pmduced utilitarian results) except programs directed at known hyper
tensives already in contact with physicians. The investigators therefore recom
mended what they explicitly referred to as a utililtarian al!ocation. 13 

A Constructive Evaluation of Utilitarianism 

Despite these criticisms, utilitarianism has many strengths, two of which we 
appropriate in later chapters. The first is the acceptance of a role for the princi
pIe of utility in the formation of public policy . The utilitarian 's requirements 
of an objective assessment of everyone's interests and of an impartial choice to 
maximize good outcomes for al! affected parties are acceptable norms of public 
policy. Second, when we formulate principIes of beneficence in Chapter 5 , 
utility plays an important role. Although we have characterized utilitarianism 
as primarily a consequence-based theory, it is also beneficence-based. That is , 
the theory sees morality primarily in terms of the goal of promoting welfare. 

A theory with a principIe of beneficence balanced by other principIes 
should eliminate al! the problems with an unqualified use of the principIe of 
utility that we encountered in the criticisms offered in the preceding section. 
This point holds even if beneficence is developed primarily in terms of pro
ducing good consequences . As political economist Amartya Sen notes , "Con
sequentialist reasoning may be fruitfully used even when consequentialism as 
such is not accepted. To ignore consequences is to leave an ethical story half 
told. " 14 

A strict or pure utilitarianism also has strengths , as we can see by reconsid
ering the objection that utilitarianism is overdemanding. Utilitarianism often 
demands more than the rules of the common morality do, but this apparent 
weakness is also a hidden strength. For example , ordinary morality demands 
that we not override the rights of individuals to maximize social consequences. 
But if we can more widely and more effectivelly protect almost everyone's 
interests by overriding sorne property and autonomy rights, then it is far from 
c1ear that this course of action would be wrong merely because it contravenes 
ordinary morality and pursues the goal of social utility. In many circumstances 
the utilitarian makes a compelling case in advising us to rely less on everyday 
convictions and more on judgments of overall benefit. 
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Kantianism: Obligation-Based Theory 

A second type of theory denies much that utilitarian theories affirm. Often 

called deontological (i.e . a theory that sorne features of actions other than or 
in addition to consequences make actions right or wrong), this type is now 
increasingly called Kantian, because the ethical thought of Irnrnanuel Kant 

(1724-1804), has shaped many of its formulations. 
Consider how a Kantian might approach the above-mentioned case of the 

five-year-old in need of a kidney. A Kantian would first insist that we rest our 
moral judgments on reasons that can be generalized for others who are similarly 

situated. If the father has no generalizable moral obligation , no basis is avail
able for moral criticism of him. The strict Kantian takes this point to be a rigid 

demando If the father chooses to donate out of affection, compassion, or con
cern for his dying daughter, his act would actually lack moral worth, because 
it would not be based on a recognition of generalizable obligation. It would 
also not be legitimate to use one of the girl ' s younger siblings as a source of a 

kidney, because that recourse would involve using persons entirely as means 

to others' ends. This same principIe would also exclude coercing the father to 

donate against his will. 
Regarding the physician's options after the father requests deception of the 

family, a strict Kantian views lying as an act that cannot without contradiction 
be universalized as a norm of conduct. Thus, the physician should not lie to the 

man's wife or to other members of the family, even if the lie would function to 
salvage the family (a consequentialist appeal). Even if the physician's statement 
is not, strictly speaking, a lie, he intentionally used this formulation to conceal 

relevant facts from the wife, an act Kantians typically view as morally unac

ceptable. 
A Kantian will a1so consider whether the rule of confidentiality has indepen

dent moral weight, whether the tests the father underwent with the nephrologist 

established a relationship of confidentiality, and whether the rule of confidenti
ality protects the information about the father ' s histocompatibility and his rea
sons for not donating. Even without considering possible effects on the family , 

the Kantian seems destined to face a difficult conftict of obligations: truthful
ness in conftict with confidentiality. But before we can address a possible Kan

tian strategy for resolving this conftict, we need to understand more about Kan

tian theory. 

Obligation from Categorical Rules 

In an attempt to combat skeptical challenges to ethics, Kant argued that moral
ity is grounded in pure reason, not in tradition, intuition, conscience, emotion, 

or attitudes such as sympathy. Kant saw human beings as creatures with ratio-
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nal powers to resist desire, the freedom to do so, and the capacity to act by 
rationa! considerations. He held that the moral worth of an individual's action 
depends exclusively on the moral acceptability of the rule (or "maxim") on 
which the person acts. As Kant puts it , moral obligation depends on the rule 

that determines the individual's will. An action possesses moral worth only if 
performed by an agent with a good will, which entails that a morally val id 
reason justify the action. 15 

For Kant, one must act not only in accordance with but for the sake of 
obligation. That is, to have moral worth, a p,erson's motive for acting must 
come from a recognition that he or she intends what is morally required . For 

example , if an employer discloses a health hazard to an employee only because 
the employer fears a lawsuit , and not because of the importance of truth-telling 
or concern about the employee's health, then the employer has done the right 

thing but deserves no moral credit for the action. If agents do what is morally 
right simply beca use they are scared, because they derive pleasure from doing 
that kind of act, or because they are selfish , they lack the requisite good will 
that derives from acting for the sake of obligation. 

Imagine aman who desperately needs money and knows that he will not be 
able to borrow it unless he promises repayment in a definite time, but who also 

knows that he will not be able to repay it within this periodo He decides to 
make a promise that he knows he wiII break. Kant asks us to examine the 
man's reason, what Kant calls the maxim of the action: "When 1 think myself 

in want of money, 1 will borrow money and pro mise to pay it back, although 
1 know that 1 cannot do so. " This maxim, Kant says, cannot pass a test that 
he calls the categorical imperative. This imperative tells us what must be done 

irrespective of our desires . It requires unconditional conformity by all rational 
beings. In its major formulation, Kant states the categorical imperative as fol

lows: " 1 ought never to act except in such a way that 1 can also will that my 
maxim beco me a universal law." Kant says that all particular imperatives of 
obligation (all "ought" statements that morally obligate) are justified by this 
one principIe. 

The categorical imperative, then , is a canon of the acceptability of moral 

rules-that is, a criterion for judging the acceptability of the maxims that direct 
actions.

16 
This imperative adds nothing to a maxim ' s content. Rather, it deter

mines which maxims are objective and valido The categorical imperative func
tions by testing what Kant calls the consistency of maxims: A maxim must be 
capable of being conceived and willed without contradiction. When we exam

ine the maxim of the person who deceitfully promises, we discover, according 
to Kant, that this maxim is incapable of being conceived and willed without 
contradiction. It is inconsistent with what it presupposes. The maxim would 

make the purpose of promising impossible, because no one would believe 

promises. Many examples from everyday life illustrate this thesis. For instance, 
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Contemporary Kantian Ethics 

Several writers in contemporary ethical theory have accepted and developed a 
Kantian account, broadly construed. A straightforward example is The Theory 

of Morality by Alan Donagan. He seeks the "philosophical core" of the moral
ity expressed in the Hebrew-Christian tradition , now interpreted in secular 
rather than religious terrns. Donagan 's philosophical elaboration of this point 
of view relies heavily on Kant 's theory of persons as ends in themselves , espe
cial!y the imperative that one must treat humanity as an end and never as a 

means only. Donagan expresses the fundamental principie of the Hebrew
Christian tradition as a Kantian principie grounded in rationality: "It is imper
missible not to respect every human being, oneself or any other, as a rational 
creature. " 20 Donagan believes that al! other moral rules rely upon this funda

mental principIe and that Kant's theory captures the rational basis of these 
rules. 

A second theory has encouraged the use of Kantian insights in contemporary 
ethics. John Rawls , whose theory of reftective equilibrium was examined in 

Chapter 1, challenges utilitarian theories while attempting to develop Kantian 
themes of reason, autonomy , equality, and opposition to utilitarianism . For 
example, Rawls argues that vital moral considerations, such as individual rights 
and the just distribution of goods among individlJals, depend less on social 
factors , such as individual happiness and majority interests , than on Kantian 
conceptions of individual worth, self-respect, and aIutonomy. 21 

For Rawls, a social arrangement is a communal effort to advance the good 
of alI . Inequalities of birth , natural endowment, and historical circumstance are 
undeserved , and persons in a cooperative society slhould malee more equal the 
situation of persons disadvantaged through no fault of their own. Those who 

are natural!y endowed with more advantageous prolperties by luck of the draw 
do not deserve their advantageous properties , and hence a just society would 
seek in its scheme of justice to overcome advantages stemming from the acci
dents of biology and history. Rawls uses a hypothetical social contract, in 
which valid principies are those to which we would all agree if we could freely 
consider the social situation from a standpoint he calls the " original position , " 

in which individual s are equal!y ignorant of the particular characteristics and 
advantages they do or wilI possess . They know that they live together in a 

cooperative venture, but they are blinded to their individual desires, interests, 
and objectives. In Kant's terms, they are purely railional agents behind what 
Rawls calIs a " veil of ignorance. "22 

Rawls aligns his original position with the Kantian theory of autonomy. Indi
viduals give themselves the law from the perspective of rationality alone . Au
tonomy is moral self-Iegislation through a structure of reason and wilI that is 

common to a11 rational agents. Persons are autonomous in the original position 
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because they choose and give to themselves the moral law out of their nature 
as rational, independent , and mutually disinterested persons. While treating 
Kantian autonomy , Rawls considers Henry Sidgwick's objection to Kant , that 
the principies of the scoundrel and lhe principies of the saint could both be 
accepted autonomously23 Rawls appropriately argues that this objection springs 
from a misunderstanding of Kantian theory. Although a free self could choose 
as a scoundrel would, this choice would be inconsistent with the choices that 
rational beings expressing their natufe as such would make. For Rawls, any 
philosophy in which the right to individual autonomy legitimately outweighs 
the dictates of objective mora! principies is unacceptable . Even courageous and 
conscientious actions do not merit respect unless they accord with objective 
moral principies. If society restricts conscientious actions that violate valid pub
lic principies , " no violation of our [moral] autonomy" exists , because these 
acts are not morally autonomous-no matter how freely and conscientiously 

chosen 24 

In his recent writings, Rawls has stressed that his work presents a political 
conception of justice, rather than a comprehensive moral theory . That is, his 
account is "a moral conception worked out for a specific subject, namely, the 
basic structure of a constitutional democratic regime." As such, it does not 
presuppose a comprehensive moral doctrine such as Kant's. Rawls maintains 
that his theory is Kantian by "analogy not identity. " He points to severa! 
Kantian perspectives with which he identifies , including the priority of the right 
over the good and persons as free , equal, and capable of autonomy25 The 
upshot seems to be that Rawls is expressing Kantian themes without making a 
full commitment to a Kantian or deontological moral theory. The same can be 
said of many other contemporary Kantians. 

A Critical Evaluation of Kantianism 

Like utilitarianism, Kantian theory fails to provide a full and adequate theory 
of the moral life, for reasons we shall now discuss. 

The problem of conflicting obligations. Kant has a problem with conflicting 
obligations. Suppose we have promised to take our children on a long-antici
pated trip, but now find that if we do so, we cannot assist our sick mother in 
lhe hospital. This conflict is generated between a rule of promise-keeping and 
a rule of assistance , perhaps based on a debt of gratitude. The conflict some
times arises from a single moral rule rather than from two different rules in 
conflict-as, for example, when one has made two promises that now come 
into conflict, although one could not have anticipated the conflict at the time 

one made the promises . 
Because he makes all moral rules absolute , Kant often seems to say that we 
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are obligated to do the impossible and perform both actions. We cannot at the 
same time both take our children on a trip and help our mother in the hospital; 
yet Kant seems to require both. Any ethical theory that leads to this conclusion 
is incoherent, yet no clear path exists out of Kant's absolutistic framework. If 
even as many as two absolute rules exist, they will conflict on sorne occasions. 
Either we must accept a system with only one absolute, or we must give up 
absolutes altogether unless their meaning and scope can be specified to avoid 
conflict. (Our solution to this problem is found on pp. 104-106 below.) 

Overemphasizing law, underemphasizing relationships. Kant's arguments con
centrate on lawful obligations, and recent Kantian theories, such as Rawls's, 
feature a contractual basis for obligations . But whether freedom, choice, equal
ity, contract, law, and other staples of Kantianism de serve to occupy such a 
central position in a moral theory is questionable. (They are, we can agree, 
central ingredients in legal and political theories.) These visions of the moral 
life fail to capture much in personal relationships, which generate various re
sponsibilities . Among friends and family we rarely think or act in terms of law, 
contract, or absolute rules. This suggests that Kant's theory (as with utilitarian
ism) is better suited for relationships among strangers than for relationships 
among friends or other intimates . Parents, for exarnple, do not see responsibilit
ies to their children in terms of contracts, but in terms of care, needs, suste
nance, and loving attachment. Only if all forms of moral relationship--and our 
moral sentiments, motivations, and virtues--could be reduced to a law
govemed exchange would Kantian theory be defensible . 

The limitations of (he categorical imperative. Many irnmoral actions cannot be 
pronounced "contradictory" as easily as Kant's tidy examples suggest, and 
Kant's categorical imperative is both obscure and difficult to render functional 
in the moral life. Few philosophers would now hold, as Kant appears to, that 
universalizability is sufficient to determine the moral acceptability of rules, al
though many concur with him that universalizability is a necessary condition 
of ethical judgments, rules, and principies . As long as these questions hang 
over Kant's central principies, questions will persist about the theory 's output, 
explanatory, and justificatory power. 

Many arguments Kant adduces to explain the categorical imperative carry 
little conviction beyond those already convinced. Bis arguments are sometimes 
so unconvincing that he himself draws on a source outside the categorical im
perative. For example, to argue against the moral acceptability of suicide, he 
maintains that suicide violates an obligation to God, because the suicide 
"leaves the post assigned him" as a "sentinel on earth" and " violates a holy 
trust." He notes that "as soon as we examine suicide from the standpoint of 
religion we immediately see it in its true light. ... God is our owner; we are 
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His property, " 26 Kant' s moral arguments from the categorical imperative, 

then, are unconvincing because his position often appears to rely on an external 

source, such as theology, 

Abstractness without content, In Chapter I we mentioned Hegel ' s criticism that 
Kant's theory lacks the power to develop an "immanent doctrine of obliga
tions" and obliterates all " content and specification" in favor of abstractness,27 

We agree that concepts such as "rationality" and "humanity" are too thin a 
basis for a determinate set of moral norms , Kant's relatively empty formalisms 
have little power to identify or assign specific obligations in almost any context 
of everyday morality, thereby raising questions about the theory's practicabil
ity, Both their abstractness and this impracticabiJity provide reasons why 
method in ethics should start with considered judgments and then to specify 

principies and test moral elaims in light of coherence, 

A Constructive Evaluation of Kantianism 

Kant held that any person who judges that X is morally required in one circum
stance is thereby committed to the view that X is morally required in any 
relevantly similar circumstance, To be consistently committed to a moral sys
tem of rules and principies is a moral requirement that Kant analyzed with 
profound insight. The basic idea is that when a moral judgment is supported 
by good reasons, those reasons are good for any relevantly similar circum
stance, As a point of consistency, this elaím is undeniable, and it is far
reaching, Persons cannot act morally and make themselves privileged or ex
empt. Relevant differences exist across persons and groups, and there are valid 
exceptions to all general rules; but when persons are situated in relevantly simi
lar ways , consistency requires that they use the same justifying reasons and 
treat persons in the same ways, lf Kant had done nothing else than establish 

this point, he would have made a significant contribution to ethical theory, 

Character Ethics: Virtue-Based Theory 

Utilitarian and sorne Kantian theories attempt to shape various moral phenom
ena into integrated frameworks structured by a single dominant principie, De
spite the attractiveness of their formulations , recent ethical theory has attended 
to sorne neglected moral phenomena, ineluding character and virtue ,28 Whereas 
utiJitarian and Kantian theories are principally expressed in the language of 
obligations and rights, with a focus on situations of choice, character ethics or 
virtue ethics emphasizes the agents who perform actions and make choices, 
Following the tradition of Plato and Aristotle, character ethics assigns virtuous 

character a preeminent position, 
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However, this definition unjustifiably makes virtues wholly derivative from 
principIes and fails to capture the importance of motives . Virtue is intimately 
connected to characteristic motives. We care morally about how persons are 
motivated , and we care especially about their characteristic forms of motiva

tion. Persons who are motivated by sympathy and personal affection, for exam
pIe , meet our approval when others who act the same way but from different 
motives would not meet our approval. Properly motivated persons often do 
not merely follow rules; they also ha ve a morally appropriate desire to act as 

they do. 
Imagine that a person discharges an obligation beca use it is an obligation, 

but intensely dislikes being placed in a position in which the interests of others 
are overriding. This person does not love, feel friendly toward , or cherish oth

ers and respects their wishes only because obligation requires it. This person 
can nonetheless perform a morally right action and have a disposition to per
form that action. AII he or she needs is a disposition to follow rules and per
form obligation. But if the motive is improper, a vital moral ingredient is miss
ing; and if a person characteristically lacks this motivational structure , a 

necessary condition of virtuous character is absent. The act may be right and 
the actor without blame, but neither the person nor the act is virtuous. In short, 

it is possible to be disposed to do what is right, to intend to do it , and to do it, 
while also yearning to avoid doing it. Persons who characteristically perform 
morally right actions from such a motivational structure are not morally virtu

ous even if they always perform the morally right action . 
Aristotle expressed an important (although underdeveloped) distinction be

tween right action and proper motive, which he also analyzed in terms of the 
distinction between external performance and internal state. An action can be 
right without being virtuous , he said, but an action can be virtuous only if 
performed from the right state of mind of the persono Both right action and 

right motive should be present in a virtuous action: " The agent must . .. be 
in the right state when he does [the actions). First, he must know [that he is 
doing virtuous actions) ; second, he must decide on them, and decide on them 
for themselves ; and third , he must also do them from a firm and unchang

ing state, " including the right state of emotions and desires. " The just and 
temperate person is not the one who [merely) does these actions , but the 
one who also does them in the way in which just or temperate people do 
them." 3 1 

Qur analysis of the virtues in terms of motivational structure needs supple
mentation in the light of Aristotle's observations . First , in addition to being 
properly motivated to action , a virtuous person often must experience appro
priate feelings, such as sympathy and regret-even when the feelings are not 
motives and no action can result from the feelings. Second , many virtues have 
no clear link to either motives or feelings. Moral discernment and moral integ
rity-two of the primary virtues treated in Chapter 8 (where we return to these 
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problems)-are typical examples . Here behavior and psychological properties 
other than motives and feelings are paramount. 

A Special Place for the Virtues 

Sorne writers in character ethics maintain that the language of obligation is 
derivative from moral circumstances in which persons display a lack of virtue 
in not performing certain actions. Accordingly , one who is disposed by charac

ter to have the right motives and desires is the Ibasic model of the moral per
son .32 This model is more important, they claim , than a model of action-from
obligation , because right motives and character tell us more about moral worth 
than do right actions. 

This position is attractive , because we are often more concerned about the 

character and motives of persons than about the conformity of their acts to 
rules . When a friend performs an act of " friendship ," we expect it not to be 
motivated entirely from a sense of obligation 1:0 us , but rather because the 
person has a desire to be friendly, feels friendly , wants to keep friends in good 

cheer, and values friendship. The friend who ac:ts only from obligation lacks 
the virtue of friendliness , which is vital. Absent this virtue, the relationship 
lacks moral meri t. 33 

Sorne writers in biomedical ethics have also argued that the attempt in 
obligation-oriented theories to replace the virtuous judgments of health care 

professionals with rules , codes , or procedures willl not result in better decisions 
and actions. For example, rather than using rules and government regulations 
to protect subjects in research, sorne claim Ihat Ilhe most reliable protection is 
the presence of an "informed conscientious, compassionate, responsible re
searcher. " 34 The underlying view is that character is more important than con

formity to rules and that virtues should be inculcated and cultivated over time 
through educational interactions, role models, and the like. 

Gregory Pence contends that moral issues in medicine and health care should 
be discussed in the framework of virtues , because almost any health profes

sional can successfully evade a system of rules. We should , he says , create a 
climate in which health professionals "desire not to abuse their subjects-a 

point harking back to our definition of the good person as one who has the 
right kind of desires. "35 This argument provides a significant reason for incor

porating the virtues into biomedical ethics and in medical and nursing educa
tion , but it needs elaboration. 

A morally good person with the right configuration of desires and motives is 
more likely than others to understand what should be done, more likely to 
attentively perform the acts that are required , and even more likely to form and 

act on moral ideals. A person we trust is one who has an ingrained moti vatio n 
and desire to perform right actions. Not the rule follower, then , but the person 

disposed by character to be generous , caring, compassionate , sympathetic , fair, 
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and the like, is the one we will recornmend, admire, praise, and hold up as a 
moral model. 

If a virtuous person makes a mistake in judgment, thereby performing a 
morally wrong act, he or she would be les s blameworthy than an habitual of
fender who performed the same act. The person's character informs our judg
ment of the individual and how we assess his or her actions. In his chronicle 
of tife under the Nazi SS in the Jewish ghetto in Cracow, Poland, Thomas 
Keneally describes a physician faced with a grave dilernma: either inject cya
nide into four immobile patients or abandon them to the SS, who were at that 
moment emptying the ghetto and had already proved that they would brutally 
kili all captives and patients. This physician, Keneally reports, "suffered pain
fully from a set of ethics as intimate to him as the organs of his own body." 36 

Here is a person of the highest moral character and virtue, motivated to act 
rightly and even heroically, yet who at first had no idea what was the morally 
right action. 

Ultimately, with uncertainty and reluctance, the physician elected active eu
thanasia without the consent or knowledge of the four doomed patients (using 
forty drops of hydrocyanic acid)-an act almost universally denounced by the 
canon s of professional medical ethics. Even if one thinks that the physician's 
act was wrong and blameworthy, a judgment we reject, no one could reason
ably make a judgment of blame or demerit directed at the physician's motives 
or character. Having already risked death by choosing to remain at his patients' 
beds in the hospital rather than take a prepared escape route, this physician is 
a moral hero who has displayed an extraordinary moral character. 

Judgments of an agent's merit and praiseworthiness or demerit and blame
worthiness are tied to the person's motives, not merely to the person's actions. 
To speak of a good, praiseworthy, or virtuous action is etliptical for our evalua
tion of the motive underlying the action-for example, the motive of benefiting 
another personY However, in contrast to sorne radical forms of character eth
ics, the merit in an action is not in motive or character alone. The action must 
be appropriately gauged to bring about the desired result and must be morally 
justified in conformity with relevant principies and rules. For example, the 
physician who is appropriately motivated to help a patient but who acts inap
propriately to bring about the desired result does not act in a praiseworthy 
manner. 

The Compatibility of Virtues and Principies 

Although the virtues do have a special place in the moral tife, this fact is not 
sufficient evidence for an exclusive primary role, as if a virtue-based theory 
could replace or take precedence over obligation-based theories. The two kinds 
of theory have different emphases, but they are compatible and mutuatly rein-
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forcing. As the case of the Cracow physician shows, persons of good moral 
character sometimes have trouble disceming what is right and may be the first 
to recognize that they need principies , rules, and ideal s to determine right or 
good acts. 

In circumstances of confticting motivation from different virtues, we also 
need to ask questions about which action is right, best, or obtigatory. One often 
cannot act virtuously unless one makes judgments about the best ways to mani
fest sympathy, desire, and the like. 38 Consider wh:at a generous and tolerant 
person would do in a circumstance in which outrage or punishment is an appro
priate response to someone's wrongdoing. It would be improper behavior to be 
generous or tolerant toward the wrongdoer. To see that normally appropriate 
responses are here wrong requires a balancing of confticting values. Such judg
ments are based on general norms, not on the virtues alone. This suggests that 
the virtues need principIes and rules to regulate and supplement them. As Aris
totle suggests, ethics involves judgments like those in medicine: PrincipIes 
guide us to actions, but we still need to assess a situation and formulate an 
appropriate response, and this assessment and response ftow from character and 
training as much as from principIes. 

To defend the compatibility of virtues and principies is not to argue for a 
perfect correspondence. That is , one need not argue t:hat every moral virtue has 
a corresponding moral principIe of obligation. The proposal that there might be 
such a correspondence is displayed in schematic form in the following diagram 
(in which "exceptional standards" are moral ideals, as discussed in Chapter 
8).39 

Action Guides correspon d t 1 v· o lrtue S d d tan ar s 

Ordinary PrincipIes or Rules Virtue 
Standards of Obligation Standards 

Exceptional Ideals of Action Ideal s of 
Standards Virtue 

The following list illustrates the correspondence between sorne specific ac
tion guides and virtues. 

Principies 
Respect for Autonomy 

Nonmaleficence 

Beneficence 

Justice 

Rules 
Veracity 

Confidentiality 

Corresponding Virtues 
Respectfulness 

Nonmalevolence 

Benevolence 

Justice or Faimess 

Corresponding Virtues 
Truthfulness 

Confidentialness 
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Privacy 

Fidelity 

Ideals 01 AClion 
Exceptional Forgiveness 

Exceptional Generosity 

Exceptional Compassion 

Exceptional Kindness 
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Respect for Privacy 

Faithfulness 

Ideals 01 Virtue 
Exceptional Forgiveness 

Exceptional Generosity 

Exceptional Compassion 

Exceptional Kindness 

This list could be expanded to include many additional action-guides and 

virtues, but a systematic program of correspondence likely cannot be developed 
from this programatic idea. Many virtue-standards do not directly correspond 
to action-guides. No one-to-one correspondence exists, even if there is sorne 
form of relationship . For example, concern, compassion, caring, sympathy, 

courage, modesty, and patience do not correspond to norms of obligation. This 
problem is broader than an absence of one-to-one relationships. Many virtues 
seem to have no direct connection to norms of obligation, although they con

tribute to or even improve actions done from obligation. Typical examples are 

cautiousness, integrity (in the sen se of consistently upholding and standing firm 
in one's values), cheerfulness, unpretentiousness, sincerity, appreciativeness, 

cooperativeness, and commitment. 

A Critical Evaluation of Character Ethics 

We can now investigate sorne limitations of virtue theories. 

Morality in relations between strangers. Not all areas of the moral life can be 

forced into the language and the framework of virtue theory without a loss of 
vital moral protections. Character judgments will often playa less significant 
role than rights and procedures (such as committee review), especially when 

strangers meet. For example, when a patient first encounters a physician, the 
physician's conformity to rules or principies (and even explicit contracts backed 
by sanctions) may be essential for their subsequent relationship. This reliance 

on principies and rules does not presuppose an unacceptable form of distrust. 
A presumption of trust can be combined with a recognition that people who 

are typically trustworthy at least occasionally need guidance from principies 

and rules. 

Virtue is not enough. The first criticism leads to a second. lt is doubtful that 
character ethics can adequately explain and justify assertions of the rightness or 
wrongness of specific actions. lt is unacceptable to claim that if persons display 

a virtuous character, their acts are therefore morally acceptable. People of good 
character who act virtuously can perform wrong actions. They may have incor-
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rect information about likely consequences, make incorrect judgments, or fail 

to grasp what should be done. Defenders of character ethics cannot plausibly 
maintain that just and unjust actions consist only in what just and unjust per
sons do. We sometimes cannot even evaluate a motive as being appropriate 

unless we know that certain forms of conduct are obligatory, prohibited, or per
missible. 

The defender of apure character ethics must say that the virtues themselves, 
not principies or rules, guide action. The strength of this account is in the 
strength of character of the virtuous persono In a virtuous person who is deci
sive and resolute, this character should pro ve to be as functional in guiding 
action as rules and principies. When confronted with the question, which ac

tions should be performed, a virtue theory can answer, "those actions that an 
exemplary moral agent would perform." 40 Although we deeply respect this 
point (and develop it further in Chapter 8), it neecls qualification. In many 
circumstances, principies and rules are essential to guide conduct. 

A Constructive Evaluation of Character Ethics 

A proponent of character ethics need not claim that analysis of the virtues 
subverts or discredits ethical principies and rules. It is enough to argue that 

ethical theory is more complete if the virtues are included and that moral mo
tives deserve to be at center stage in a way sorne leading traditional theories 
have inadequately appreciated. When the feelings, concerns, and attitudes of 
others are the morally relevant matters, rules and principies are not as likely as 

human warrnth and sensitivity to lead us to notice what should be done. Even 
a seldom noticed virtue, such as cheerfulness or tactfulness, can be far more 
significant than standard rules in sorne contexts. Furthermore, forms of loyalty, 
reliability, and commitment to other persons can, across time, be more integral 
to an adequate or full moral life than following principies or rules. 

To look at acts without also looking at the moral appropriateness and desir
ability of feelings, attitudes, forms of sympathy, and the like is to miss a large 

area of the moral picture. We do not merely expect persons to act in certain 
ways. We al so expect them to have certain emotions, certain forms of respon
siveness, and a trustworthy character. Character ethics helps us introduce this 
subtlety in moral theory, as we will see in later chapters. 

Liberal Individualism: Rights-Based Theory 

Thus far we have primarily been using terms such as the following from moral 
discourse: obligation, permissible action, virtue, and justification. It may seem 

odd that we have not often used the language of rights, given their historical 
importance and their recent role in ethics and foreign policy . Statements of 
rights provide vital protections of !ife, liberty, expression, and property. They 
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protect against oppression, unequal treatment, intolerance , arbitrary invasion of 
privacy, and the like. Many philosophers and framers of political declarations 
therefore regard rights language as supplying the basic terminology for express

ing the moral point of view. 
An ethical analysis of the case of the tive-year-old needing a transplant 

would, from this perspective, focus on the rights of all the parties, in an effort 
to determine the meaning and scope as well as the weight and strength of those 

rights. The father could be viewed as having rights of autonomy, privacy , and 
contidentiality that ca1l for the protection of his bodily integrity and sphere 

of decisionmaking from interference by others. In addition, he has a right to 
information, which he apparently received, about the risks, benetits, and alter

natives of living kidney donation. 
The father 's decision not to donate is within his rights , as long as it does not 

violate another' s rights. No apparent grounds support a right to assistance that 

could permit anyone, including his daughter, to demand a kidney. However, 
there are sorne special rights to assistance, and it could be argued that lhe 
daughter has a right to receive a kidney from her father, on the basis of either 

parental obligations or medical need. But even if such a right exists, it would 

be sharply bounded. For example, it is implausible to suppose that such a right 
could be enforced against the girl's two siblings. Their right to noninterference, 
when the procedure is not for their direct benetit and carries risks, protects 

them against recruitment as sources for a kidney. 
An analysis in terms of rights might also notice that the father exercises his 

rights of autonomy and privacy in allowing the physician to run sorne tests, 
and then seeks protection behind a right of contidentiality, which allows him 

to control further access to information generated in his relationship with the 
physician. The scope and limits of lhose rights and of competing rights need 
attention. For example, does the mother ha ve a right to the information gener
ated in the relationship between the father and the nephrologist , particularly 

information bearing on the fate of the daughter? 
An analysis using rights would also consider whether the physician has a 

relevant right of conscience . For example, the physician might resist becoming 

an instrument of the father's desire to keep others from knowing why he is not 
donating a kidney. But even if the physician does have a right to protect his 
integrity , does this right outstrip or trump the rights of others? Can a physician 
justifiably say " 1 have a right of conscience" and use this trump to back out 

of a moral dilemma? 

The Nature oi Liberallndividualism 

Rights theory will here be analyzed as liberal individualism, the conception 
lhat in a democratic society a certain space must be carved out within which 
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lhe individual is protected and allowed to pursue personal projects. Liberal 
individualism has, in recent years, challenged the rdgning utilitarian and Kan
tian models. H. L. A. Hart has described this challenge as a switch from an 

"old faith that sorne form of utilitarianism ... must capture the es sen ce of 
political morality" to a new faith in "a doctrine of basic human rights , pro
tecting specitic basic liberties and interests of individuals. "41 

There may be a new faith, but liberal individualism is not a new develop
ment in moral and political theory. At least since Thomas Hobbes, liberal indi

vidualists have employed the language of rights to buttress moral and political 
arguments, and the Anglo-American legal tradition has incorporated lhis lan

guage. The language of rights has served on occasion as a means to oppose lhe 
status quo, to assert claims that demand recognition and respect, and to pro
mote social reforms that aim to secure legal protections for individuals. Histori
ca1ly this language was instrumental in securing certain freedoms from estab
lished orders of religion , society, and state, such as freedom of the press and 
freedom of religious expression . 

The vital role of civil, political, and legal rights in protecting the individual 

from societal intrusions is now beyond serious dispute, but the idea that rights 
provide the fountainhead for ethical and politica! theory has been strongly re

sisted (for example, by many utilitarians and Marxists). Individual interests are 
often at odds with cornmunal or institutional interests. In discussions of health 
care delivery , for example, proponents of a broad extension of medical services 
often appeal to the " right to health care," whereas opponents sometimes ap

peal to the "rights of the medical profession." Many participants in these 
moral, political, and legal debates seem to presuppose that arguments cannot 

be made persuasive unless they can be stated in the language of rights , although 
other participants prefer to avoid the confrontational connotation of rights lan
guage. 

The Nature and Status oi Rights 

Rights are justitied claims that individuals and groups can make upon others or 
upon society. To have a right is to be in a position to determine, by one' s 

choices, what others are to do or need not dO. 42 Rights give us a claim based 
on a system of rules that authorize us to aftirm, demand, or insist upon what 
is due . If a person pos ses ses a right , others are validly constrained from in
terfering with the exercise of that right. Claiming will hereafter be understood 
as a rule-govemed activity. The rules may be legal rules, moral rules , institu
tional rules, or rules of games, but a1l rights exist or fai l to exist because the 

relevant rules either allow or disallow the claim or entitlement in question. 
These rules distinguish val id claims from invalid claims. Legal rights are 
claims that are justitied by lega! principies and rules , and moral rights are 
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c1aims that are justified by moral principies and rules. A right, then, is a justi
fied c1aim or entitlement, validated by moral principies and rules 4 3 

A rights holder need not assert his or her rights in order to have them. For 
example, small children, the comatose, and the mentally handicapped may not 
be able to c1aim their rights. Nonetheless, c1aims can be made for them by 

authorized representatives. 

Absolute and Prima Facie Rights 

Sorne rights may be absolute, such as the right to choose one's religion or to 
reject all religion , but typically rights are not absolute. Like principies of obli
gation, rights assert only prima facie c1aims (in the sense of "prima facie" 
introduced in Chapter 1). Sorne writers have asserted that rights are absolute, 
at least in restricted contexts. Ronald Dworkin is well known for his view that 
rights are individuals' " political trumps" and cannot be overridden to advance 
social interests. Although political decisions normally advance cornmunal inter
ests, he argues that the whole point of rights language is to constrain the com

munity from acting at the expense of individuals . However, as Dworkin recog

nizes, if the c1aims of public utility are highly significant, it is not justifiable to 
allow the individual to playa trump card. 44 Dworkin, then, advances a sound 
theory about the purpose of having rights, rather than about their stringency 

or absoluteness. 
Legitimate conflicting rights must be balanced or specified to reduce the con

flict. Even the right to life is not absolute, irrespective of competing c1aims or 
social conditions, as evidenced by common moral judgments about killing in 
war and killing in self-defense. We have a right not to have our lives taken 
without justification, not an absolute right to life . Any right can be legitimately 
exercised and can create obligations on others only if the right overrides com
peting rights. Rights such as a right to give an informed consent or refusal, a 
right to die, and a right to lifesaving medical technology must compete with 
other rights, often producing a need to further specify the rights or to balance 

competing c1aims.45 

In light of this need for balance, a violation of a right should be distinguished 
from an infringement of a right. 46 Violation refers to an unjustified action 
against a right, whereas infringement refers to a justified action overriding a 
right. When a right is justifiably overridden, it is infringed but not violated. 

Positive Rights and Negative Rights 

Whereas a positive right is a right to be provided with a particular good or 
service by others, a negative right is a right to be free from sorne action taken 
by others. A person's positive right entails another's obligation to do something 
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for that person; a negative right entails another's obligation to refrain from 
doing somethingY Examples of both sorts of rights are found in biomedical 
practice, research, and policy. If a right to health care exists, for example, it 
is a positive right to goods and services grounded in a claim of justice (see 
Chapter 6, pp . this 348-358). However, the right to forgo a recommended 

surgical procedure is a negative right grounded in the principie of respect for 
autonomy. The liberal individualist tradition has ge:nerally found it easier to 
justify negative rights, but the recognition of welfare rights in modem societies 
has extended the scope of rights to positive rights . 

Confusion about public policies goveming biomedicine can often be traced 
to a failure to distinguish positive and negative rights. One example involves 

the U.S. Supreme Court decisions on abortion. Those who contend that the 
various abortion decisions are inconsistent fail to see that the Court first recog
nized a negative right and later refused to recognize a positive right. The Court 
first ruled that a woman's right to privacy gives her a right to have an abortion 

prior to fetal viability (and after fetal viability if her life or health is threatened). 
The constitutionally protected right of privacy is here construed exclusively as 

a negative right that limits state interference. Many people thought that the 
Court had concomitantly recognized a positive rigllt in its early decisions, 
namely a right to receive aid and assistance. They were surprised when lhe 
Court later ruled that the federal and state govemments do not have obligations 
to provide funds for nontherapeutic abortions. 48 The Court's reasoning is con
sistent. It affirms a negative right and denies a positive right. (Our analysis is 
lirnited to this issue of consistency. We are not evaluating the substance of the 
court decisions.) 

This controversy, and rights generally, should be analyzed by reference to 
the distinction between the statements (1) "X has a right to do Y " and (2) "X 

acts rightly in doing Y." The distinction is between rights (or a right) and right 
conduct, as well as between rights and their right exercise 49 Sometimes when 
we say that a person " has a right to do X," we mean that he or she does not 
do wrong in performing X. But often our statement that someone " has a right 

to do X" implies nothing about the morality of the act, other than that others 
have no right to interfere with it. Thus, one can consistently affirm that a 

woman has a moral or a legal right to have an abortion and likewise affirm that 
she is not acting rightly in exercising her right. 

The Correlalivity of Righls and Obligalions 

How are rights connected to obligations? To answer this question , consider the 
meaning of "X has a right to do or have Y." X's right entails that sorne party 
has an obligation either not to interfere if X does Y or to pro vide X with Y. If 
a state has an obligation to provide goods such as food or health care to needy 
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citizens, then any citizen who meets the relevant criteria of need can claim an 
entitlement to food or health careo This analysis suggests a firm but untidy 
correlativity between obligations and rights. 50 

Suppose a physician agrees to take John Doe as a patient and cornrnences 
treatment. The physician incurs an obligation to Doe, and Doe gains correlative 
rights. There may be rights to a certain level of care and rights in care, such 

as the right to refuse treatment. This correlativity of rights and obligations is 
untidy because one use of the words requirement, obligation, and duty suggests 

that obligations do not always imply corresponding rights. For example, al
though we sometimes refer to requirements or obligations of charity, no person 
can claim another person's charity as a matter of right. If such norms express 

what we "ought to do," they do so not from obligation but from personal 
ideals that exceed obligation. These commitments are best construed as self

imposed "oughts" that are not required by morality and that do not generate 
rights-claims for other persons. 

A traditional distinction between obligations of perfect obligation and obliga

tions of imperfect obligation can help us analyze this problem. Justice exempli

fies perfect obligation, which entails a correlative right; whereas kindness, gen

erosity, and charity exemplify imperfect obligation, which entails no correlative 
right. MilI argued that " Justice implies something which is not only right to 
do, and wrong not to do, but which sorne individual person can claim from us 

as his moral right. No one has a moral right to our generosity or beneficence, 
because we are not moralIy bound to practice those virtues towards any given 
individual." 5 1 MilI rightly saw that obligations of justice have correlative rights 

and are perfect. But , as we explicate beneficence in Chapter 5, many obliga
tions of beneficence are also perfect obligations. We therefore need to augment 
MilI 's analysis (here using beneficence as an example): (1) Sorne obligations 

of beneficence are perfect (for example, the obligations of rescue discussed in 
Chapter 5 and parental obligations to protect children), and (2) sorne obliga

tions of beneficence are imperfect (for example, kindness and generosity), just 
as MilI describes them. But (3) sorne so-called "obligations" of beneficence 

are self-imposed requirements that are neither perfect nor imperfect obligations 
(for example sorne forms of kindness and generosity). For type 1, perfect obli

gations, the correlativity thesis always holds; these obligations and rights are 
those we typicalIy find proper for enforcement by moral and legal sanctions, 
because a violation of rights and a failure of obligation are involved . Self

imposed requirements of type 3, by contrast, are optional and never have cor
relative rights. Obligations of type 2 may or may not have correlative rights . 
(We examine these problems further in Chapters 5 and 8.) 

It is sometimes unclear without additional specification which obligation is 
correlative to a right , although it is clear that some obligation is correlative. 

Consider again the right to life . "X has a right to life" means that the moral 
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system (or the legal system) imposes an obligation on other persons not to 
deprive X of life. However, this right does not specifically entail that X cannot 
come to an agreement with another party to end X's life through an act of 

euthanasia. What X wants makes a difference t.o how we understand rights , 
waivers of rights , and the exercise of rights . We conclude that rights language 
is correlative to obligation language, but in an untidy way requiring careful 

attention to particular contexts and often further specification of both rights and 
their correlative obligations. 

The Primacy of Rights 

The correlativity thesis does not determine whether rights or obligations, if 
either, is the more fundamental or primary category. The proposal that ethical 
theory should be " rights-based" 52 springs from a conception of the function 

and justification of morality . If the function of morality is to protect individu
als' interests (rather than communal interests) , and if rights (rather than obliga

tions) are our primary instruments to this end, then moral action-guides are 

rights-based . Rights thus precede obligations and any other forms of protection. 
This proposal can be illustrated by a theory we encounter in Chapter 6: the 

libertarian theory of justice. One representative, Robert Nozick, maintains that 

" Individuals have rights, and there are things no person or group may do to 
them (without violating their rights). " 53 He takes the following rule to be basic 

in the moral life: All persons have a right to be left free to do as they choose. 
The obligation not to interfere with this right follows from the right itself. That 
it "follows " is an indication of the priority of a rule of right over a rule of 
obligation. That is, an obligation is derived from a right. 

Another rights-based argument that uses positive or benejit rights has been 
advanced by Alan Gewirth: 

Rights are to obligations as benefits are to burdens . For rights are justified claims to 
certain benefits, the support of certain interests of the subject or right-holder . Obliga
tions, on the other hand, are justified burdens on the part of the respondent or duty
bearer; they restrict his freedom by requiring !hat he conduct himself in ways that di
rectly benefit not himself but rather the right-holder. But burdens are for the sake of 
benefits , and not vice versa. Hence obligations , which are burdens , are for the sake of 
rights , whose objects are benefits. 

Rights, then , are prior to obligations in the order of justifying purpose ... in !hat 
respondents have correlative obligations beca use subjects have certain rights 54 

These rights-based accounts do not reject the correlativity thesis . Rather, 

they accept a priority thesis holding that obligations folIow from rights, not the 
converse. Rights form the justificatory basis of obligations because they best 
capture the purpose of morality , which is to secure liberties or other benefits 
for a rights-holder. 
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A Critical Evaluation 01 Liberallndividualism 

Problems with rights-based theories. One problem with basing ethics in rights 
is that rights are only a piece of a more general account that stakes out what 
makes a c1aim val id. Justification of the system of rules within which valid 
c1aiming occurs is not itself rights-based. Pure rights-based accounts also run 
the risk of truncating or impoverishing our understanding of morality , because 
rights cannot account for the moral significance of motives , supererogatory ac
tions, virtues, and the like. Such a limited theory would fare poorly under 

criteria of comprehensiveness and explanatory and justificatory power. Accord
ingly, rights-based accounts should not be understood as a comprehensive or 
complete moral theory , but rather as an account of the minimal and enforceable 
rules that communities and individuals must observe in their treatment of all 

persons. 

Normative questions about che exercise 01 rights. Often the question is not 
whether someone has a right, but whether the right possessed should or should 

not be exercised. lf a person says, "1 know you have the right to do x, but 
you should not do it, " this moral c1aim cannot be reduced to a statement of a 
right. One' s obligation or character, not one' s right, is in question. Even if we 

had a fuH and complete theory of rights, we would stiH need a theory of obliga
tion, at least about the appropriate exercise of rights , and it does not appear 
possible to develop a satisfactory account by attention only to rights and their 

limits. 

The neglect 01 communal goods. Liberal individualists sometimes write as if 
the major concern of social morality is the protection of individual interests 
against government intrusion. This vision is too limited, because it excludes 
not only bona fide communal demands and group interests, but also communal 
goods and forms of life such as public health, biomedical research, and the 
protection of animals. The better perspective is that social ideals and principies 
of obligation are as critical to social morality as rights , and that neither is 

dispensable. Rights can sometimes be overridden by momentous cornmunal in

terests. 

The adversarial character 01 rights. Finally , the language of claims and entitle
ments is often unnecessarily adversarial. For example, the current interest in 
children ' s rights gives children many vital protections against abuse (for in
stance, when parents refuse to authorize lifesaving therapies for children for 

inappropriate reasons), but the notion that children have c1aims against their 
parents is an inadequate framework to express the moral character of the par
ent-child relationship. The attempt to understand this relationship and others 

b 
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such as health care relationships strictly in terrns of rights neglects and may 

even underrnine the affection, sympathy, and trust at the core of the relation
ship . This is not to suggest that rights are inherently adversarial or that they 
are dispensable , but rather to note that rights theory is a partial framework. 

A Constructive Evaluation 01 Liberallndividualism 

In recent ethical theory sorne writers have sought to replace the language of 
nghts altogether. The thought is either that rights language can be replaced 
by another vocabulary (obligations, virtues, etc .) or that the assertion of valid 
individual c1aims against society has risky implications. We reject such views, 

and we accept both the correlativity thesis and the moral and social purposes 
served by traditional interpretations of basic human rights . 

We suspect that no part of the moral vocabulary has done more to protect 
the legitimate interests of citizens in political states than the language of rights. 
Predictably, injustice and inhumane treatmenl occur most frequently in states 
that fail to recognize human rights in their political rhetoric and documents. 

As much as any part of moral discourse, rights language crosses international 
boundaries and enters into treaties, international law, and statements by interna
tional agencies and associations. Rights thereby become acknowledged as inter
national standards for the treatment of persons and the evaluation of commu
nal action. 

Being a rights-bearer in a society that enforces rights is both a source of 
personal protection and a source of dignity and self-respect. By contrast, to 
maintain that someone has an obligation to protect another's interest may leave 
the recipient in a passive position, dependent UpOIl the other's good will in 

fulfilling the obligation. When persons possess enforceable righlS correlative to 
obligations, they are enabled to be active, independent agents pursuing their 
projects and making c1aims. What we often cherish most is not that someone 
is obligated to us, but that we have a right that secures for us the opportunity 
to pursue and c1aim as ours the benefit or liberty that we value. 

Communitarianism: Community-Based Theory 

Cornmunitarian theories view everything fundamental in ethics as deriving from 
communal values, the common good, social goals, traditional practices, and 
the cooperative virtues. Conventions, traditions, and social solidarity playa far 
more prominent role in communitarian theories than in the types of theory 
discussed to this point. 

How might cornmunitarians approach the case of poten ti al kidney trans
plantation discussed previously in this chapter? Their first inquiry would not be 
which rights are at stake, but which communal val.ues and relationships are 
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present or absent. They would focus on the family as a small community inter
mediate between the individual and the state. They would likely ask which 
acts , rules, and policies of living organ donation , privacy , and confidentiality 
best reinforce and promote communal values, including family values . 

Communitarian critics of the father's behavior, which reduces his daughter' s 
chances of survival, would charge that he is insufficiently committed to the 
goods of the family and presupposes the values of liberal individualism in 
standing on his rights, without adequately attending to his responsibilities. Crit
ics would likely see the father as a twisted product of a society that focuses too 
much on protecting rights such as autonomy and privacy , and they may view 
the physician in the same light. The physician would certainly be expected to 
consider whether his actions conform to traditions of medicine, with its com
munal goods, codes, and virtues. In this tradition , deception has often been 
justified in the treatment of the patient, but the father requests that others be 
deceived, a relatively rare request and one with less elear historical precedent 
in medical practice. By contrast, nondiselosure to others because of confiden
tiality does have elear historical precedent in medicine , but these rules are not 

absolute and have often been overridden by a larger social interest. 
The communitarian will support actions that express communal values as 

well as actions having a positive impact on a community . The father contends 
that if the physician tells other members of the family the true reasons for his 
decision not to donate, it would wreck the family. The father ' s prediction about 
this negative impact may or may not be correct, but what his actions express 
about his own lack of commitment to the family's welfare is notable. From the 
communitarian' s perspective, the father embodies the vices of liberal individu

alism rather than the cooperative virtues . 

The Repudiation of Liberalism 

Contemporary communitarians repudiate central tenets in what is often called 
liberalism, a term that is defined through cardinal premises in the types of 
theory we have discussed in three previous sections: utilitarian, Kantian, and 
liberal individualist theories. What makes them jointly " liberal" is their com
mitment to what Mill defended as individuality, what Kant called autonomy, 
and what liberal individualists protect as rights of the persono Each type of 
theory protects the individual against the state, and-Dn the communitarian 
interpretation-each also asserts that the state should neither reward nor penal
ize different conceptions of the good life held by individuals. Postulates of 
individual autonomy, rights against the state, and community neutraJity toward 
conflicting values , then, are the central elements of liberalism to which commu

nitarians object. 
In reacting critically to liberalism, contemporary communitarians repudiate 
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the theory as well as curren! societies established on the premises of liberal 
theory , ineluding many contemporary Westem political states 5 5 According to 
communitarians , these societies lack a commitment to the general welfare, to 
common purposes , and to education in citizenship , while expecting and even 
encouraging social and geographic mobility, distanced personal relations, wel
fare dependence , breakdowns in family Jife and marital fidelity , political frag
mentation , and the like. The number of abandoned children and elderly parents, 
social and familial fragmentation, the disappearance of meaningful democracy , 
and the lack of effective communal programs are , according to communitari
ans , the disastrous products of liberalism. 

The meaning of community and its synonyms varies. Sorne communitarians 
refer almost exelusively to the political state as the community, whereas others 
refer to smaller communities and institutions with defined goal s and role obliga
tions. Sorne inelude the family as a basic communal unit, within which being 
a parent and being a child involve specific roles and responsibilities. Much of 
what one ought to do in communitarian theories is determined by the social 
roles assigned to or acquired by a person as a member of the community. 
Understanding a particular system of moral rules, then, requires an understand
ing of the community's history , sense of cooperative life , and conception of 
social welfare. 

With regard to theory, communitarian criticisms have often been directed at 
Mili and Kant , but recently they have been aimed at Rawls , whose liberal 
principie that the rights of individuaJs cannot legitimately be sacrificed for the 
good of the community has been a particular target of communitarian censure. 56 

These communitarian criticisms of liberal theories seem to amount to the fol
lowing: Liberalism (1) fails to appreciate the constructive role of the coopera
tive virtues and the political state in promoting values and creating the condi
tions of the good life, (2) fails to acknowledge shared goals and obligations 
that come not from freely made contracts among individuals, but from commu
nal ideal s and responsibilities , and (3) fails to understand the human person as 
historically constituted by and embedded in communal life and social roles. 

Michael Sandel describes the positive aspect of communaJ life that is alleg
edly missed by liberal theory: 

In so far as our constitutive self-understandings comprehend a wider subject than Ihe 
individual alone, whether a family or tribe or city or cIass or nation or people, to this 
extent Ihey define a community in the constitutive sense. And what marks such a com
munity is not merely a spirit of benevolence, or the prevaknce of communitarian values , 
or even certain " shared final ends " alone , but a common vocabulary of discourse and 
a background of implicit practices and understandings 57 

Communitarians thus revitalize Hegel's criticism of Kant that was mentioned 
in Chapter 1 (namely, Kant presents an "empty formalism" without an "im

manent doctrine of duties") and apply it to liberals: They mi~.the essence of 
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morality by emphasizing abstract principIes and abstract agents, while failing 
to see that both principIes and agents are social products of communal life. 
Communitarians also propose that we give up the principIes, politics, and lan
guage of rights in favor of the principIes, politics , and language of the common 
good and the community's way of life. 58 

Militant and Moderate Forms of Communitarianism 

Communitarianism can be distinguished into militant and modera te forms. Mil
itants firmly support comrnunity control and reject liberal theories. This ap
proach has been supported by influential contemporary moral , social, and polit
ical thinkers, including Alasdair MacIntyre, Charles Taylor, and Michael 

Sandel. By contrast, moderates emphasize the importance of various forms of 
community-including the family and the political state-while attempting to 
accommodate rather than reject strands in liberal theories. This sense of com
munitarianism includes figures as diverse as Aristotle, Hugo Grotius, David 
Hume, G. W. F. Hegel, John Mackie, and Michael Walzer. For them social 

order and morality rest on historically developed norms , and moral rules derive 
their acceptability and correctness from these shared conventions. Although 
communitarianism is a recently coined term typically used for the militant 
form, we will use it for both forms. We will criticize militant theories, while 

relying on the moderate theories for our constructive evaluation . 
Militant communitarianism is hostile to rights, sees liberalism as "born of 

antagonism to all tradition ," and aims to perpetuate and even impose on indi
viduals conceptions of virtue and the good life that limit the rights conferred 
by liberal societies. These communitarians see persons as intrinsically consti
tuted by communal values and as best suited to achieve personal goods through 
cornrnunal life59 In addition, MacIntyre argues that we have inherited many 
incoherent fragments of once coherent schemes of thought and action, and only 
if we understand our peculiar historical and cultural situation can we recognize 
the problema tic dimensions of the enterprise of moral evaluation and moral 
theory.60 

The moderate comrnunitarian takes a stance far less opposed to autonomy 

and individual rights. A typical example is J. L. Mackie's appeal to "intersub
jective standards," meaning that cornrnunity-wide agreements form the basis 
of acceptable moral rules and that these intersubjective agreements cannot be 
further validated or invalidated by appeal to rationality. Mackie understands 
morality entirely in terms of social practices that express what is demanded, 

allowed , enforced , and condemned in the community. Nonetheless, he insists 
that moral judgments need not be viewed as unchanging conventional rules 

beyond the possibility of reform: "Of course there have been and are moral 
heretics and moral reformers .... But this can usually be understood as the 

-------------------------------------------
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extension, in ways which, though new and unconventional , seemed to them to 
be required for consistency of rules to which they already adhered as arising 
out of an existing way of life. "61 

The Primacy of Social Practices 

Alasdair MacIntyre and other communitarians have traced to Aristotle the thesis 
that local community practices and their corresponding virtues should have pri
ority over ethical theory in normative decisionmaking. Maclntyre uses "prac
tice" to designate a cooperative arrangement in pursuit of goods that are inter
nal to a structured communal life. Social roles of parenting, teaching, 
governing, healing, and the like involve practices. "Goods internal to a prac
tice" are achievable, according to MacIntyre, only by engaging in the practice 

and conforming to its constraints and standard s of excellence. In the practice 
of medicine, for example, goods internal to the profession exist, and these 
determine what it is to be a good physician. The virtues of physicians flow 
from communal and institutional practices of care, practical wisdom, and teach

ing. Medicine, like other professions and politíical institutions, has a history 
that sustains a tradition requiring participants in the practice to cultivate cer
tain virtues. 62 

The importance of traditional practices and the need for communal interven
tion to correct socially disruptive outcomes are standard themes in comrnunitar

ian thought. For example , San del proposes that we disallow plant closings that 
devastate local communities and that we ban pornography when it deeply of
fends a comrnunity's way of life 63 As an example of communitarians' promo
tion of the common good in biomedical ethics, consider their debate with lib
eral individualists over policies of obtaining cadaveric organs for 
transplantation. Based on principIes of liberal individualism, but with an inter
est in obtaining cadaveric organs to save lives , all states in the United States 

adopted the Uniform Anatomical Gift Act in the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
This act gives individuals the right to make decisions about the donation of 
their organs through a donor cardo If the indiviídual has not made a decision 
prior to death, the law authorizes the family to decide whether to donate the 
decedent 's organs. On the basis of opinion polls ,. it was expected that individu

als would sign donor cards and provide a sufficient supply of organs, thereby 
avoiding the need to search for living donors of kidneys. 

In practice , however, few individuals sign donor cards, the cards are rarely 
available at the time of death, and procurement teams virtually always check 
with the family even if the decedent left a vaJid donor cardo As a result, a 
cornmunitarian focus has emerged. The family has become the primary donor 
(that is , the decisionmaker about donation) rather than the individual , and be
cause the supply of organs has remained limite:d, various policies have been 
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considered and sorne adopted that aim to promote the cornmon good more 
vigorously. Even approaches that protect individual rights attempt to educate 
people about the need for organs, and sorne propose requiring people to make 
a decision about donation , for instance, when obtaining a driver' s license . 

Laws and regulations have also been implemented to require hospitals to ask 
families whether they know the wishes of the decedent and want to donate the 
decedent' s organs . 

Sorne cornmunitarians now recommend still stronger laws to make organ 
procurement a well-defined community project rather than a matter of individ
ual or even farnily decisions . They defend presumed cansent laws, which 

would parallel laws in several states for corneas and laws in several countries 
for solid organs. These laws presume that individuals or families have decided 
to donate unless they have registered a dissent. A more stringent proposal is 

the routine salvaging of organs unless objections are registered . Here cornmuni
tarians defend a policy of organ retrieval on grounds that members of a commu
nity should be willing to provide others objects of lifesaving value when no 
cost to themselves is required.64 A few cornmentators even recommend harsher 

policies of conscription of cadaveric organs to refiect community ownership 

of cadaveric body parts. The latter approach confiicts so deeply with liberal 
individualistic values that it has not received serious consideration . Neverthe
less, an extreme alternative approach based on liberal individualism, a market 
in organs, has been declared illegal in the United States because of concern 

about exploitation and coercion. Proponents of a market in organs typically 
view their cornmunitarian opponents as zealous and inconsistent , because they 
allow and encourage individual or family gifts to benefit others but rule out 
sales that would provide the same benefit and perhaps even increase the supply 

of organs for transplantation .65 

An emphasis on the cornmunity and the common good also appears in de
bates about the allocation of health careo In Daniel Callahan 's cornmunitarian 
account, we should enact public policy from a shared consensus about the good 
society, not on the basis of individual rights. Liberal assumptions about state 

neutrality should be scrapped, and society should be free to implement a sub
stantive concept of the good. According to Callahan, biomedical ethics should 

use cornrnunitarian values to implement or revise social laws and regulations 
governing the prornotion of health , the use of genetic knowledge , the use of 
advances in medical technology , responsibilities to future generations, and the 
limits of health care for the elderly. In each case, the question to be asked is , 
"What is most conducive to a good society?," not " Is it harrnful or does it 
violate autonomy?" 66 Here we see a close similarity to utilitarian proposals. 

However, cornmunitarians typically reject the principie of utility on grounds 
that it is remote from actual communal decisionmaking and, in any event, is 
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individualistic in its effort to sum up individual benefits and costs for public 
policy. 

Although many comrnunitarians critique and propose specific acts, practices, 
and pohcles, such as procuring organs or allocating health care, few systematic 
commUTIltarlan proposals have emerged for biomedical ethics as a whole. One 
exception is Ezekiel Emanuel's vision of medical ethics, which rests on the 

following claims: The ends of medicine, as affirmed by the profession , have 
been shaped by public laws and public values. These ends are understood 

through a framework of shared poJitical convictions, conceptions of justice, 
and Ideas of the good Jife . In place of the Iiberalism that has typically under
glrded medlcal e~hics, Emanuel proposes a moderate cornmunitarianism closely 
connected to pohtIcal theory. This cornmunitarianism is moderate by virtue of 

Its acceptance of ~luraJistic conceptions of the good life and its recognition of 
sorne IndIvIdual nghts . Yet it remains communitarian because democratic ini

~iatives .will be needed to fashion a community's cOl1ceptions of the good life 
mto pohcles and laws. Emanuel envisions thousands of community health plans 
In whlch CltIzen-members deliberate about conceptions of the good life and 

debate policies such as those for termination of life-sustaining treatment for 
Incompetent patients and the allocation of medical resources67 

A Critical Evaluation of Communitarian Ethics 

Several claims by militant communitarians rely on questionable accusations and 
arguments . We will concentrate on these probIems in our criticisms. However, 

many themes In modera te communitarianism are unproblematic and even ac
c~ptabl~ to many advocates of liberal theories. We focus on these unproblem
abc posltlOns In our constructive section below. 

An unfairaccount af liberal theories. Militant communitarians suggest that lib
e:al theonsts defend atomic, isolated individuals and have a corrupting skepti

Clsm about communal goods 68 This characterization is inaccurate and unfair 
Mili and Rawls , the figures most frequently attacked by cornmunitarians , neve~ 
deplct either individuals or the cornmunal good in these terms , and both phi los
ophers develop a theory of the common good, as well as an account of social 
traditions and political community 69 Mili thought he had captured how histori
cal traditions converge to the principie of utility , which he construed as a prin

cIpie of communal welfare. Even in On Liberty, Mili argued that a community 
should take steps to ensure adequate public discussion of what constitutes the 

good of the community. Liberty functions in his arguments to protect individu
als against mistakes in planning communal pursuits of the good, and he defends 

individuality beca use it conduces to a constantly readjusted and improved so-
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cial unit. Rawls defends rights and the value of liberty in society, in part , 
because social ends can be corrected better in an open society than in a society 

controlled by tradition.70 

A false dichotomy: community or autonomy. Communitarians present us with 
two false dichotomies: (l) either liberal accounts of rights and justice have 
priority or the communal good has priority,71 and (2) either radical autonom.y 

in decisionmaking is protected or communal determination of social goals IS 

protected against the individual. A more accurate picture is that we inherit 
various social roles and goals from traditions . We then critique, adjust, and 
attempt to improve our beliefs over time through free discussion and collective 
arrangements. lndividuals and groups alike progressively interpret, revise, and 
sometimes even replace traditions with new conceptions that adjust and foster 
community values. This outlook of liberalism is , as Joel Feinberg notes, en

tirely compatible with communal interests: "It is impossible to think of human 
beings except as part of ongoing communities , defined by reciprocal bonds 
of obligation, common traditions, and institutions .... The ideal [in liberals' 

accounts) of the autonomous person is that of an authentic individual whose 
self-determination is as complete as is consistent with the requirement that he 

is, of course, a member of a community. " 72 

A failed challenge to rights. Communitarians sometimes argue against rights 
(especially natural rights) on grounds that they do not exist. 73 At other times 
they argue against rights on grounds that rights stall communal orgamzatlOn 
and dull our sense of social union. Both claims miss the valuable consequences 
that rights have for communities. We value rights because, when enforced, 
they provide protections against unscrupulous behavior, pro mote orderly 

change and cohesiveness in communities , and allow diverse communities to 
coexist peacefully within a single political state.74 As Judith Jarvis Thomson 

notes, 

How mueh more satisfying the life in an 'organie eornrnunity' than the life of alienation 
in a modem state! The ideal of the hive is seduetive and fuels aH eommunitarian ideolo
gies. But the bee-like ereatures of our hive-like world are not in faet kind to eaeh other; 
eaeh is indifferent to the others exeept insofar as the others are parts of the whole . ... 
The ideal of the state as hive eannot be made real: it is amazing that eommunitarians 
have expeeted otherwise.75 

Even if we grant communitarian arguments that the best life is communal life, 
it would not follow that communities should determine the individual's goal s 
or truncate individual rights . The major reason for the prominence of rights in 
moral and political theory is that they stand as a shield against communal intru
sion by governments. This and similar criticisms raise profound questions about 
how well communitarianism fares on several of the criteria for theory construc-
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tion presented in the beginning of this chapter, espc!cially output, explanatory , 
and justificatory power. 

A Constructive Evaluation of Communitarianism 

By emphasizing historical traditions and institutionlltl practices, communitarian 

theories have made a substantial contribution to the redirection of ethical theory 
in recent years , and have also helped us rediscover the importance of commu
nity even if we accept liberal values. Communitarians rightly emphasize the 
need to foster neighborhood associations, create communal ties, pro mote public 
health, and develop national goals. Also to be welcomed is the return in sorne 
communitarian theories to such landmarks in ethical theory as the writings of 

Aristotle, Hume, and Hegel. These more community-minded philosophers de
serve status as great c1assical theorists, alongside Mili and Kant. 

Ethics of Care: Relationship-Based Accounts 

Another family of moral reflections is widely referred to as the ethics of careo 
It shares sorne premises with communitarian ethics, including sorne objections 
to central features of liberalism and an emphasis Oln traits valued in intimate 
personal relationships, such as sympathy, compassion, fidelity, discernment, 

and love. Caring in these accounts refers to care for, emotional commitment 
to, and willingness to act on behalf of persons with whom one has a significant 
relationship. Noticeably downplayed are Kantian universal rules , impartial util
itarian calculations, and individual rights. 

Proponents of an ethics of care would approaclh -the case we have been 
examining by focusing on relationships involving e are , responsibility, trust, 
fidelity , and sensitivity. The father who elects not to donate a kidney expresses 

sorne concern about his daughter's suffering, but his response is arguably 
grounded mainly in concern about himself. He does not think he can justify his 
behavior to his wife, who will, he believes, distrust him and "accuse him of 
alJowing his daughter to die ." Even if we give the father the benefit of the 

doubt about motives and trustworthiness, whether his care is responsibly ex
pressed in donation or nondonation will depend in part on the balance of risks 
and benefits and his courage in confronting the risks. 

The physician in this case faced several conflicts within relationships of 
care-to the dying daughter, her siblings, the reluctant father , the mother, and 

the famiJy as a unit. Just as many moral theories face conflicts of principIes and 
rights, the ethic of care faces conflicts among responsibilities in such situations. 
Traditional moral theory has typically concentrated on answers to questions 
about whether to lie or break confidentiality. The et:hic of care, by contrast, 
emphasizes that it is nol only important what lhe physician does-for example, 
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breaks or maintains confidentiality-but al so how actions are performed, which 
motives underlie them and whether positive relationships are promoted or 
thwarted. The trustworthiness of the physician and the quality of his care and 
sensitivity in the face of the father ' s unusual request for deception are aH inte
gral moral elements from the perspective of the ethics of careo 

Two Speakers in a Difierent Voice 

The origin of the ethic of care was predominantly in feminist writings. The 
themes included how women display an ethic of care, by contrast to men, who 
predominantly exhibit an ethic of rights and obligations. We begin with two 
figures who have played prominent roles in this recent history , psychologist 

Carol Gilligan and philosopher Annette Baier. 

Gilligan' s psychological account. The hypothesis that " women speak in a dif
ferent voice"-a voice that traditional ethical theory has drowned out-arose 
in Gilligan's book , In a Difierent Voice. She maintained that women's moral 
development is typically distinct from men' s, a fact she thought disregarded by 
influential psychological studies of moral development whose conceptions were 
based on studies of males only. She claimed to discover " the voice of care" 
through empirical research involving interviews with girls and women. This 
voice , she said, stresses empathic association with others , not based on "the 
primacy and universality of individual rights , but rather on . . . a very strong 
sense of being responsible. " In her studies, female subjects typically view mo
rality in terms of responsibilities of care deriving from attachments to others, 
whereas mal e subjects typically see morality in terms of rights and justice. Men 
look to and are formed by freely accepted relationships and agreements; women 
loo k to and are formed by contextually given relationships such as those of 

the family 76 

GiHigan, then, identified two modes of relationship and two modes of moral 
thinking: an ethic of care in contrast to an ethic of rights and justice. She does 
not claim that these two modes of thinking are strictly correlated with gender 
or that aH women or all men speak in the same moral voice. 77 Rather, she 
believes that men tend to embrace an ethic of rights using quasi-Iegal terrninol
ogy and impartial principies , accompanied by dispassionate balancing and con
flict resolution, whereas women tend to affirm an ethic of care that centers on 
responsiveness in an interconnected network of needs , care , and prevention of 
harm. Taking care of others is the core notion , and it is modelled on relation

ships such as those between parent and child. 78 

8aier' s philosophical account. Gilligan's interpretation of empirical data has 
parallels in philosophical ethics. In Annette Baier' s account, the reasoning and 
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methods of women who write in ethical theory is noticeably different from 
traditional theories. She claims to hear in contemporary female philosophers, 
despite their diversity , the same different voice that Gilligan heard in her stud
ies , but one made " reflective and philosophical." 79 She deplores the near
exclusive emphasis in modem moral philosophy on universal rules and princi
pies , and she stemly rejects Kantian contractarian models with their emphasis 
on justice, rights, law, and particularly autonomous choice among free and 
equal agents. The conditions of social cooperation , especially in families and 
in communal decisionmaking , are, Baier observes , typically unchosen and inti
mate, and they involve unequals in a relational network. Her thesis is not that 
traditional ethical theories are false or even outmoded, but that they capture 
only a piece of the larger moral world. 80 

Baier envisions not a grand system of ethics that holds together all the di
verse strands, but smaller scale systems that pull together a few strands. In 
casting about for a connecting bridge to span an ethic of love with an ethic of 
obligation, she proposes "appropriate trust" as a bridging concept. She does 
not recomrnend that we discard categories of obligation, but that we make room 
for an ethic of love and trust, including an account of human bonding and 
friendship. Traditional models of ethical theory often fail to acknowledge how 
parents and health care professionals , for example, see responsibilities to their 
children and patients in terms of care, loving attachment, meeting needs, and 
providing sustenance 8 1 

Criticisms 01 Tradicional Liberal Theories 

Proponents of the care perspective offer a direct challenge to liberal values. 
Two criticisms of liberalism deserve special mention. 82 

Challenging impartiality. According to the care perspective , liberalism has lost 
sight of the full sweep of morality by taking a standpoint of detached faimess. 
This orientation is suitable for sorne moral relationships, especially those in 
which persons interact as equals in a public context of impersonal justice and 
institutional constraints. But lost in this detachment is an auachment to that 
which we care about most and which is closest to us-for example, our loyalty 
to groups. In the absence of public and institutional constraints , partiality to
ward others is not only morally permissible but is the expected norm of interac
tion and is an ineliminable feature of the human condition . Without exhibiting 
partiality we stand to sever important relationships and to alienate others. In 
seeking a blinded impartiality , liberalism risks making us blind and indifferent 
to the special needs of and relationships with others. Although impartiality is a 
moral virtue in sorne contexts, it is a moral vice in others. This two-sidedness 
i8 overlooked in traditionalliberal theory, which simply aligns good and mature 
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moral judgment with moral distance. 83 The care perspective is especially mean
ingful for roles such as parent, friend, physician, and nurse, in which contex
tual response, attentiveness to subtle clues, and the deepening of special 
relationships are likely to be more momentous morally than impartial treat

ment. 

Challenging universal principles. An aversion to abstract principIes, the instru

ments of impartiality, is also characteristic of the ethics of careo As long as 
principIes allow room for discretionary and contextual judgment, the ethics of 
care need not dispense with principIes . However, Jike many proponents of vir
tue theory, defenders of the ethics of care find principies often irrelevant, un

productive, ineffectual, or constrictive in the moral Jife. A defender of princi
pies could say that principles of care, compassion, and kindness tutor our 
responses in caring, compassionate, and kind ways. But this cJaim seems hol
low. Our moral experience suggests that our responses rely on our emotions, 
our capacity for sympathy, our sense of friendship, and our knowledge of how 

caring people behave. 

Consider, as an example, the following report by physician Timothy QuiJI 
and nurse Penelope Townsend of a discussion with a young woman who has 
just been told that she is HIV infected: 84 

PATlENT: Oh God. Oh Lord have mercy. .. Please don'l do il again. Please don'l 
lell me Ihat. Oh my God. Oh my children. Oh Lord have mercy. Oh God, 
why did He do Ihis lo me? . 

DR QUILL: Firsl Ihing we have lo do is learn as much as we can about it, because right 
now you are okay. 

PATlENT: 1 don'l even have a future. Everything I know is Ihal you gonna die anytime. 
What is Ihere lO do? Whal if I'm a walking time bomb? People will be 
scared lO even louch me or say anything 10 me. 

DR QUILL: No, that's not so. 

PATlENT: Yes Ihey will, 'cause I feel thal way ... 

DR QUILL: There is a future for you ... 

PATIENT: Okay, alright. I'm so scared. 1 don't want to die. 1 don't want to die, Dr 
Quill, nol yet. I know 1 got 10 die, but I don't wanl to die. 

DR QUILL: We've gol lo Ihink aboul a couple of things. 

Quill and Townsend have moral responsibilities to their patient, but it is 

difficult to capture their responsibilities through principIes and rules. We can 
produce rough generaJizations about how caring physicians and nurses respond 
to patients, for example, but these generalizations will not be subtle enough to 
give helpful guidance for the next patient. Each situation calls for a set of 
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responses exceeding what the generalization captures, and behavior that in one 
context is caring seems to intrude on privacy or to be offensive in another 
setting. 

Relationship and Emotion 

Two constructive themes are central to the ethics of care: mutual interdepen
den ce and emotional response. 

Mutual interdependence in relationships. The ethics of care maintains that 
many human relationships-for example, in health care and research-involve 
persons who are vulnerable, dependent, ill, and frail and that the desirable 

moral response is attached attentiveness to needs, not detached respect for 
rights. FeeJing for and being irnrnersed in the other person estabJish vital facets 
of the moral relationship. Accordingly, this approach features responsibilities 
that a rights-based account may ignore in the attempt to protect persons from 
invasion by others. 85 

A role for the emotions. Ethical theory since the late eighteenth century has 
exhibited a cognitivist procJivity; that is, it has regarded theory and moral judg
ment as the affairs of reason, rather than of emotion or passion. Kant joined 
many other writers in the history of ethics, such as Plato, in depicting the 

emotions, feelings, passions, and inclinations as distracting impediments to 
moral judgment. These philosophers call for a struggle against desire , impulse , 
and incJination , in order that a more rational course of action will ensue. Ac
tions done from desire, impulse, or incJination may be good in these theories, 

but not morally good, because they are not done from an appropriate cogni
tive framework. 

The ethics of care corrects this cognitivist bias by giving the emotions a 
moral role. Having a certain emotional attitude and expressing the appropriate 
emotion in acting are morally relevant factors, just as having the appropriate 
motive for an action is morally relevant. The person who acts from rule

govemed obJigations without appropriately aligned feelings such as worry when 
a friend suffers seems to have a moral deficiency . In addition to expressing 
their feelings in their responses , agents al so need to attend to the feeJings of 

persons toward whom they act in moral relationships. Insight into the needs of 
others and considerate alertness to their circumstances often come from the 
emotions more than reason 86 In the history of human experimentation, for 
example, those who first recognized that sorne subjects of research were being 
brutaJized, subjected to misery , or placed at unjusltifiable risk were persons who 
were able to feel compassion, disgust, and outrage through insight into the 
situation of these research subjects. They exhibited emotional discemment of 
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and sensitivity to the feelings of subjects, where others lacked comparable re

sponses. 
This emphasis on the emotional dimension of the moral life does not reduce 

moral response to emotional response . Caring clearly has a cognitive dimension 
as well , because it involves an insight into and understanding of another's cir
cumstance, needs, and feelings . As Hume pointed out, emotions motivate us 
and tell us much about a person's character, but it is the understanding that 

directs us in choosing a path of action. 

A Critical Evaluation of the Care Ethic 

The ethics of care emphasizes engaged, contextual , and even passionate moral 
thinking. As long as both passion and dispassion are acknowledged, few if any 
crippling criticisms can be brought against the ethics of careo Nonetheless, 

sorne problems need attention. 

Underdeveloped theory. If one takes seriously the eight criteria for theory con

struction developed at the beginning of this chapter, then the ethics of care 
seems to fall short on criteria such as completeness, comprehensiveness, and 
explanatory and justificatory power. Of course, there may be a bias in the 
criteria: Because this list grows out of traditional accounts of theory that are 
often opposed by proponents of the ethics of care, it might be expected to reach 
a negative judgment on the ethics of care, which explicitly departs from tradi
tional theory. But the heart of the problem is the lack of a developed and 
integrated body of reflections to supply the concepts and connections needed to 
satisfy these criteria. As Baier has pointed out, the ethics of care needs one or 
more central concepts and a set of bridging concepts to link it to the legitimate 
concems of traditional theory< The ethic of care , then, is an underdeveloped 

theory, but not necessarily an incorrect one. 

Should impartiality be rejected? In deemphasizing justice, impartiality, rights , 
and obligations, the ethics of care must confront situations in which bona fide 
requirements of impartiality conflict with acting partially from careo Acting 
partially clearly must sometimes yield to acting impartially. On at least sorne 
occasions we need an impartial judgment to arbitrate between conflicting moral 
judgments or feelings Y It is doubtful that many who endorse the ethics of care 
want their theory to be interpreted so narrowly as to exclude all impartial judg
ments and considerations of justice and the public good. But a problem remains 
about whether the theory can successfully incorporate these moral notions with
out losing much of its critical thrust and uniqueness . The ethic of care , as 
Gilligan and others have defended it, recognizes that two perspectives exist, 
but can they can be made coherent? Altematively , one might argue (as Nel 
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Noddings does) that the ethics of care is the fundamental forro of morality and 
that it is intemally coherent. The latter, we suggest, simply gives up too much 
in the moral life .88 

Too contextual and hostile to principies. One proponent of the ethics of care 
argues that in a defensible ethical theory , action should be "sometimes 
principle-guided, rather than always principle-derived. " 89 This statement is a 
move in the right direction of coherence. However, if principIes are accommo
dated by an ethics of care, does this inclusion undercut the grounds for antipa
thy to principIes? The question is again one of coherence . Can the theory co
herently trade on a rejection of sorne principIes (Kantian principIes, say), and 
at the same time accept a vital role for other principIes (prima facie princi
pIes, say)? 

We think principIes will reappear in a more comprehensive theory and will 
enhance rather than weaken the ethics of careo If we agree that certain forros 
of sympathy and emotion are appropriate bases of motivation, we should be 
prepared for situations in which our actions are too partial and in need of cor
rection by impartial principIes. We are likely to judge more favorably persons 
who are close to us in intimate relationships, and yet on sorne occasions those 
who are distant from us de serve to be judged more favorably. 

Feminist reservations about an ethics of careo Although initiated by feminist 
writers, the ethics of care has been sharply criticized by sorne feminists who 
worry that it attends to women's experiences as givers of care in traditional 
roles of self-sacrifice, but often neglects feminist insights into problems of op
pression and dominance. Susan Sherwin argues that feminists should " be cau
tious about the place of caring in their approach to ethics; it is necessary to be 
wary of the implications of gender traits within a sexist culture. Because gender 
differences are central to the structures that support dominance relations, it is 
likely that women's proficiency at caring is somehow related to women's sub
ordinate status." 90 She sees a need to examine the social context of care as 
well as to establish limits to the ethics of careo Both enterprises involve appeals 
to justice. 

Without a broader framework, the ethics of care is too confined to the private 
sphere of intimate relationships and may serve to reinforce an uncritical adher
ence to traditional social pattems of assigning caretaker roles to women. 
Among health professionals, the ethic of care has been most widely appro
priated by nurses. Without further explication, there is a danger that the ethics 
of care will be primarily located in nursing and primary care specialties in 
medicine to which many women are attracted, witrhout having a major impact 
on health care as a whole. 91 
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A Constructive Evaluation of the Care Ethic 

The care ethic provides a needed corrective to two centuries of system

building in ethical theory and to the tendency to neglect themes such as sympa
thy, the moral emotions, and women's experiences . A morality centered on 
care and concem can potentially serve health care ethics in a constructive and 

balanced fashion, because it is close to the processes of reason and feeling 
exhibited in clinical contexts. We have seen that sympathy, friendliness, com

passion, and trust cannot easily be brought under rules of behavior or even 
under a principIe such as beneficence . Physician and nursing ethics have re

cently been presented in codes that express obligations and rights , but the ethics 
of care can retrieve basic commitrnents of caring and caretaking and help free 
health professionals from a narrow conception of their role responsibilities. 
Caring involves an open-minded responsiveness to another' s needs as the other 

sees those needs, and therefore runs counter to the assumption that an estab

lished medical good will best meet those needs. 
Disclosures, discussions, and decisionmaking in health care typically become 

a family affair, with support from a health care team. The ethics of care fits 

this context of relationships, whereas rights theory , for example , seems poorly 
equipped for it. Finally, correcting an undue obsession with impartiality re
quirements in traditional theories promises to have positive con sequen ces be
cause many aspects of character, forrns of sensitivity, and modes of practical 
judgment exceed appeals to impartial principIes. We retum to these moral qual

ities in Chapter 8. 

Casuistry: Case-Based Reasoning 

Recently ethical theory has seen a revival of an approach with impressive in
ftuence in medieval and early modem philosophy. Casuistry, as it is called, 
focuses on practical decisionmaking in particular cases 92 Casuists are skeptical 
of rules, rights, and theories divorced from history, precedent, and circum
stance. Appropriate moral judgments occur, casuists say , through an intimate 

understanding of particular situations and the historical record of similar 

cases 93 
Consider first how the casuist might approach the case of the father's refusal 

to beco me a donor. The casuist would begin by identifying particular features 
in the case rather than appealing to universal principIes, utilitarian caJculations, 

or rights. The casuist would then attempt to identify the relevant precedents 

and prior experiences with other cases, attempting to determine how similar 
and different this case is from experiences with other cases. In assessing what 
the father should do , the casuist would determine whether we typically insist, 
in relevantIy similar cases , that parents bear comparable inconvenience and risk 

t 
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to offer their children sorne chance of survival. In determining what the physi
cian should do , analogous cases would be considered in which breaches of 
confidentiality are justified or unjustified . The objective is to act in light of any 
strong social consensus found in precedent cases in medicine and law. Such 
cases would indicate, for example, that physicians have a right and sometimes 

an obligation to breach confidentiality in order to prevent harm to others. Ex
amples of these cases include reporting gunshot wounds and venereal diseases 
and in sorne contexts warning in tended victims of a patient's threatened vio
lence. 

The casuist might also ask whether the father 's refusal to donate would cause 
a harm to his daughter or would only fail to benefit her and whether a threat
ened or actual breach of confidentiality might be justified in an effort to force 
hjm to donate. SimiJarly , the casuist would ask whether a lie ("the father is 

not histocompatible") or a milder forrn of deception (" for medical reason the 
father should not donate") could be justified to prevent wrecking the family. 
The casuist would attempt to answer these questions by appeal to maxims 

grounded in experience and tradition, as well as by reasoning from analogous 
cases. 

The Recent Recovery of Casuistry 

The recent rise of casuistry has surprised many, because in the last three hun
dred years casuistry had fallen into a disrepute rivaling astrology94 To illustrate 

its forrner low repute, when An Encyclopedia of Religion was published in 
1945, then-prominent philosopher Edgar Sheffield Brightman wrote the entry 
on "casuistry," which read (in full): 95 

1) The application of ethical principies to specific cases .. 2) Quibbling , rationalization, 
sophlstry or an attempt to justify what does not merit justification; this meaning is often 
associated with methods used by Jesuits. See equivocation. 

This definition is still typical of entries in reference works. But contemporary 

casuists would argue that Brightman and mainstream critics have matters 
upside-down. Casuists claim that their approach is not an application of princi
pIes to cases--quite the reverse, it moves up from cases to principles-and is 
a system of justification that tries to surmount the sophistry of " applying" prin
cipIes. 

A Repudiation of the Mainstrea/1l in Modern Ethics 

As with communitarian theories and the ethics of care, the casuist is motivated 
in part by a dissatisfaction with the dominant ethical theories , including Kant
ianism, utilitarianism, and rights theory. In particular, casuists dispute the use 
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of the model of scientific theory for ethical theory, the accompanying account 
of moral judgments, and the insistence on firm, universal principies. 

Repudiating the model of a philosophical moral science. Sorne nineteenth- and 
twentieth-century philosophers seem to presuppose a model of a tidy , unified 
theory containing general and universal principies-in effect, a philosophical 

moral science.96 Casuists reject this model, sometimes under the influence of 
Aristotle's conceptions of science and ethics. Aristotle noted the idea of a "first 
principie" that is certain and inherently justified belongs to science conceived 
on an axiomatic model,97 but he held that principIes in ethics are deeply embed

ded in the concrete world of human social conduct. Philosophers must obtain 
first principIes by abstracting them from the mass of human actions and social 

practices.98 

Casuists agree. Although there conceivably could be a first foundational prin
cipie for ethics that has absolute priority (not one from which all other moral 
content would follow) , they maintain that moral beliefs and reasoning in fact 
do not follow this pattern. Ethics is not a demonstrative science, but a set of 

practices and types of judgment rooted in experience, wisdom, and prudence. 

Repudiating moral judgment based on principles. Casuists interpret many 
moral philosophers to hold that cases are devoid of material that informs moral 
judgment, and thereby are powerless to determine obligation, blameworthiness, 
or praiseworthiness. Cases illustrate principies, exemplify dilernrnas, motivate 
people to right actions , and the like; but cases are otherwise irrelevant to moral 
judgment. By contrast, casuists maintain that sorne forms of moral reasoning 
and judgment make no appeal to principies , rules , rights, or virtues. These 

forms inelude appeals to narratives, paradigm cases, analogies , models, elassi
fication schemes, and even immediate intuition and discerning insight.99 

Rules and principies need not be exeluded from moral thinking, but the casu
ist insists that moral judgments can be and often are made when no appeal to 
principies is possible. For example, we make moral judgments when principies, 
rules, or rights conflict and no further recourse to a higher principie, rule, or 

right is available. When principies are interpreted inflexibly irrespective of the 
nuances of the case , sorne casuists see a " tyranny of principies. " 100 As a 
result, attempts at the resolution of moral problems suffer from a gridlock of 

conflicting principies , and moral debate becomes intemperate and interminable. 
This impasse can often be avoided , Albert Jonsen and Stephen Toulmin argue, 
by focusing on points of shared agreement about cases rather than on princi
pies. The following is their prime example, drawn from their personal experi

ences during four years of work with the National Cornrnission for the Protec
tion of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research: 
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The one thing [individual commissioners] could not agree on was why they agreed. 
lnstead of securely established universal principies, . . giving them intellectual 
grounding for particular judgments about specific kinds of cases, it was the other way 
around. 

The locus 01 certitude in the commissioners ' discussiol1s. . lay in a shared percep
tion of what was specifically at stake in particular kinds of human situations. . That 
could never have been derived from the supposed theoretical certainty of lhe principies 
to which individual commissioners appealed in their personal accounts. 101 

In this account, casuistical reasoning rather than universal principies forged 
agreement. The commission functioned successfully by appeal to paradigms, 

particular cases , and families of cases, despite the various principies and incho
ate moral theories individual commissioners held. Consensus about policies 
was reached by agreement on cases, when agreement would have been impossi
ble to achieve on principies or theory. Although commissioners cited moral 
principIes to justify their collective conelusions , Jonsen and Toulmin argue that 

these principIes were less certain and central for commissioners in their deliber
ations than their particular judgments about cases. 102 

We agree that evidence supporting this interpretation exists in the work of 
the commission, but equally weighty evidence supports a justificatory role for 
principIes in its deliberations, as we will see below. 

Case-Based Reasoning and Judgment 

Casuists typically hold that moral belief and knowledge evolve incrementally 

through reflection on cases , without essential recourse to a top-down theory. 
To support this thesis , casuists sometimes ask us to consider an analogy to case 

law. When the decision of a majority of judges becomes authoritative in a case, 
their judgments are positioned to beco me authoritative for other courts hearing 
cases with similar facts. This is the doctrine of precedent. Casuists see moral 
authority sirnilarly: Social ethics develops from a social consensus formed 

around cases. This consensus is then extended to new cases by analogy to the 
past cases around which the consensus was formed. The underlying consensus 
and the paradigm cases beco me enduring and authoritative sources of appea!. 
For example, in the current literature of biomedical ethics, cases such as the 

Quinlan case, the Tuskegee Syphilis experiments , and the Quill case are con
stantly invoked not only to illustrate elaims, but as sources of authority for 
new judgments. 

As a history of similar cases and similar judgments mounts, we beco me 
more confident in our judgments . A "Iocus of moral certitude" is found in the 
judgments, and the stable elements crystallize in the form of tentative princi

pIes. As confidence in these generalizations increases , they are accepted les s 
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tentatively and moral knowledge develops. Just as case law (legal rules) devel
ops incrementally from legal decisions in cases, so the moral law (moral rules) 

develops incrementally.103 
Casuists find "the essence of the casuistic mode of thinking" in a gradual 

movement from clear and resolvable cases to more complex and difficult cases . 

There is an "ordering of cases under a principie by paradigm and analogy." 
The process is simi lar to that of a physician in clinical diagnosis and recom
mendations. Paradigms of accurate diagnosis and proper treatment functlOn as 
sources of comparison when new problem cases arise. Recommendations are 
made by analogy to the paradigm. If the analogy is proper, a resolution of the 
problem and a recommendation will be achieved, but if no close analogy IS 

available, uncertainty will remain. 104 

Consider the following example (ours, not that of any casuist known to us): 

If a particular act of suicide is paradigmatically wrong, then itwill have certain 
relevant similarities with other wrong actions of suicide. Agam, If a particular 
act of suicide is justifiable, then it will share relevant features with other acts 
of suicide that are morally acceptable. When confronted with a case of assisted 
suicide by a physician, these analogous, settled cases will constitute primary 
(but not exhaustive) resources for reasoning about the new moral problem of 
assisted suicide. No principie about suicide or killing need be mvoked m thls 

process if the paradigms are sufficiently powerful. 

What Role for Theory? 

Casuists disagree among themselves about the value and limitations of theory 
in practical ethics. While some casuists are sharply critical of theory , others 

encourage theory construction as well as generalization from cases . Baruch 
Brody, for example, insists that ethical theory is both possible and desirable. 

Case-based judgment that rests on plausible intuition " is only the first stage m 
the process of coming to have moral knowledge . The next stage is that of 

theory formation . ... The goal is to find a theory that systematlZes these mtu
itions , explains them, and provides help in dealing with cases about whlch we 
have no intuitions. In the course of this systematization, it may be necessary to 
reject so me of the initial intuitions on the grounds that they cannot be system
atized into the theory. " 105 This theory-accessible casuistry is more appeahng 

than a casuistry that denounces or evades theory . 106 

A Critical Evaluation of Casuistry 

Casuists have sometimes overstated the promise and output power of their ac
count, while understating the value of competing accounts. These problems 

need to be corrected . 

b 
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Problems of case interpretation and conjlicting judgments. Casuists ofien write 

as if cases speak for themselves or inform moral judgment by their facts alone. 
Clearly they do not. lnterpretation of cases is essential for moral judgment, 
and pnnclples and theory typically playa legitimate role in the interpretation. 
For the casuist to move constructively from case to case, so me recognized rule 
of moral relevance must connect the cases . The rule will not be a part of the 

case, bu.t a way of interpreting and linking cases. Jonsen treats this problem by 
dlstmgUIshmg descnplIve elements in a case from moral maxims that inform 
judgment about the case: "These maxims provide the ' morals ' of the story. For 
most cases of interest, there are several morals , because several maxims seem 
to contlict. The work of casuistry is to determine which maxim should rule the 
case and to what extent." 107 So understood , casuistry presupposes rather than 
defeats the claim that principies (or maxims or rules) are essential moral ele

ments. The principies are held prior to the decision, and then are selected and 
weighed in the circumstances. 

Further, just as Kant and many other philosophers have a problem with con
tlicting principies , so casuists have a problem with contlicting analogies and 
Judgments . Cases that are amenable to many competing judgments , including 

~e chOice of analogles, are common in ethics. In al given sequence of events, 
dlscussants sometimes even see different cases. It is not enough to be told that 
cases point beyond themselves and evolve into generalizations. Perhaps cases 
wIlI evolve in the wrong way because they were wrongly treated from the 
outse!. Casuists have no clear methodological resource to prevent a biased de
velopment of cases and a neglect of relevant features of cases. 

. This problem leads to questions regarding the justificatory power of casu
IStry. How does justification occur? The casuists' answer rests on social con
vention ando the patterns of judgment traced through their methods . But given 
the many dlfferent types of appeal that might be made (analogies, generaliza
lIons , character judgments, etc.), there apparently can be many different 

"right" answers on a single occasion. Without some stable framework of gen
eral norms, there IS no control on judgment and no way to prevent prejudiced 
or poorly formulated social conventions. 

D~ c~se judgments have epistemic priority? Jonsen and Toulmin argue for the 
pnont~ of cases and case judgments in moral knowledge , as does Brody for 
moral mtUItlOn and intuitive perceptiveness. Such claims are sometimes fol

lowed in casuistic arguments by a qualifying statement to Ihe effect that particu
lar moral. judgments amend and augment general norms, but do not displace 

them .. T~ls qual.lficatlOn, however, seems to undennine rather than to qualify 
the pnonty thesls, and in any event is not the best model. If, as we argued in 
Chapter 1, a relationship of mutual adjustment exists between general norms 

and particular circumstances, neither the general nor the particular should be 
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granted an order of priority. The justification of beliefs moves from generaliza

tions to cases and from cases to generalizations. 

An overreaction 10 principies. An ambivalence about principIes in the casuistry 

of Jonsen and Toulmin has never been consistently handled, raising questions 

about both the clarity and the coherence of the approach. On the one hand, 

they suggest a limited, conditional role for principIes, and Jonsen explicitly 

says, "This casuistic analysis does not deny the relevance of principIe and 

theory. " 108 On the other hand, they eschew the use of principIes such as those 

in this book, denounce firm and firmly held principIes as tyrannical, and call 

the use of principIes a "moralistic" use that is "not a serious ethical analy

siso "109 This ambivalence mars their analysis and promotes an unnecessary 

rejection of principIes. 
Consider again Jonsen and Toulmin's example of the National Commission 

for the Protection of Human Subjects. Their constructive account of the com

mission's method of deliberation is unobjectionable. Cornmissioners reported 

that they were impressed by a history in medicine of cases of diagnostic, thera

peutic, and preventive measures that formed a basis for their conclusions. How

ever, the commissioners al so reported a locus of certitude in moral principIes. 

The transcripts of the commission's deliberations show a constant back-and

forth movement from principIe to case, and from case to principIe. Cases or 

examples favorable to one point of view were brought forward, and counterex

amples to those cases were then advanced by a second commissioner against 

the examples and claims of the first. Principies were invoked to justify 

the choice and use of both examples and counterexamples. On many occa

sions a suggestion was made that a principIe needed modification in light of a 

case, or an argument was offered that a case judgment was irrelevant or im
moral in light of the commitments of a principie. 110 The commission 's delibera

tions and conclusions are best understood, then, as examples of dialectical 

reasoning in which principIes become interpreted, modified, and specified in 

context by the force of examples and counterexamples drawn from real-life 

cases. 111 

Jonsen and Toulmin appear to confuse the lack of a practical need for theory 
with the lack of a practica! need for principies, as well as certitude about princi

pies with certitude about theory. We believe the cornmission, the general pub

lic, and the mainstream of moral philosophy find a locus of certitude in the 

principies we present in this book, which do not sharply differ from the princi

pies accepted by the commissioners. We agree that in practical deliberation we 

often do have more certitude about particular cases and conclusions (as well as 

maxims) than we do about various moral theories. But Jonsen and Toulmin 

suggest a lack of certitude surrounding principies (part of the cornmon mor-
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Finally, a proper account of moral judgment is critical for biomedical ethics, 

which cannot flourish without a link between theory, principIes, and deci

sionmaking. Sensitivity to context and individual differences is essential for a 

disceming use of principIes. Casuistry would be notable if for no other reason 

than its long history of attempting to deal with this problem. 

Principle-Based, Cornrnon-Morality Theories 113 

We will now tum attention to theories that both find their source in the common 
morality and use principIes as their structural basis. A common-morality theory 

talces its basic premises directly from the morality shared in common by the 

members of a society-that is , unphilosophical common sense and tradition . 

Such a theory need not be principle-based , but we treat these two types of 

theories together in order to develop the tradition of ethics in which our account 

should be situated. This sect ion, then, is best understood overall as a statement 

of the type of ethical theory that we accept and utilize in subsequent chapters . 

Principle-based theories share with utilitarian and Kantian theories an empha

sis on principIes of obliga/ion, but these theories share little else. Two main 

differences distingu ish them. First, utilitarianism and Kantianism are monis/ic 
theories . One supreme, absolute principIe supports all other action-guides in 

the system . Common-morality theories , as we here stipulatively define them, 
are pluralis/ic. 114 Two or more nonabsolute (prima facie) principIes form the 

general level of normative statement. Second , common-morality ethics relies 

heavi ly on ordinary shared moral beliefs for its content, rather than relying on 

pure reason, natural law , a special moral sense , and the like. The principIes 

embedded in these shared moral beliefs are also usually accepted by rival ethi

cal theories. Although not the most general principIes in many normative theo

ries, the principIes are nonetheless accepted in most types of ethical theory. 

The four principIes developed in Chapters 3-6 should be understood as princi

pIes of this description. 
Any theory that eventuates in moral judgments that cannot be brought into 

reflective equilibrium with pretheoretical commonsense judgments will be con

sidered seriously flawed. However, this is not to maintain either that (for rea

son s discussed in Chapter 1) a common-morality theory is merely a systematiz

ing of commonsense judgments or that all cus/omary morali/ies qualify as part 

of the common morality. An important function of lhe standards in the common 

morality (from which the principIes we defend and their correlative rights are 

developed) is to provide a basis for the evaluation and criticism of actions in 

countries and communities whose customary moral viewpoints fail to acknowl

edge basic principIes. A customary morality, then, is not synonymous with the 

common morality . The latter is a pretheoretic moral point of view that tran

scends merely local customs and attitudes . Analogous to beliefs in the univer-
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The Common Morality as Primary Source 

As a rough generalization, what Henry Sidgwick called the commonsense mo
rality (morality's core principIes and assorted rules of veracity, fidelity, and the 
like) is the source of the initial moral content for this type of theory. Ethical 
theory augments this spare content by a method (I) to c1arify and interpret the 
content, (2) to make the various strands coherent, and (3) to further speclfy 

and balance the requirements of norms (as discussed in Chapter 1). 
Consider why the common morality should play an essential role in ethical 

theory . If we could be confident that sorne abstract moral theory was a better 
source for codes and policies than the common morality, we could work con
structively on practical and policy questions by progressive specification of the 
norms in that theory. But fully analyzed norms in ethical theories are invariably 
more contestable than the norms in the common morality. We cannot reason
ably expect that a contested moral theory will be better for practical deci
sionmaking and policy development than the morality that serves as our com
mon denominator. Far more social consensus exists about principIes and rules 
drawn from the common morality (for example, our four principIes) than about 
theories. This is not surprising, given the central social role of the common 
morality and the fact that its principIes are, at least in schematic form, usually 
embraced in sorne form by all major theories . Theories are rivals over matters 
of justification, rationality , and method, but they often converge on mid-Ievel 

principIes (see pp. 109-111 below). . 
Common-morality ethics does not preclude the possibility of reform , whlch 

often occurs through interpretation, specification, and balancing. We earlier 
noted John Mackie's observation that interpretation and innovation are almost 
always carried out by appeal to justifications within rather than beyond norms 
already shared in the community . For example, if our policies on AIDS are so 
uncompassionate that we need to alter our conception of how therapeutic drugs 
are brought to the market, purchased , and distributed , this reevaluation will 
invoke available conceptions of compassion, fair funding, and distribution, 
rather than totally new principies of justice. Moreover, social agreements, tradi
tions , and norms are inherently indeterminate , thereby failing to adequately 
anticipate the full range of moral problems and solutions. Interpretation and 
specification of norms, reconstruction of traditional beliefs, balancing different 
values, and negotiation are essential. This approach to construction in theory 
invites evolutionary change while insisting that the common morality provides 

the starting point and the constraining framework. 

Two Examples of Principle-Based Theories 

Commonsense convictions played only a minor role in ethical theory prior to 
the eighteenth century, when philosophers such as Francis Hutcheson, Jean-
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Jacques Rousseau, and Joseph Butler argued that a native moral sen se or an 
intuitive conscience pos ses sed by all persons is far more important in the moral 

life than the more complicated systems of philosophers. Their moral psychol
ogy did not survive, but their commonsense emphasis did, and Hume, Kant , 
Hegel , and other leading moral theorists were deeply affected by il. Two 
twentieth-century writers in ethical theory will serve here to illustrate how a 
principle-based, common-morality theory is still alive and well. 

Frankena' s theory. An elegant and simple example of a common-morality the
ory that resembles ours is William Frankena's version of Hume's postulate that 
the two major "principIes of morals" are beneficence and justice. Frankena 
appeals to what Bishop Butler called " the moral institution of life," together 
with what Frankena calls "the moral point of view ," meaning a dispassionate 
attitude of sympathy in which moral decisions are reached by appeal to princi
pled good reasons. For Frankena, the principIe of beneficence (presented below 
on pp. 190-192, 260ff) resembles , but is not identical to, the utilitarian de
mand that we maximize good over evil , whereas the principIe of justice (pri
manly an egalitarian principIe) guides "our distlibution of good and evil" in
dependently of judgments about maximizing and balancing good outcomes . 
Frankena's theory comprises these two general principIes, together with an ar
gument that they capture the essence of the moral point of view. 11 5 

Ross's theory. A second example is the ethics of W. D. Ross, who has had a 
particularly imposing influence on twentieth-century ethical theory, and more 
mfluence on the present authors than any recent writer in ethical theory. He is 
best known for his intuitionism and his scholarship on Aristotle , but we will 
largely ignore these dimensions of his work. Ross's starting point is Aristote
Iian. The moral convictions of thoughtful persons are "the data of ethics just 
as sense-perceptions are the data of a natural science. Just as sorne of the latter 
have tobe rejected as i1lusory , so have sorne of the former." 11 6 The "plain" 
person IS, for Ross , the beginning rather than the end of the matter. Using this 
data base of ordinary standards, Ross thinks acts are properly categorized as 
nght and wrong , whereas motivarion and character are good and bad . This 
aIlows him to say that a right act can be done from a bad motive and that a 
good motive may eventuate in a wrong acl. 

Ross defends several basic and irreducible moral principIes that express 
prima facie obligations. For example, promises create obligations of fidelity, 
wrongful actlOns and debts create obligations of reparation, and the generous 
sefVlce~ or glfts of others create obligations of gratitude. In addition to fidelity , 
reparatlOn, and gratitude, Ross lists obligations of self-improvement, justice, 
beneficence, and nonmaleficence. 117 He holds tha.t the principIe of nonmalefi
cence (noninfliction of harm) takes precedence over the principIe of beneficence 
(production of benefit) when the two come into conflict, but he assigns no 
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priorities among the other principies. This list of obligations is not grounded in 

any overarching principie. . . ' . 
In a noteworthy methodological statement, Ross matntatns that pnnclples are 

"recognized by intuitive induction as being implied I~ the Judgments al~eady 
d art o lar acts " 11 8 His studies of Greek phllosophy also led hlm to 

passe on p ICU · .' . 
distinguish knowledge from opinion. We know pnn~lples tn the same way the 

plain person knows the main lines of moral obhg~tIon. Here we have knowl
edge, not opinion. However, when two or more obllgatlOns confhct and ~alanc
ing, overriding, and judgment are necessary, Ross says we must examl~~ the 

situation carefully until we form a "considered optnlOn (It IS never mo~~; that 
one obligation is more incumbent in the circumstances than any other. These 

judgments are about the weight of principies . They are not Judgments that 

straightforwardly apply principies . 

The Centrality oj Principies and Rules 

We can now develop the perspectives and assumptions in this book that malee 

it a form of common-morality ethics. 

The source oj the principies. To say that principies have their origins in the 

cornmon morality is not to suggest that the final form in which they gre~t a 

reader of this book is identical to their appearance in the common morahty. 

Conceptual clarification and methods to introduce coherence are needed to glv.e 

shape and substance to our moral cornmitments , much as grarnmanans, lexI

cographers , and stylists investigate the nature of our cornmltments tn UStng 
words , punctuation, forms of citation, and the lIke . If unacce~table content 

is discovered in formulations of principies (for example, If a vIgorous strong 

patemalism in clinical medicine is uncovered) or if incoherence is located, an 

attempt is made to find acceptable content and achieve coherence. Thls IS work 

in ethical theory, even if its product should not be spoken of as an ethlcaJ 
theory . The objective is to give each principie a precise, plaus.ible, thorough, 

and independent statement, without presupposing that our familiar ways of for

mulating principies are necessarily the best or the most coherent ways. After 

the principies are so formulated, they will still h~ve to be further tnterpreted, 

specified, and balanced to produce an ethics for blOmedlctne. Thls IS the heart 

of our strategy. 

The prima jacie and specifiable nature oj the principies. Like Ross, we con

strue principies as prima facie binding. Sorne theones recogmze rules, but treat 
them as expendable rules of thumb that summarize past expenence by expres~
ing better and worse ways to handle recurrent p~oblems . Other theones contam 

absolute principies. Still other theories give a hlerarchlcal (or lexlcal) ordenng 
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to moral norms. We reject all three interpretations as inadequate to capture the 

nature of moraJ norms and moral reasoning . Rules of thumb permit too much 

discretion , as if principIes or rules were not binding; absolute principies and 
rules disallow all discretion for moral agents and aJso encounter unresolvable 

moral confticts; and a hierarchy of rules and principIes suffers from damaging 
counterexamples whose force depends on our reservoir of considered judg

ments. (Unlike Ross , we assign no form of priority weighing or hierarchicaJ 
ranking to our principIes.) 

By contrast, we treat principIes as both prima facie Ibinding and subject to 

revision. So understood, a prima facie principIe is a nomlative guideline stating 
conditions of the permissibility , obligatoriness, rightness, or wrongness of ac

tions that fall within the scope of the principIe. The latitude to balance princi

pIes in cases of conftict leaves room for compromise, mediation, and negotia

tion. The account is thereby rescued from the charge that principies cannot be 

compromised and so become tyrannical. In stubbom cases of conftict there may 
be no single right action, because two or more morally acceptable actions are 

unavoidably in conftict and yet have equal weight in the circumstances. Here 

we can give good but not decisive reasons for more than one action. 

Por instance, although murder is absolutely prohibited because of the norma

tive content in the word murder, it is not plausible to hold that killing is abso
lutely prohibited. Killing persons is primajacie wrong, but killing to prevent a 

person's further extreme pain or suffering is not wrong in every circumstance. 

Killing may be the only way to meet sorne obligations , even though it is prima 

facie wrong (see Chapter 4 , pp. 219-241.) However, when a prima facie obli

gation is outweighed or overridden, it does not simply disappear or evaporate. 

It leaves what Nozick calls " moral traces ," 120 which should be reftected in the 
agent' s attitudes and actions. 

A disadvantage of this account , sorne say, is that it moves relentlessly to the 

paradoxical conclusion that, as Hume put it, "the principies upon which men 

reason in moral s are always the same; though the conclusions which they draw 
are often very different." 121 True , a relativity of judgment is inevitable but a 

relativity of the principIes embedded in the common morality is not.' When 

peo~le r~ach different conclusions , their moral judgments are still subject to 
JusllficatlOn by good reasons. They are not purely arbitrary or subjective judg

ments. A Judgment can be proposed for consideration on any basis a person 

chooses-random selection, emotional reaction , mystical intuition, etc.-but to 

propose is not to justify, and one part of justification is to test judgments and 
norms by their coherence with the other norms in the moral life. 

We conclude that although ftexibility and diversity in judgment are inelimi

nable, judgment generally should be constrained by the d(!mands of moral justi

tication, which typically involves appeal to principIes. Our presentation of the 

principles-together with arguments to show the coherence of these principIes 
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with other aspects of the moral life , such as the moral emotions, virtues, and 
rights-constitutes the theory in the present volume. This web of norms and 
arguments is the theory. There is no single unifying principIe or concept, no 
description of the highest good, and the like. 

A Reply to Some Criticisms 

Sorne commentators have criticized our account as a mere "mantra of princi
pIes," meaning that the principIes often function like a ritual incantation of 
norms repeated with little reflection. H. Danner Clouser and Bemard Gert have 
so argued in an attack on " principlism, " a term they use to designate all theo
ries composed of a plural body of potentially conflicting prima facie princi
ples-principally our account and Frankena's. They accuse us of the following 
defects in theory: 122 (1) The "principIes" are little more than names, check

lists , or headings for values worth remembering , leaving principIes without 
deep moral substance or capacity to guide action. (2) Principle-analyses fail to 
provide a unified theory of justification or a general theory that ties the princi

pIes together as a systematic, coherent, and comprehensive body of guidelines, 
with the consequence that the aJleged action-guides are ad hoc constructions 
lacking systematic order. (3) The prima facie principIes (and other action 

guides in the framework) often conflict, and the underlying account is too inde
terminate to provide a decision procedure to adjudicate those conflicts. 

We do not deny that these problems are worthy of sustained reflection. We 
reject, however, certain assumptions that Clouser and Gert make, especially 
their requirement that there be "a single clear, coherent, and comprehensive 
decision procedure for arriving at answers." 123 We are skeptical of this enter
prise, even as a model for ethical theory, for reasons presented in Chapter 1 

(see pp. 13-37). Regarding their first criticism, that our principIes are check
lists or headings without deep moral substance , we agree that principIes order, 
classify , and group moral norms that need additional content and specificity. 
Until the principIes are interpreted and analyzed (as they are in every first 
section of Chapters 3-6) and specified and connected to other norms (as they 
are in later sections of these chapters), it is unreasonable to expect much more 
than a classification scheme that organizes the normative content. 124 

Regarding the second criticism, 125 that our principle-analysis fails to provide 

a systematic theory , we see the point but view it as irrelevant. We have not 
attempted a general ethical theory and do not claim that our principIes mimic, 
are analogous to , or substitute for Ihe foundational principIes in leading classi
cal theories such as utilitarianism (with its principIe of utility) and Kantianism 
(with its categorical imperative). We have expressed a constrained skepticism 

about this foundationalism and are doubtful Ihat such a unified foundation for 
ethics is discoverable. As we have acknowledged, even the core principIes in 
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stances. The more accurate estimate is that principies point us in the right 
direction , but we then typicalIy encounter a host of other considerations that 
must be accommodated, such as institutional practices, Iimited resources, judg
ments about acceptable risk, religious beliefs , and personal projects and aspira

tions. 

Critical Evaluation 

Although we accept a version of principle-based, cornrnon-morality ethics, we 
acknowledge that this approach has unresolved problems . Three are of interest 
for the present chapter on types of theory. 

Specification and judgment. Do principies, when specified for behavior, enable 
us to reach practical judgments, or are they either too indeterminate or too 
determinate to eventuate in judgments? Again we confront a problem of practi
cability. We must be careful both to specify in order to escape abstractness and 
not to overspecify a principie or rule, because it then becomes too rigid and 

insensitive to circumstances. We have argued that the best course of action is 
to accept both abstract principies and a method for specifying those principies, 
in order that they can be appropriately implemented for specific circumstances. 
But can this goal be achieved in practice? For example, if in specifying the 
principie of respect for autonomy and rules of truth-telling in medicine, the 
resultant rules require too little education of and conversation with patients in 
sorne cases and too much in other cases (where the health care system wilI not 
bear the time and cost of the requirements), then the specification is inadequate. 
Many specified principies and rules will encounter this problem of too-little and 
too-much for sorne contexts, which is one reason why balancing and judgment 
are as consequential as specification. But without tighter controls on perrnissi
ble balancing than cornrnon-morality theories propose, critics charge that too 
much room is left for judgments that are unprincipled and yet sanctioned or 
permitted by the theory. Can the conditions on balancing presented in Chapter 
I reduce intuition to an acceptable level? Can the constraints of coherence be 
tightened to adequately respond to these concems? In Chapter 8, we will argue 
that these problems are actually more complicated, requiring acceptance of im
portant parts of character ethics and a distinction between principies of obliga
tion and the judgments that are guided by those principies. 

Can the common morality be rendered coherent? We have linked a coherence 
theory of justification to a common-morality theory, but can the cornrnon mo
rality be made coherent? If one argues (as we did aboye, citing Nagel) that an 
unconnected heap of obligations and values comprises the cornrnon morality, 
is there any hope of rendering the heap coherent, short of so radicalIy recon
structing the norms that they become only a distant cousin of the cornrnon 
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general ethics or biomedical ethics. If the two authors of this book were forced 
to rank the types of theory examined in thls chapter other than common
mora lit y theory, we would differ. We have reached different estlmates after 
testing available theories under the criteria established early m thls chapter. But 
for both of us, the most satisfactory theory-if we could find one to substltute 
for a common-morality theory-would be only slightly preferable , and no the-

ory would ful!y satisfy al! the criteria. 
Differences between types of theory are exaggerated if they are presented as 

warring armies locked in combat. Many different theories I~ad to similar 

action-guides and to similar estimates of the role of character m ethlcs. lt IS 
possible from several of these standpoints to defend roughly the same pnnCl
pies , obligations , rights, responsibilities, and vutues. For example, although 
utilitarianism is often depicted both as starkly different from and as hostil e to 
the other theories, when utilitarian Richard Brandt states his view, it is strik
ingly reminiscent at the level of principie ando obligation to Ross's estlmate, 

which we have seen to be sharply critical of uuhtanamsm: 

[The best code 1 would contain rules giving directions for recurrent situations which 
involve confticts of human interests. Presumably , then , it would contam rules rather 
similar to W. D. Ross 's list of prima facie obligations: rules about the keepmg of 
promises and contracts, rules about debts of gratitude such as we may owe to our 

ts and O
f course rules about not injuring other persons and about promotmg the 

paren , . , ' . 127 
welfare of others where this does not work a comparable hardshlp on us o 

That Brandt appeals to utility and Ross to intuitive induction ~o justify similar 
sets of rules is a significant difference at the level of moral Justlficatlon, and 
the two authors might interpret and specify their rules differently . Yet, they 
exhibit only trivial differences in their lists of primary obligations . ~his conver
gence is not restricted to Brandt and Ross. lt is common m normatl.ve theones 
that provide frameworks of principies and rules. Such agreement spnngs m. part 
from an initial shared data base, namely , the norms of the cornmon morahty. 

This convergence offers encouragement to practical ethics, although m Itself 
it does not resolve either theoretical differences or practical problems. Conver
gence as wel! as consensus about principies among a group of persons IS ~om
mon in assessing cases and framing policies , even when deep theoretlcal dl~er
ences divide the group. Agreement may similarly be reached regar~mg 
precedent cases. This is not to deny that theoretical .di.fference~ do sometlmes 
eventuate in practical disagreements, in different pohcles , and m unresolvable 
dilemmas. For example, utilitarians tend to support various types of research 
involving human subjects because of the potential benefit~ the research offers 
for furure patients. Many nonutilitarians tend to be skeptlcal of sorne of thls 
research on grounds of its actual or potential violation of mdlvldual nghts. But 
utilitarians and their theoretical opponents also often cross over thes~ Imes of 
demarcation and agree that any adequate ethical approach to research I~volvmg 
human subjects must include sorne of the constraints and conslderatlons that 
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have been highlighted by proponents of both types of theory (and that are now 
embedded in the major codes and regulations of research involving human sub
jects). 

Reasons exist, then , for holding that distinctions between types of theory are 
not as significant for practical ethics as has sometimes been proclaimed . It is a 
mistake to suppose that a series of continental divides separates moral theorists 
into distinct and hostile groups who reach different practical conclusions and 
fail to converge on principies . We should not overlook the fact that sorne theo
ries are closer in substantive principies and rules to supposedly rival theories 
than they are even to sorne theories of their own "type." 

ConcIusion 

Contemporary biomedical ethics incorporates theoretical confticts of consider
able complexity, and the diverse theories explored in this chapter help us see 
why. Competition exists among the various normative theories, and in addition 
we find a body of competing conceptions as to how such theories should be 

related to biomedical practice . Thus, persons who agree on a particular type of 
ethical theory may stil! find themselves in sharp disagreement regarding how to 
relate their theory to the treatment of particular moral problems. 

Nonetheless , we stand to leam from al! of these theories. Where one theory 
is weak in accounting for sorne part of the moral life, another is often strong. 
Although each type of theory clashes at sorne point with deep moral convic
tions, each also articulates norms that we are reluctant to relinquish. Each of 
the theories discussed in this chapter has led to the development and rejection 
of prominent hypotheses in moral theory. Although we have described our ap
proach as principle-based, we reject the assumption that one must defend a 
single type of theory that is solely principle-based, virtue-based, rights-based, 
case-based, and so forth. In moral reasoning we often blend appeals to princi
pies, rules , rights, virtues, passions, analogies, paradigms, parables, and inter
pretations. To assign priority to one of these factors as the key ingredient is a 
dubious project, as is the attempt to dispense with ethical theory altogether. 
The more general (principies, rules, theories, etc.) and the more particular 
(feelings, perceptions , case judgments , practices , parables, etc.) should be 
linked together in our moral thinking. We wil! have more to say about how 
these strands are mutually supportive in Chapters 7 and 8, after we develop our 
framework of principies in Chapters 3-6. 
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3 
Respect for Autonorny 

Respect for the autonomous choices of other persons runs as deep in cornrnon 
moraJity as any principie, but Jiule agreement exists about its nature and 
strength or about specific rights of autonomy . Many philosophers have held 
that morality presupposes autonomous actors , but they have emphasized differ
ent themes associated with autonomy. These disagreements indicate a need for 
analysis of the concept of autonomy and for specification of the principie of 

respect for autonomy. 
The concept of autonomy is used · in this chapter primarily to examine deci-

sionmaking in health careo Our account should be adequate to identify what 
is protected by rules of informed consent, informed refusal, truth-telling, and 
confidentiaJity. This account is essential to our objectives throughout subse
quent chapters, which fill out and quaJify the nature and importance of respect 

for autonomy. 

The Concept of Autonomy 

The word autonomy, derived from the Greek autos ("self") and nomos 
("rule," "govemance," or " Iaw"), was first used to refer to the self-rule or 

self-govemance of independent Hellenic city-states. Autonomy has since been 
extended to individuals and has acquired meanings as diverse as self
govemance, Jiberty rights, privacy, individual choice, freedom of the will, 
causing one's behavior, and being one's own persono Thus, autonomy is not a 
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univocal concept in either ordinary English or conitemporary philosophy. Sev
eral ideas constitute the concept, creating a need to refine it in light of particu
lar objectives. Like many philosophical concepts, " autonomy" acquires a more 
specific meaning in the context of a theory. 

Toward this end, we start with what we take to be essential to personal 
autonomy, as distinguished from polítical self-rule: personal rule of the self 
that is free from both controlling interferences by others and from personal 
límitations that prevent meaningful choice, such as inadequate understanding . I 
The autonomous individual freely acts in accordance with a self-chosen plan, 
analogous to the way an independent govemment manages its territories and 
sets its polícies. A person of diminished autonomy, by contrast, is in at least 
sorne respect controlled by others or incapable of deliberating or acting on the 
basis of h~s or her desires and plans. For example, institutionaJized persons , 
such as pnsoners and the mentally retarded , often have diminished autonomy. 
Mental incapacitation límits the autonomy of the retarded, and coercive institu
tionaJization constrains the autonomy of prisoners . 

Virtually all theories of autonomy agree that two conditions are essential: (1) 

liberty (independence from controlling inftuences) and (2) agency (capacity for 
intentional action). However, disagreement exists over the meaning of these 
two conditions and over whether sorne additional condition is needed. We will 
analyze autonomy in terms of three conditions in the next section. 

Theories of Autonomy 

So~e theories of autonomy have featured the traits of the autonomous person, 
wh~ch m~lude capacities of self-govemance, such as understanding, reasoning, 
dehberatmg , and mdependent choice . However, our interest in decisionmaking 
leads us to focus on autonomous choice, which is actual govemance rather 
than ~apacity for govemance. Even autonomous persons with self-goveming 
capacltles sometlmes fail to govem themselves in their choices because of tem
porary constraints imposed by illness or depression , or because of ignorance, 
coercion, or conditions that restrict options. An autonomous person who signs 
a consent form without reading or understanding tlhe form is qualified to act 
autonomously by giving an informed consent, but has failed to do so . Simi
larly, sorne persons who are not generally autonomous can at times make 
autonomous choices. For example, sorne patients :in mental institutions who 
are unable to care for themselves and have been declared legally incompe
tent may stlll be able to make autonomous choices such as stating preferences 
for meals, refusing sorne medications, and making telephone calls to acquaint
ances. 
. Sorne contemporary writers in ethical theory have maintained that autonomy 
IS largely a maUer of having the capacity to reftectively control and identify 
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with one's basic (first-order) desires or preferences through higher-level 
(second-order) desires or preferences 2 For example, an alcoholic may have a 
desire to drink, but also a higher-order desire to stop drinking that prevails over 
the lower-level desire. An autonomous person , in this account, is one who has 
the capacity to rationally accept, identify with, or repudiate a lower-order de
sire or preference in a manner that it is independent of the manipulation of 
desires . Such acceptance of or repudiation of first-order desires at the 
higher level (the capacity to change one's preference structure) constitutes au

tonomy. 
However, serious problems confront this theory of autonomy. Acceptance or 

repudiation of a desire on one level can be motivated by an overriding desire 
that is simply s/ronger, not more ra/ional or autonomous. Second-order deslres 
can be caused by the potency of first-order desires or by the influence of a 
condition such as alcohol addiction that is antithetical to autonomy. (An ad
dicted person, we sometimes say , is not his or her own person.) The b~ck
ground of alcohol consumption has created the overriding desire to co~tmue 
consuming. The point can be generalized beyond circumstances of addlctlOn: 

If second-order desires (decisions , volitions , etc.) are generated by prior desires 
or commitments, then the process of identification with one desire rather than 
another does not distinguish autonomy from nonautonomy. Very often a 
second-order identification with a first-order desire is assured by the strength of 
the first-order desire; such identification is simply an awareness of the already 
formed structure of one's preferences , not a new structuring of preferences or 
an exercise of autonomy. Such second-order desires are not significantly differ
ent from first-order desires, and the condition of higher-order desires is an 

unnecessary complication for a theory of autonomy. 
It al so appears that any act of identification with a desire that is genuinely 

autonomous necessarily requires an independent act of identification at a higher 
level. One would have to correct, identify with, or repudiate second-order de
sires by third-order desires , thereby generating an infinite regress of desire~, 
and never arriving at autonomy. If the person's identification at any level IS 

itself the result of a process of thoroughgoing conditioning, the identification is 
never sufficiently independent to qualify as autonomous. For example, the alco
holic who identifies with drinking is not autonomous if a second-level desire 
for alcohol derives from and then reinforces the first-Ievel desire for alcohol. 
An alcoholic can reflect at ever-higher levels on lower-Ievel desires without 
achieving autonomy. This theory therefore at least needs an account powerful 
enough to distinguish autonomy-robbing influences and desires from those that 

are consistent with autonomy. 
But this theory also needs a more important condition: It needs a way of 

allowing ordinary persons to qualify as deserving respect for their autonomy 
even when they have no! reflected on their preferences at a higher level , and 
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this condition seems unlikely to be satisfied in th is and various other theories 
of autonomy. Sorne theories of autonomy require that both persons and their 
actions meet still more rigorous standards than the standards in this theory to 
be autonomous. For example, sorne theories dema.nd that the autonomous per
son be exceptionally authentic, self-possessed, consistent , independent, in com
mand, resistant to control by authorities, and the original source of personal 
values, beliefs, and life plans 3 Altematively, sorne theories demand that an 
individua! evaluate a.nd accept each of the reasons on which the individual 
acts. 4 One problem with all such exacting requirements for autonomy, includ
ing second-order-desire theories , is that few choosers, and also few choices , 
would be autonomous if held to such standards, which in effect present an 
aspirational ideal of autonomy. No theory of autonomy is acceptable if it pres
ents an ideal beyond the reach of normal choosers . Instead of depicting an ideal 
of this sort , our analysis will be closely tied to the assumptions of autonomy 
underlying moral requirements of "respect for autonomy." 

We analyze autonomous action in terms of normal choosers who act (1) 
intentionally , (2) with understanding, and (3) without controlling influences 
that determine their action . The first of these three conditions of autonomy is 
not a matter of degree. Acts are either intentional or nonintentional. (See Chap
ter 4 for analysis of intention , pp. 208-210.) By contrast, the conditions of 
understanding and absence of controlling influences can both be satisfied to a 
greater or lesser extent. Actions therefore can be autonomous by degrees, as a 
function of satisfying these two conditions to different degrees. For both condi
tions, a broad continuum exists from fully present to wholly absent. Many 
children and many elderly patients, for example, exhibit various degrees of 
understanding and independence found on this continuum.5 

For an action to be autonomous we should only require a substantial degree 
of understanding and freedom from constraint, not a full understanding or a 
complete absence of influence . To limit adequate decisionmaking by patients 
to the ideal of fully or completely autonomous decisionmaking strips these acts 
of any meaningful place in the practical world, where people's actions are 
rarely, if ever, fully autonomous. A person's appreciation of information and 
independence from controlling influences in the health care setting need not 
exceed, for example, a person's information and independence in making a 
financia! investment, hiring a new employee , buying a new house, or selecting 
a university. Such consequential decisions are usually substantially autono
mous, but far from fully autonomous. 

The line between what is substantial and what is insubstantial often appears 
arbitrary, and therefore our analysis might seem imperiled. However, thresh
olds marking substantially autonomous decisions can be carefully fixed in light 
of specific objectives such as meaningful decisionmaking . Substantial auton
omy is achievable in decisions about participation in research and acceptance 
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of proposed medical interventions , no 1ess and no more than substantially au
tonomous choice is present e1sewhere in life . Accordingly , appropriate criteria 

of substantial autonomy are best addressed in a particular context, rather than 

pinpointed through a general theory of a substantial amount. 

Autonomy, Authority, and Community 

Some people have argued that autonomous action is incompatible with the au
thority of church , state, or other comrnunities that legislate persons' decisions . 

They maintain that autonomous persons must act on their own reasons and can 

never submit to an authority or choose to be ruled by others without losing their 
autonomy. Because this conc\usion might seem to follow from our analysis 
of autonomous action, we need to consider whether autonomy is inconsistent 

with authority. 6 

We believe no fundamental inconsistency exists, because individuals can ex

ercise their autonomy in choosing to accept and submit to the authoritative 
demands of an institution , tradition , or comrnunity that they view as a legiti

mate source of direction. Having we\comed the authority of his or her religious 

institution , a Jehovah's Witness can refuse a recomrnended blood transfusion, 
and aRoman Catholic can refuse to consider an abortion. Morality is not a set 

of personal rules created by individuals isolated from society, and moral princi
pies have authority over our lives by virtue of a social and cultural setting that 

is independent of any single autonomous actor. That we share these principIes 
in no way prevents them from being an individual's own principIes. Yirtuous 

conduct, role responsibilities, acceptable forms of loving, charitable behavior, 
respect for autonomy, and many other moral notions are autonomously ac
cepted by individuals but usually derive from cultural traditions. A principIe 

that is outside social arrangements would merely be one individual' s belief or 

policy . Rules or codes of professional ethics similarly are not an individual's 

invention, yet they are compatible with autonomy. 
This conc\usion about the compatibility of autonomy, authority, and moral 

tradition holds for medical as well as political and religious contexts. We en
counter many problems of autonomy in medical contexts because of the pa

tient's dependent condition and the medical professional 's authoritative posi
tion. On so me occasions authority and autonomy are incompatible, but not 

because the two concepts are intrinsically incompatible. Conflict arises because 

authority has not been properly delegated or accepted. 
Some critics of the current emphasis on autonomy in ethical theory view it 

as focused too narrowly on independence from others, while underestimating 
the importance of intimate and dependent relationships. Religious traditions 
are sometimes suspicious of appeals to autonomy that render the individual 

independent of a transcendent power, and several philosophical traditions ques-

t 
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tion the model of an independent self, especially when presented as a rational 
will that is inattentive to comrnunal life, reciprocity , and the development of 

persons over time. Some feminist critics view ethical theories that focus on 

autonomous individuals as unrealistic and even pemicious when a supreme and 
overriding value is placed on autonomy7 These criticisms typically apply to 

stark, individualistic conceptions of autonomy that more balanced theories 
avoid. Communal life and human relationships provide the matrix for the de

velopment of the self, and no defensible theory 01' autonomy denies this fact. 

The Principie of Respect for Autonomy 

Being autonomous is not the same as being respected as an autonomous agent. 

To respect an autonomous agent is, at a minimum, to acknowledge that per
son's right to hold views, to make choices, and to take actions based on per

sonal values and beliefs . Such respect involves respectful action, not merely a 
respectful attitude. It also requires more than obligations of nonintervention in 

the affairs of persons , because it inc\udes obligations to maintain capacities for 

autonomous choice in others while allaying fears and other conditions that de

stroy or disrupt their autonomous actions. Respect, on this account, involves 
treating persons to enable them to act autonomously, whereas disrespect for 
autonomy involves attitudes and actions that ignore, insult, or demean others' 

autonomy and thus deny a minimal equality to persons. 
Why is such respect owed to persons? Two philosophers who have influ

enced contemporary interpretations of respect for autonomy were examined in 
Chapter 2: lmmanuel Kant and John Stuart MilI. Kant argued that respect for 

autonomy flows from the recognition that all persons have unconditional worth, 
each having the capacity to determine his or her own destiny 8 To violate a 

person's autonomy is to treat that person merely as a means, that is, in accor
dance with others' goal s without regard to that person's own goals. Such treat

ment is a fundamental moral violation because autonomous persons are ends in 

themselves capable of determining their destinies. Mili was more concemed 
about lhe autonomy-or, as he preferred to say, the individuality-of persons 
in shaping their lives. He argued that citizens should be permitted to develop 

according to their personal convictions, as long as they do not interfere with a 

like express ion of freedom by others; but he al so insisted that we sometimes 

are obligated to seek to persuade others when they have false or ill-considered 
views.9 Mill 's position requires both noninterference with and an active 

strengthening of autonomous expression, whereas Kant's entails a moral imper
ative of respectful treatment of persons as ends rather than merely as means. 

In the final analysis, however, these two profoundly different philosophies both 
provide support for the principIe of respect for autonomy. 

The principIe of respect for autonomy can be stated, in its negative form , as 
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follows: Autonomous actions should not be subjected to controlling constraints 
by others. The principie asserts a broad, abstract obligation that is free of ex
ceptive clauses such as "We must respect individuals ' views and rights so long 
as their thoughts and actions do not seriously harm other persons." Correlative 
to this obligation is the right to self-determination, which supports various au
tonomy rights, including those of confidentiality and privacy. This principie 
needs specification in particular contexts to beco me a practical guide to con
duct, and appropriate specification will list the valid exceptions. Part of this 
process of specification will appear in rights and obligations of liberty , privacy, 
confidentiality, truthfulness , and consent (several of which receive sustained 
attention in Chapter 7) . Wide disagreement exists in contemporary literature 
about the scope of these rights, but wide agreement exists that rights of auton
omy are often legitimately constrained by the rights of others. 

Respect for autonomy , then, has only prima facie standing and can be over
ridden by competing moral considerations . Typical examples are the following: 
If our choices endanger the public health, potentially harro innocent others, or 
require a scarce resource for which no funds are available, others can justifiably 
restrict our exercises of autonomy. The justification must , however, rest on 
sorne competing and overriding moral principies . The principie of respect for 
autonomy does not by itself determine what, on balance , a person ought to be 
free to know or do or what counts as a valid justification for constraining auton
omy. For example, in Case 2 (see appendix) a patient with an inoperable, 
incurable carcinoma asks, " 1 don't have cancer, do I?" The physician lies, 
saying, "You're as good as you were ten years ago. " This lie denies the pa
tient information he may need to determine his future course of action, thereby 
infringing the principie of respect for autonomy. However, on balance the lie 
may be justified in this context by the principie of beneficence. 

Many criticisms directed at current uses of the principie of respect for auton
omy in biomedical ethics note that autonomy is not our only value and thal 
respect for autonomy is not the only moral imperative. lo These critics rightly 
point out that many decisions in health care depend les s on respecting auton
omy than on maintaining the capacity for autonomy and the conditions of 
meaningful life. Thus , respect for autonomy is often less prominent than ex
pressions of beneficence and compassion. These criticisms, however, are effec
ti ve only against ethical theories that recognize an unduly narrow principie of 
autonomy or that treat the principie as absolute or as lexically prior to all other 
principies. The principie of respect for autonomy should be viewed as establish
ing a stalwart right of authority to control one's personal destiny, but nol as 
the only source of moral obligations and rights. 

We can now consider the principle's affirmative demands , especially the pos
itive obligation of respectful treatment in disclosing information and fostering 
autonomous decisionmaking. In sorne cases we are obligated to increase the 
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rent debates about organ procurement, concern exists that requirements of ex
press consent by the decedent while alive or by the family after the relative's 
death impair rather than facilitate collection of needed organs. Several nations 
have adopted what is variously called presumed, tacit, or implicit consent for 
so lid organs , and several states in the United States have done likewise for 
corneas. The moral rationale for the removal of corneas where the decedents 
have not registered their opposition is typically tacit consent. However, if no 
evidence of tacit consent exists-for example, if the decedents were unaware 
of the law-then the practice either falls under another form of consent or 
simply expropriates organs without regard to consent. It is difficult to see how 
consent to donation is implicit in the decedent's actions while alive, and pre
sumed consent based on a theory of human goods is not bona fide consent. The 
principIe of respect for autonomy, then, can be used unjustifiably through fic
tions of consent that are misleading and dangerous. (A related and also risky 
overextension is to refer to a cadaveric so urce of organs for transplantation as 
a "donor" when he or she never "donated," that is, never chose to donate.) 

Another controversy about non-express forms of consent appears in the test
ing of hospital admittees for antibodies to the human immunodeficiency virus 
(HIV), which causes AIDS. Interest in testing hospitalized patients has 
emerged in part because treating HIV -infected patients creates risks for caregiv
ers under sorne circumstances. If a newly admitted hospital patient gives ex
press consent when asked for permission to perform an HIV-antibody test, the 
staff is authorized to proceed. If a patient is silent when told the test will be 
performed unless he or she objects, silence constitutes valid tacit consent as 
long as understanding and voluntariness are present. But if the question is not 
asked, the patient's failure to object to the test cannot be presumed to be a 
consent without sorne additional information, ineluding the basis for presuming 
a general awareness of hospital testing policies. 

Suppose, by contrast, that a patient has given consent for routine blood tests. 
Do health care professionals now have the patient's valid consent for an HIV 
test? Here the appeal might be to a specific consent implicit in the general 
consent to blood tests (or to admission to the hospital) . There are reasons to be 
suspicious of this elaim, because express consent is the only appropriate con
sent in these circumstances. Even if blood has already been drawn with con
sent, the test has psychological and social risks. For a seropositive individual, 
!he psychological risks inelude anxiety and serious depression, and the social 
ri ks inelude stigma, discrimination, and breaches of confidentiality. 13 In gen
eral, hospital s are not justified in testing patients for HIV antibodies without 
pecific consent. 

A recent Virginia law (Virginia Code 32.1-45.1) invokes "deemed consent" 
in permitting a health care provider to test a patient's blood, without specific 
consent, following the provider's exposure to the patient ' s body fluids under 
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circumstances that could spread HIV infection: "The patient whose body ftu~ds 
were involved in the exposures shall be deemed to have consented to testmg 

for infection with human immunodeficiency virus [and] to have consented to 

the release of such test results to the person who was expose~." The I~w as
signs to health care providers the responsibility to inform pattents of thls rule 
of deemed consent prior to the provision of health care servlces, except m 

emergency circumstances. The patient's acceptance of health care followmg 

this disclosure counts under the statute as consent. 
Although writers in biomedical ethics often resort to fictions such as, deemed 

consent, it is more defensible to argue straightforwardly that a ~attent s auton
omy, liberty, privacy, or confidentiality can be justifiably ovemdden to obtam 
information about an individual's HIV-antibody status morder to protect a 
health care provider who has been exposed to the risk of i~fection. A preferable 
approach is to obtain patients' advance express consent If accidental exposure 

occurs. 

Consents and refusaLs over time. People's beliefs, choices, and consents 

emerge and are modified over time. Moral and interpretive problems .emerge 

when a person's present choices contradict his or her pnor chOlces, whlch may 

have been explicitly designed to prevent future changes of mmd: In ~ne case a 
twenty-eight-year-old man decided to terminate chromc renal dlalysls because 

of his restricted lifestyle and the burdens on his family. He had dlabete.s, was 
legally blind, and could not walk because of prog~essiv~ neu~opathy. HIs wlfe 
and physician agreed to provide medication to relieve hls pam and agreed not 
to put him back on dialysis even if he requested thIS actlOn under the mftuence 
of pain or other bodily changes as he died. WhIle dymg m the hospital, the 

patient awoke complaining of pain and asked to be p~t b~ck on dlalysls. The 
atient' s wife and physician decided to act on the patlent s earller request not 

~o intervene, and he died four hours later. 14 In our judgment, the sp?use and 

physician should have put the patient back on dialysis to determme If he had 

autonomously revoked his prior choice. 
A key question in this and related cases is whether people have autono-

mously revoked their prior decisions. Whether actions are autonomous can turn 
in art on whether they are in character or out of character. For example, a 

su:den and unexpected decision to discontinue dialysis by a woman who h~s 
displayed considerable courage and zest for life despite years. of dlsablllty IS 

evidence (but not necessarily decisive evidence) that a deClSlOn may not be 
adequately autonomouS. Actions are more likely to be substanttally a~tono~ous 
if they are in character (for example, when a cornrnitted J.ehovah s Wltness 
refuses a blood transfusion). However, acting in character IS not a necessary 
condition of autonomy. At most, actions that are out of character can be ~au
tion ftags that warn others to seek explanations and probe more deeply mto 

whether the actions are autonomous. 
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Autonomous decisions that anticipate periods of incompetence. In recent years, 
advance directives have emerged as a way for people to control what happens 
to them in the event they beco me incompetent. Prospective decisions to forgo 

life-sustaining treatment in a period of incompetence provide one example, but 
advance directives can have a broader role in requests for treatment and dona
tion of organs (see pp. 241-244). One issue concerns the extent to which a 
person's prior autonomously expressed wishes should be viewed as val id and 

binding after the person becomes incompetent or dies. Suppose that subsequent 
to an automobile accident, a Jehovah's Witness is taken to the hospital and, 

while competent in the emergency room, refuses medically essential blood 
transfusions and falls unconscious. Sorne contend that the patient's prior re
quest should be honored because otherwise the physicians (1) would have to 
harm the patient by subsequently disclosing the fact of the transfusion, or (2) 
would have to deceive the patient by not telling hirn the truth if they provided 

the transfusion .15 On the basis of respect for autonomy, a more direct and 
satisfactory conclusion is available. The transfusion of an incompetent patient 
who, while competent, refused a transfusion violat,~s that person's autonomy, 

and is disrespectful and insulting to the persono 
However, situations are often far more complicated. In sorne cases, courts 

have held that in serious life-threatening emergencies only a contemporaneous 
informed refusal of a blood transfusion must be respected, especially if a prior 

directive was given in contemplation of a routine procedure that usually does 
not involve life-threatening complications. 16 In one case, a twenty-two-year
old man hospitalized after an automobile accident was transferred after one 
week to another hospital where it was determined that his severe brain injury 

required immediate surgery. Although his parents consented to the surgery, 
they refused to consent to blood transfusions . The hospital twice sought and 
received authority from a court to administer blood transfusions. The Pennsyl

vania Supreme Court held that there was no error when a lower court failed to 
hear testimony by the patient's parents, fiancée, or minister regarding the pa
tient's religious beliefs, because death would probably have occurred if the 

operation had not been performed immediately. The necessity to preserve life 
outweighed third-party judgments about what an unconscious patient would 
want. The court held that in emergency situations calling for irnrnediate action, 

"nothing less than a fully conscious contemporaneous decision by the patient 
will be sufficient to overrule evidence of medical necessity." 17 

Problems about personal identity and continuity. Related issues arise about 
whether and to what extent the prior decisions and projects of those now dead 

should be honored. For example, concerns exist abaut proper respect for the 
dead in autopsy, transplantation, research, and medical educatian, including 
dissection, althaugh the dead no longer have existing interests to be protected. 

Similar issues sUITound advance directives by patients who can be expected to 
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survive, but never to regain competence. In Case 3 (see appendix) the staff 
debates whether to follow a man's request not to tell his father, who is in the 
early stages of Alzheimer's disease, the trUth about his diagnosis . The nurse 

notes that the patient has a right to know and to make an advance directive 
prior to further deterioration, or at least to express his fears and feelings. The 

physician responds that the patient will lose his ability to chang
e 

his mind once 
he loses his ability to make decisions. For the nurse , however, the patient's 

advance directive provides the best indication of what should later be done. 
lnteresting theoretical issues surrounding these controversies inelude personal 

identity and continuity of the self over time . Stated in an extreme form, the 
problem is that later selves can evolve to be so different from earlier selves 
that they are twO different people. lf so, it is not fair for self l to bind self 2 to 
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a course of action through an advance directive-for example, when a severely 
demented condition causes radical changes. IS Although this radical discontinu

ity thesis has sorne attractiveness, its plausibility and relevance in ethics are 
diminished when we try 10 envision ways to mark the point of discontinuity io 
order to draw the line between different selves and determine the inapplicability 

of advance directives. As with respect for prior wishes of the dead, we respect 
the previously expressed autonomous wishes of the now severely demented 
incompetent perso

n 
because of our respect for the autonomy of the perso

n 
who 

made the decision, as well as our own interest in securing control over our 

lives prior to becoming incompeteot. Interventions against autooO
mous 

advan
ce 

directives infringe the principie of respect for autonomy, although they can in 

sorne cases be justified. Problems often exist in determining whether the chooser was competent 

when executing the advance directive, and in interpreting the directive. Similar 
problems about competence arise with contemporaneous choices, as we shall 

now see. 

Competence and Autonomous Choice 
Debates about competence focus on whether patients or subjects are capable, 

psychologically or legally , of adequate decisionmaking. Competence in deci
sionmaking is therefore elosely connected to autonomous decisionmakiog and 

to questions about the validity of consent. 

The Gatekeeping Function 
Competence judgments serve a gatekeeping role in health care by distinguish

ing persons whose decisions should be solicited or accepted from perso
ns 

whose decisions need not or should not be solicited or accepted. Profess
ional 

judgments of competence help determine whether a guardian should be ap-
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pointed to look after a person 's . t 133 f . 10 erests whethe' I ~on IS appropriate, and the like When' . r mvo untary institutionaliza-
hshed, a court appoints a surro~ate dec' legal mcompetence has been estab
plenary (full) authority over the . 1Sl0nmaker who has either partial or 

In health care as 11 mcompetent IOdividual. 
th . we as other contexts . e elass of mdividuals whose autonom , ~o~petence Judgments distinguish 

those mdividuals whose decisions need ~us eCISlOns must be respected from 
by a surrogate.19 No problem of com e

O 
be che~ked and perhaps overridden 

whether to respect a person's decision!a:~ce eXIst~ if no problem exists of 
IS necessarily one for which g capaclty. A competent decI's' 

. a person can b h Id Ion 
presumptlOn should exist that adult e e responsible, and a general 
the metaphor of gatekeeping is mis~ ~e competent to make decisions. Thus 
presumed to be incompetent or t~:t mg If It sugg~sts either that adults ar~ 
whether their decisions be l" only professlOnals should det . so IClted and a d ermme 
prof~ssional has determined that a ati ccepte. Moreover, if a health care 
mqUlre whether capacity can be rest~re~n~: noto compete:nt , the next step is to 

Ible c.ause,. such as pain or overmedic~!' en mcompetence rests on a revers-
capaclty pnor to decisionmak' IOn, the Immedlate goal is to C mg. restore 

. om.petence judgments have . d a distinctive 
.Isquallfying the person for certain d .. normatlve role of qualifying or 
Judgments of grading and sorting ar eCIslons or actions . Even though such 
presented as empirical findings F e norrnatlve, they are sometimes incorrectly 
or u . or example a pe nreasonable to others might fail a h." rson who appears irrational 
competent. The test is an emp" I psyc latoc test , and so be declared . 
d t . mca measunng d . lO-
e errnme how the test will be used eVlce, but norrnative judgments 

competent and incompetent. They are ~o:~:tpersons into the two classes of 
cem how persons ought to be or ma . Ive Judgments because they con
are often justified, but they sorne!' y perrnlsslbly be treated. These judgments 

va ue per-pectlve. Imes conceal an unduly narrow I 
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The s 'al peCI perspectives of medicine . 
professions have led to compe!' ' psychlatry, law, philosophy , and oth 
to be competent. The word c~ng accounts of the abilities persons must ha:; 

meaning connected in d' mpetence has thereby accumulated I 
f . Iverse ways but 'th d · f·~ ayers of 
unctlons behind the . . ' WI I ,erent purposes and . 
!he' . vanous Ideas . Consequentl protectlve 

re IS no smgle acceptable definition of c y, sorne commentators believe 
::;ndard of competence. They contend tha~mpetence and no single acceptable 

tween competent and inc no nonarbltrary line can be d 
le 1 d ompetent persons. How . . rawn 

. an boundary lines should be ke t d" ever, defimtlOns, standards 
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other than Y. In one c1assic case, a physician argued that a patient was incom
petent to make decisions because of epilepsy.23 Such judgments defy much that 
we now know about the etiology of various forms of incompetence, even in 
hard cases of mentally retarded individuals, psychotilC patients , and patients 
with uncontrollably painful aftlictions. Persons who are incompetent by virtue 
of dementia, alcoholism, immaturity, and mental retardation present radically 
different types and problems of incompetence. 

Sometimes a competent person who is generally able to select mean s appro
priate to reach chosen goals will act incompetently in a particular circumstance. 
Consider the following actual case of a patient hospitalized with an acute disc 
problem whose goal is to control back pain . The patient has decided to manage 
the problem by wearing a brace, a method she has used successfully in the 
past. She believes strongly that she should retum to this treatment modality. 
This approach confticts, however, with her physician's unwavering and insis
tent advocacy of surgery. When the physician-an eminent surgeon who alone 
in her city is suited to treat her-asks her to sign the surgical permit, she is 
psychologically unable to refuse. The patient's hopes are vested in this assert
ive and, in her view, powerful and authoritative physician. Her hopes and fears 
are exaggerated by her illness , and she has a passive personality. In the circum
stance, it is psychologically too risky for her to act as she desires. She is 
competent to choose in general, but she is not competent to choose on this 
occasion because she lacks the needed capacity . 

This analysis indicates that the concept of competen ce in decisionmaking has 
cIose ties to the concept of autonomy, as presented earlier. A patient or subject 
is competent to make a decision if he or she has the capacity to understand the 
material information, to make a judgment about the information in light of his 
or her values , to intend a certain outcome, and to freely communicate his or 
her wish to caregivers or investigators. Law, medicine, and to sorne extent 
philosophy presume a context in which the characterisltics of the competent 
person are also the properties pos ses sed by the autonomous persono Although 
autonomy and competence are different in meaning (autonomy meaning self
govemance; competence, the ability to perform a task), the criteria of the au
tonomous person and of the competent person are strikingly similar. Two plau-
ible hypotheses are that an autonomous person is (necessarily) a competent 

person (for making decisions) , and that judgments of whether a person is com
petent to authorize or refuse an intervention should be based on whether the 
person is autonomous . 

Persons are more and less able to perform a task to the extent that they 
po sess a certain level or range of abilities, just as persons are more and less 
intelligent and athletic. For example, an experienced and knowledgeable patient 
i Iikely to be more qualified to consent to a procedure than a frightened, inex
perienced patient in the emergency room . This ability continuum runs from full 

; 
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mastery through various levels of partial proficiency to complete ineptitude. 
However, it is confusing to think of this continuum as involving degrees of 
competency. For practical and policy reasons, we need threshold levels on this 
continuum below which a person with a certain level of abilities is incompe
tent. 24 Not all competent individuals are equally able and not all incompetent 
persons equalIy unable, but competence determinations sort persons into these 
two basic classes, and thus treat persons as either competent or incompetent. 
Where we draw the line will depend on the particular tasks involved. 25 

Although a continuum of abilities underlies the performance of tasks, the 
gatekeeping function of competence requires sorting persons into one of two 
classes: competent or incompetent. In this respect, competence is a threshold 
and not a continuum concept like autonomy. That is, its purpose is to divide 
persons into classes and not to place persons at various points on a continuum 
of abilities (as occurs in ratings for skating , gymnastics , and the like). Persons 
are not more or less competent, although they perform the tasks that determine 
competence more or less welI. Above the threshold, persons are equalIy com
petent; below the threshold they are equally incompetent. Gatekeepers test to 
determine who is aboye and who is below this threshold. 

Standards of Competence 

Not surprisingly , a major question about competence in recent years has cen
tered on standards for its determination-the conditions that must be satisfied 
to be judged to be competent. In law and medicine standards of competence 
tend to feature mental skilIs or capacities closely connected to the attributes of 
autonomous persons , such as cognitive skilIs and independence of judgment. 
In criminal law, civil law, and clinical medicine, standards for competence 
have clustered around various abilities to comprehend and process information 
and to reason about the consequences of one's actions. Although the properties 
most crucial to a determination of competence are controversial, in biomedical 
contexts a person has generalIy been viewed as competent if able to understand 
a therapy or research procedure, to deliberate regarding major risks and bene
fits , and to make a decision in light of this deliberation . 

We agree that if a person lacks any of these capacities, competence to de
cide, consent, or refuse is doubtful. But there are many troublesome questions 
about how to classify persons who have diminished capacity to understand, 
deliberate, or decide. Sorne patients have a significant capacity to understand, 
deliberate, and reach conclusions without being competent. For exampIe, sorne 
religious fanatics and many psychotic patients have fictitious and delusional 
beliefs that drive their actions. Nonetheless, they have considerable capacities 
to understand, deliberate, and decide. Patients with a low IQ as a result of 
meningitis at an early age can still have a significant capacity to refuse an 
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intervention such as intubation or catheterization. So we need further qualifica
tions and deeper insight than our rough-and-ready categories provide. 

The folIowing case illustrates sorne of the difficulties often encountered in 
attempting to judge competence. Aman who generally exhibits normal behav
ior pattems is involuntarily committed to a mental institution as the result of 
bizarre self-destructive behavior (pulling out an eye and cutting off a hand), 
which is influenced by his unorthodox religious beliefs. He is judged incompe
tent, despite his generally competent behavior and despite the fact that his pe
culiar actions follow "reasonably" from his religious beliefs. 26 This trouble
sorne case cannot be interpreted in terms of intermittent competence, but it 
might be argued that analysis in terms of limited competence is justified. How
ever, such an analysis suggests that persons with unorthodox or bizarre reli
gious beliefs are Iess than competent, even if they reason clearly in light of 
their beliefs . This criterion is morally perilous for policy purposes and difficult 
to accept as a guideline without specific and careful qualification. 

Rival standards of incompetence. The following schema expresses the range of 
inabilities currentIy required by various competing standards of incompe
tenceY These standard s range progressively from the one requiring the least 
ability to the other end of the spectrum. 

l. Inability to express or cornmunicate a preference 01" choice 
2. Inability to understand one's situation and its consequences 
3. Inability to understand relevant information 
4. Inability to give a reason 

5. Inability to give a rational reason (although sorne supporting reasons may 
be given) 

6. Inability to give risklbenefit-related reasons (although sorne rational support
ing reasons may be given) 

7. Inability to reach a reasonable decision (as judged, for example, by a rea
sonable person standard) 

These standards cluster around three kinds of abilities or skills (each of 
which requires that a level of the ability be established at which the person 
satisfies the standard) . Standard I looks for the simple ability to state a prefer
ence and is a weak standard. Standards 2 and 3 probe for abilities to understand 
information and to appreciate one's situation. Standards 4-7 look for the ability 
to reason through a consequential life decision, although only standard 7 re
stricts the range of acceptable outcomes of a reasoning process. These stan
dards have been and still are used, either alone or in c:ombination, in order to 
determine incompetence. 
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Operational tests for incompetence. A clinical need also exists to select, under 
one or more of these standards, an operational test of incompetence that estab
Iishes passing and failing grades. Dementia rating scales, mental status exams, 

and similar devices test for factors such as time-and-place orientation , persever
ation, memory, understanding, and coherence. These tests are empirical, clini
cal assessments that are generally administered when incompetence is sus

pected. Although empirical, a normative judgment underlies the empirical test. 
Each of the following ingredients involves normative judgments. 28 

l. Establishing the relevant abilities for (in)competence 

2. Fixing a threshold level of the abilities in item 1 
3. Accepting an empirical test for item 2 

For any test accepted under item 3, it is an empirical question whether someone 
possesses the requisite level of abilities, but this question can only be asked 

and answered if other criteria have a!ready been fixed under items 1 and 2. 

These criteria are sometimes fixed by institutional rules or by tradition, but in 
other cases they are open to further modification. Generally , even established 
criteria could have been different and can shift over time. 

The Sliding-Scale Strategy 

Properties of autonomy and psychological capacity are not the only criteria 
used in fashioning competence standards. Many policies use pragmatic criteria 

of efficiency, feasibility, and social acceptability to determine whether a person 
is competent or has given a va!id authorization. For example, age has conven

tionally been used as an operational criterion of valid authorization, with estab
Iished thresholds of age varying in accordance with a community's standards, 
with the degree of risk involved, and with the importance of the prospective 

benefits. eriteria of this type are used to protect immature or mistake-prone 
persons against possible decisions that fail to promote their best interest. Many 
such persons are competent to perform the necessary tasks and yet are judged 
incompetent because they fail a pragmatic standard , such as age. 

In medicine, the motive for deterrnining incompetence is to protect patients 
against decisions they might make that are not in their interests. Many therefore 

believe that standards of competence should be closely connected to levels of 
experience, maturity, responsibility, and welfare. Sorne writers offer a sliding

scale strategy for how this goal might be accomplished. They argue that as an 
intervention in medicine increases the risks for patients, the level of ability 

required for a judgment of competence to elect or refuse the intervention should 
be increased. As the consequences for well-being beco me les s substantial, the 
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level of capacity required for competence should be decreased . The sliding
scale. approach allows standards of competence in decisionmaking to shift with 

the nsk attached to the decision. If a serious risk such as death is present, then 
a stnngent standard of competence is needed; if a low or insignificant risk is 
present, then a relaxed standard of competen ce may be used. Thus , the same 

person ffilght be competent to decide whether to take a tranquillizer but incom
petent to decide whether to authorize an appendectomy. 29 

The sliding-scale strategy is attractive. A decision about which standard to 

use to determine competen ce for decisionmaking depends on several factors 

and these factors are often risk-related. In health care institutions, the selectio~ 
of ablhtles, . thresh~lds, and standards will depend on moral and policy ques

tIons mvolvmg decISlOnmaking requirements . AII methods for setting standards 
of mcompetence encounter difficulties about whether to emphasize the patient's 
autonomy or to emphasize protecting the patient against harm, a moral rather 

than a medical choice. If one is especially concemed about preventing abuses 

of ~utonomy, one might accept standard 1 in the previous section as the only 
va!ld standard of mcompetence, or perhaps one wiU accept only standards 1 

2, and 3. But if one's primary concem is that sick patients receive the bes; 
medica! treatment possible, one might require patients to pass all the aboye 
sta~dards, or at least standards 6 and 7. Those who accept a stringent standard 

of mcompetence (such as 6 and 7) will place the wl~lfare or medica! interests 
and safety of patients abo ve their autonomy interests . 

The strength of the sliding-scale strategy is that our interests in ensuring 
good outcomes legltImately contribute to the way we inquire about and create 
standards for judging persons competent or incompetent. If the consequences 

for welf~e are grave, o.ur need to be able to certify that the patient pos ses ses 
!he reqUIslte capacItles mcreases , whereas if little in the way of welfare is at 

stake, the Ievel of capacity required for decisionmaking might be reduced. For 

~xample, if enteral nutrition is needed to help a patient with a reversible demen

tIa .to recover, a powerful reason exists for protecting the patient against rash 
or Imprudent ~e~isi.onmaking by adopting a rigid standard of competence. But 
if the. de~entla IS Irreversible and the physician's primary purpose of enteral 
nutntlOn IS slmply to make the patient comfortable, the standard of competence 
mlght be relaxed. 

The .sliding-scale strategy is generally a sound protective device, but we risk 

confuslOn about the nature of both competence judgments and competence it
self un les s sorne conceptual and moral difficulties can be resolved . This posi

tl.on ,su~gests that a person's competence to decide is contingent upon the deci

SlOn s Importance or upon sorne harm that might follow from the decision. But 
this.P?Sitio~ seems questionable. A person 's competence to decide whether to 
partlclpate m cancer research does not depend upon the decision 's conse

quences. As risks increase or decrease, we can legitimately escalate or reduce 
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the rules or measures we use to ascertain whether someone is competent; but 
in formulating what we are doing, we need to distinguish between our modes 

of ascertainment and the person's competence. 
Two senses of standard of competence need to be distinguished . In one 

sense, criteria of competence are at stake-that is, the conditions under which 
a person is or is not competent. In a second sense, standard of competence 
refers to the pragmatic guidelines we use to determine competence. For exam
pIe, a mature teenager could be competent to decide about a kidney transplant 
(satisfying criteria of competence) but could also be legally incompetent by 
virtue of age (failing pragmatic guidelines). In a more complicated case, a 
person with locked-in syndrome (involving total inabillity to cornmunicate) is 
able to decide about medical care, satisfying criteria of competence, and yet 
fails to cornmunicate adequately, thereby indicating through a test that the per
son is incompetent (failing pragmatic guidelines). To alleviate this problem of 
a dual meaning of standard of competence we will use the term standard only 
to mean a criterion for determining competence. Thus , a person could be cor
rectly labeled incompetent in light of the best tests but nonetheless be com-

petent. 
Leading adherents of the sliding-scale strategy hold just the reverse-

namely, that competence varies with risk. According to the most meticulous 
and convincing proponents of this strategy, AlIen Buchanan and Dan Brock, 

[J]ust because a patient is competent to consent to a treatment, it does not follow that 
the patient is competent to refuse it and vice versa. For example, consent to a low-nsk 
life-saving procedure by an otherwise healthy individual should require only a minimal 
level of competence, but refusal of that same procedure by such an individual should 

require the highest level of competence. . . . 
Because the appropriate level of competence properly reqUlred for a particular decl

sion must be adjusted to the consequences of acting on that decision, no single standard 
of decision-making competence is adequate. Instead, the level of competence appropn
ately required for decision making varíes along a full range from low/minimum to high/ 
maximal. ... The greater the risk relative to other alternatives ... the greater the level 
of cornmunication, understanding, and reasoning skills required for competence to make 

that decision. . . . 30 

The core thesis in this account seems both conceptually and morally perilous. 
A shift in risky consequences (from risk of a small scar, say, to risk of death) 
indicates that we should be cautious in permitting someone to assume the 
greater risk, and it is true that the level of competence to decide increases as 
the complexity or difficulty of a task increases (deciding about spinal fusion, 
say, as contrasted with deciding whether to take a minor tranquilizer). But the 
level of competence to decide does not increase as the risk of an outcome 
increases. lt is confusing to blend the complexity or difficulty of a task with 
the risk of a decision. No basis exists for believing that risky decisions require 
more ability at decisionmaking than less risky decisions. To the contrary, a 
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solid basis exists for believing that many non-risky c1ecisions require more abil
ity at decisionmaking than many risky decisions. 

Furthermore, for any person whose competence is in question, it seems dis
respectful of autonomy to say, in effect, "You are competent to decide what 
to do with your children, what to do with your financial affairs, and whether 
to be in this hospital, but you are not competent to refuse to be intubated or 
catheterized because of the increased risk." The sliding-scale strategy seems, 
then, to be incoherent. lnadequate distinctions lead to a confiation of riskiness 
and complexity as well as confiation of criteria foX" justified paternalism and 
standards of competence. 31 These problems can be avoided by holding that the 
level of evidence for determining competence should vary in accordance with 
risk, although competence itself varies only along a scale of difficulty in deci
sionrnaking. Brock and Buchanan insist that the "required level of decision
making competence" should be placed on a sliding scale from low to high in 
accordance with risk, but we recomrnend that only the required standards of 
evidence for determining decisionmaking competence should be placed on a 
sliding scale (in accordance with risk) . 

lt follows that judgments about whether to override patients' decisions 
should be distinguished from questions of whether the patients are competent. 
Paternalism has a valid place in medicine (see Chapter 5, pp. 278-287), but 
its place is not in fixing criteria of competence. The incompetent are usually 
those we treat paternalistically, but we may also have valid paternalistic 
grounds for overriding the decisions of competent persons. In any event, the 
issue of justified paternalism should be distinguished from criteria of compe
tence, so as to avoid situations in which we decide that a patient's decision is 
too risky and that he or she is therefore incompetent. 

In practice, challenges to a patient's competence rarely emerge unless a di s
agreement exists about values. As long as the patient concurs with the physi
cian's recommendations, his or her competence to understand, to decide, and 
to consent to treatment is rarely examined . But conflict between the patient's 
wishes and the physician's judgment about that patient's best interests typically 
provokes an inquiry into the patient's competence. 32 This practice is not 
surprising. A general presumption exists that adults are competent to make 
their decisions, and when those decisions are unproblematic (in part because 
they concur with professional judgment), no motive exists to challenge cornpe
tence. 

In this section we have argued that competence is determined prirnarily by 
whether a person has the capacity to decide autonomously, and not by whether 
a person's best interests are protected. A different set of reasons will lead us 
(later in this chapter and the next two chapters) to tak.e account of risks, bene
tits, and best interests. First, however, we need to examine the relationship 
between autonomy and informed consent. 
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The Meaning and Justification of Informed Consent 

Since the Nuremberg trials, which presented horrifying accounts of medical 

experimentation in concentration camps, the issue of consent has been at the 
forefront of biomedical ethics . The term infarmed cansent did not appear until 

a decade after these trials, and it did not receive detailed examination until 
around 1972. In recent years the focus has shifted from the physician's or 

researcher's obligation to dise/ase information to the quality of a patient's or 
subject's understanding and cansent. The forces behind this shift of emphasis 
were autonomy-driven and were primarily external to codes of medical and 
research ethics. Throughout this section, we note how standards of informed 
consent have evolved through the regulation of research , case law governing 
medical practice, changes in the patient-physician relationship , and elhica! 

analysis. 

Functians and Justificatians af lnfarmed Cansent Requirements 

Virtually all prominent medical and research codes and institutional rules of 
ethics now hold that physicians and investigators must obtain the informed 
consent of patients and subjects prior to any substantial intervention. Proce

dures for consent have been designed to enable autonomous choice, but they 
serve other functions as well , including the protection of patients and subjects 
from harm and the encouragement of medical professionals to act responsibly 
in interactions with patients and subjects. 

Two positions on the function and justification of informed consent require
ments have dominated the literature. Throughout the early history of concern 
about research subjects, consent requirements were primarily viewed as a way 

to rninimize the potential for harm. Risk reduction and avoidance of unfaimess 
and exploitation still function as reasons for many professional, regulatory, and 
institutional controls. However, in recent years the primary justification ad
vanced for requirements of informed consent has been protection of autono

mous choice, a loosely defined goal that is often buried in vague discussions 
of protecting the welfare and rights of patients and research subjects. Histori
cally, we can clairn little beyond the indisputable fact that a general, inchoate 
sodetal dernand has developed for the protection of patients ' and subjects' 

rights, particularly their autonomy rights . Throughout this chapter we accept 
and atternpt to give depth to the prernise that the primary function and justifica
tion of informed consent is to enable and protect individual autonomous choice. 

The Definitian and ELements af lnfarmed Cansent 

The concept of informed consent needs clarification before we can establish !he 

conditions under which it is appropriate and mandatory to seek informed con-
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by dividing the elements into an informa/ion component and a consent compo
nen!. The information component refers to disclosure of :information and com
prehension of what is disclosed. The consent component refers to a voluntary 
decision and agreement to undergo a recommended procedure. Legal, regula
tory , philosophical , medical , and psychological literatures tend to favor the 
following elements as the analytical components of informed consent: 39 (1) 

Competen ce , (2) Disclosure, (3) Understanding, (4) Voluntariness , and (5) 
Con sen!. These elements are then presented as the building blocks for a defini
tion of informed consent. One gives an informed consen!: to an intervention if 
(and perhaps only if) one is competent to act, receives a thorough disclosure, 
comprehends the disclosure , acts voluntarily, and consents to the intervention. 

This five-element definition is vastly superior to the one-element definition 
in terms of disclosure that courts and medical literature have often proposed ,40 
but the definition is unduly influenced by medical convention and malpractice 
law. By making disclosure the key item, both approaches alike tend to warp 
informed con sen!. Any such definition incorporates dubious assumptions about 
medical authority, physician responsibility , and legal theor ies of liability, all of 

which delineate an obligation to make disclosures rather than a meaning of 
informed consent. The meaning of informed consent, as we saw aboye, is better 
analyzed in terms of autonomous authorization, which has nothing to do with 
disclosure specifically (even though disclosures must often be made for persons 
to gain an adequate understanding). 

Disclosure of information is often less vital in clinical medicine than a health 
professional's recommendation of one or more actions. This is typically the 
case in direct exchanges between physicians and patients regarding surgery, 
medications, and the like; but it is also true, for example, of notifications to 
employees or pensioners by corporate medical divisions after routine surveil
lance or after a study of hazardous chemicals . Recommendations of treatments 
or of lifestyle changes such as smoking cessation are likely to be far more 
meaningful than information about the results of empirical studies or surveil
lance. AJthough recommendations are informational, they are also normative, 
and thus not appropriately described as disclosures , which are composed of 
descripti ve statements. 

Despite these reservations , we accept the premise that the aboye "elements" 
capture severaJ basic notions about informed decision that need analysis. In this 
chapter each of the following seven elements is treated. (The importance of 
authorization in our analysis leads us to substitute elements 6 and 7 below for 
"Consent," which is listed aboye as element 5.) 

/. Threshold Elements (Preconditions) 
l. Competence (to understand and decide) 
2. Voluntariness (in deciding) 
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II. lnformation Elements 
3. Disclosure (of material information) 

4. Recommendation (of a plan) 
5. Understanding (of 3. and 4 .) 

lIl. Consent Elements 
6. Decision (in favor of a plan) 
7. Authorization (of the chosen plan) 

This list requires sorne qualifications . First, an informed refusal entails a modi
fication of items under III by tuming the categories into Refusal Elements-for 
example, 6. "Decision (against a plan)." Second, consent for research involv
ing human subjects does not necessarily involve a recommendation . If a recom
mendation is made, it may be quite different from recommendations in clinical 
medicine. Third, competence is more a presupposition or condition of the prac-

tice of obtaining informed consent than an element. 
Because this chapter is principally about autonomy rather than informed con-

sent and refusal, our treatment of these elements will extend into severa! re
gions of autonomous choice. We will concentrate on the elements of general 
importance for the analysis of both informed consent and autonomy , beginning 

with disclosure. 

Disclosure 
We have just seen that the obligation to disclose information to patients has 
often been presented as a necessary, and sometimes as the sole , condition of 
valid informed consent. The legal doctrine of informed consent has been pri
marily a law of disclosure based on a general obligation to exercise reasonable 
care by giving information. Civil litigation has emerged over informed consent 
because of injury to one's person or property that is intentionally or negligently 
inflicted by a physician's failure to disclose, an injury measured in terms of 
monetary damages. This focus results from the legal system' s need for a ser-

viceable mechanism to assess injury and responsibility. 
As litigation over legal requirements of consent to medica! treatment 

evolved, a more complicated set of rules also evolved , especially regarding 
disclosure standards. The term informed consent was bom in this legal context. 
However, from the moral viewpoint, informed consent has less to do with the 
liability of professionals as agents of disclosure and more to do with the autono
mous choices of patients and subjects. Both health care professionals and pa
tients need to ask and answer questions, and this process is less a matter of 
disclosing information than of discovering the relevant information and decid-

ing how to frame and use it. 
Nevertheless, disclosure is a pivotal topic. Without an adequate way to de-
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medical interest. The custom in a profession establishes the amount and kinds 
of information to be diselosed, Diselosure , like treatment , is a task that belongs 
to physicians because of their professional expertise and cornmitment to the 
patient's welfare , As a result, only expert testimony from members of this 
profession could count as evidence that there has been a violation of a patient's 
right to information , 43 

Several difficulties affect this standard , which is sometimes called a reason
able doctor standard,44 First, it is uncertain in many situations whether a cus
tomary standard exists for the communication of information in medicine, Sec
ond, if custom alone were conelusive, pervasive negligence could be 
perpetuated with impunity, The majority of professionals could offer the same 
inadequate level of information or be allowed total discretion to determine the 
scope of diselosure, The chief objection to the professional practice standard is 
that it subverts the right of autonomous choice, Professional standards in medi
cine are fashioned for medical judgments, but decisions for or against medical 
care, which are nonmedical, are rightly the province of the patient. 

It is also questionable whether physicians have developed skills to determine 
the information that is in their patients' best interests , The assumption that they 
have such expertise is largely empirical, and yet no reliable data substantiate 
it. 45 The weighing of risks in the context of a person's subjective beliefs , fears, 
and hopes is not an expert skill, and information provided to patients and sub
jects sometimes needs to be freed from the entrenched values and goals of 
medical professionals , 

The reasonable person standard, Although many legal jurisdictions retain the 
traditional professional practice standard , the reasonable person standard has 
gained sorne acceptance in over half of the states in the United States ,46 Ac
cording to this standard, information to be diselosed is determined by reference 
to a hypothetical reasonable persono The pertinence of information is measured 
by the significance a reasonable person would attach to it in deciding whether 
to undergo a procedure, The authoritative determination of informational needs 
thus shifts from the physician to the patient, and physicians may be found 
guilty of negligent diselosures even if their behavior conforms to recognized 
professional practice, Proponents of the reasonable person standard believe that 
obligations to respect autonomy generally outweigh obligations of beneficence 
and that, on balance, the reasonable person standard better serves the autonomy 
of patients than does the professional practice standard, 

Whatever its merits, this reasonable person standard is also plagued by con
ceptual, moral, and practical difficulties , First, "material information" and Ihe 
central concept of the reasonable person have never been carefully defined, 
Second, questions exist about whether and how the reasonable person standard 
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lion to rules of infonned consent: "It is the very nature of infonned consent 
provisions that they may produce sorne anxiety in the patient and influence her 
in her choice. This is in fact their reason for existence, and ... it is an entirely 
salutary reason." 54 White suggested that the legal status of the doctrine of 
therapeutic privilege is no longer as secure as it once was. 

The precise fonnulation of this therapeutic privilege varies across legal juris
dictions. Sorne fonnulations pennit physicians to withhold information if dis
closure would cause any countertherapeutic deterioration in the patient's condi
tion. Other formulations permit the physician to withhold information if and 
only if the patient 's knowledge of the infonnation would have serious health
related consequences-for example, by jeopardizing the treatment 's success or 
by critically impairing relevant decisionmaking processes. The narrowest for
mulation is analogous to a circumstance of incompetence: The therapeutic priv
ilege can be validly invoked only if the physician has reason to believe that 
disclosure would render the patient incompetent to consent to or refuse the 
treatment. To invoke the therapeutic privilege under this condition does not in 
principie conflict with respect for autonomy, because the patient would not be 

capable of an autonomous decision at the point it would be needed. 
It is doubtful, however, that a general criterion of physician discretion in 

disclosing infonnation can be made coherent with the extensive disclosure of 
facts now demanded by many courts. Courts rarely mention valid exceptions 
to the legal rights they proclaim, and they also leave unclear whether remote 
risks--often the most anxiety-inducing-must be discussed. The moral issues 
are as tangled as the legal issues , as we can see in a case in which a woman 
had a fatal reaction during urography. The radiologist had intentionally not 
disclosed the chance of death (roughly one in ten tlhousand) because it might 
have upset the patient. The radiologist justified his nondisclosure on grounds 
that the disclosure would be " dangerous" and "not in the best interest of the 
patient." 55 Such nondisclosure may be warranted with exceptionally fragile 
patients , but the cases will be rare o Empirical evidence indicates more often 
than not that physician-hypothesized negative effects such as anxiety and re
duced compliance do not materialize. 56 A more acceptable approach is found 
in the foIlowing recommendation by a group of anesthesiologists: "Tell all 
patients that there are serious, although remote, risks of anesthesia, but .. . 
allow Ihe individual patient to decide how much additional infonnation he or 
he wishes to obtain about these risks. ,,57 

Therapeutic use of placebos. The therapeutic use of placebos also involves 
intentional deception or incomplete disclosure. A placebo is a substance or 
intervention that the health care professional believes to be pharmacologically 
or biomedically inert for the condition being treated. Studies indicate that pla-
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cebos relieve sorne symptoms in approximately thirty-five percent of patients 
who suffer from conditions such as angina pectoris, cough, anxiety, depres

sion, hypertension, headache, and the common cold58 

One incautious, beneficence-based defense of placebos is that "deception is 
completely moral when it is used for the welfare of the patient. "59 This defense 
endangers autonomy and may founder on its assumptions. Sorne evidence sug
gests that the placebo effect-an improvement in the patient after use of a 
placebo--<:an sometimes be produced without nondisclosure, incomplete dis
closure, or deception. For example, the placebo effect sometimes occurs even 
if patients have been informed that a substance is pharmacologically inert and 
have consented to its use.60 In many cases placebos appear to work because of 
the "healing context," involving the professional's care, compassion, and skill 
in fostering hope and truSt. 61 Thus, the placebo effect is sometimes produced 

without administering placebos. 
Nevertheless, a placebo is less likely to be effective if used with the patient 's 

knowledge. In one case, professionals thought that an undisclosed placebo of
fered the only hope of effective pain treatment. Mr. X had undergone several 

abdominal operations for gallstones, postoperative adhesions, and bowel ob
structions, and subsequently experienced chronic pain. He became somewhat 
depressed, lost weight, had poor personal hygiene , was unkempt, and withdrew 
socially. After using the addictive drug Talwin six times a day for more than 
two years to control pain , he had trouble finding injection sites for the Talwin. 
He sought help " to get more out of life in spite of pain" and voluntarily 
entered a psychiatric ward that used relaxation techniques and other behav

ioral procedures. 
In the ward he successfully reduced his Talwin usage to four times daily, 

but insisted that this level was necessary to control his pain. His therapists 
decided to withdraw the Talwin over time without his knowledge by diluting it 
with increasing proportions of normal saline. He experienced withdrawal symp
toms of nausea, diarrhea, and cramps, which he thought were the result of the 
Elavil, which the therapists had introduced to relieve the withdrawal symptoms, 
again without informing him of the purpose. The physicians gradually in
creased the intervals between injections of the saline. X was aware of these 
changes, but did not know that the injections contained only saline . After three 
weeks , his therapist informed him of the placebo substitution. After his initial 
incredulity and anger subsided, the patient asked that the saline be discontinued 
and self-control techniques continued. When discharged three weeks later, he 
could control his abdominal pain more effectively with the self-control tech
niques than he had been able to with Talwin . Six months later he was still 
using self-control techniques and had resumed social activities. 

The therapists defended their deception on the grounds that they " felt ethi
cally obliged to use a treatment that had a high probability of success." Yet, 

:;¡ 
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the therapists continue, "We saw no option without ethical problems. AIthough 
it is precarious to justify the means by the end, we fel! most obliged to use a 
procedure designed to help the patient achieve a personally and medically desir
able goal." They argued, in effect, that the principIe of beneficence overrode 
respect for autonomy in this case. They al so hinted that their actions did not 
infringe X's autonomy because his autonomy was already compromised by his 
addiction. They further suggested that they did not violate X's rights , and even 
acted in accord with his autonomous choices by taking account of his own 
therapeutic goals 62 

One defense of this claim appeals to X's alleged implicit consent when he 
admitted himself to a ward where adjustment in medication was a clear expec
tation. He accepted the therapy, "to get more out of life. " However, what X 
implicitly consented to when he entered the psychiatric ward is unclear, be
cause we do not know what he understood , and no appeal to implicit consent 
can be accepted for all maneuvers, because he expressly refused to allow fur
ther reduction in his Talwin dosage. A related justification for the undisclosed 
placebo is that X ratified the therapists' decision to use the placebo when he 
decided to continue the self-control techniques , rather than retuming to Talwin. 
However, predicted future "consent" is only an expected future approval, not 
a cansent, and at best rests on evidence about the patient 's beliefs or goals. 
But even with such evidence, a predicted future ratification does not transform 
the current intervention into respect for the patient ' s autonomy. 

The therapists note that they saw " no option without ethical problems, " but 
they had not exhausted all moral options. One possibility was to obtain the 
patient's general consent to the administration of several drugs and placebos , 
as part of the effort to wean him from Talwin and to enable him to develop 
adequate self-control techniques to manage his pain. Such consent, obtained at 
the outset, would have obviated the need for specific consent to the placebo 
substitution. The staff's commitment to behavioratl therapy may have blinded 
them to sorne aspects of the problem, leading thiem to focus on correctable 
behaviors, with less attention to the person behind the behaviors. 63 If the thera
pists had conceived X's problem in terms of the importance of autonomous 
choice, they might have discovered altemative procedures with fewer or no 
ethical problems. We conclude that the staff's justification is deficient in its 
appeals to implicit consent and future consent. However, we leave open the 
possibility that a patemalistic use of placebos of the sort found in this case may 
be justifiable on other grounds (see Chapter 5). 

Withhalding lrifarmatian fram Research Subjects. Problems of intentional non
disclosure in clinical practice have parallels in research , where investigators 
sometimes need to avoid sharing available information with subjects. Occasion
ally good arguments can be provided for such nondisclosure. Vital research in 
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fields such as epidemiology could not be conducted if consent from subjects 
were required to obtain access to medical records, and their use without consent 
is sometimes ethically justified, for example, to establish the prevalence of a 
particular disease . Sorne research of this description is only the first phase of 
an investigation intended to determine whether a need exists to trace and con
tact particular individuals who are at risk of disease and obtain their permission 
for further participation in a study. There should be careful protectlOn of con
fidential information used, but informed consent requirements are sometImes 
overly burdensome. Occasionally research subjects need not be contacted at 
aH , for example, when hospital records are studied by epidemiologists without 
knowing the names of the patients. And in other circumstances persons need 
only to be notified in advance of how data being gathered will be used and 
given the opportunity to refuse participation in the research. That IS, dlscl~
sures, wamings , and opportunities to decline involvement are sometlmes legltI

mately substituted for obtaining an informed consent. 
However, data coHection and its analysis grow in unanticipated ways over 

time and results occasionally appear late in the course of research that could 

not ~e anticipated at the beginning. A conscientious investigator will periodi
cally consider whether informed consent is needed, and submi~ these judgments 
to a review cornmittee. Such review may disco ver a need for mformed consent 
where none previously existed or find a need to communicate study results to 

those whose records have been examined. 
Many forms of intentional nondisclosure in research are difficult to justify. 

For instance, debate has emerged about a recent study , designed and conducted 
by two physicians at the Emory University School of Medicine to deterrrune 
the prevalence of cocaine use and the reliability of self-r~ports by . patlents . 
Controversy centered on the questions that would be most hkely to ehClt ac~u
rate answers from a group of men in an Atlanta walk-m, mner-clty hospital 
clinic that serves low-income, predominantly black residents . In thls study, 
which was approved by the institutional human investigations co.mmltte~, 
weekday outpatients at Grady Memorial Hospital were '~ asked to partlclpate m 
a study about asymptomatic carriage of STDs, " for whlch they would recelve 
ten dollars. Study participants had to be between 18 and 39 years old and had 
to be sexually active within the previous six months. Eighty-two percent of 
those asked agreed to participate. The average age of the participants was 29.5 

years; 91.6% were black, and 89% were uninsured. . ' 
The participants provided informed consent for the sexually transnutted dls

ease study, but not for the unrnentioned piggy-back study of recent cocame use 
and reliability of self-reports of such use. Patients were mforme~ that thelr 
urine would be tested for STDs, but they were not informed that It would ~e 
analyzed for cocaine metabolites. Of the 415 eligible men who agreed tOpartlC
ipate, thirty-nine percent tested positive for a maJor cocame metabohte, al-
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though seventy-two percent of those with positive urinary assays denied any 
illicit drug use in the three days prior to sampling. (The metabolite is cleared 
from the body within three days following single-dose cocaine injection.) In 
answering questions, subjects with positive urine assays were more likely to 
admit to "any illegal drug" use (87.5 percent) than adrnit to the more specific 
"any form of cocaine" use (60.6 percent) over the prior year. Overall, "42.4 
percent of the 415 participants admitted to use of cocaine within one year." 
Researchers concluded: 

Our findings underscore the magnitude of the cocaine abuse problem for young men 
seeking care in inner-city, walk-in clinics. Health care providers need to be aware of 
!he unreliability of patient self-reports of illicit drug use . In this high-risk population, 
any admission of illicit drug use within the prior year, despite denial of ongoing abuse, 
should lead physicians to suspect recent use64 

The researchers deceived the subjects about sorne aims and purposes of the 
research (to study the prevalence of recent cocaine use and the reliability of 
patient self-reports) and did not disclose the mean s that would be used (testing 
their urine for recent cocaine use). Investigators faced a dilemma. On the one 
hand, accurate information was needed about illicit drug use for health care 
and public policy. On the other hand , obtaining adequate informed consent was 
difficult. If informed about the aims of the study, many potential subjects 
would either refuse to participate or would offer false information to research
ers. These problems are increased in research that uses subjects ' body fluids as 
a way to test the reliability of subjects ' self-reports about illegal activities. 

Requirements of informed consent should not be so easily set aside. These 
rules protect subjects from manipulation and abuse during the research process. 
For example , reports of this cocaine study stand to increase suspicion of medi
cal institutions and professionals and could also function to make patients' self
reports of illegal activities even les s reliable.65 We have conceded that informed 
consent is sometimes unnecessary, but this study of cocaine use is not a legiti
mate example. Investigators would have been better advised to resolve their 
dilernma by developing altemative research designs, including sophisticated 
methods of using questions that can either reduce or eliminate response errors 
without abridging informed consent. (Another example of problematic partial 
nondisclosure appears in sorne clinical trials involving randomization, place
bos , blind experiments, and the like; see Chapter 7 , pp . 442-447). 

As substantial deception or substantial risk is added in a research project, 
justifying the research becomes progressively more difficult. In Stanley Mil
gram's well-known experiments on obedience, recruits come to what appears 
to be a psychology laboratory to participate in what has been advertised as a 
study of memory and leaming. One is designated a "teacher," the other a 
"Iearner." The investigator explains that the study will focus on how punish-
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ment affects learning. The learner is then seated, his or her arms are strapped 
to prevent excessive movement, and an electrode is attached to his or her wrist. 
The learner is told that he or she is to attempt to learn a list of word pairs . 

Whenever an error is made, electric shocks of increasing intensity wilI be ad
ministered by the other subject, the teacher. The subject assigned the role of 

teacher is deliberately deceived by the investigator. The learner is actualIy part 
of the research team, and the machine does not deliver shocks to the learner. 
The point of the experiment, as Milgram describes it , "is to see how far a 

person wilI proceed in a concrete and measurable situation in which he is or
dered to inftict increasing pain on a protesting subject. " 66 

In contrast to what consultants had predicted , Milgram reported that as many 

as 62 .5 percent of the subjects continued to obey the investigator' s order to 
inftict shock up to the maximum of 450 volts, labeled on the machine "Dan
ger-Severe Shock. " Through debriefing and friendly reconciliation with the 

"victim," Milgram tried to minimize any harms that the subjects might experi
ence through stress, anxiety , guilt, and shame about their actions in the experi

ment. His primary defense of his methods is that the subsequent responses of 

the participants justify the research: " To my mind, the central moral justifica
tion for alIowing my experiment is that it was judged acceptable by those who 
took part in it. " 67 Eighty-four percent said they were glad to have been in it, 

fifteen percent were neutral, and one percent expressed negative opinions . 
These subsequent responses could be construed as indicating that the harms 
were minimal (and justified by the benefits) and as providing a form of retroac

tive approval and consent. 
The extensive ethical debate over this research during the last thirty years 

has centered on the imposition of risks of harm to subjects without their in

formed consent.68 Milgram contends that criticisms of his methods are unfair 
if the research is described as involving "deception." He proposes " morally 
neutral terms" such as "masking," "staging," and " technical ilIusions." 

However, these terms frustrate the debate by obscuring the fact that deception 
without the subjects ' specific consent was essential for the research . The experi

ment may have eventuated in subsequent approval by subjects in their efforts 
to come to grips with their actions , but retroactive approval is not a substitute 
for informed consent or refusa!. A more promising approach, as Milgram rec
ognizes, is obtaining subjects' prior general consent to participate in research 

involving deception or nondisclosure. 69 

We believe that research cannot be justified if (1) significant risk is involved, 

and (2) subjects are not informed that they are being placed at risk . Again, the 
central question is whether subjects can voluntarily accept the risk with an 

adequate understanding of the deceptive practices . It is, in our judgment, an 
indefensible violation to deceive subjects while placing them at substantial risk, 
regardless of the research 's importance. This conclusion does not imply that 

t 
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research involving deception can never justifiably be undertaken. Relatively 
risk-free research that requires deception or incomplete disclosure is often war

ranted in fields such as behavioral and physiological psychology , as well as 
the biomedical sciences. Simple examples include studies of visual and other 

perceptual responses, as well as sorne behavioral observation studies. Gener
ally, however, deception should be permitted in research only if it is essential 

to obtain vital information, no substantial risk is involved, subjects are in
formed that deception is part of the study , and subjects consent to participate 
under these conditions. We retum in Chapter 7 to sorne needed qualífications 
to this conclusion, especially in the context of randornized c1inical trials. 

Understanding 

Traditional problems of disclosure need to be reconceived in terms of what 

professionals can do to facilítate good decisions based on substantial under
standing . Asking questions, eliciting the concerns and interests of the patient 
or subject, and establishing aclimate that encourages questions often do more 

to foster understanding than disclosed information does. However, clínical ex
perience and empirical data indicate that patients and subjects exhibit wide 
variation in their understanding of information about diagnoses, procedures, 

risks, and prognoses . Sorne patients and subjects are calm, attentive, and eager 
for dialogue, whereas others are nervous or distracted in ways that impair or 
block understanding. Many conditions limit their une!erstane!ing, including ill
ness , irrationality , and immaturity. 

The Nature of Understanding 

No consensus exists about the nature of une!erstanding, but an analysis suffi
cient for our purposes is that one understane!s if one has acquiree! pertinent 
information ane! justified, relevant beliefs about the nature and consequences of 

one's action. Such une!erstanding need not be complete , because a substantial 
grasp of central facts ane! other descriptions is generally sufficient. Sorne facts 

are irrelevant or trivial; others are vital, perhaps decisive. In sorne cases , a 

person 's lack of awareness of even a single risk , limitation , or missing fact can 

deprive him or her of ae!equate une!erstane!ing. Consider, for example, the case 
of Bang v. Miller Hospital, in which patient Bang die! not intend to consent to 
a sterilization entailed in prostate surgery 70 Bang did, in fact , give a formal 

consent to prostate surgery, but without being told that sterilization was an 
inevitable outcome. (Sterilization is not necessarily an outcome of al! prostate 

surgery, but it is inevitable in the specific procedure selected in this case.) 
Bang's failure to understand this one surgical consequence substantially com-
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promised what was otherwise an adequate understanding and invalidated what 
otherwise would have been a valid consent. 

Patients and subjects usually should understand at least what a health care 

professional believes a patient or subject needs to understand ~d should regard 
as material in order to authorize an intervention. Typlcally , dlagnoses, progno

ses the nature and purpose of the intervention , altematives, risks and benefits , 

and recornrnendations are essential. But patients or subjects also need to share 

an understanding with professionals about the terms of the authorizati?n before 

proceeding . As in all contractual circumstances, unless agreement eXlsts about 

the essentiaJ features of what is authorized, there can be no assurance that a 

atient or subject has made an autonomous decision. Even if both physlclan 

~d patient use a word such as stroke or hernia, their interpretations will be 

vastly different if standard medical definitions and conceptlOns have no mean-

ing or significance for the patient. . 

It is sometimes argued that many patients and subJects cannot compre~end 

enough information or appreciate its relevance sufficientIy to make declslOns 

about medical care or participation in research. Franz Ingelfinger mamtams , for 

l that "the chances are remote that the subject realIy understands what examp e, . II 
he has consented to." 71 Such statements are overgeneralizations based partla y 

on unwarranted standard s of fuIl discIosure and fuIl understanding. The ideal 

of complete discIosure of aIl possibly relevant knowledge pro motes these 

cIaims about the limited capacity of subjects to comprehend. If thls Ideal stan

dard is replaced by a more acceptable account of understanding relevant mfor

mation, such skepticism can be put to rest. From the fact that actlOns are never 

fully informed, voluntary, or autonomous, it does not folIow that they are never 

adequately informed, voluntary, or autonomous . . 

Sorne patients , however, have such limited knowledge bases that commum

cation about alien or novel situations is exceedingly difficult, especlaIly lf new 

concepts and cognitive constructs are required. Studies indicate that thelf un

derstanding of scientific goals and procedures is likely to be both lmpovenshed 

d distorted. 72 But even under such difficult situations, enhanced understand-
an .. f 
ing and adequate decisions are often possible. Successful commumc.auon o 
novel and specialized information to laypersons can often be accomphshed ~y 

drawing analogies between this information and more ordinaryevents farruhar 

to the patient or subject. Similarly , professionaJs can expres~ nsks m both nu

meric and nonnumeric probabilities , while helping lhe paUent or subJec~ to 

assign meanings to the probabilities through comparison. :vith more f~lhar 
risks and prior experiences , such as risks in volved m dnvmg automobIles or 

using power tools. . 
However, to enable a patient not only to comprehend but al so to ~ppreclate 

risks and benefits can be a formidable task. For example, many patlents con

fronted with coronary artery bypass , orthopedic operations, and many other 

* 
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forms of surgery understand that as a consequence of their consent to the sur

gery they wiIl suffer postoperative pain. Nevertheless , their projected expecta

tions of the pain are often altogether inadequate . Patients often cannot, in ad

vance, adequately appreciate the nature of the pain, and many iIl patients reach 

a point at which they can no longer balance with clear judgment the threat 

of pain against the risks of surgery. At this point the benefits of surgery are 

overwhelmingly attractive , and the risks are devalued. In one respect these 

patients correctly understand basic facts about procedures that involve pain , but 
in other respects their understanding is less than adequate. 

Many situations in medicine require physicians to confront this problem. For 

example , in Case 4 (see appendix) , a fourteen-year-olcl girI consents to donate 

a kidney to her mother. Although she has exhibited a perceptive and relatively 
unemotional grasp of the situation, many doubt that a fourteen-year-old child 

can in these circumstances either adequately appreciate the significance of fu
ture risks or carefuIly balance risks and benefits. 

Problems of Informa/ion Processing 

With the exception of a few limited studies of comprehension, studies of deci

sionmaking by patients typicaIly pay liUle aUention to information processing, 

which raises substantial issues about understanding. For example , information 

overload is sometimes an obstacIe to adequate understanding and is as likely 

as underdisclosure to produce uninformed decisions . Information overIoad is 

exacerbated if unfamiliar terms are used or if information cannot be meaning

fuIly organized , yet practical constraints generaIly require that disclosures Occur 

in a compact presentation. Patients and potential subjects are likely to rely on 

sorne modes of selective perception , and it is often difficult to determine when 

words have special meaning for them , when preconceptions distort their pro
cessing of the information , and when other biases intrudle. 

Sorne valuable studies have uncovered difficulties in processing information 
about risks, indicating that risk disclosures often lead subjects to distort infor

mation and promote inferential errors and disproportionate fears of risks .73 

Sorne ways of framing information are so misleading that both heaIth profes
sionals and their patients regularly distort the contento For example , choices 

between risky aItematives can be heavily influenced by whether the same risk 

information is presented as providing a gain or an opportunity for a patient, or 

as constituting a loss or a reduction of opportunity. 74 One study asked radiolo

gists , outpatients with chronic medical problems, and graduate business stu

dent to make a hypothetical choice between two aItemaltive therapies for lung 
cancer: surgery and radiation therapy . 75 The preferences of aIl three groups 

were affected by whether the information about outcomes was framed in terms 

of survival or death. When faced with outcomes framed in terms of probability 
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of survivaL, twenty-five percent chose radiation over surgery . However, when 
the identical outcomes were presented in terms of probability of death, forty
two percent preferred radiation. The mode of presenting the risk of immediate 
death from surgical complications, which has no counterpart in radiation ther

apy, appears to have made the decisive difference. 
These framing effects reduce understanding of material information, with 

direct implications for autonomous choice. lf a misperception prevents a person 
from adequately understanding the risk of death and this risk is material to the 

person's decision, then the person's choice of surgery is based on less than a 
substantial understanding and would not qualify as an autonomous authoriza
tion. The les son to be learned is not skepticism about information processing, 
but rather the need for better understanding of techniques that will enable pro

fessionals to communicate the positive and the negative sides of information

for example, both the mortality and the survival information.
76 

ProbLems of Nonacceptance and FaLse Belief 

A person's ability to make decisions can be compromised by a breakdown in 
the ability to accept information as true or untainted, even if the person ade
quately comprehends the information. The distinction between comprehension 
of information and acceptance of information has often been obscured in the 

relevant literature by excessive reliance on recall tests. At best, "correct" an
swers on these tests provide evidence of a person's memory of what the physi
cian or investigator has disclosed, not whether the subject interpreted correctly 

or believed what was disclosed. 
However, a false belief can invalidate a decision by a patient or subject in 

the presence of suitable disclosure and comprehension. Here are three exam
pIes: (\) A person might falsely and irrationally believe that a doctor will not 
fill out insurance forms unless the patient consents to a procedure the doctor 

has suggested. (2) A sufficiently informed psychiatric patient capable of con
sent might agree to participate in nontherapeutic research under the false belief 

that it is therapeutic. (3) A seriously ill patient asked to make a treatment 
decision might refuse under the false belief that he or she is not il\. Even if the 
physician recognizes the person's false belief and adduces conclusive evidence 
to prove to the person that the belief is rnistaken, and the person comprehends 
the information provided, the person may go on believing that what has been 

(truthfully) reported is false. 
lnconclusive evidence and failure to achieve agreement about the truth or 

falsity of beliefs, sometimes after considerable discussion, further complicate 

these problems. Many beliefs that are central for a patient's decision are re
garded by others, including health care professionals seeking consent, as highly 

questionable, poorly reasoned , or perhaps absurdo Sometimes overwhelming 
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~edical evidence indicates that a patient's belief is u .. . 
crrcumstances the patient's beliefs will b nJustlfied, but m other 
by hard counterevidence. e contestable wlthout being refutable 

The probabilities and uncertainties that surround . 
truth claims should be j·udged by th ·1 b . many behefs suggest that . e aval a le eVldence h· h . 
to dlfferent interpretations More th ' w IC IS often subject 

a!1 
. . an one standard of evidenc . 

eVldence must be collected .th. e may eXIst, and WI m sorne framew k h d . 
qualifies as evidence No e .d .. or t at etermmes what 

. VI ence IS mdepende t f h f 
presupposes, yet two or more frame k . n o t e ramework that it wor s sometlmes ad . 
dards of evidence. If disagreeme t. . vance competmg stan-. . n pefSlsts on the crite· ~ d . . 
Justlfiability of beliefs there will b d . na or etermmmg the 
a given belief compr~mises unde~t~~d~nequ:te basls for deterrnining whether 
contestable proposition Thl·s co l. g o slmply mvolves an essentially 

. nc uSlOn IS not meant k· . 
the possibility of knowledge b tI. as a s eptlcal demal of 
ing that a belief is false may' bU on y als

l 
a warnmg that the evidence for think-

. e ratlOna y contestable . 
When behefs are demonstrably false the ue· . 

and subjects should be forced to ab d' h q sUon anses whether patients 
reach an informed decision S an

h 
on t elr fa!se beliefs to enable them to 

. ome ave argued tl t ·f 
decline further informatíon I·t sh Id . la I autonomous subjects , ou not be Impose d 77 Th· 
tive, but it al so seems wrong t h I . IS proposal is attrac-

. o say t at we should ne . 
patlents or subjects to change th . b l· f ver pressure protestmg err e le s or to proc s . J; . . 
If choice is limited by ignoran . h e s m ormatlon differently. 
it may be permissible or PO~;i'b~s mb~. e case of a demonstrably false belief, 

tempting to impose unwe1come I.n/ o ~gatory to pro mote autonomy by at-
10rmatlOn. 

Consider the following case in which a false be ., . 
patient's refusal of treatment: 78 hef played a major role in a 

A 57-year-old woman was admitted to the hos i . 
Dunng lhe course of the hospitalization a P p tal because of a fractured hipo ... 
l A carcinoma of lhe cervix S ' apamcolaou test and biopsy revealed stage 

. . . . urgery was strongly re' d . 
was almost certainly curable by a h t commen ed, smce the cancer 

. ys erectomy Th . 
The pa!lent's treating physicians at this .; i ; ti. e pauent refused the procedure. 

Psychiatric and neurological consultations pom e t at she was mentally incompetent 
dementia aml/or mental incompetenc T:e

ere 
requested to determine lhe possibility of 

was demented and not mentally co y. t psychlatnc consultant felt that the patient 

Th
. mpe ent to make dec·s" . 
IS determination was based in lar 1 IOns regardmg her own careo 

able" refusal to undergo surge Tghe measure on the patient's steadfast " unreason-

d 
. ry. e neurologlst dlsagreed fi d· . 

emenUa. On questioning lhe t. ' n mg no eVldence of 

be 
' pa lent stated that she f . 

cause she did no! believe she had ca "A was re usmg the hysterectomy 
.th ncer. nyone kno " h . 

WI cancer are sick, feel bad and lose wei h" . ws , s e sald, "lhat people 
continued to hold this view despl·te th gl t, f whlle she felt quite well. The patient 

e resu ts o the bi d h . . 
tent arguments to lhe contrary. opsy an er physlclans' persis-

The h .. . p YStClan senously considered overridin t ., 
sound medica! evidence demonstr t d h g he patlent s refusal, because 

a e t at she was ulljustlfied in believing she 
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. atient continues to hold such a false be le 

did not have cancer . As long as thls p f 1 annot correctly be said to be an 
. h d c'sion her re usa c 

and it is matenal to er el , . ' . h ent 'In achieving effective commu-
I S I compleXltles m er 

informed refusa . evera. Th t' nt was a poor white woman from 
. ' 11 t d by thlS case: e pa le . . 

nicatlOn are 1 ustra e . Th fact that her treating physlclan 
· . h th' d grade educatlOn. e 

Appalachla Wlt a Ir - . f her false belief that she had no 
d t t be the maJor reason or . 

was black turne ou o. bl k hysician told her. However, m-
h Id not beheve what a ac P 

cancer. S e wou . ' . d with her daughter eventually re-
. . 'th a whlte physlclan an 

tense dlscusslOns WI . d t to a successful hysterectomy. 
sulted in a change in her behef an a consen 

The Problem oi Waivers 
. is resented by waivers of informed 

A further problem about understandmg atie~t voluntarily relinquishes the right 

consent. In the exercise of a walve: , t~: h sician from the obligation to obta~ 
to an informed consent and reheve Pd Y . makl'ng authority to the physl-

Th t" t delegates eCISlon 
informed consent. e pa len ff t the patient makes a decision not to 
cian or asks not to be mformed. In e ec, 

make an informed decision. d' I d tor need not make disclosures of 
h held that " a me Ica oc . Some courts ave . nf ed " 79 and so me proml-

. k when the patient requests that he not be so 1 orm , . ble" 80 
ns s . ' s hold that " rights are always walva , 
nent writers in biomedlcal ethlc t Various studies indicate that per-

. h t informed con sen . . 
including the ng toan . kn virtually nothing about certam 

· t of patlents want to ow 
haps slxty percen d that a high percentage would con-

th 'sks of those proce ures, . f 
procedures or en . h I small percentage use the 10 or-

· kn I dge of nsk and t at on y a 
sent wlthout ow e ' . , . 81 Some physicians c1aim that more 

'd d . aching thelr declslons . . 
mation provl e m re .., ndations than seek pertment 

. t defer to physlclans recomme . 
uninformed patlen s . d' t that physicians tend to underestl-
information , although one study also ~n I~~ es 

mate patient preferences for informatlon. h blem of waivers. The contem-
imary ways to manage t e pro . . 

There are two pr . be withheld until sufficient understandmg IS 
plated medlcal procedure mlght , t omously expressed desire not to be 

'th tanding the patlent s au on . . 
present, notwl s d manipulated into recelvmg 

Id then not be coerce or 
informed. Persons .wou . I 'f atient or subject adequately under-
undesired informatlon . Alternatlve y, 1 a p the right to relevant information 

h 't ation and then walves 
stands his or er SI ~. . s the rofessional might proceed without 
about proposed medlcal mte.rven~lon 'd th: person' S understanding that he or 
insisting on any understandl~g eyo

d

n 
h the waiver constitutes a valid 

· ., . ht In thls secon approac , 
she IS walvmg a ng . 'f ' t ' not an informed consent. 

h r research even 1 1 IS d' 
consent to t erapy o '. , f rights because we have IS-

I . ate to recogmze walvers o f 
lt is usual y appropn . d J'ustified in many contexts o 

. ht and because walvers o seem 
cretion over ng s, . . d J h vah ' s Witness were to infonn a 
consent. For example, If a commltte e o 
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doctor that he wished to have everything possible done for him , but did not 
want to know if transfusions or similar procedures would be employed , it is 

difficult to construct a moral argument (although legal reasons might exist) to 
support the conclusion that he must give a specific informed consent to the 
transfusions. Nevertheless, a general practice of allowing waivers is dangerous. 
Many patients have an inordinate trust in physicians, and the general accep
tance of waivers of consent in research and therapeutic settings could make 
patients more vulnerable to those who would abbreviate or omit consent proce
dures for convenience, already a serious problem in health careo Accordingly, 
lhe danger of abuse of the waiver in busy medical settings , together with prob

lems of how to determine the conditions under which a patient can make a 
voluntary and informed decision to waive the right to relevant information , 

demand caution in implementing waiver policies . 
No general solution to these problems about waivers is likely to emerge. 

Each case or situation of waiver needs to be considered separately. There may, 
however, be appropriate procedural responses. For example, rules could be 
developed that disallow waivers except when they have been approved by de

liberative bodies , such as institutional review committees and hospital ethics 
committees. If a committee determined that the person's interest was best pro
tected in a particular case by recognizing a proposed waiver, it could be sus
tained. This procedural solution is not simply an evasion of the problem. It 
would be easy to violate autonomy and to fail to discharge our responsibilities 
by inflexible rules that either permit or prohibit waivers in institutional settings. 
Close monitoring by review could provide the necessary level of protection for 
patients, as well as a flexible arrangement for deliberation and decision . 

Voluntariness 

Autonomous persons typically consider the freedom to act as no less important 
than adequate understanding . Under the category voluntariness , we will con
centrate on a person 's independence from others' manipulative and coercive 
influences. As the law has long recognized , a consent or refusal coerced by 
threats or manipulated by misrepresentation is invalido 

Our use of the term voluntariness is intentionally narrow to distinguish it 
from broader uses that make it synonymous with autonomy. Some have ana
lyzed voluntariness in terms of the presence of adequate knowledge, the ab
sence of psychological compulsion , and the absence of external constraints .83 

If we adopted this broad meaning, the voluntariness condition would be the 
necessary and sufficient condition of autonomous action . However, we hold 
only that a person acts voluntarily to the degree he or she wills the action 
without being under the control of another influence. We consider here onJy 
control by other individuals. However, voluntariness can al so be diminished or 
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voided by conditions such as debilitating disease, psychiatric disorders, and 
drug addiction. 

Control over another person is necessarily an influence, but not all influences 

are controlling. If a physician orders a reluctant patient to undergo cardiac 
catheterization and coerces the patient into compliance through a threat of aban
donment, then the patient is inftuenced by the physician ' s control. If, by con
trast, a physician persuades the patient to undergo the procedure when the pa

tient is at first reluctant to do so, then the patient is inftuenced by, but not 
controlIed by the physician ' s actions . Many inftuences are resistible, and sorne 
are welcomed rather than resisted. The broad category of inftuence ineludes 
acts of love, threats, education , lies, manipulative suggestions, and emotional 
appea!s , all of which can vary dramatically in their impact on persons. 

Forms of Infiuence 

Three primary categories of inftuence are present in our analysis: coercion, 

persuasion, and manipulation. Coercion , as we define it, occurs if and only if 

one person intentionalIy uses a credible and severe threat of harm or force to 
control another. 84 The threat of force or punishment used by sorne police, 

courts, and hospitals in acts of involuntary cornmitment for psychiatric treat
ment is a typical form of coercion . Society's use of compulsory vaccination 
laws is another. For a threat to be credible, both parties must believe that the 
person making the threat can effect it , or the one making the threat must suc

cessfulIy deceive the person threatened into so believing. A physician in a 
prison who telIs an inmate he must submit to sedation will need an accomp
anying prison guard for the threat to be credible; only then will coercion occur. 

Sorne threats will coerce virtually all persons (for example, a credible threat 
to kilI the coerced person), whereas others will coerce only a few persons (for 

example, a threat presented by an employee to an employer of quitting a job 
unless a raise is offered). Whether coercion occurs depends on the subjective 
responses of the intended target of the coercion . However, a subjective re
sponse in which persons comply because they feel threatened does not qualify 
as coercion, because coercion requires that a real , credible, and intended threat 

be brought on a person so that his or her self-directedness is displaced. Coer
cion, so understood, voids an act of autonomy (that is, coercion renders even 
intentional and welI-informed behavior nonautonomous) , and so should be 
placed at one end of a continuum of types of inftuence . 

In persuasion, as we use the term , a person must be convinced to believe in 
something through the merit of reasons advanced by another persono Accord
ingly , we do not recognize as a form of persuasion what Paul Appelbaum and 

Loren Roth label "forceful persuasion ," which involves persistent forcefulness 
and sometimes misleading language . They cite a case of an intem who did not 
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165 accept a patient's refusal of an X-ra . .. 
must have the film and that he could y. The

f 
lOtem lOSlsted that he "absolutely 

not re use It " Th . 
agreed. 85 In our usage neither no t· I . _ e patlent then reluctantly 

, nra lOna nor forcej"ul " . 
as a form of persuasion beca use both ~ o persuaSlOn" qualifies 

The word manipulat.' . . are orms of manipulation. 
. Ion IS a genenc label for s. . 

are neIther persuasive nor coerc· Th evelal forms of mftuence that 
Ive . e essence of . l · . 

people to do what the manl·p 1 t mampu atlOn IS swaying 
u a or wants by mea o h 

suasion . For purposes of decisio ak . . ns ot er than coercion or per-
l · .. nm mg m health car th k " 

u atlOn IS mformational manipulatio d l .b e, e ey 10rm of manip-
th n, a e I erate act of .. 

at nonpersuasively alters the p , d managmg mformation 
. erson s un erstandi f . . 

motlvates him or her to do wh t th . ng o a SItuatlOn and thereby 
. a e agent of mflue . d 
lOformational manipulation are I·nc .bl. nce mten s. Many forms of 
F ompatl e wah auto d· . 

or example, deception that· 1 nomous eCISlOnmaking . 
. lovo ves such strateg · 1 . . 

fOrmatlOn, and misleading exag. les as ymg, wlthholding in-
" geratlOn to cause pe b . 
lalse are all inconsistent with . rsons to e]¡eve what is 

. autonomous choIce 1 M·l ' . 
penments, he deceived subiects b. . n I gram s obedlence ex-

h· J a out vIrtually every as f h 
W Ich they consented By o . . pect o t e research to 

. ur cntena these c 
therefore, did not qualify as aut ' . onsents were manipulated and, 

onomous ChOlces 
Severa! problems encountered previousl in d·· . 

pear as issues of informational . 1 Y ISCUSsmg understanding reap
health care is the amount of mampu atlOn. An underdiscussed problem in 

. . routme care and test" d . 
fac¡]lties without an expl t· . lOg or ered m health care 

. ana Ion to the patlent th b d . 
choIce among altematives (I·f a .) , ere y enylOg the patient a 

. ny eXlst and a ri ht f 
rnentlOned is clinicians' uses of the th . g . to re use. Far more often 
tion to manipuiate patients I·nto co erapeutIc pnv¡]ege to withhold informa

nsentlOg to a med· II d . 
The manner in which . " . . Ica y eSlrable procedure.86 

lOlOrmatlOn IS presented b . 
gesture, and by framing informatl.o . . y tone of VOlce, by forceful 

. . n POsltIvely ("we d 
wlth thls therapy") rather tha. succee most of the time 

n negatlvely ("we t:·l ··h . 
five percent of the cases") can .l . al WII. thls therapy in thirty-

easl y mampulate a . , 
response, and thereby affect understandin The . patlent s perception and 
tIon m medicine has been expressed b Egl: F maJor concem about manipula

y IOt reldson: 
l!. . . 

IS rny ImpreSSlOn that clients are more often b o . 
reslstance weakened in pan by th· d. ulhed than mformed into consent thelor 

elr eSlre for the l· ' 
procedure, . in pan by the oppressive settin the genera servlce if not the specific 
calculated mtimidation restricU·on of· " g . y find themselves m, and in pan by the 

" . ' mLOrmatlOn and h proLesSlOnal staff itself. 87 ' coven ( reats of rejection by the 

Neve~hel.ess, one can easily inflate the (hreat of . 
beyond Its slgnificance in health car W. control by mampulation 
of competing iniluences s h e. e tYPlc~lIy make decisions in a context 

, uc as personal des f· . 
obligations, and institutional Ires, aml]¡al constraints, legal 

pressures Although . ·f 
need not be controlling to a substantia; d slgm Icant, thes~ influences 

egree. From the perspectlve of deci-
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sionmaking by patients and subjects, we need only establish general criteria for 

the point at which autonomous choice is imperiled, while recognizing that no 

sharp boundary can be drawn in many cases between controlling and noncon
trolling influences, AIso, in each case the powers of an individual patient or 

subject must be assessed, and the health professional will need to consider the 

particular patient's subjective resistibility to influence, not the (so-called objec
tive) reasonable person's ability to resist. 

The Obligation 10 Abstain from Controlling lnfluence 

Thus far we have attempted primarily to distinguish influences that are compati
ble with substantial autonomy from influences that are not compatible, Now 

we can examine the justifiability of exerting these forms of influence, 

Many influences are welcomed by patients and subjects, and even unwel

come influences are sometimes compatible with autonomous decisionmaking, 

In sorne cases professionals are morally blameworthy if they do not attempt to 

persuade resistant patients to pursue treatments that are medically essential, and 

such persuasion need not violate respect for autonomy, Reasoned argument in 

defense of an option is a form of providing information and is often vital to 
ensuring understanding, It is never an unjustified form of influence, although 

in sorne cases it can be unduly intrusive and therefore unjustifiable, 

We are assuming that influence by appeal to reason-persuasion-is in the

ory and practice distinguishable from influence by appeal to emotion , As ap

plied to health care professionals, the problem is to distinguish emotional re
sponses from cognitive responses and to determine which are likely to be 

evoked, The goal is to avoid overwhelming the person with frightening infor

mation, particularly if the person is in a psychologically vulnerable or compro

mi sed state, Dise!osures or approaches that might rationally persuade one pa

tient might overwhelm another patient whose fear or panic would short-circuit 
reason, 

Coercion and controlling manipulation are occasionally justified, although 

these occasions are infrequent in medicine (by contrast to police work, where 
such techniques are more common and also more commonly justified), If a 

physician responsible for a disruptive and childishly noncompliant patient 

threatens to discontinue treatment unless the patient alters certain behaviors, the 

physician 's mandate may be justified even though coercive, The most difficult 

problems about manipulation concem not punishment and threat, which are 

almost always unjustified in health care and research , but rather the effect of 

rewards, offers, and encouragement. An egregious example of an unju tified 
offer occurred during the aforementioned Tuskegee Syphilis experiments, Vari

ous offers were used to stimulate and sustain the interest of subjects in contin

ued participation, Subjects were offered free burial assistance and insurance. 
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th exammallOns and a f ' 

e retum trip, They were rewarded with fr " , ree stop m town on 
the days of the examination The ' ee medlCll1eS and free hot meals on 

d ' SoclOeconomlC deprivaf f h 
ma e them vulnerable to the " IOn o tese subjects 
Pr ' se Overt and unjustlfiabl f< f ' 

oblemallc techniques in cl' ' 1' e orms o manlpulation 88 
mica practlce are u JI f 

ficult to locate and analyze b t th sua y ar more subtle and dif-
When an off,' d" u ~y can have the identical effect. 

er IS ma e m a settmg in which' , 
example, an offer of large sum f It IS abnormaJly attractive-for 
, s o money or freedom f< d ' 
It may be manipulative but 't ' , or estltute prisoners_ 

, , liS never coerclve To " , 
attracllve offers such as free d' 1 ,mamtam that Irresistibly 

me Ica care or freedom f- ' 1 
ment coerce patients or subjects dee I d' 10m mvo untary commit-
the "offer" is in truth a d' 'd hrP Y IStOrts the concept of coercion (unless 

Isgulse t eat) because th ' 
aJly and successfuJly influenced anoth b' ,en anyone who mtention-
the person was unable to resist 't ~ er Y presentmg an offer so attractive that 
, b-- 1 -Jor example a large s 1 
JO would have coerced the perso A f~' a ary at a wonderful 

, n, n o Jer of Someth ' " coerclve, although it does ud, , mg IrresistIble is not 
f n er sorne COndltIOns man' , 1 f I 

o a person 's vulnerabilities, IpU a Ive y take advantage 

The conditions under which an influence i ' 
fied may be clear in theory b t th S controllmg and morally unjusti-

, u ey are often une! ' 
and many borderline cases re 'S ' ear m concrete situations 
f ' mam, ome dlfficult ca 'h ' 

o mampulation-like situations in wh' h ' ses m ealth care consist 
d IC pallents or subie t ' nee , To say that a person d I J c s are m desperate 

esperate y needs Someth' h ' 
or a SOurce of income means th t 'h ' , mg, suc as a medlcation 

, a Wlt out It a hlgh b b'l' 
person (or sorne loved one) w'll b' pro a 1 Ity exists that the 
< 1 e senously harmed Att ' 
Jree medication or extra ' ractlve offers such as 
h ' money can leave persons 'th 

e alce besides accepting the offe S h , WII out any meaningful 
, , r, uc a person IS const ' d ' 

SltuatlOn, but not controJled b h rame m a desperate 
S yanot er person's intentio I ' 

ome seem to believe that an offe f h ' , na mafllpulation, 
d " r o t IS magflltude to a ' 

nee IS inherently exploitative, In sorne ' person m desperate 
appear to the beneficiary as a th t ~ clrcumstances the offer IS likely to 
, rea -Jor example if a ' 
IS the sol e therapy and can b b' "n expenmental therapy 

b' e o tamed only If a pe b 
su ~ect. However such an of~' , rson eco mes a research 

, Jer IS somellmes p 'd' 
ewgate Prison officials offered SI' ercelve dlfferently, In 1722, 

tive to hanging, if they volunteered et:e~a mmates their freedom, as an altema
inoculation, 89 It might at fi t he subjects m an experiment on smallpox 

rs seem t at they were co d b 
appears lO be a disguised threat on the order of "w erce, ecause the offer 
become an experimental subiect " M , e wllI hang you unJess you 
I'k ' J' ore plauslbly thou h th' , 1 e clrcumstance involves al' g, IS mafllpulation_ 

we come offer made to ' 
who without the offer would b h d persons m desperate need 
'd e ange anyway The ' , 

" ered the offer to be D rt ' 'pnsoners certainly Con-
o uItous , as these cond d 

were relea ed, emne men all survived and 

In contrast, influences that ordinarily are resistible can 
become controlling 
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t and surrender-prone patients, and comp lance 

for abnormally weak, depen~en 'b contributing to or playing on their despera
may be induced m these patlents Y , The hope of more attention and 

, b d or other emotiOns, I h 
tion anxlety, ore om, b d 'dden person, What a hea t 

, , 'fi ant factor for a en, 
better care can be a slgm c ' 1 persuasion can irrationally mHu-

, d an attempt at ratlona , 
professional mten s as ' h Inerabilities , We are not implymg 

, b t king hls or er vu , ' 
ence the patlent Y at ac , '1 te or exploit patient vulnerabilt-

, l d routmely mampu a 
that health professiOna s o , t'ble to this kind of inHuence and 
, b t only that many patlents are suscep I 

tles, u " 90 

need protection agamst It, d't' s perrnitting resistance to control 
, '1 sure that con 1 iOn , 

lt is especlally vlta to en I t'ons are admitted involuntarlly, 
, l' 't t'ons whose popu a I 

are preserved m tota mstl u 1 , '1' these institutions, yet neither coer-
I 't t' n IS substantla m d The threat of exp 01 a 10 ,, " ntail that each decision ma e 

, " coerClve mstltutiOnS e 
cive institutlonaltzatlon nor, d Th 's no reason why prisoners, for 

, "t t' n IS coerce, ere 1 
by a person m the mstl u 10 h if coercive tactics are not 

\' di onsent to sorne researc 
example, cannot va 1 y C , d if there are no manipulative offers, 
involved in enlisting them as subJects an, 'k taking 91 

a ments for excesslve ns ' " ' h 
such as unduly large p Y l d d'fficult in instltutiOns to whlc 

l often more subt e an I , 
These prob ems are , 'h' h les policies and practlces can 

, d I tarlly but m w IC ru,' , 
Persons are admltte vo un h' Perhaps nowhere is thls , e autonomous c OIce, , 
work nonetheless to compromls, For example, the elderly \U 

, 'd t than m long-term care, , 
compromlse more eVI en, t ' tl'on of their choices, partlcularly 

ti expenence a cons nc d 
nursing homes frequen Y I in nursing homes have airea y 

d matters Many peop e , 
in routine or every ay, ' " c out personal choices because of phySI-
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, Th' decline m executlOna au , 
cal impalrments, IS d t their autonomous chOtces 

d \' ' decisional autonomy, an ye 92 
nied by a ec me m 'dden by the nursing home, 
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often range over 00 , 
These everyday matters I t them and how to resolve con-

h) oommates (who se ec s 
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The liberty of competent residents b

to 
b1vel ced against protecting their health, 

'f I must often e a an '1' ences and 11 e p ans , f t and efficiency in the facl lty, 
, f thers promotmg sa e y 

Protecting the mterests o o , Although respect for auton-
, ' d fi 'al and other resources , 

and allocating limite nancl 'h rS'lng home setting, such care can 
, d' 'd \' ed care m t e nu 

omy suggests m IVI ua IZ ect outside such institutions, 
rarely be individualized m the ways we ex

f
P 'I't named Mansion Manor. Mrs, 

, mple from a aCI 1 y 
Consider the followmg exa h ountered difficulty with the 

, _' years old , as enc , ' 
Hollinger, who IS seventy SIX ' nt that residents rise m urne for 

h f Tty'S reqUlreme 
nurses's aides about t e aC11 I'ked breakfast and she rnove 

, d t 7'30 She has never 1 
breakfast, which IS serve a ' ' 
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slowly after a second stroke, She finds the effort to make it to breakfast almost 
intolerable, She has been late each moming for two weeks, and the aides say 
that her late arrival disrupts the feeding of other residents and that she fails to 
finish her breakfast when she is late because she is a slow eater, The Hoor 
nurse warns her, in a manner she finds threatening, that if her tardiness for 
breakfast continues, she will be put with those who cannot feed themselves in 
a separate dining room, Her worries about being late for breakfast have begun 
to cause her trouble in sleeping and have increased her tiredness , The staff has 
had several earlier battles with Mrs, Hollinger, particularly ones centered on 
her charges that the staff "poked around" in her room and removed sorne 
of her belongings that were deemed to be unsafe to others who might wander 
into her room, The staff's animosity makes it difficult to determine whether 
Mrs, Hollinger's late arrival at breakfast in fact infringes on the rights of others 
and disrupts institutional order. 

The staff ' s efforts at persuasion are justifiable, but their coercive threat to 
put her in the separate dining room is not justified unless her actions genuinely 
pose problems for others or for the institution, The aides could respond that 
they are not overriding Mrs , Hollinger' s autonomy, only respecting it, because 
he accepted the rules and regulations that restrict Iiberty when she voluntarily 

entered the nursing home, Thus, the argument might go, she has an obligation 
of cornpliance, not only because of the need for institutional order but also 
because of her consent. However, before this c1aim can be sustained, we would 
need to know exactly what Mrs, Hollinger (and her son) were told at the outset 
about !he rules and regulations, They might well have grounds to complain 
about initial disclosures or about the nursing home' s narrowly legalistic inter
pretations of its rules and of govemmental regulations , 

The director of nursing explained that federal regulations require that the first 
meal of the day occur no more than 14 hours after a substantial evening meal 
the previous day, which for sorne residents is 4:30 p,m, This regulation is 
indispensable to protect nursing home residents from exploitation and harm , 
However, it could also be construed as establishing an option right , rather than 
a mandatory right, for residents, An option right can be waived , whereas a 
mandatory right such as the right to education cannot9 3 If an option right ex
i ts, autonomous residents would have the option to accept or refuse the meals , 
A strict interpretation of a mandatory right would require force-feeding of resis
tan! autonomous residents , and the implausibility of such an interpretation pro
vides a reason to suspect that the institution is displaying bad faith in its conHict 
with Mrs, Hollinger. Even if the principIe of respect for autonomy can be 
Justifiably overridden to protect others or to establish (legitimate) institutional 
order, the institution must choose the least restrictive altemative 94 

Sorne contend that respect for autonomy , taken literally , demands too much 
of nursing homes and other long-term care facilities, They propose that this 
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individualistic principie be replaced by a communitarian perspective in which 
informed consent is superseded by "negotiated consent" and individual rights 
are incorporated into a larger vision of community, with an emphasis on mutual 
responsibilities.95 Although this altemative has attractive features , it is too ob
scure and risky without explicit protections against violations of autonomy . The 
presumption in favor of vol un tarines s and rights of autonomous choice should 
never be renounced. However, in sorne cases other persons-surrogate deci
sionmakers-should be granted sorne measure of decisional authority for resi-

dents, for reasons now to be discussed. 

170 

A Framework of Standards for Surrogate Decisionmaking 

Surrogate decisionmakers reach decisions for doubtfully autonomous or nonau
tonomo

us 
patients. lf a patient is not competent to choose or to refuse treat

ment, a hospital , a physician, or a family member may justifiably be placed in 
a decisionmaking role or go before a court or other authority to seek resolution 
of the issues before a decision is implemented. Courts and legislatures have 
been actively involved in this area since the Quinlan decision in 1976, and 
significant advances have been made in both law and ethics. However, much 
remains undecided, particularly with regard to patients who are incompetent 
and debilitated, yet conscious. Many judgments about terminating or continu
ing treatment are made daily for patients in this condition-for example, those 
suffering from stroke, Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease , chronic de

pression affecting cognitive function, senility , and psychosis . 
Celebrated legal cases have centered on formerly autonomous patients, in-

cluding Karen Ann Quinlan, Earle Spring, Brother Fox, Claire Conroy, Paul 
Brophy , and Nancy Cruzan, as well as never-competent patients such as Joseph 
Saikewicz and John Storar. In such cases , courts have split over the use of twO 
surrogate decisionrnaking standards: best interests and substituted judgment. 
Neither has an entirely clear basis in autonomy , but appeals to autonomy are 
often used by defenders of these standards . Currently a received opinion oper
ates in many courts about how treatment decisions should be reached for both 
formerly competent and never-competent patients . In this account, all patients 
have a right to decide , and their autonomouS choices must be consulted when
ever possible as the basis of any decision; an incompetent person is still a 
perso

n 
with a right to choose . We will resist this framework, substituting a 

different account of decisionmaking standards and of the order of priorit) 

among them. We will consider three general standards that surrogate decisionmakers might 

use: substituted judgment, which is often presented as ~n autonomy-based stan
dard, pure autonomy, and the patien!' s best interests. Our objective is to trUC

ture and integrate this framework of standards for surrogate decisionmaking 
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ment is independent of law and l' or aw and pohcy, our underlying argu-
tend po ICy. The argument . 

s our earlier discussions of th I IS a moral one that ex-
Chapter 4 will we consider who h e I~a ue of protecting autonomy. Only in 

s ou be the surrogate decisionmaker. 

The S b . u stttuted Judgment Standard 

The standard of substituted judgment a . .. 
and several influential J'udicial . . ppears lOltlally to be autonomy-based 
b optmons have s . d' ' 
est, a weak autonomy standard S b . o vtewe tI. However it is at 

th d . . . u stltuted judg tI ' " at eClSlons about treatment I men JeglOs with the premise 
omous patient by virtue of rig~:o¿;:~t:~~:g to the .incompetent or nonauton
nght to decide but is incompetent to . y and pnvacy. The patient has the 

. exercIse It It Id 
an lOcompetent patient of decisionmak' . . wou be unfair to deprive 
no longer (or has never been) a t lOg nghts merely because he or she is 
sh Id b u onomous Nonethel ou e substituted if the pat". · ess, another decisionmaker 
cisions. lent IS currently unable to make autonomous de-

This standard requires the s . . tle f h . urrogate deCISlOnmaker t "d 
o t e lOcompetent " as the S'k . o on the mental man-

d .. , al eWlCZ court put . t h 
eCISlOn the incompetent would h . I --t at is, to make the 

co rt h d ave made If com t u a to consider evidence that pe ent. In Saikewicz the 
w' , '11 most reasonable . ' ICZ S I ness choose treatment b h . persons wlth Joseph Saike-
tuted judgment to decide that S~ik ut .t e court lOvoked the standard of substi-
ha h eWlcz a never co t ve cosen treatment had h b ' - mpe ent patient would not 
d .. e een competent Th ' etenmmng "how the . h f' . e court defined its task as 

. h ng toan lOcompete t 
mlg t best be exercised so as t' n person to decline treatment 
ch o glve the fullest p 'bl 

aracter and circumstances of that . d' 'd OSSI e express ion to the . m IVI ual " A . 
Ity of reasonable people would h . ssertlOg that what the major-
co c oose could differ f h 

mpetent person would choose th rom w at a particular in-
[T]he d .. . ' e court proposed the following standard: 

. eClslon m many cases such as this lOcompete~t person, if that person were co~O~ld be that which would be made by the 
and future mcompetency of the individual p tent, but takmg into account the present 
enter lOto the decision-mak' as one of the factors which would . mg process of the competent 96 necessanly persono 

Both the Quinlan and the Saike . 
tandard, first attempting to dete WICZ courts used the substituted judgment 

need d rmlOe the lOdlvldual' ' b ' . an then attempting to d 'd h s su ~ectlve wants and 
value system. However these e~1 e ow to proceed in light of the individual's 
u e f h , wo cases lOvolve diff . 

s o t e substituted judgment standard In . erent lOterpretations and 
tect an autonomy right for a . Qumlan, the court sought to pro-
h person who could not . 
er perrnanent vegetative state Th . assert the nght because of 

her w t d . e court authonzed the t" 'f an s an needs from her I"" pa lent s ather to infer 
lle as a competent person , despite the fact that 
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his J'udgments involved several assumptlO

ns
, ' terms of whether the father 

I ' hts over chlldren or m 
either in terms of parenta ng R h the court attempted to protect her 
could decide in her best mterests, , at th

er
, f ther to determine what she would 
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right of pnvacy mayas , " even if it meant the prospect o 
, ht" to termmate care, ' h 

would exercise her ng , th cope courts often give to ng ts 

I d th " 97 This decision ¡\lustrates e s 
natura ea ' 
of privacy and autonomy , , b t the incompetent patient' s likely 

h I k of eVldence a ou ' h' 
In Saikewicz, t e ac h ' k own about other people m IS 

I ok to w at IS n ' h 
choice forced the court to o bl person in his circumstances , Wlt 

d 'what a reasona e , A 
situation to help eterrrune h ascertainable) would deCide , s 

, (' far as t ey are ' f th 
his needs and deslres mso , Quinlan the premise o e 

, " d to sorne extent m ' 
understood m SatkeWICZ, an fi' I omponent. An incompetent per-

dard has a ctlOna c if th 
substituted judgment stan , ht to make medical decisions e 

, II b 'dtohavetheng , ak son cannot htera yesal s This fictional quahty m es 
, d b competent person ' , 

right can only be exerCIse Y 'aJ John Robertson has argued that it is des~-
substituted judgment controvefS1 ' despite the apparent absurdlty 

ns as autonomous , ' h' 
able to treat incompetent perso , fr their situation: " Eliminatmg t IS 

, that dlverges om 
of treating them m a way h ' petent in aH respects as a non-

that we treat t e mcom " 98 
divergence would mean 'in short as a nonperson, 
thinking, nonchoosing , irrational bem
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-

d 
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There are also problems with substituted judgment when used for incompe
tent but conscious patients such as Earle N, Spring, a senile man whose family 
and physicians considered his continuation on kidney dialysis to be of doubtful 
value (see Case 5 in the appendix) , His wife and son petitioned a Massachusetts 
court for authorization to terminate dialysis, lf a surrogate views such a patient 
in terms of what the patient might wish if competent, rather than in terms of 
his medical need , a danger arises of overIooking the person 's stake in continued 
existence, Many debilitated incompetent patients , like Earle Spring, have their 
care terminated on the basis of highly tenuous judgments by financialIy strained 
relatives about what the person would have wanted if he or she could speak, 
In general , little is known at present about how accurately surrogate deci
sionmakers reftect the preferences of patients, 100 In the instance of Spring, the 
Massachusetts Supreme Court (unlike the original probate court) accepted the 
family's argument that Earle Spring had been an active, vigorous outdoorsman 
who hated confinement and killed suffering animals when he found them in the 
woods, Almost all senile individuals suffer a loss of activity , but this has never 
been considered a good or sufficient reason for terminating their lives, 

Preservation of privacy and dignity are often given as reasons in such cases, 
even when for months little privacy 01' dignity has been available for such 
patients, A best interests test would lead to c10ser scrutiny of questions about 
the patient's welfare than does substituted judgment. This is a matter of practi
cal irnportance , because many residents of nursing homes and state facilities 
routinely have such judgments made about their lives-especially regarding 
continuation of respirators , antibiotics, nutrition and hydration, and the like, 
We do not suggest that these judgments are poorIy made, but we do hold that 
substituted judgment is a pOOl' basis on which to make them, (There are parallel 
dangers with authorizing parental decisions for healthy minors-for example, 
when a parent makes a "substituted judgment" about whether a healthy minor 
child would want to give a kidney to a sibling,) 

The rule of substituted judgment, then , helps us und.erstand what should be 
done for once-competent patients whose relevant prior preferences can be dis
cemed; but, so interpreted , it collapses into apure autonomy standard that 
respects previous autonomous choices, We conclude that we should abando n 
ubstituted judgment insofar as possible in law and in ethics and substitute a 

pure autonomy standard in contexts in which explicit prior autonomous judg
ments are identifiable, 

Tile Pure Autonomy Standard 

The second standard, then , eliminates the ghost autonomy found in substituted 
Judgment. It applies exclusively to formerIy autonomous patients who ex
pressed a relevant autonomous decision or preference, This standard makes 
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more specific the general commitments of the principIe of respect for auton

omy. One must respect past, self-regarding , autonomous decisions reached by 
now-incompetent but previously competent persons. Whether or not there exists 
a formal advance directive, prior autonomouS judgments should be accepted. 

(It is assumed that such judgments are known , not merely conjectured , and are 
directly relevant to a contemplated action.) We find an instructive approach to 
such formerly autonomous patients in the Claire Conroy case , in which the 
New Jersey Supreme Court grappled with several standards of surrogate deci-

sionmaking. IOI 
Claire Conroy, an eighty-three-year-old nursing home resident , suffered from 

irreversible physical and mental impairments , inc1uding organic brain syn
drome , arteriosc1erotic heart disease, hypertension, diabetes , necrotic ulcers on 
her left foot , and a gangrenous left leg . She was awake enough to track persons 
with her eyes, but was severely demented, lay in a fetal position, and was 

unable to speak . She had no discernible cognitive or volitional functioning . She 
could not swallow enough food and water to sustain herself, and she received 

nutrition and hydration through a nasogastric tube. She could move a little, but 

could not control her excretory functions. Certain stimuli resulted in an occa

sional response. For example , she would sometimes smile when her hair was 
combed or when she received a comforting rub , and she would occasionally 

moan when moved or fed or when her bandages were changed. 
Claire Conroy's nephew (Thomas Whittemore) was her guardian and only 

surviving blood relative. He sought court permission to remove his aunt's na

sogastric tube, which would result in her dehydration and death in about a 
week. His petition was opposed by her physician , who viewed such an aetion 
as a violation of medical ethics. The trial court decided to perrnit removal of 

the feeding tube , although her dying might be painful , on grounds that her Iife 
had become permanently burdensome. The court ordered removal, but a court

appointed guardian ad litem appealed , and the order was stayed pending ap
peal. Conroy died during the appellate process , but two courts nevertheless 

issued opinions. 
A first appellate court reversed the tri al court' s judgment, on grounds that 

removal of the feeding tube would cause her death and thus would eonstitute 

an active and impermissible killing from dehydration and starvation. On further 
appeal, the New Jersey Supreme Court held that any medical treatment, inc1ud

ing artificial nutrition and hydration, may be withheld or withdrawn from an 
incompetent patient under sorne circumstances . The eourt invoked the ineompe

tent patient' s autonomy right to accept or refuse medical treatment, eveo 
though the right must be exercised by another deeisionmaker. This eourt's lan
guage appears at first to be a mainline instance of the substituted judgmeol 

standard. It asserts that " the goal of decision-making .. . should be to deter

mine and effectuate . . . the decision that the patient would have made if eom-
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tent patient had executed a durable power of attomey authorizing another to 
make medical decisions in a circumstance of incompetence and had executed a 
second document refusing life-sustaining treatments if he suffered from "ill

ness, disease or injury or experienced extreme mental deterioration, such that 
there is no reasonable expectation of recovering or regaining a meaningful qual
ity of Iife. " When the patient became incompetent and suffered from brain 
lesions due to toxoplasmosis , a form of infection, the designated SUITogate re
fused treatment, allegedly following the executed document's declaration. Both 
physicians and a court rightly refused to recognize. the proxy 's decision, be
cause the document did not clearly perta in to this condition , which was in 
principIe treatable and had a chance of restoring the patient's capacity to com
municate.

104 

Such imprecise statements pro vide too little guidance and are 
sometimes dangerous. Often these cases need to be handled under the best 
interests standard rather than an autonomy standard , even when legally valid 

documents have been executed with the intent of exercising autonomous control. 

There is also a procedural problem of ensuring that SUITogates respect a pa
tient's prior autonomous judgments or otherwise act responsibly as SUITogates. 
Jt has become increasingly difficult to find suitable persons willing to assume 
the burdensome jOb of guardianship for institutionalized mentally disabled per
sons, and families sometimes make decisions that conflict with the apparent 
wishes of a now incompetent persono One study focused on decisions by SUITO
gates (Iargely son s and daughters) for 168 elderly patients in nursing homes 
about whether to permit their Participation as research subjects in a minimal 
risk study of morbidity associated with long-term urinary catheters . These sur
rogates tended to believe that research should not be conducted in nursing 
homes, that they themselves would not consent to participate, that the research 
would disturb the patient, and that the patient, if competent, would not consent. 
Nonetheless , fifty-four percent consented to the patient's Participation in the 
study, and thirty-one percent of the SUITogates who thought the patients would 
not consent if competent still consented for the patient. Because this discrep
ancy emerged only through interviews after completion of the project, the re
searchers did not confront the ethical dilernrna of what to do when SUITogates 
act against what they believe to be the patient ' s wishes.105 The study 's authors 
suggest that consent auditors are sometimes needed to ensure better decisions 
when the SUITogate appears to act against the patient's preferences . 

Another procedural problem has emerged from a recent study of gender bias 
in appelJate judicial opinions regarding the termination of life-sustaining treat
ment for newly incompetent patients. The investigators concluded that "Judi
cial reasoning about profoundly iJl, incompetent men accepts evidence of mens' 
treatment preferences to define the standing of personal autonomy in decisions 
about Iife-sustaining treatment. Judicial reasoning about women defines the role 
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of caregivers in making treatment decisions after either rejecting or failing to 
consider evidence of women's preferences with regard to life-sustaining treat
ment. " 106 For newly incompetent patients without a written advance directive, 
the appellate courts tendedto adopt the male patient's preferences from reports 
of farnily and friends, whereas they rarely took this approach for newly incom
petent fe mal e patients . The following tendencies were discovered in this study: 
A man 's prior opinions are typically viewed as rational , whereas a woman's 
earlier comments are often viewed as unreftective , emotional, or immature. A 
woman's viewpoint, as reftected in prior statements, is sometimes neglected 
altogether. Statements about women's views and values are also subjected to a 
higher standard of clear and convincing evidence. Finally , the court opinions 
tend to depict men as subject to medical assault and women as vulnerable to 
medical neglect. Both men and women are placed at risk by such gender bias . 
Men are vulnerable to quick decisions about termination of life-sustaining treat
ment, whereas women are at risk of not having their autonomous decisions 
taken seriously. 

In summary, we have argued that previously competent patients who autono
mously expressed their preference in the form of an advance directive should 
be treated under the pure autonomy standard, and we ha ve suggested an econ
omy of standards. It is presently popular in biomedical ethics to hold that an 
ordered set of standards for sUITogate decisionmaking runs from (1) autono
mously executed advance directives to (2) substituted judgment to (3) best in
terests , with (1) having priority over (2) and (1) and (2) having priority over 
(3) in a circumstance of conftict. We have collapsed (1) and (2) as essentially 
identical. Their defense and only basis is in the principie of respect for auton
omy, which applies if and only if a relevant autonomous judgment exists that 
constitutes an authorization. Where the previously competent person left no 
reliable traces of his or her wishes, sUITogate decisionmakers should adhere 
only to (3). This conclusion takes us to an examination of the best interest 
standard. 

The Best Interests Standard 

Under the best interests standard a sUITogate decisionmaker must determine the 
highest benefit among the available options, assigning different weights to in
terests the patient has in each option and discounting or subtracting inherent 
risks or costs. The term best is used because the obligation is to maximize 
benefit through a comparative assessment that locates the highest net benefit. 
The best interests standard protects another' s well-being by assessing risks and 
benefits of various treatments and altematives to treatment, by considering pam 
and suffering, and by evaIuating restoration or loss of functioning. It is there
fore inescapably a quality-of-life criterion. 

#,. 
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decisions for the elderly note, these standards do in fact conftict in many cases. 
It is best to keep these standards as conceptually and normativeiy distinct as 

possible. 
Courts, health care institutions, and religious traditions have too long been 

eager to assert that they do not make quaiity of life judgments, but only reach 
decisions in view of what the patient would have chosen. The substituted judg
ment standard has been popular, because it enables a decisionmaker to disclaim 
quaiity-of-life considerations altogether, while claiming to look exclusively at 
the individual's preferences. Courts have viewed quality-of-life judgments as 
comparative ways of expressing a person's social worth, and they have under
standably wanted to avoid comparative ranking of the worth of individual lives. 
However, "quality-of-life judgments" are not about the social worth of indi
viduals, but about the value of the life for the person who must live it. The 
vaiue of alife is primarily (although not exclusively) the value it has for that 
persono Best interests judgments are one way to focus attention on this point, 
rather than on the vaiue the person 's life has for other persons. Accepting 
a best interests standard , properly so called, is tantamount to acknowledging 
that we have to decide in marginal cases what a patient's welfare interests are 
at the moment, not what they would have chosen in sorne imaginary possible 
world. 

Unfortunately, the best interests standard has sometimes been interpreted as 
highly malleable, permitting values that are irrelevant to the patient's benefits 
or burdens and incorporating intangible factors of questionable value to the 
incompetent persono For example, when parents have sought court permission 
for a kidney transplant from an incompetent minor child to a competent sibling, 
parental judgments about the "donor's" best interests have on occasion taken 
into account projected psychologicai trauma from the death of the sibling and 
the psychological benefits of the unselfish act of "donation." 108 While we 
would not exclude such considerations altogether, they shou!d be greeted with 
skepticism and with additional procedural protections , such as cornmittee re
view. Best interests judgments should concentrate on tangible factors, such as 
physical suffering and medica! diagnosis, and should be extend~d into other 
domains on!y with hesitation and great caution. 

Under this formulation, questions arise about whether the burdens considered 
under the best interests standard should be limited to physical pain and suffer
ing, as judicial language often suggests. If pain and suffering were the only 
relevant burdens, it would be difficult to justify withholding or withdraw
ing life-sustaining treatment for a permanently comatose patient. However, 
this range of concems about the best interests standard cannot be examined 
until Chapters 4 and 5, where we discuss benefits and harms more comprehen
sively. 
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Conclusion 

The intimate connection between autonom . ,.. ' . 
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4 
Nonmaleficence 

The principie of nonmaleficence asserts an obligation not to inflict hann inten
tionaHy. It has been closely associated in medical ethics with the maxim Pri
mum non nocere: "Above aH [or first] do no hann." This maxim is frequently 
invoked by health care professionals, yet its origins are obscure and its implica

tions unclear. Often proclaimed the fundamental principIe in the Hippocratic 
tradition of medical ethics, it is not found in the Hippocratic corpus, and a 
venerable statement sometimes confused with it-"at least, do no hann"-is 
a strained translation of a single Hippocratic passage. I Nonetheless, an obliga

tion of nonmaleficence and an obligation of beneficence are both expressed in 
the Hippocratic oath: "[ witI use treatment to help the sick according to my 
ability and judgment, but 1 witI never use it to injure or wrong them." 

In this chapter we examine the principie of nonmaleficence and various at
tempts to specify its implications for biomedical ethics. In particular, we criti

cally examine distinctions between killing and letting die, intending and fore
seeing hannful outcomes, withholding and withdrawing life-sustaining 

treatrnents, and extraordinary and ordinary treatments. Many controversies in 
biomedical ethics surround the terminally itI and the seriously ill and injured. 

A framework is therefore needed for decisionmakilllg about life-sustaining pro
cedures and assistance in dying . We defend a framework that would consider
ably alter current medical practice and guidelines for both competent and in

competent patients. At the center of the framework is an interpretation of the 
principie of nonmaleficence that sanctions rather than suppresses quality-of-life 
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. \1ows atients, guardians, and health care pro es-
judgments. ThlS framework a p efuse treatments after welghmg 
sionals under certain condltlons to accept or r 
the benefits and burdens of those treatments. 

The Concept of Nonmaleficence 

l ,¡; ce and Benejicence 
The Distinction between Nonma eJ'cen 

. nized in many types of ethical theory , 
A principIe of nonmaleficence IS recog 't' s 3 Sorne philosophers join non-

. '1" 2 and nonutlhtarlan wn mg . 
includmg Utl Itanan . I .' le WilJiam Frankena, for exam-

d b fi ence as a smg e pnnclp . 
maleficence an ene c d' . 'ble I'nto four general obligations, 

. . I f beneficence as IVISI 
pIe, treats the pnnclp e o .' . h th obJigation of nonmaleficence and 

f h' h we WI\1 dlstmguIs as e 
:~: :;~:rOthr:el~f which we wi\1 refer to as obligations of beneficence: 

l. One ought not to inflict evil or harrn (what is bad). 

2. One ought to prevent evil or harm. 

3. One ought to remove evil or h~~ 
4. One ought to do or promote goo . 

ria\1 so that--other things being equal in 
Frankena arranges these element~ se akY oral precedence over the second, 
a circumstance of conflict-the rst t

d 
es m

th 
fourth Frankena acknowledges 

h' d d the thu over e . 
the second over the t Ir ,an . f d quaJification as a statement of 
that the fourth element requlreS de ense an 

. e wi\1 address in Chapter 5. 
obligatlOn, for reasons w . of benefiting others and not injuring them 

If we try to encompass the Id~~S sti\1 be forced to distinguish, as Frankena 
under a smgle pnnclple , we WI. b dd d in this general principIe. AI-

h . s obJigatlOns em e e . 
does, among t e varlOU . ilar and are often treated In 

I fi ence and beneficence are slm . 
though nonma e c d' " hable conflating them into one pnn-

h'l h as not sharply IstmgUls , 
moral p 1 osop Y ... Obli ations not to harrn others (for exam-
ciple obscures relevant dlstmc~lOns . g d k' \1ing) are c1early distinct from 

h'b" theft dlsablement, an 1 
pIe , those pro 1 Itmg , le b roviding benefits, protecting inter-
obJigations to help others (for examp : y p t to harrn others are sometimes 

( welfare) ObhgatlOns no 
ests, and promo mg . .. hel them but obJigations of beneficence are 
more stringent than obhgatlons to ~bli ati'ons of nonmaleficence. For exam
also sometimes more stnngent thahn . gt 't'vely seems more stringent than the 

. . t to injure ot ers m Ul 1 
pIe , the obhgatlOn no bl' t' not to risk injury to research sub-

. . them but the o Iga Ion . . 
obhgatlOn to rescue , . . \1 ot as stringent as the obhgatlOn 

h I risk procedures IS typlca y n . 
jects throug ow- . h derwent the procedures. If, In a 

.. d arch subJect w o un 
to rescue an mJure rese... . (swe\1ing from a needlestick. 
particular case, the injury mfllcted IS very mmor 
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say), but the benefit provided by rescue is major (a life-saving intervention, 
say), then the obligation of beneficence c1ear1y takes priority over the obliga

tion of nonmaleficence. 
Many writers in ethics have maintained that one must accept substantial risks 

to one's safety in order not to cause harm to others, whereas acceptance of 
even moderate risks is not generally required to benefit others. But this c1aim 
too depends for its justification on particular situations , especially in profes
sional ethics. For instance, pubJic health officials in sorne countries cannot 
perform their jobs proper1y without undertaking at least moderate risks, such 
as exposing themselves to contagious diseases . 

We might try to reformulate the idea of an increased stringency in nonma
leficence as follows: Generally , obJigations of nonmaleficence are more strin
gent than obligations of beneficence; and, in sorne cases, nonmaleficence over
rides beneficence when the best utilitarian outcome would be obtained by acting 
beneficently. For example, if a surgeon could save two innocent lives by killing 

a prisoner on death row to retrieve his heart and liver for transplantation, this 
outcome would have the highest net utility (in the circumstances), but it is not 

morally defensible. This formulation of the stringency of nonmaleficence has 
an initial ring of plausibility, especially if the act of benefiting involves com
mitting a moral wrong. But again we should be cautious about axioms of prior

ity. A utilitarian action does not necessarily take second place to an act of not 
causing harm. In cases of conflict, nonmaleficence is typically overriding, but 
the weights of these moral principles-like all moral principles-vary in differ
ent circumstances, and there thus can be no a priorii rule that favors avoiding 
harrn over providing benefit. 

The c1aim that an order of priority exists among elements 1 through 4 in 
Frankena's scheme aboye is likewise difficult to sustain. Refraining from aiding 

another person (by not providing a good or by not preventing or removing 
harm) can be as morally wrong as inflicting a harm. Suppose the same harm 
occurs to X either by not assisting X, thereby permiuing the harm to occur, or 
by inflicting the harm on X, and suppose the harm that is inflicted or allowed 
is equally intentional, equally sure to occur, and equally avoidable . Finally, 
uppose the actor is equally at negligible risk in the two scenarios. For exam-

pie, the harm of death can be inflicted by killing a person with an injection or 
can be caused by failing to put a person on a respirator. The only difference in 
these cases is inflicting harm and refraining from 3issistance so as to allow 
harm, but this difference has no moral relevance. Thus, there is no moral dif
ference between these two (or the aboye four) categories, and no order of prior
ity among the categories. 

It is preferable, we suggest, to distinguish the principies of nonmaleficence 
and beneficence conceptually in the following way, without proposing any nor
mative ranking or hierarchical structure. 
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Nonmaleficence 

l. Qne ought not to inflict evil or harm. 

Beneficence 

2 . Qne ought to prevent evil or harm . 

3. Qne ought to remove evil or harm. 
4. Qne ought to do or promote good. 

Each of these three forms ofbeneficence requires taking action by helping
preventing harm, removing harm, and promoting good-whereas nonmalefi

cence only requires intentionally refraining from actions that cause harm. Rules 
of nonmaleficence therefore take the form "Do not do X." Sorne philosophers 

accept only principies or rules that take a similarly proscriptive formo They 

interpret even rules of respect for autonomy as limited to rules of the form "Do 
not interfere with a person's autonomous choices." These philosophers reject 
all principies or rules that require helping, assisting, or rescuing other persons 

(although they recognize these norms as legitimate moral ideals). However, the 

mainstream of moral philosophy has not accepted such a sharp distinction be
tween obligations of harming and helping-preferring instead to recognize and 

preserve the distinction in other ways. We will take this same path, and in 
Chapter 5 we will explain further the nature of the distinction and why condi
tions other than sorne form of priority for nonmaleficence can appropriately 

account for the distinction. 
Legitimate disagreements have arisen about how to classify many actions 

under categories 1 through 4 as well as about the nature and stringency of the 
obligations that are involved in various circumstances. Consider, for example, 

the following case. Robert McFall was dying of aplastic anemia, and his physi
cians recornrnended abone marrow transplant from a genetically compatible 

donor to increase his chances of living one additional year from twenty-five 
percent to a range of forty to sixty percent. The patient's cousin , David Shimp, 
agreed to undergo tests to determine his suitability to be a donor. After com
pleting the test for tissue compatibility , he refused to undergo the test for ge
netic compatibility . He had changed his mind about donation. Robert McFall's 
lawyer asked a court to require that Mr. Shimp undergo the second test and 

donate his bone marrow if the test indicated a good match.
5 

Public discussion focused on whether David Shimp had an obligation of be

neficence toward Robert McFall in the form of an obligation to prevent harm, 
to remove harm, or to pro mote McFall's welfare. McFall's lawyer contended 

(unsuccessfully) that even if Shimp did not have a legal obligation of benefi
cence to rescue his cousin, he had a legal obligation of nonmaleficence, which 
required that he not make McFall's situation worse . The lawyer argued that 

when Shimp agreed to undergo the first test and then backed out, he caused a 
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"delay of critical proportions" and violated the olbligation of nonmaleficence. 
However, the Judge ruled that Shimp did not violate any legal obligations but 

h~ld that hls actlOns were "morally indefensible." 6 This case illustrates the 
dlfficultles of identifying specific obligations under the principies of benefi
cence and nonmaleficence. 

The Concept of Harm 

The ~oncept o.f nonmaleficence is frequently explicated using the terms harm 
and lnJury. InJury refers

7 

to harm, on the one hand, and to injustice, violation, 

or"wro~g, on the other. The term harm has a similar ambiguity. "X harmed 
y mlght mean that X wronged Y or treated Y unjustly, or only that X 
thwarted: defeated, or set back Y's interests. Wronging involves violating 
someone s nghts , ~hereas harmmg need not involve a violation. People are 
harmed wlthout bemg wronged by diseases , acts of God, and bad luck- and 

~ople ru:e wronged without being harmed whenever a wrongful action su~h as 
wlth~oldmg promised information accidentally redounds to their benefit. 8 To 
exphcate the princi.ple of nonmaleficence, we will construe harm only in the 
sec~nd and normatlvely neutral sense of thwarting, defeating, or setting back 
the mte~ests of one party by causes that include self-harming conditions as well 
as the (mtentlOnal or unintentional) actions of another party. Therefore a h -

Ju
l ' . ' arm 
mvasl~n.by ~ne part~ of another's interests may not be wrong or unjustified, 

although It IS pnma facle wrong . Sorne harrnful actions are justifiable setbacks 

to another's interests-as , for example, in cases of justified criminal punish
me~t and war, and even in cases of balancing competing interests . As with 
actlOns that punish other persons, rightness or wrongness depends on the 
strength of one's justification for the action. Perhaps even more importan ti y 
what counts as a harm to one person may not be a harm at all to anothe; 

~rson, because of their competing visions of what constitutes a setback to 
mterests. We will retum to this problem in the chapter on beneficence (pp 
289ff, 293ff, 301ff). . 

Sorne definitions ofharm are so broad as to include setbacks to reputation, 

p~operty.' pnvacy, or hberty . Within this broad definition, trivial harms can be 
dlstmgUished from serious harms by the order and magnitude of the interests 
affected. Qther definitions with a narrower focus view harms exclusively as 

setb~cks to physlcal and psychological interests, such as those in health and 
sUfVlval. Whether the broad or the narrow account is preferable is not critical 
for our discussion. We will concentrate on physical harms includ' . 
d' b'l' d d . ' mg pam, 
Isa 1 Ity, an eath, without denying the importarlce of mental harms and 

setbacks ~o .other interests. In particular, we will emplhasize intending, causing, 
and permlttmg death or risk of death. 
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Rules Supported by the PrincipIe of Nonmaleficence 
f harm the principie of nonmaleficence s~pports 

Because of the many types o , h h principies will also occaslOnally 
. fi I rules (althoug ot er I . 

many more specI c mora T . I examples of such ru es 1Il-

be called on to help justify these rules). yplca 

elude: 9 

I " Do not kilI." h " 
. . suffering to ot ers. 

2. "Do not cause pam or " 
3 "Do not incapacitate others. 

. "Do not cause offense to others ." ." 
4. . h f the goods of lIfe. 
5. "Do not depnve ot ers o 

. . ations in these moral rules are prima facie, not 
Both the principIe and ItS speclfic . a priority in their system to 

me philosophers asslgn . ' 
absolute. As noted aboye , so . .' .' f harm but we reject thls ordenng 

rinci les and rules that prohlblt mfhctlOn o ;0 
p. PIe and all similar hierarchlcal arrangements. 
pnnclp 

T~S~~~~D~~n . . 
are obli ations of not infhctmg harms and not 

Obligations of nonmaleficence g h or place another person at nsk 
. f h A person can arm b 

imposing nsks o arm.. d the agent of harrn may or may not e 
without malicious or harmful mtent, an 1 sorne cases agents are causally 

'bl for the harrns. n 
morally or legally responsl e . t nd or are even unaware of the 

hen they do not m e 
responsible for a harm w . elevated at a chemical plant a 

I If cancer rates are . 
harm caused. For examp e, . Iy suspected as a carcmogen, 

h . cal not prevlOuS 
the result of exposure to a c eml h' ployer although the harm was not 
workers have been placed at risk by t elr em , 

intentionally or knowingly ~aus~~~ and morality recognize a standard of due 
In cases of nsk ImpoSltlOn , fi This standard can be me! 

. . le of nonmale cence . 
care that specifies the pnnclp . h t be imposed to achieve the 

. 'f the nsks t at mus . 
only if the goals sought Justl y I entouS goals for their justlfica-

. . commensurate y mom . 
goals. Grave nsks reqUlre t' st'lfied in nonemergency sltua-

. . . f . sks that are no JU 
tion and emergencles Justl y n l' ft r a majO or accident justifies the 

, t" g to save !Ves a e 
tions . For example, attemp m h' I s Negligence, a departure from 

d' emergency ve IC e . . . k 
dangers created by spee mg . I des intentionally imposmg ns s 

t ard others, mc u . . 
the standard of due care ow . . Ily but carelessly imposlllg nsks. 

bl well as unmtentlOna . . 
that are unreasona e as f f failure to meet obhgatlon . 

l" to several orrns o . 
The terrn negligence app les . . k f harm to others.!! In treatlng 

. ard agamst ns s o d 
ineluding the fallure to gu d t that falls below a standard of ue 
negligence, we will concentrate on con uc 
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care that is established by law or by morality to protect others from the careless 
or unreasonable imposition of risks. 12 

Courts often must determine responsibility and liability for harm because 
a patient, client, or customer seeks compensation for setbacks to interests or 
punishment of a responsible party , or both . Legal liability will not be consid
ered here, but the legal model of responsibility for harrnful action suggests a 
general framework that can be adapted to express the idea of moral responsibil
ity for harrn caused by health care professionals . The following are essential 

elements in a professional model of due care: 

l. The professional must have a duty to the affected party . 
2. The professional must breach that duty. 
3. The affected party must experience a harm. 
4. The harrn must be caused by the breach of duty. 13 

Professional malpractice is an instance of negligence in which professional 

standards of care have not been followed. 
For health care professionals, legal and moral standards of due care include 

proper training, skills , and diligence. In making services available, physicians 
accept the responsibility to observe these standards. If their conduct falls below 
these standards, they act negligently. If the therapeutic relationship proves to 
be harrnful or unhelpful, malpractice occurs if and only if professional stan
dards of care are not me\. For example, in Adkins v. Ropp, the Supreme Court 
of Indiana considered a patient's claim that a physician had been negligent in 
removing foreign matter from the patient's eye and that , as a result, the eye 

became infected and blinded. The court held as follows: 

When a physician and surgeon assumes to treat and care ~or a patient , in the absence of 
a special agreement , he is held in law to have impliedly contracted that he pos ses ses 
!he reasonable and ordinary qualifícations of his profession and !hat he will exercise at 
leasl reasonable skill , care and diligence in his treatment of him. This implied contract 
on the pan of the physician does not inelude a promise to effect a cure and negligence 
cannot be imputed because a cure is not effected , but he does impliedly promise that he 
will use due diligence and ordinary skill in his treatment of the patient so that a cure 
may follow such care and skill , and this degree of care and sk.ill is required of him , not 
only in performing an operation or administering fírst treatments , but he is held to the 
like degree of care and skill in the necessary subsequent treatments unless he is excused 
from further service by the patient himself, or the physician or surgeon upon due notice 
refuses to further treat the case.14 

The customs, practices , and policies of the medical profession help establish 
applicable criteria of due careo For example , the Principies of Medical Ethics 
of the American Medical Association require physicians to provide "competent 
medica) service" and to "continue to study, apply and advance scientific 
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of other health professlOnals when m lea e . 
tion , and use the talents ti . ate all mistakes or prevent all 

. ents cannot e mm 
though due eare reqUlrem b bTt of harmful outcomes in diagnosis and 
harms, they can reduce the pro a I I Y 

treatment. h t falls below or exeeeds what is due 
The line between due care ~~d ric::: :a~ sometimes be reduced-in industry, 

is often dlfficult to draw. Hea b' t" g in epidemiological and toxico
say-by increased safety measures, y m::~:tional programs, by training pro
logieal studies, by edueatlonal or heallth p t' n often remains about the lengths 

rk B t a substantla ques 10 
grams, and the I e. u and others must go to avoid or lower risks and 
to which physlclans, employers, '11 below how this problem presents 

. f d care entena We WI see 
:~~:~ti~:I:O~ d:t:rmining the ~cope of obligations of nonmaleficence. 

Traditional Distinctions and Rules Governing Nontreatment 
r ' t aditions philosophical 

Several guidelines have been ~~~e~~~e~a: t~e s~~:~: :equirem~nts of nonma
discourse , professlOnal codes , . h d to treatment and nontreatment 
lefieence in health care, particularly Wlt h regar h and helpful, but others should 
decisions. Some of these gUldelmes are t oroug 

be either revised or repl~ced. d h 'Iy on the following distinctions: 
Several traditional gUldehnes raw eavl 

l. Withholding and withdrawing life-sustaining treatment 

Extraordinary (or heroic) and ordinary treatment . 
2. Artificial feeding and life-sustaining medlcal technologles 

!: Intended effeets and merely foreseen effects 

. ' 11 ble They are distinctions 
We will argue that these distmctlons are a unten a . e distinction between 

without a relevant difference and should be rePla~e:yb~:aceount of the bene-
. d tional means of treatment an 

obhgatory an. op bl sition that these traditional distinctions QC-

fit-burd:a~:tl;;O~~:i~:~e::d:/:Stitutional policies , and writings in ~iomed
cupy lB I an adequate reason for retaining them. Indee ,sorne 
ical ethlcs does not supp y 
of these distinctions are morally dangerous. 

Withholding vs . Withdrawing Treatments .. 

Much debate about the principIe o~ n~::::~~~o:n:i:~~~~::;, I~~~~~~;:! 
treatments has centered on the omlss . d withdrawing (stopping) treat
distinction between withholding (not st

artmg
) :n s feel justified in withholding 

ments . Many professionals and faml y mem er 
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treatments they never started, but not in withdrawing treatments already initi
ated. They sen se that decisions to stop treatments are more momentous and 
consequential than decisions not to start them. Stopping a respirator, for exam
pIe, seems to cause the person's death, whereas not starting the respirator 
seems like a prudent medical decision. But are these beliefs justifiable? 

Consider the following case: An elderly man suffered from several major 
medical problems, inc\uding cancer, with no reasonable chance of recovery . 
Comatose and unable to communicate , he was being kept alive by antibiotics 
to fight infection and by an intravenous (IV) line to provide nutrition and hydra
tion. No evidence indicated that he had expressed his wishes about life
sustaining treatments while competent, and he hacl no family members to serve 
as proxy decisionmakers. The staff quickly agreed on a "no code" or "do not 
resuscitate" (DNR) order, a signed order that cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
not be attempted if a cardiac or respiratory arres! occurred. In the event of a 
cardiac arrest , the patient would be allowed to die . The staff was comfortable 
with this decision because of the patient's overall condition and prognosis and 
because not resuseitating the patient could be viewl~d as withholding rather than 
withdrawing treatment. 

Some members of the health care team thought that all medical treatments, 
inc\uding artificial nutrition, hydration , and antibiotics, should be stopped, be
cause they were "extraordinary" or "heroic. " Others , perhaps a majority, 
thought it was wrong to stop these treatments once they had been started. A 
disagreement erupted about whether it would be permissible not to insert the 
IV line again if it became infiltrated-that is, if it broke through the blood 
vessel and began leaking fluid into surrounding tissue. Some who had opposed 
stopping treatment felt comfortable about not reinserting the IV line because 
they viewed the action as withholding rather than withdrawing . They emphati
cally opposed reinsertion if it required a cutdown (an incision to gain access to 
the deep large blood vessels) or a central line into the heart. Others viewed the 
provision of artificial nutrition and hydration as a single process and felt that 
inserting the IV line again was simply restarting or continuing what had been 
interrupted. For them, not restarting was equivalent to withdrawing, and thus 
(unlike withholding) morally wrong. 15 

Caregivers' discomfort about withdrawing life-sustaining treatments appears 
to reflect the view that such actions render them more responsible for, and 
therefore culpable for, a patient's death-whereas they are not responsible if 
they do not initiate a life-sustaining treatment. Another source of caregiver 
discornfort about withdrawing treatments is the conviction that starting a treat
ment often creates expectations that it will be continued, whereas stopping it 
appears to breach expeetations , promises, or contractual obligations to the pa
tient and family. Such wrong expectations and misleading promises can and 
should be avoided from the outse!. The appropriate expectation or promise is 
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that caregivers will act in accordance with the patient's interests and wishes. (as 
limited by defensible systems for the allocation of health care and defenslble 
social rules about killing). Withdrawing a particular treatment, mcludmg hfe 
support , need not involve abandonment of the palien!. It can follow the .pa
tient's directives and can be accompanied by other modes of care after a hfe

sustaining treatment is stopped. 
Feelings of reluctance about withdrawing treatments are understandable, but 

the distinction between withdrawing and withholding treatments IS morally un
tenable. The distinction is unclear, inasmuch as withdrawing can happen 
through an omission (withholding) such as not recharging batteries that power 
respirators or not putting the infusion into a feeding tube. In mulllstaged treat
ments, decisions not to start the next stage of a treatment plan can be tanta
mount to stopping treatment, even if the early phases of the treatment contmue. 
Is such termination of the overall treatment withdrawing, withholding part of 

the treatment, or both? . . 
Even if the distinction were clear, starting and stopping can both be Jusllfied, 

depending on the circumstances. 80th starting and stopping can cause the de~th 

of a patient, and both can be instances of allowmg to die. Courts. recogmze 
that a crime can be committed by omission if an obligation to act IS present, 
just as a wrong can be committed by omission in m~dical practice. These judg
ments depend on whether a physician has an obhgatlOn to act m cases of elther 
withholding or withdrawing treatmen!. In the Spring case (Case 5), the court 

raised a legal problem about continuing kidney dialysis as follows: "The qu~s
tion presented by . . . modern technology is, once undertaken, at what POl~t 
does it cease to perform its intended function?" This court held that "a physI
cian has no duty to continue treatment, once it has proven to be ineffective." 
The court emphasized the need to balance benefits and burdens to determme 
overall effectiveness. 16 Although legal responsibility cannot be equated wlth 
moral responsibility in such cases, this conclusion is consistent with the moral 
conclusions for which we are presently arguing. 

Paradoxically, the moral burden of proof often should be heavier when the 
decision is to withhold than when it is to withdraw treatments. 17 In many cases, 
only after starting treatrnents will it be possible to make a proper diagnosis .and 
prognosis as well as to balance prospective benefits and burdens. Uncertamty 
about outcomes can be reduced by such a trial periodo Patients and sUITogates 
often feel less stress and more in control if a decision to treat can be reversed 
or otherwise changed after it has been begun. Responsible health care, then, 
may require proposing a trial with periodic reevaluation. Caregivers then have 
time to judge the effectiveness of the treatment, and the pallent or sUITogate 
has time to evaluate its benefits and burdens. Not to propose or allow the test 
at all is morally worse than not trying. 

The distinction between withholding and withdrawing treatment aJso can lead 
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to overtreatment in sorne cases-that is, to continllation of a treatment that is 
no longer beneficial or desirable for the patien!. Less obviously, the distinction 
can lead to undertreatment. Patients and families worry about being trapped by 

blOmedlcal technology that, once begun, cannot be stopped . To circumvent this 
problem, they beco me reluctant to authorize the technology, even when it could 

be beneficia!. Health care professionals often exhibit the same reluctance . In 
one case, a seriously ill newborn died after several months of treatment much 
of it against the. parents' wishes, beca use a physician was unwilling to s;op the 
resplfator once It had been connected. Later it was reported that this physician 
was "less eager to attach babies to respirators now." 18 The distinction between 
withholding and withdrawing therefore can prevent patients from receiving 
medical benefits they should have. 

We conclude that the distinction between withholding and withdrawing is 
morally lITelevan!. Treatment can always permissibly be withdrawn if it can 
permissibly be withheld . This distinction, when combined with a reluctance to 
stop or a reluctance to start treatments under the assumption that they cannot 
then be stopped, creates dangerous situations for sorne patients. rt al so follows 

from the arguments in Chapter 3 that the patient has a right to forgo treatment 
at any time. Decisions about beginning or ending treatment should be based on 
considerations of the patient's rights and welfare, and, therefore, on the bene

?ts and burdens of the treatment as judged by a patient or SUITogate. Moreover, 
If a careglver makes decisions about treatment using Ihis irrelevant distinction 
or allows a SUITogate (without efforts at dissuasion) lo make such a decision' 
the caregiver is morally blameworthy for any negative outcomes. ' 

The felt importance of the distinction between not starting and stopping un
doubtedly accounts for, although it does notjustify, the ease with which hospi
taJs and health care professionals have accepted "no code" or DNR orders. 
~ospital policies regarding cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), a variety of 
mterventlOns almed at restoring function when a cardiac or respiratory arrest 

~curs, a:e particularly consequential, because cardiac arrest inevitably OCcurs 
m the dymg process regardless of the underlying cause of death. CPR is com
monly used in an attempt to prolong, at least brietly, the lives of patients who 
die in hospitals. 

Policies regarding CPR are often independent of other policies about life
sustaining technologies, such as respirators, in part be:cause many health care 

professionals view not providing CPR as withholding rather than withdrawing 
!reatmen!. Thelr declslOns to provide or not provide CPR are especially prob

lemallc when made without advance consultation with patients or their fami-r 19 O . 
les. NR orders are often appropnate, and the option of such orders should 

be p:ovi~ed to patients or SUITogates in a variety of circumstances, including 
ternunal lllness, Irreversible loss of consciousness , and the likelihood of un
manageable cardiac or respiratory arres!. However, it is often unclear to hospi-
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tal staffs, as well as to patients or their families, what, if anything, DNR orders 
imply about other levels of care and other technologies. For example, sorne 
patients with DNR orders stiU receive chemotherapy, surgery, and admission 
to the intensive care unit, whereas others do not. (Providing CPR where it is 
futile will be examined in Chapter 5.) 

It is not justifiable to view decisions about CPR as different from decisions 
about other life-sustaining technologies. Neither the distinction between with
holding and withdrawing treatments nor the distinction between ordinary and 
extraordinary mean s of treatment, as we will now argue, provides a justifi
cation. 

Ordinary vs. Extraordinary Treatments 

The distinction between ordinary and extraordinary treatments has been widely 
invoked both to justify and to condemn decisions to use or forgo life-sustaining 
treatments. The traditional rule is that extraordinary treatments can legitimately 
be forgone, but that ordinary treatments cannot legitimately be forgone. It has 
a prominent history in medical practice, judicial decisions, and Roman Catholic 
casuistry. This distinction has al so been employed to determine whether an act 
that results in death counts as killing, especially as culpable killing. As devel
oped by Roman Catholic theologians to deal with problems of surgery (prior to 
the development of antisepsis and anesthesia), this distinction has been used to 
determine whether a patient's refusal of treatment should be classified as sui
cide. Refusal of ordinary means of treatment was long considered suicide, but 
refusal of extraordinary means was not. Likewise, families and physicians did 
not commit homicide if they withheld or withdrew extraordinary means of treat
ment from patients. 

Unfortunately, neither a long history nor contemporary precedent guarantees 
clarity or acceptability, and the distinction between ordinary and extraordinary 
means of treatment is both vague and morally unacceptable. Several problems 
surround the nature and purpose of the distinction. Throughout its history, sev
eral meanings and functions have been assigned to the distinction. Ordinary 
has often been taken to mean "usual" or "customary," whereas extraordinary 
has often been taken to mean "unusual" or "uncustomary." The ordinary has 
then been interpreted as the customary in medical practice, under either the 
professional practice standard discussed in Chapter 3 or the due care standard 
discussed earlier in this chapter. Treatments have been considered extraordinary 
if they are unusual or uncustomary for physicians to use in the relevant con
texts. The terms thereby became attached to particular technologies. 

The customary or usual in medical practice can be relevant to a moral judg
ment, but is not by itself sufficient or decisive. It is customary medical practice 
to treat a disease by a specific means, but whether this treatment should be 
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exists, then any expense , pain, or other inconvenience is excessive, and it is 
sometimes obligatory not to treat. If a reasonable hope of benefit exists, along 
with significant burdensomeness , the treatment is optional. Competent patients 
have a right to make decisions about treatment in light of their assessment of 
burdens and benefits, and for incompetent patients the treatment is not obliga

tory if a high level of burdensomeness is present. The ordinary-extraordinary 
distinction thus coJlapses into the balance between benefits and burdens, where 

the latter category includes immediate detriment, inconvenience , risk of harm, 

and other costs. 
We conclude that the distinction between ordinary and extraordinary treat

ment is morally irrelevant and should be replaced by the distinction between 

optional and obligatory treatment, as determined by the balance of benefits and 

burdens to the patient. 

Sustenance Technologies vs. Medical Technologies 

In recent years there has been widespread debate about whether the distinction 

between medical technologies and sustenance technologies that supply nutrition 
and hydration using needles, tubes, catheters , and the like can legitimately be 

used to distinguish justified and unjustified forgoing of life-sustaining treat
ments. Sorne argue that technologies of caregiving for dispensing sustenance, 
such as artificially administered nutrition and hydration , are nonmedical means 
of maintaining life that are unlike optional forms of medical life-sustaining 

treatment , such as respirators and dialysis machines. To determine whether this 
distinction is more acceptable than the previous distinctions , we begin with 

three cases. 
First, consider the case of a seventy-nine-year-old widow who had been a 

resident of a nursing home for several years. In the past she had experienced 
repeated transient ischemic attacks (caused by reductions or stoppages of blood 
flow to the brain). Because of progressive organic brain syndrome, she had 

lost most of her mental abilities and had become disoriented. She also had 
thrombophlebitis (inflammation of a vein associated with c1otting) and conges
tive heart failure . Her daughter and grandchildren visited her frequently and 
loved her deeply. One day she suffered a massive stroke. She made no recoY
ery, remaining obtunded and nonverbal, but she continued to manifest a with

drawal reaction to painful stimuli and exhibited sorne purposeful behaviors. 
She strongly resisted a nasogastric tube being placed in her stomach to intro

duce nutritional formulas and water. At each attempt she thrashed about vio
lently and pushed the tu be away . When the tube was finaJly placed , she man
aged to remove it. After several days on intravenous lines, the sites for 

inserting IV lines were exhausted. The staff debated whether to take further 
"extraordinary" measures to maintain fluid and nutritional intake for this el-
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derly patient who had failed to improve and was largely unaware and unrespon
slve. After lengthy discussions with nurses on the floor and with the patient's 

famIly, the physlclans m charge reached the conclusion that they should not 
provlde further IVs, cutdowns, or a feeding tube. The patient had minimal oral 
mtake and died quietly the foJlowing week.23 

Second: in a ground-breaking case in 1976 the New Jersey Supreme Court 
held that It was permissible for a guardian to disconnect Karen Ann Quinlan's 

respuator and allow her to die .24 After the respirator was removed, she lived 
for al~ost ten years, protected by antibiotics and sustained by nutrition and 

hydratlOn ~rovlded through a nasogastric tube. Unable to communicate, she lay 
comatose m a fetal posJtlOn , wlth mcreasing respiratory problems , bedsores, 
and welght loss (from 115 to 70 pounds). A moral issue developed over the 
course of those ten years. If it is permissible to remove the respirator, is it 
permlsslble for the same reasons to remove the feeding tube? Several Roman 
CatholIc moral theologians advised the parents that they were not morally re

qUl:ed to contmue medlcally administered nutrition and hydration (MN&H) or 
antJblOtlcs to fight infections . Nevertheless, the Quinlans continued MN&H 

bec~use they believed that the feeding tu be did not cause pain, whereas the 
resplrator hado 

Third, while Karen Quinlan lingered, the same state supreme court faced 
another case mvolving artificial nutrition and hydration in which a guardO 

d . lan 
requeste wlthdrawal of MN&H for an eighty-four-year-old nursing home resi-
dent. The court held that the provision of nutnition and hydration through na

S?g~stnc tubes and other medical means is not always legaJly required 25 A 
sImIlar declSJon was soon reached in the Brophy case in Massachusetts, involv
mg a forty-nme-year-old man who had been in a persistent vegetative state for 
more than three years

2 6 
Courts have since increasingly maintained that no rele

vant dlfference distinguishes MN&H from oth,~r life-support measures. They 

have vlewed MN&H as a medlcal procedure subject to the same standards as 
oth~r medlcal procedures and thus sometimes unjustifiably burdensome.27 A 
smular dlScusslon about MN&H has sunfaced in treatment decisions about new
boms who are seriously iJl or severely disabled. 

Wh~ther one is confronted with an elderly woman, a twenty-year-old youth, 
or an mfant , the same moral question is present: Should such medical proce
dures be construed as obligatory or as optional, and under which circum
stances?28 We maintain that MN&H may justifiably be forgone in sorne cir

cumstances, as is true of other life-sustaining technologies. The chief premises 

In ou~ argument are (1) that no moraJly relevant difference exists between vari
ous II:e-sustaining technologies and (2) that the right to refuse medical treat
ment IS not c.ontingent on the type of treatment. We find no reason to believe 

that ~N&H IS always an essential part of paIliative care or that it necessarily 
constItutes, on balance, a beneficial medical treatment. 
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escalating costs of health careo Such concems about psychological and social 
barriers focus on a slide from acting in the patien!' s interests to acting in the 
society' s interests, from considering the patien!' s quality of life to considering 
the patient' s value for society, from decisions about terminally ilI patients to 
decisions about nondying patients, from letting die to killing, and from cessa
tion of artificial feeding to cessation of natural feeding. The fear is that the 
"right to die" wilI be transformed into the " obligation to die," perhaps against 
the patient' s wishes and interests .35 

We have severaJ reservations about these three arguments . Whether the ratio
nale is Jife prolongation or patient cOrnfort and dignity, an absolute requirement 
to provide medically assisted nutrition and hydration has serious drawbacks. 
Procedures of MN&H themseJves sometimes involve risks of harm, discomfort, 
and indignity, such as pain from a central IV and physical restraints that pre
vent patients from removing the lines or tubes. Evidence also indicates that 
patients who are allowed to die without artificial hydration sometimes die more 
cOrnfortably than patients who receive such hydration . It is often misleading to 
project the common experience of hunger and thiTSt on a dying patient who is 
malnourished and dehydrated . Malnutrition is not identical with hunger; dehy
dration is not identical with thirst; and starvation is very different from acute 
dehydration in a medical setting. Feelings of hunger, thirst, dryness of the 
mouth, and related problems also can be alIeviated by other means, such as ice 
on the lips, without introducing MN&H. 36 

For some patients the burdens of MN&H outweigh their benefits, and no 
one should deprive them of the right to refuse treatment. The obligation to care 
for patients entails provision of treatments that are in accordance with their 
preferences and interests (within the limits set by just allocation policies), not 
the provision of treatments because of what they symbolize in the larger soci
ety. In an approach that represents a compromise for physicians who want to 
engage in symbolicalIy significant actions, while also acting in accor<;l with the 
patient's wishes and interests, some physicians stru1 and continue IV lines at a 
rate that will result in dehydration over timeY This approach is both risky and 
deceptive. These physicians fail to acknowledge their final objective, which is 
!hat the patient will become dehydrated and malnourished, and die as a result. 
The act resulting in death is intentional, and deatn at the time it occurs is a 
foreseen and avoidable consequence. 

The fears underlying the third argument about the slippery slope are legiti
mate and troubling because of uncertainties about whether lines can be drawn 
and maintained in order to prevent abuses. Perhaps eighty percent of the over 
two million people who die each year in the United States die in nursing homes 
or hospital s under the care of strangers, often at considerable cost to their fami
lies and to the society .38 These and other patients in long-term care are vulnera
ble, and we should be concemed about the potential loss of broad moral com-
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C and O, the action of killing the fetus as a mean s to save the pregnant 
woman's life requires intending the death (even if the death is not desired). 

Therefore, in those cases it is not permissible to consider proportionality. 
Critics of the ROE contend that it is difficult and perhaps impossible to 

establish a morally relevant difference between cases such as A (hysterectomy) 
and O (craniotomy) through ROE conditions. In neither case does the agent 
want or desire the death of the fetus, and the descriptions of the acts in these 
cases do not indicate morally relevant differences . It is not c1ear why craniot
omy is killing the fetus rather than crushing the skull of the fetus with the 
unintended result that the fetus dies. It is also not c1ear why in the hysterectomy 
case the death is foreseen but not intended. A proponent of the ROE must have 
a practicable way to distinguish the intended from the merely foreseen, but it 
has pro ved difficult to draw defensible moral lines between various cases like 
the hysterectomy and craniotomy cases . Sorne modero reforrnulations of the 
ROE (especially those emphasizing the fourth condition) even perrnit craniot

omies to save the pregnant woman's life because of the proportional value of 

the woman's life .43 

Critique of the RDE. Adherents of the ROE need an account of intentional 
actions and intended effects of action (intentionally causing or allowing) that 
properly distinguishes them from nonintentional actions and unintended effects 
(foreseeably causing or allowing). The literature on intentional action is itself 
highly controversial and focuses on diverse conditions such as volition, deliber
ateness, willing, reasoning, and planning. One of the few widely shared views 
in this literature is that intentional actions require an agent's plan-a blueprint, 
map, or representation of the mean s and ends proposed for the execution of an 
action. 44 For an action to be intentional, it must correspond to the agent's 

conception of how it was planned to be perforrned. 
Alvin Goldman uses the following example in an attempt to prove that 

merely foreseen effects are unintentional 45 Imagine that Mr. G is taking a 
driver's test to prove competence. He comes to an intersection that requires a 
right turo and extends his arm to signal for a tum, although he knows it is 
raining and his hand will become wet. According to Goldman, Mr. G's signal
ing for a tum is an intentional act. By contrast, his getting a wet hand is an 
unintended effect or "incidental by-product." The defender of the ROE elects 
a sirnilarly narrow conception of what is intended in order to avoid the unac
ceptable conc1usion that an agent intentionally brings about all the con se
quences of an action that the agent foresees . The defender distinguishes be
tween acts and effects, and then between (1) effects that are desired or wanted 
and (2) effects that are foreseen but not desired or wanted. The latter effects 
are viewed in ROE as foreseen, but not intended. 

However, it is better to discard the language of desiring and wanting alto-
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gether, and to say that these effects are "tolerated." 46 These effects are not so 
undesirable that the actor would choose not to perform the act that results in 

them, and they are a part of the plan of an intentional action. If we use a model 
of intentionality based on what is willed rather than what is wanted, intentional 
actions and intentional effects include any action and any effect willed in accor
dance with a plan, inc1uding tolerated as well as wanted effects .47 On this 
conception, a physician can desire not to do what he intends to do, in the same 
way that we can be willing to do something but, at the same time, be reluctant 
to do it or even detest doing it. Undesirable effects or risks of harm that attend 
particular procedures usually fall into this category. Under this conception of 
intentional acts and in tended effects, the distinction between what is intended 
and what is merely foreseen is not viable. 48 

Thus, a person who knowingly and voluntarily acts to bring about an effect 
brings about that effect intentionally. The effect is intended , although the per
son did not desire it, did not will it for its own sake, or did not intend it as the 
goal of the action. For example, if aman enters a room and ftips a switch that 
he knows tums on both a light and a fan , but desires only to activate the light, 

he cannot say that he activates the fan unintentionally. Although the fan makes 
an obnoxious whirring that he desires to avoid , it would be conceptually mis
taken to say that he unintentionally brought about the obnoxious sound by ftip
ping the switch. 

Finally, the moral relevance of the ROE and its distinctions must be consid
ered. Is it plausible to distinguish morally between intentionally causing the 
death of a fetus by craniotomy and intentionally removing a cancerous uterus 

that causes the death of a fetus? In both actions , the intention is to save the 
woman's life with knowledge that the fetus will be lost. No agent desires abad 
result (the fetus's death) for its own sake, and Ilolle would have tolerated the 
bad result if its avoidance were morally preferable. Each party accepts the bad 
effect only beca use it cannot be eliminated without losing the good effect. 
Accordingly, the agents in our various examples aboye do not appear to want , 
will, or intend in ways that make a moral difference. 

In the standard interpretation of the ROE, the fetus's death is a means to 
saving a woman's life in the unacceptable case, but merely a side effect in the 
acceptable case; a mean s is intended, whereas a side effect need not be. But 
this approach seems to allow almost anything to be foreseen as a side effect 
rather than intended as a means (although this is Ilot to claim that we can create 
or direct intentions as we please). For example, in the craniotomy case, the 
surgeon might not intend the death of the fetus but only intend to remove it 
from the birth canal. The fetus will die, but is this outcome more than an 
unwanted and (in double effect theory) unintended consequence?49 

There may be a way out of these puzzles for defenders of the ROE, but it is 
doubtful that the way has yet been found. 50 Meanwhile, other criticisms need 
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to be answered . Critics who accept a broadly consequentialist approach argue 

that unacceptable consequences must be deemed acceptable in the doctrine of 

double effect. For example, slowly causing death by administering medication 

to reduce pain can involve painful days or weeks of alife that a patient wishes 

to end, whereas a more active mean s to death , such as a larger and lethal dose 

of the same painkiller, would end life more quickly and with les s pain. Critics 

charge that the ROE forces its exponents to accept less humane methods of 

ending human Iife than should be provided. 

One constructive effort to retain an emphasis on intention without entirely 

abandoning or neglecting the point of the ROE focuses on the way actions 

display a person ' s motives and character. From this perspective, the core issue 

is whether a person ' s conduct fiows from a proper motivational structure and a 

good character. Often in evaluating persons we are more concemed with their 

motivation to perform an action (why they performed the action) than with their 

intention in performing the action (what they planned to do). The intention to 

kili another person may be less relevant morally than lhe motive in doing so-

for example, self-defense or defense of an innocent third party. When juries 

hear cases of mercy killing, the intention to kili is morally and legally pertinent, 

but the crucial moral assessment is often the motive behind the killing, not lhe 
intention to kilI. The motive to relieve suffering is, of course, entirely consis

tent with the intention to kilI. 
In the case of performing a craniotomy to save a pregnant woman's Iife, the 

action need not be motivated by a disregard for human life or by a positive 

desire to end it. A physician may not want or desire the death of the fetus in 

this case and may regret performing a craniotomy, just as much as in the case 

of removing a cancerous uterus. Such facts about the physician's motivation 

and character can make a decisive difference to a moral assessment of the 

action and lhe agent. But the ROE is unable to reach this conclusion on its 

own . In effect , our proposal to focus on motivation transforms the ROE into 

another moral framework . We develop the acceptable features of this frame

work in Chapter 8 . 

Even if one accepts the ROE, it will be irrelevant in many pressing problems 

about harrn and killing that are currently under discussion in biomedical elhics, 

including lhe issues surrounding assisted suicide and euthanasia that we con

sider later in this chapter. The ROE is fashioned exclusively for cases with 

both abad and a good effect, but often the central matter in dispute is whether 

an effect such as death is bad. Nothing in lhe ROE decides this issue. For 

example , one cannot decide from the ROE whether voluntary active euthanasia 

produces abad effect or a good effect, because this premise must be defended 

or rejected on independent grounds. 

Sorne parts of the ROE are perfectly acceptable-for example, the rule that 

a harrnful effect is justifiably allowed only if a proportionately weighty good 
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will probably be brought about. But as we will now see, this latter rule can be 
put to many uses m blOmedlcal ethics beyond those permitted by lhe full ROE. 

Optional Treatments and Obligatory Treatmel~ts 

~e have now ~ejected several of the leading distinctions and rules about for 0-

~g ~fe-sustammg treatment sanctioned by various traditions of medical ethi!s. 

. eh o b
not 

deny that Sorne of these traditional distinctions are deeply embedded 
m ~ e ehefs and. gUldehnes of many health care professions, as well as in the 
~ohcIes and practlces of many health care institutions. However the key ues 

~:~i:i::~e~h~r te health care professions and institutions need ' to revise ~hei; 
. a. e le s to accommodate a broader and more com ellin 

spectlve, mcluding patients ' rights of autonomy p g moral per-

We will now propose a replacement distinctio~--viz. between obli ato and 
optlOnal treatments-and explain why this disf t·· . g ry 

. . mc .Ion IS more suJtable . In doing 
so ,. we wlil rely heavIly on an analysis of quality of life that is largel . 
PatJble wJth th d · t· . y mcom-

e IS mctlOns we have rejected. The followin 
central to our arguments: g categories are 

1. Obligatory to Treat (Wrong Not to Treat) 
ll. Optional Whether to Treat 

Ill. 

A. Neutral (Neither Required nor Prohibited) 
B. Supererogatory (Surpassing Obligation) 
Obligatory Not to Treat (Wrong to Treat) 

Most ethical discussions have focused on 1 and II ·th I . 
to different inte . ' WI on y scant attentlOn 

rpretatlOns of Il . A treatment is optional under HA ·f·t · 
morally neutral whether a physician provides it, a surrog~te authoriz;s I o: r~~ 
fuses It, and the hke. It is optional under II B·f ·d · . 

, , 1 proVI mg It would be super-
:~oga~~ry and therefore praiseworthy, while not providing it would not be mor-

. y . ameworth.y . These terms are used to indicate a variety of actions 
mcludmg those mvolvmg expenditure of additional time effort energy d' 
resources when a ve r . d h ' , , an 

ry mute c ance of success is present (For a d · . of the t . ISCUSSlon 
erms supererogatory and praiseworthy, see Chapter 8.) 

.Under category IlI , is it ever wrong to treat (or obligatory not to treat)? The 
pnnclples of nonmaleficence and beneficence establ· h .. . 
f ·d · . IS a presumptlOn m favor 

o proVI mg hfe-sustaining treatments for sick and . . d . 
al . . . . mJure patJents but th 

so I~dlcate condUlOns for rebutting that presumption . In addi:ion . ey 
sustammg treatments sometimes violate patients' interests. For example' hfe

can ?e so severe and physical restraints so burdensome that the out~~tm 
anlJclpated benefits such as brief prolongation of II·ce In the . y gh 

·d· l ' . se cucumstances 
proVI mg the treatment is sometimes inhumane or cruel and therefore in viola~ 
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tion of the principie of nonmaleficence. It will often-perhaps usually-be dif
ficult to determine the balance of benefits and burdens to the incompetent pa
tient, particularly when he or she has never lived as a competent person 
expressing values . However, the burdens can so outweigh the. bene~ts to ~e 
incompetent patient that the treatment is wrong rather than optlOnal, Just as m 

the case of a competent patient who refuses treatment. 
We reserve a systematic treatment of cost- benefit and risk-benefit assess

ment for the next chapter. Our concem at present is with substantive standards 
that distinguish obligatory and optional treatments. Competent patients who can 
make informed and voluntary choices should have more latitude than other 
parties in balancing benefits and burdens and in accepting ~nd, refusing tre~t
mento As noted throughout this chapter, the incompetent pallent s vulnerabLhty 
to harm sometimes requires actions, based on principies of nonmaleficence and 
beneficence, that would violate respect for a competent patient's autonomy un-

less authorized by that patient. 

Conditions for Overriding the Prima F acie Obligation to Treat 

Several conditions justify decisions to omit treatment by patients , surrogates, 
or health care professionals. We introduce these conditions in this section. 

Futile or pointless treatment . Treatment is not obligatory when it offers n.o 
benefit to the patient because it is pointless or futile . Several treatments fit thlS 
description. For example , if a patient is dead , although still on a respirator, he 
or she can no longer be harmed by cessation of treatment , and a standard of 
medical best interests does not dictate treatment. However, in sorne religious 
and personal belief systems , a patient is not considered dead according to lhe 
criteria recognized in health care institutions. For example , if heart and lung 
function can be maintained , sorne religious traditions hold that the person IS 
not dead, and the treatment is therefore not futile , even if it is deemed futile 
by health care professionals . This is the tip of an iceberg of controversies that 

surround the notion of futility . 
Typically we think of the term futile as referring to a situation in which 

patients who are irreversibly dying have reached a point at which further .treat
ment provides no physiological benefit or is hopeless and be~omes optlOnal, 
although palliative interventions (those intended to alleviate dISCOrnfOrt, pam, 
and suffering , but not to cure) may need to be continued. This model, however, 
covers only a narrow range of cases that have been labeled futile in the litera
ture on the subject. AII of the following have been referred to as futile treat
ments: whatever is highly unlikely to be efficacious (statistically the odds of 
success are exceedingly small) , a low-grade outcome that is virtually certain 
(qualitatively the results are expected to be exceedingly poor) , whatever i 
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highly Iikely to be more burdensome than beneficial, and whatever is com
pletely speculative because it is an untried " treatment." Thus, the term futility 

LS now used to cover both situations of predicted impossibility and situations in 
which there are competing interpretations of probabilities and competing value 
Judgments such as a balance of probable benefits and burdens (as we discuss 
below and in Chapter 5) 5 1 This situation of equivocation and ambiguity sug
gests that the term futility generally should be avoided in favor of more pre
cise language. 

Ideally in cases involving either those who are dead or those who are irre
versibly dying , objective medical factors and expert judgment are central. Real
istically, though , this ideal is difficult to satisfy in setting criteria of futility 
and m makmg Judgments of futility. Disagreement often exists in the medical 
cornrnunity , and conflicts may arise from a family ' s belief in a possible mira
ele , a religious tradition 's insistence on doing everything in such a circum
sta~ce, and so forth . It is sometimes difficult to know whether a judgment of 
futlhty IS based on a probabilistic prediction of fail ure or on something closer 
to medical certainty. If an elderly patient has a one percent chance of surviving 
an arduous and painful regimen, one physician may call the procedure futile 
and another may view survival as an unlikely outcome but still a possibility 
that should be consldered. We here encounter a value judgment about what is 
worth the effort, as well as a judgment based on scientific knowledge. " Futil
ity" is typically used to express a combined value judgment and scientific judg
ment, although many people mistakenly construe judgments of futility as 
value free. 

Writings in biomedical ethics that discuss futility often focus on the patient ' s 
or surrogate's right to refuse futile treatment. However, circumstances have 
increasingly appeared in which the question is whether the physician may or 
should refuse to provide sorne treatment. The fact that a treatment is futile is 
often said to change the physician's moral relationshi.p to patients or surrogates . 
The physician is not required to provide such treatment and sometimes is not 
required to discuss the treatment. These circumstances commonly involve in
competent pe.rsons, especially patients in a persistent vegetative state (PYS), 
where physlclans or hospital policies impose decisions to forgo life-support on 
patients or surrogates . Increasingly hospitals are adopting policies explicitly 
almed at denying therapies that are judged futile by physicians, especially after 
the therapy has been tried for a reasonable period of time. 

The possibility of judgmental error by physicians should lead to caution in 
fo~ulating these policies, but, at the same time , unreasonable demands by 
pati~nts and families should not preclude reasonable policies by health care 
mstitutlOns. Here, as well as elsewhere, respect for the autonomy of patients is 
noto a trump that allows them alone to determine whether a treatment is required 
or IS futde. In one case , Mr. C. was irreversibly dying from emphysema and 
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insisted on having his life prolonged as long as possible by all available means . 
He demanded aggressive treatment, although the staff considered the treatment 

futile. When he became unconscious, his family and the staff had to decide 

whether to respect their earlier agreement with him or let him die. Without a 
prior statement of Mr. C. 's wishes, there would be no moral difficu.lty m terml

nating treatment that was only prolonging his dying. But even "':Ith the pnor 
agreement following Mr. C. 's previous wishes might not be justlfied because 

, ~F . 
of the combination of futility and limited health care resources. or mstance, 
if other patients who were not irreversibly dying could not otherwise gain ac
cess to the ventilator and space in the intensive care unit, we would not be 

obligated to continue treatment. 
The upshot is that a pointless or futile treatment, in the sen se of a treatment 

that has no chance of being efficacious , is morally optional but that other puta

tively futile treatments are often not optiona\. 

Burdens of treatment outweigh benefits. A mistaken assumption about law and 
ethics sometimes found in medical codes is that life-sustaining treatments may 

be terminated only if a patient is terminally il\. If the patient is not terrninally 
ill, life-sustaining medical treatment is still not obligatory if its burdens out
weigh its benefits to the patient. Medical treatment for those not terminally ill 
is sometimes optional , although it could prolong life for an indefinite period 

d d·' 53 
and the patient is incompetent and has left no avance Irectlve. 

The principIe of nonmaleficence does not imply the maintenance of biologi
cal life , nor does it require the initiation or continuation of treatment without 

regard to the patient's pain , suffering , and discornfort . In Case 5, seventy
eight-year-old Earle Spring developed numerous medical problems, including 
chronic organic brain syndrome and kidney failure. The latter problem was 
controlled by hemodialysis. Although several aspects of this case are in dis
pute-such as whether Spring was conscious, aware, and able to express his 

wishes-there is at least a plausible argument that the family and health care 
professionals were not morally obligated to continue hemodialysis, because of 
the balance of benefits and burdens to the patient. This case, like many others, 
is complicated by the fact that the family had a conftict of interest because of 

their obligations both to pay mounting and burdensome health care costs and 

to make judgments about the patient ' s best interests . 
Few decisions are more momentous than those to withhold or withdraw a 

medical procedure that sustains life. But in some cases it is unjustified for 

surrogates and c1inicians to begin or to continue therapy knowing that it will 
produce a greater balance of pain and suffering for a patient incapable of choos
ing for or against such therapy. As the supreme judicial court of Massachusetts 
once held , "the 'best interests ' of an incompetent person are not necessarily 
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served by imposing on such persons results not mandated as to competent per
sons similarly situated. " 54 

The Centrality of Quality-of-Life Judgments 

Controversies about quality-ollife judgments. Our arguments thus far give con
siderable welght to quality-of-life judgments in dletermining whether treatments 

are optional or obligatory. When quality of life is sufficiently low that an in ter

v~ntion produces more harm than benefit for the patienl, il is justifiable to 
wlthhold or to withdraw treatmen!. Such judgments require justified criteria of 
benefits and burdens , so that quality of life is not reduced to arbitrary judg
ments of personal preference and the social worth of the patien!. 

In a landma:k case involving quality-of-Jife judgments, sixty-eight-year-old 
Joseph Salkewlcz, who had an IQ of 10 and a mental age of approximately two 
years and elght months , suffered from acute myeloblastic monocytic leukemia. 

Chemotherapy would have produced extensive suffering and possibly serious 
slde effects. Remission under chemotherapy occurs in only thirty to fifty per

cent of such cases and typically only for between two and thirteen months 
Without chemotherapy , Saikewicz could be expected to live for several week~ 
or perhaps several months, during which he would not experience severe pain 
or suffenn~. In not ordering Ireatment, the lower court considered " the quality 
of life avallable lo him [Saikewicz] even if the treatmenl does bring about 
remission." The supreme judicial court of Massachusetts , however, rejected 
thls formulatlOn If construed to equate the value of Jife with a measure of the 
quality of life-in particular, with Saikewicz's lower quality of Jife because of 
mental retardation. The court interpreted " the vague, and perhaps ill-chosen 

t~rm . 'qual.ity of life ' ... as a reference lo the continuing state of pain an~ 
dlsonentatlOn precipitated by the chemotherapy treatmen!. " 55 It thus balanced 

~ros~ective benefit against pain and suffering , finally determining that the pa
!Ient s mterests supported a decision not to provide chemotherapy. From a 

moral standpoint , we agree with the reasoning and conclusion reached in this 
legal opinion. 

Slogans such as " quality of Jife " sometimes are more misleading than illu

mmatmg and thus need careful analysis . Some writers propose that we reject 
moral judgments about quality of Jife and rely exclusively on medical indica
tions for treatment decisions. Paul Ramsey, for example, argues that for incom

petent patients we need only determine which treatment is medically indicated 
to know which treatment is obJigatory and which is optiona\. For dying pa
tlents, responslbilltles are not fixed by obligatioflS to provide treatments that 

serve only to extend the dying process, but rather by obJigations to provide 
appropriate care in dying. The choices are thus between further palliative treat-
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ments and no treatments. Ramsey worries that unless we use these guidelines 
we will gradually move toward a policy of active, involuntary euthanasia for 

unconscious or incompetent, nondying patients, based on quality-of-life judg

ments 56 

However, putatively objective medical factors-such as general criteria used 
to determine medical indications for treatment-cannot provide what Ramsey 

envisions. It is impossible to determine what will benefit a patient without 
presupposing sorne quality-of- life standard and sorne conception of the life the 
patient will live after a medical intervention. Good examples are patients in a 
condition of permanent unconsciousness, such as Karen Ann Quinlan and 

Nancy Cruzan. Accurate medical diagnosis and prognosis are indispensable, 
but a judgment about whether to use life-prolonging measures rests unavoidably 
on the anticipated quality of life. The benefits of life-prolonging treatment to a 
permanently unconscious patient are often so limited as to render the treatment 
optional. 57 Unless the maintenance of mere biological life is a benefit, any 

benefit to the patient would appear to reside in the possibility of a diagnostic 
or prognostic error or of a medical breakthrough, rather than in the quality of 

the life that is prolonged. 
Ramsey has objected that a quality-of-life approach wrongly shifts the focus 

from whether treatments are beneficial to patients to whether patients' lives are 
beneficial to them. Questioning the latter, he insists, opens the door to active, 

involuntary euthanasia.58 But the principal issue is whether criteria of quality 
of life can be stated with sufficient precision and cogency to avoid the dangers 
envisioned by wedge arguments. We think they can, but the vagueness sur
rounding terms such as dignity and meaningful lije is a cause for concern, and 
cases in which seriously ill or disabled newborn infants have been "allowed to 

die" under questionable justifications provide a reason for caution. 
Several conditions of patients should be excluded from consideration . For 

example, mental retardation is irrelevant in determining whether treatment is in 

the patient's best interest. Quality of life for the patient should also not be 
confused with the qua lit y or the value of life for others, and proxies should not 
refuse treatment against the incompetent patient's interests to avoid burdens to 
the family or costs to society. The incompetent patient's best medical interests 

generally should be the decisive criterion for a proxy, even if these interests 
conflict with familial interests. 

The President's Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine 
and Biomedical and Behavioral Research recognized a broader conception of 

best interests that includes the welfare of the family: "The impact of a decision 
on an incapacitated patient's loved ones may be taken into account in determin

ing someone's best interests , for most people do have an important interest in 
the well-being of their families or close associates." 59 True, a patient some

times has an interest in the family's welfare, but it is a long step from this 
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premise to a conc1usion about whose interests should be overriding. When the 
incompetent patient has never been competent or never expressed his or her 

wishes while competent, it is not proper to impute altruism-a desire to relieve 
the family of its burdens-to that patient against his or her medical best in
terests .60 

Children with serious illnesses or disabilities. Sorne of the most difficult ques
tions about quality of life and treatment omission invo.lve endangered near-term 

fetuses, seriously ill newborns , and young children. Prenatal obstetric manage
ment and neonatal intensive care can now salvage the lives of many anomalous 
fetuses and disabled newborns with physical conditions that would have been 
fatal two decades ago. However, the resultant quality of life is sometimes so 
low that it raises questions about whether the aggressive obstetric management 
or intensive care has produced more harm than benefit for the patient. Sorne 

commentators argue that avoidance of harm (inc1uding iatrogenic harm) is the 
best guide to decisions on behalf of fetuses and infants in neonatal nurseries ,61 
whereas others argue that aggressive intervention violates the obligation of non

maleficence if any one of three conditions is present: " inability to survive in
fancy, inability to live without severe pain , and inabil ity to participate, at least 
minimally, in human experience." 62 

We accept the conc1usion that nonaggressive management of high-risk preg
nancies and allowing seriously disabled newborns to d.ie are under sorne condi
tions morally permissible actions, because they do not violate obligations of 
nonmaleficence and satisfy other justifying conditions .. When quality of life is 

so low that aggressive intervention or intensive care produces more harm than 
benefit for the patient, it is justifiable to withhold or to withdraw treatment 
from fetuses, newborns, or infants with a variety of problems. These problems 
inc1ude a number of antenatal conditions that common.ly eventuate in stillbirth, 

severe brain damage caused by birth asphyxia, Tay-Sachs disease, which in
vol ves increasing spasticity and dementia and usually results in death by age 
three or four, and Lesch-Nyhan disease, which involves uncontrollable spasms , 
mental retardation, compulsive self-mutilation, and early death. In severe cases 
of neural tube defects , newborns lack all or most of the brain, and death is 

inevitable. More problematic is meningomyelocele (protrusion of part of the 
covering and substance of the spinal cord because of a defect in the vertebral 

column). The wide range of possible outcomes from this condition makes it 
difficult to know whether to treat vigorously . Sorne children can have a mean
ingful life, while the chances are slim for others. 

The debate about treatment or nontreatment of se:riously ill and disabled 
newborns was stimulated in the United States by a 1973 article in which Ray
mond S. Duff and A. G. M. Campbell reported that forty-three of two-hundred 
ninety-nine consecutive deaths in the intensive care nursery at the Yale-New 

.. 
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Haven Hospital had occurred following a decision for nontreatment based on 
the infants ' extremely poor prognosis for meaningful life.63 This and similar 
reports led to a public debate that went unaccompanied by govemment mter
vention for almost a decade. Vigorous govemment actlOn then occurred m re

sponse to the Infant Doe case, in which Infant Doe d~ed six days after he was 
bom with Down syndrome and respiratory and dlgestlve comphcatlOns reqUlr
ing major surgery, which his parents refused to authorize. Subsequently, Con
gress passed amendments to the Child Abuse and Treatment Act that defined 
as child abuse the "withholding of medically indicated treatment ': from chll
dren 64 This law and subsequent regulations define "medically indlcated ~eat
ment" as all treatment that is likely to ameliorate life-threatening condltl~ns, 
including nutrition and hydration. However, three conditions are recogmzed 

under each of which life-sustaining treatment is optional. 

l. The infant is chronically and irreversibly comatose 
2. Provision of such treatment would merely prolong dying or not be effective 

in arneliorating or correcting the infant 's life-threatening conditions . 
3. Provision of such treatment would be futile and the treatment would be 10-

humane 

This approach has been interpreted by so me influential govemment.officials 
as involving reasonable medical judgments, rather than quality-of-life Judg
ments. This strategy attempts to keep judgments in line with sound professlOnal 
practice , but it is problematic on severa! grounds. We have already argued lhat 
"medically indicated treatments" themselves presuppose va!ues and, often, 
standard s of quality of life. Conditions 1 through 3 cannot be reduced to non
evaluative, medically indicated exceptive conditions to otherwise medlcally 10-

dicated treatments. Rather, these conditions express Congress's view of ethl
cally indicated exceptions, and they incorporate quality-of-life judgments about 

which lives should be saved.65 The judgment in condition 1 that a human !tfe 
in an irreversible coma need not be prolonged is a quality-of-life judgment, and 
the conclusion in condition 3 requires consideration of the inhumaneness of 

treatment in relation to the limited prospects of success. 
Consistent with our arguments in Chapter 3, the most appropriate standard 

in cases of never-competent patients , including seriously ill newborns, is thal 
of best interests, as judged by lhe best obtainable estimate of what reasonable 
persons would consider the highest net benefit among the available opllon . 
Such quality-of-life judgments need to be restricted by justifiable cntena of 
benefits and burdens , so that quality of life is not reduced to arbltrary and 
partial judgrnents of personal preference or of the social worth of. a child. For 
example, as we suggested previously , Down syndrome IS not by ltself a suffi
cient reason to allow a newbom to die, and usually it is not sufficlent when lhe 
newbom suffers from other life-threatening conditions that require treatment 
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We conclude that controlled quality-of-life considerations, together with the 
principIe of respect for autonomy for competent patients, can legitimately de

termine whether treatments are optional or obligatory. These categories should 
replace the traditional distinctions and rules considered earlier in this chapter. 
However, we must now consider the most difficult of all distinctions used to 
determine acceptable decisions about treatment and acceptable forrns of pro fes
sional conduct. 

Killing and Letting Die 

A persistent body of distinctions and rules about life-sustaining treatrnents de
rives from the distinction between killing and letting die (or allowing to die), 
which in tum draws on the act-ornission and active-passive distinctions. The 
killing-Ietting die distinction also underlies distinctions (l) between suicide and 
forgoing treatment and (2) between homicide and natural death. These distinc
tions are unsatisfactory for many of the purposes to which they have been put, 
and we will again suggest replacing some of them wilh categories such as 
benefit-burden and obligatory-optional. 

However, unlike the distinctions previously discarded, we do not recornmend 
complete abandonment of this group of distinctions. Considerations of public 
policy argue against a full-scale rejection. Otherwise, we risk inadequate pro
tections for vulnerable patients, for health professionals who care for patients, 
and for other social groups. More than other distinctions we have criticized, 
distinctions centering on killing and letting die deserve sorne place in our moral 
scheme. At lhe same time , these distinctions are vague and need significant 
reformulatation, both in biomedical ethics and in public policy. To achieve an 
adequate moral resolution of these issues requires appeals to both beneficence 
and nonmaleficence that specify precisely what constitutes a harm, what consti
tutes a benefit, and how they are to be balanced . 

Four questions need to be addressed . (1) " What conceptually is the differ
ence between killing and letting die?" (2) "Is forgoing life-sustaining treatment 
sometimes a form of killing, and if so, is it sometimes suicide and sometimes 
homicide?" (3) "Is killing in itself no different morally than allowing to die?" 
(4) "Under what conditions, if any, is it permissible for patients, health profes
ionals, or surrogates to forgo treatment so that the patient dies, to arrange for 

a Isted uicide, or to arrange for some other cause of death?" We consider 
the e questions in this order. 

Conceptual Differences between Killing and Letting Die 

Can killing and letting die be defined so that they are conceptually distinct and 
"'lthOUl overlap? The following case illustrates the problem: A newbom with 
Down yndrome needed an operation to correct a tracheoesophageal fistula. 
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The parents and physicians maintained that survival was not in trus inf~t's 
best interests and decided to let the infant die rather than perform an operatlOn. 
They did not consider this omission of treatment an act of killing the infant. 
However, a public outcry occurred over the case, and critics charged that the 
parents and physicians had killed the child by negligently allowing the child 

to die. 66 

In such cases, can actions that involve intentionally not treating a patient 
legitimately be described as "allowing to die" or "Ietting die," rather than 
"killing"? Do at least sorne of these actions involve both killing and allowing 
to die? Is "allowing to die" a euphemism for "killing"? These conceptual 
questions have moral implications. Unfortunately, both ordinary discourse and 
legal concepts are as misleading as they are helpful in our effort to understand 
these concepts. In ordinary language, killing is any form of deprivation or de
struction of life, including animal and plant life. It can even mean "bringing 
an end to something," as in the expression "ki lling a legislative bill." Neither 
in ordinary language nor in law does the word killing entail a wrongful act or 
a crime. Ordinary language also does not require an intentional action for kill

ing; it permits us to say that in automobile accidents one driver killed another 

even when no awareness, intent, or negligence was present. 
Killing represents a family of ideas whose central condition is direct causa

tion of another's death, whereas allowing to die represents another family of 
ideas whose central condition is intentional avoidance of causal intervention so 
that a disease or injury causes a natural death. Nevertheless, an emotive conno
tation of moral wrongness comrnonly accompanies killing, even under condi
tions that are widely considered to warrant killing, such as killing in war, self
defense, and capital punishment. This emotive connotation does not similarly 
affect "Ietting die." A need exists, then, to sharpen these notions by stipulat

ing more precise meanings for medical ethics. 
As we will use these terms, kiLling and letting die are properly used only to 

a circumstance in which one person intentionally causes the death of another 
human being. Killing and letting die do not occur by accident, chance, mishap, 
and the like. Killing and letting die also are not mutually exclusive concepts. 
One person can kili another by intentionally allowing the other to die, and 
killing can occur by omission just as well as by commission. These more pre
cise meanings do not derive from raw stipulation on our part. Law, medicine, 

ethics, and ordinary language all recognize that sorne forms of allowing to die 
constitute acts of killing. As the Supreme Court of Washington put it, "the 
killing of a human being [can occur) by the act, procurement [that is , instiga
tion, contrivance], or omission of another." 67 Both killing by omission and 

killing by commission can be intentional. Accordingly, if either a jailer or a 
physician withholds nutrition and hydration with the intention of ending a per
son's life , and an inmate or a patient dies as result, this omission is an act 

of killing. 
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Omitting Treatment as Sometimes Killing and Sometimes Letting Die 

These conceptual observations have implications for our second question . 
Many writers in medicine, law, and ethics have construed forgoing of treatment 
under good medical and moral advice as letting die rather than killing, on 
grounds that an underlying disease or injury is the cause of death , not the 
forgoing of treatment. From this perspective , one acts nonmaleficently in 
allowing to die, but maleficently in killing . However, in many cases this thesis 
is difficult to uphold. 

To see why, consider the following case, sometimes referred to as the Li
nares case: Rudolfo Linares detached his fifteen-month-old, near brain-dead 
son, Samuel, from a ventilator with the intent that he die. While doing so, the 
father prevented health professionals from reattaching the respirator by holding 
them away at gunpoint. Linares allowed his son to die, but the district attomey 
said he al so killed Samuel and therefore brought a homicide complaint, al
though a grand jury refused to issue a homicide indictment. What would we 
think in this case if Linares had protested the indictment by saying, "1 did not 

kili him; the balloon he aspirated killed him. I merely allowed him to die." 
Although the balloon played a causal role in the son's dleath, it certainly ap
pears that the father also caused a loss of the life that was left in his son. If so, 
he seems to have killed his son. 

However, "killing" is such a loathsome stigma in medicine that a coroner 
later ruled that the death was neither a case of killing nor a case of allowing to 

die. The death, opined the CQroner, was "accidental," because Samuel had 
been dead when admitted to the hospital 68 But Sarnuel had been determined to 
be alive (in a persistent vegetative state, but not brain dead) by competent 
physicians. This bizarre case appears to come down to the one category almost 

no one seerns to have considered at the time: a justified killing . In a parallel 
case that we can construct as a hypothetical , if Mr. X carne into a hospital off 
the street and detached a PYS patient from a ventilator, we would consider the 
act an unjustified killing-even though the act rnight be exactly the same act 
that a physician was about to perform at a family's request, making it a case 
of "allowing to die. " Mr. X, the physician, and Mr. Linares all perform the 

same act of detaching the respirator; yet the terms we use to describe these acts 
are very different, as are our judgrnents of maleficence. Moreover, sorne acts 
of this type are rnaleficent, sorne nonmaleficent, and sorne are beneficent. 

These conclusions have profound implications. Suppose that physicians and 
hospital officials had in the beginning done what both they and Rudy Linares 
had in fact wanted to do: detach the respirator and allow his son to die. This 
would have been a typical case in medicine of "allowing to die. " Such acts 
are generally regarded as nonmaleficent, and often as beneficent. What the 
physician does in these cases is causally no different than what Rudy Linares 
did: Technology is removed and the patient dies as a result. If Linares killed 
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his son , and he did, then physicians who do the same thing with their patients 

likewise kill their patients. They cannot rightly say " We do not kill our pa
tients, only the underlying diseases and injuries do so" any more than a jealous 
rival of a patient who detaches a respirator to ensure the patient's immediate 

demise could say , " lt was the disease , not me, who killed him." Nor can they 
say that they did not intend the outcome of death. Whether the agents should be 
charged with and convicted of murder is a further matter for judicial judgment. 

Generally, the motives are proper in medicine, and both moral and lega! justi
fication exist for the action. But whether the motive is reprehensible or laud-

able, the act remains an intentional killing. 
Why do we, like the coroner in the Linares case, resist this conclusion, 

which seems so straightforward? The history of the Conroy case (discussed in 

Chapter 3) helps to answer this question. An early appeals court found that 

removing the nasogastric tube from Claire Conroy was not merely a matter of 
forgoing treatment, because her death would be caused by dehydration and 
starvation. This court found that the patient " would have been actively killed" 

by a means independent of her medical condition , and so the act would amount 

to euthanasia. 69 Principal parts of this opinion were subsequently overruled by 
the New Jersey Supreme Court, which found that any medica! treatment, in
cluding artificial nutrition and hydration, may in principie be withheld or with

drawn from an incompetent patient (under the legitimating circumstances we 
detailed in Chapter 3) . The court held that nasogastric tubes were analytically 
indistinguishable from other forms of life-sustaining treatments such as respira
terso No civil or criminal liability for killing is involved if appropriate condi-

tions of refusal of treatment are present. 70 

One reason for this divergence of opinion is terminological. Sorne persons 

use the terro killing as a normative terro of maleficence, para!lel to "unju tified 
homicide or murder." Justified acts involving the deaths of patients, therefore. 

logically cannot be instances of killing. They can only be cases of allowing lO 

die. But, as we argued earlier, this approach risks conceptual confusion. Kill
ing can be both morally and legally justified, despite its prima facie wrongne,~. 

Courts have offered two primary explanations for why forgoing life

sustaining treatment should not be categorized as killing . The most promlO
ent 

rationale rests on an account of causation. In acts of fqrgoing treatment. an 
underlying disease or injury is already present, and medical technology fun 

tions to prevent the natural course of the disease or injury. When the natu!1l 
cause is released, a " natural death" occurs . To remove the technology- then 

is to release natural conditions to do what they would have done before. Be 
cause disease or injury is the cause, rather than the physician's or surrog

a1e 

or patient's action, neither homicide nor assisted suicide occurs. 
On this account, preexisting conditions alone cause the death, although th 

cannot be said if the technology is mischievously removed, becau e anolher 
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serves as the proximate cause, and the physician is off the hook o~ Iiabilit.y. 
ConceptuaJly, this dance with proximate causation obscures Issue~ m the dls
tinction between killing and aJlowing to die and further co~fuses Issues about 
the cause of death. The doctrine as sumes a single cause or smgle type of cause 
of death, yet physicians, guardians, and courts beyond a reasonable doubt pl~y 
a significant causal role in bringing about death at the time It occurs m 

treatment-termination cases. . " 
Even from a legal perspective, a better account can be provlded than T~e 

. t' d'sease caused the death " The better account is that legal hablhty preexIs mg l ' . _ 
should not be imposed on physicians and surrogates unless they have an obhga 
tion to provide or continue the treatment. If no obligation to treat eXIst~, then 
questions of causation and liability do not arise. If the categones of.obhgatory 
and optional are primary, we have a reason for avoiding discuSSlOns about 
kiJling and letting die altogether and for focusing instead on he~lth care profes

sionals' obligations and problems of moral and legal responslblhty. 
These observations are pertinent to suicide as weJl as to kiJlmg. Dan Brock 

has pointed to sorne relevant connections between suicide and refusal of treat-

ment cases: 

The judgment of a person who competently decides to commit suicide is essentiaHy that 
" my expected future life, under the best conditions pos~,lble for me, IS so bad that 1 
. ud e it to be worse than no further continued life at aH . Thls seems to be I~ essence 
~xa~tlY the same judgment that sorne persons who decide to forego IIfe-sustammg treat-

t ake The refusal of life-sustaining treatment IS thelr mean s of endmg life, they 
:~:n<1n;0 e~d their life because of its grim prospects . Their death now when theydother
wise would not have died is self-infticted, whether they take a lethal pOI son or Iscon-

nect a respirator 74 

Refusals of treatment, SO described, are instances of suicide whenever the age~t 
specificaJly arranges the conditions to bring about death. However, .Broc~ s 
proposal fails to resol ve the issue of whether suicidal intent and causatlOn e~lst 
when a patient refuses treatment because of a bleak future, and thls s.hould glve 

us pause about using the category of "suici~e," as weJl as .categones such as 
"kiJling" and "homicide." Consider a falhng dlalysls patlent for w~om the 
treatment has become futile: With or without treatment h: IS gomg to die m the 
next month. He cancel s scheduled dialysis appointments m.order to be at home 
with loved ones and die free of the machine and the hospital. Thls cas.e seems 
to be a case lacking suicidal intent. The patient is only choosmg to die under 
one set of circumstances rather than another. No decision is made. about 
whether life is worth living; either way, there wiJl soon be no hfe. SUIcide IS 
the wrong category, because death will , either way, be caused by untreatable 

conditions that are not specifically arranged by the agent for ~~e p~~ose of 
bringing about his or her death. This is what we mlght call apure refusal 

case that lacks aJl suicidal intent. . . 
We conclude that the distinction between killing (sUIcide, homicide, etc.) 
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and letting die suffers from vagueness and confusion. It is conceptualIy impos
sible to classify many acts as instances of letting die without also classifying 
them as instances of kiJling. We have also seen that the language of killing is 
so confusing--causaJly, legaJly , and moraJly-that we should avoid it in dis
cussions of euthanasia and assistance in dying . It is often morally and concep
tually more satisfactory to discuss these issues exclusively in the language of 
optional and obligatory treatments , dispensing altogether with killing and let
ting die. 

When Killing 15 No Different Morally Than Allowing ro Die 

Our third question , "ls killing in itself no different morally than aHowing to 
die?" can now be addressed. To assert (as we do) that killing is no different 
morally than aHowing to die is simply to say that coniect labeling of an act as 
"killing" or as "letting die" does nothing to detennine if one fonn of action 
is better or worse, or more or less justified, than the other. Sorne particular 
instance of killing (a brutal murder, say) may be worse than sorne particular 
instance of allowing to die (forgoing treatment for a patient who is in a persis
tent vegetative state, say); but sorne particular instance of letting die (not resus
citating a patient who could be saved, say) also may be worse than sorne partic
ular instance of killing (mercy killing at the patient' s request , say). Nothing 
about either killing or aHowing to die entails judgments about actual wrongness 
or rightness , or about the beneficence or nonmaleficence of the action. 
Rightness and wrongness depend on the merit of the justification underlying 
the action, not on the type of action it is. Neither killing nor letting die , there
fore, is per se wrongful, and in this regard they are to be distinguished from 
murder, which'Ts per se wrongful. Both killing and letting die are prima facie 
wrong, but can be justified under sorne circumstances. 

It would be absurd to accept all cases of letting die as morally justified, and 
it is no less absurd to view all forms of killing (for example, killing in self
defense) as unjustified . A judgment that an act of either killing or letting die is 
justified or unjustified entails that something el se be known about the act be
si des these characteristics. We need to know something about the actor' s mo
tive (whether it is benevolent or malicious, for example), the patients' request, 
and the consequences of the act. Only these additional factors will allow us to 
place the act on a moral map and allow us to make a nonnative judgment about 
it. AH instances of killing and letting die , then, must satisfy independent crite
ria, such as the balance of benefits over burdens to the patient, to detennine 
their acceptability. 

The Scope of the Patient' 5 Right5 

We can now address the fourth basic question, which is fonnulated without the 
language of "killing:" Under what conditions, if any, is it permissible for 
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reasons for wanting to die, For example, in 1991, the American Geriatrics 

Society opposed all physician involvement in killing or assistance in suicide,75 
In an intluential statement passed in 1973 and revised in 1988 and 1991 , the 

American Medical Association Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs allowed 
forgoing life-sustaining treatments but prohibited any "intentional termination 

of the Jife of one human being by another-mercy killing," Whether letting 
particular patients die is morally acceptable depends on several factors in this 

policy, but if the deaths involve killing--even in circumstances identical to 
those in which a patient is allowed to die-they are never justifiable, 76 

We have already seen that the conceptual distinction between killing and 
letting die cannot bear the weight of normative conclusions about policies or 
particular cases, Many people inside and outside medicine now believe that 
active physician assistance for a narrow group of seriously iU and dying pa

tients at their request can be morally justified, Many also believe that, under 
closely monitored supervision, such acts of assistance in dying should be made 

legaJly permissible , As a result, an increasing number of health professionals 

and figures in medical ethics argue that we should relax or modify our stringent 
rules and laws against physician involvement. 

Against this pressure for reform , many health professionals insist that prac
tices of kiUing patients are inconsistent with the roles of nursing, caregiving , 

and healing, would introduce contlicts of interest into those roles, and would 

taint the roles in the same way that injecting prisoners on death row taints 
physicians, We need, then , to assess the arguments for and against what is 

often calIed mercy killing , assisted suicide , and omitting life-sustaining treat
ment with the intention of causing death, Because we earlier reached a settled 

view on the right to forgo treatment that generally accords with contemporary 
medical practice, codes of ethics, and judicial decisions , we wiJl now consider 
only issues of mercy killing and assisted suicide, 

Our argument will proceed as foUows: First , we wiU present a revised ac
count of the killing-Ietting die distinction in which p'rotection against certain 

forms of wrongfuJly caused death are at the center of the discussion, We then 
argue that merciful physician interventions in the foml of voluntary active eu

thanasia are not inherently wrong or incompatible with the role of a health 

professional. Nonetheless , public policies that sanction such physician activities 

are unacceptable unless they are accompanied by extraordinarily careful regula

tion and monitoring, Second, we argue that prohibitions in biomedical ethics 

against certain forms of assisted suicide should be eased, making physicians 

more comfortable in helping certain patients achieve what for them is a com

fonable and timely death, It seems likely that assisted suicide wiU be the driv
ing force behind efforts to alter rules against killing in medicine, so that support 

of as isted suicide, which is compatible with a rejection of voluntary active 
euthanasia, takes on a speciaJ significance at the present time, 
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Recasting che RuLes Governing Physician-Assisted Death 

The phrase "assisted death ," particularly "physician-assisted death," is now 
widely used, but it is ambiguous because many modes of assistance exist. Both 
assisted suicide and voluntary active euthanasia are instances of assistance in 
bringing about death. In assisted suicide, the final agent is the one whose death 
is brought about, and in voluntary active euthanasia the final agent is another 
party. At present, voluntary active euthanasia is illegal in the United States, 
despite sorne efforts for reformo Although acts of suicide or attempted suicide 
have been decriminalized throughout the United States , most jurisdictions con
tinue to prohibit aiding and abetting suicide. In one early U.S. case , a woman 
was bedridden with advanced multiple sclerosis and asked her husband to put 
a cup of poison by her bed so that she could kili herself. When she consumed 
the poison and died , he was prosecuted and convicted of murder on grounds 
that he had assisted a suicide.77 However, many acts of assisted suicide are not 
prosecuted . For example, to cite a case discussed in Chapter 5 (p. 287), cancer
victim Ida RoUin indicated to her daughter, Betty Rollin , that she wanted to 
commit suicide, and the daughter then secured the necessary pills. Although 
this case was reported in newspapers, a book, and a television movie, the 

daughter was not prosecuted . 
Sorne writers have argued that physician-assisted deaths are unacceptable 

violations of nonmaleficence, whereas others have argued that many acts of 
this description are acceptable and even courageous actions of beneficence. In 
assessing these arguments, it pays dividends to focus on the scope of the claim 
being advanced. We believe that sufficient moral reasons exist in sorne cases 
to justify mercy killing and assisted suicide , but these reasons are not necessar
ily sufficient to support revisions in either codes of ethics or public policies. In 
addressing whether we should retain or modify sorne current prohibitions, we 
therefore need to be clear about whether the topic of discussion is the moral 
justification of individual acts or the justification of institutional rules and pub

lic laws goveming practices . 

Acts and practices. 78 To justify an act is distinct from justifying a practice or 
a policy. A rule of practice or a public policy that prohibits active killing in 
medicine may be justifiable, even if it excludes sorne particular acts of causing 
a person ' s death that in themselves are morally justifiable. For example, such 
a rule would not permit us to use a drug overdose to cause death for a patient 
who suffers from terrible pain, who will probably die within three weeks, and 
who rationally asks for a merciful assisted death , although in an individual case 
the act would be justified. For policy reasons, it is sometimes necessary to 

prohibit such acts altogether, although they are not morally wrong. 
The problem is that a practice or policy that allows killing runs risks of abuse 

t 
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and, on balance, might cause more harm than benefit. The argument is not that 
senous abuses will occur immediately, but that they will grow incrementally 
over tIme . Soclety might start by severely restricting the number of patients 
who quahfy for asslstance in dying, but these restrictions would later be revised 
and expanded to include cases of unjustified killing. Unscrupulous persons 
would leam how to abuse the system, just as they do now with methods of tax 
evasion that operate on the margins of the system of legitimate tax avoidance . 
In s~ort, the slope of the trail toward unjustified killing will be so slippery and 
preclpltous that we ought never to hike on it. 

Questions about the slippery sLope. Many dismiss these slippery slope or wedge 
arguments because of their widespread abuse in biomedical ethics , a lack of 
empirical evidence to support their claims, and their heavily metaphorical char
acter ("the thin edge of the wedge, " " the first step on the slippery slope," 
"the foot in the door, " and " the camel's nose under the tent" ). However, 
sorne arguments of this form should be taken with the utmost seriousness. 79 

They force us to think carefully about whether unacceptable harm is likely to 
result from attractive and apparently innocent first steps. 

Wedge or slippery slope arguments appear in ItwO versions: (1) conceptual 
a~d (2) psychological-sociological. According to the first version, the slope is 
shppery because the concepts and distinctions used in moral and legal rules are 
vague and may lead to unanticipated outcomes. A norm or justification for a 
type of action. that, considered in isolation, is morally acceptable winds up 
supportmg simIlar acts that are unacceptable. For example, sorne justifications 
that have been offered for the moral acceptability of suicide imply a justifica
tIon of sorne forms of voluntary active euthanasia that seem unjustifiable to 
proponents of the initial justification. Critics then argue that the justification 
that was offered for suicide is the first step on the slippery slope or the thin 
edge of the wedge toward voluntary, active euthanasia. This first version of the 
wedge orsl~ppery slope argument, however, can also be used against its propo
nents . If Jt IS. m?rally defensible to allow patients 1:0 die under conditions x, y, 
and z, then (m hght of our previous argument) it is morally defensible to assist 
them more aggressively in bringing about their deaths under those identical 
conditions. If it is in their interests to die, it is (prima facie) irrelevant how 
death is brought about. 

The second or psychological-sociological version of slippery slope argu
ments offers a. better reason for maintaining the distinction between killing and 
lettmg ?Ie. Thls version examines the probable impact of making exceptions to 
p~ofe~slOnal, social , and legal rules or changing them in a more permissive 
dlrectlOn . I~ certain restraints against killing are removed, various psychologi
cal and social forces would likely make it more difficult to maintain the rele
vant distinctions in practice. For example, in sorne settings it is plausible to 
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argue as follows: (1) To authorize killing patients for their benefit when they 
are suffering excruciating pain or have a bleak future risks opening the door to 

the encouragement of euthanasia in order to relieve personal burdens on fami
lies and in financial burdens on society. (2) Voluntary active euthanasia (an act 
of killing a person at his or her informed request) invites social changes leading 

to nonvoluntary euthanasia (an act of kiJling a person who is incapable of mak

ing an informed request) and perhaps to involuntary euthanasia (an act of kill

ing a person who while competent opposes being killed). In assessing these 
possibilities, we should recall that killing and various forms of assistance in 

dying can occur by both ornlssion and cornmission. Withheld or withdrawn 
treatment (such as hydration and nutrition) can cause death just as an underly

ing disease or injury can cause death. 
This second version of the slippery slope argument becomes more compel

ling when we consider the effects of discrimination based on disability, the 

increasing number of newboms with disabilities who survive at heavy cost to 

the public, and the growing number of aging persons with medical problems 
who require larger and larger proportions of the public's financial resources. If 

rules permitting voluntary active euthanasia beco me public policy, society is at 

increased risk that persons in these populations will be harmed; for example, 
the risk is increased that families and health professionals may kili disabled 

newboms and severely brain-damaged adults to avoid social and familial bur

denso If newboms and adults can be judged by decisionmakers to have overly 
burdensome conditions or lives with no value, the sarne logic can be extended 

to many other populations of feeble , debilitated , and seriously iJl patients who 

are financial and emotional burdens on families and society. 
Many of these circumstances are relevantly similar to circumstances that al

ready provide the leading justifications for widely accepted forms of withdraw
ing or withholding life support. Ofien the patients did not request these omis

sions and left no advance directive. These cases differ by degree as much as 
by kind , which makes it easier to extend the same reasoning to other cases. It 

takes little imagination to suppose that many parents would , if given the oppor

tunity, withhold life-sustaining technologies from their newboms because of a 
wide variety of disabilities , such as blindness , retardation, and malformed 

limbs. 
Rules in our moral code against actively causing the death of another person 

are not isolated fragments . They are threads in a fabric of rules that support 

respect for human life. The more threads we remove, the weaker the fabric 

becomes . If we also focus on the modification of altitudes , not rules only, the 

general attitude of respect for life can also be eroded by shifts in public policy. 
Prohibitions are often both instrumentaJly and symbolicaJly important, and their 

removal could weaken a set of practices , restraints, and attitudes that we can

not replace. 8o 

Rules against bringing about another's death also provide a basis of trust 
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between patients and health care professionals. We expect health care profes
sionals to promote our welfare under al! circumstances . We risk a loss of public 

trust if physicians become agents of active euthanasia in addition to healers and 
caregivers. At the same time, we risk a loss of trust if patients and families 
believe they are being abandoned in their suffering by physicians who lack the 

courage and wiJl to offer the assistance they believe they need in the darkest 
hours of their lives. 

The ultimate success or failure of these slippery slope arguments depends 
on speculative predictions of a progressive erosion of moral restraints. If dire 

consequences will in fact ftow from the legal legitimation of assisted suicide or 
voluntary active euthanasia, then the argument is cogent and such practices are 
justifiably prohibited . But how good is the evidence that dire consequences wiJl 

occur? Does the evidence indicate that we cannot maintain firm distinctions in 

public policies between patient-requested death and involuntary euthanasia? 

Scant evidence supports any of the answers that have been given to these ques
tions, so far as we can see. Those, including the present authors, who take 

seriously the second version of the slippery slope argument should simply 

admit that the argument needs a premise on the order of "better safe than 
sorry." The likelihood of the projected moral erosions, then, is not something 

we can easily assess. Arguments on every side are speculative and analogical, 
and different assessors of the same evidence reach different conclusions. An 

intractable controversy also exists over what counts as good evidence. Al

though we cannot here resolve this largely empírical issue, we can assess an 
analogy that frequently arises in these discussions: the Nazi path to a final so
lution. 

The Nazi analogy. The holocaust continues to serve as a powerful vision of the 

bottom of the slippery slope for a society that carelessly initiates killing. The 
holocaust left a string of inadequately answered questions about so-called eu

thanasia. After the Nuremberg trials of German physicians, American physician 

Leo Alexander argued that the Nazis moved from the "smaJl beginnings" of 
euthanasia for the incurably ill to policies of genocide: 

The beginnings at first were merely a subtle shift in emphasis in the basic attitude of 
!he physicians. It started with the acceptance of the attitude, basic in !he euthanasia 
movement, that there is such a thing as life not worthy to be lived . This attitude in its 
early stages concemed itself merely with the severely and chronically sick. Gradually 
!he sphere of !hose to be included in this category was enlarged to encompass the 
socially unproductive, the ideologically unwanted , the racially unwanted and finally all 
non-Germans. The mfiflltely small wedged-in lever from which this entire trend of mind 
received its impetus was the attitude toward the nonrehabilitable sick.81 

This account reappears in Robert Lifton's study of Nazi physicians , which de

scribes the first steps as wel! as the final horror of the rule that "Iife unworthy 

of life" is to be eliminated 82 Lifton notes that prior to the death camps, the 
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Nazis adopted a policy of direct medical killing, using injections, lethal doses 

f edicine and gases. The killing was arranged wlthm the medlcal system 
o m , . I d 
and involved medical decisionmakers. Doctors and their assistants Imp emente 
the decisions. Crucial to the program was the removal of a social and psycho
logical barrier against killing through a "medicalization of killing" that ob
scured the boundaries between killing and helpmg. Llfton argues that although 
this program was called euthanasia, eventually the terrn simply "camoufiaged 

mass murder." . 
Contemporary proponents of euthanasia often properly insist that the ratlO-

nale of the Nazi program was racist ideology, not respect for autonomy and 
traditional values in health careo They dispute the Nazi analogy, because the 
Nazis concentrated on nonvoluntary and especially involuntary killing (inappro
priately labeled euthanasia), and did not innocently step onto the slippery. slope 
only to find they could not stop.83 We accept thls argument that the NaZI ~al
ogy is weak and that mercy killing is not always wrong. At the same time, 
society must protect its members against disastrous outcomes by deslgnmg ap
propriate social policies and statements of professional ethics that prevent 

abuse. 
An example of reckless mercy killing that prohibitory rules should help deter 

was reported in the Journal of the American Medical AssociatlOn m Ja~uary 
1988 under the provocative title "It's Over, Debbie." 84 A gynecology resldent 

rotating through a large private hospital was awakened by a telephone. call from 
a nurse who told him that a patient on the gynecologlC-oncology umt, not the 

resident's usual duty station, was having difficulty getting rest. The chart at the 
nurses' station provided sorne details. A twenty-year-old woman named D~b
bie, who was dying of ovarian cancer, was experiencing unrelentmg vonutmg 
from the alcohol drip administered for sedation (a procedure that sorne have 
criticized). The woman was emaciated, weighed eighty pounds, had a~ mtrave
nous line, was receiving nasal oxygen, and was sitting in bed suffenng from 
severe air hunger. She had not eaten or slept in two days, and she was recelv

ing only supportive care because she had not responded to chemothera~:. The 
patient's only words to the resident were, "Let's get thls over wlth. ~fter 
having lhe nurse draw twenty milligrams of morphme sulfate mto a syn~ge, 
the resident took it into the room and injected it intravenously mto the patlent 
after telling her that it "would let her rest" and "say good-bye ." The patlent 

died within a few minutes. . . 
If this is an actual case-and doubts have been voiced about ItS authentIc-

ity-the resident acted rashly. Other medications could perhaps have reheve~ 
the patient's pain and suffering and enabled her too rest comfo,~ably. ~?e resl
dent' s intention seems to have been to kill the patlent out of mercy, but 1ll 

the absence of previous contact with the patient, the resident had no basls for 
interpreting her words as a request to be killed and did not consult wlth anyone 
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before making a quick, momentous, and irreversible decision. Both law and 
ethics should deter such actions . 

Merciful death in the practice 01 medicine. In addition to fears of abuse of 
individuals such as the physically and mental!ly disabled who cannot consent 
other legitimate fears haunt active medical interventions to bring about death: 
Consider the following two types of wrongly diagnosed patients: 85 

l. Patients who are wrongly diagnosed as hopeless and who will survive if a 
treatment is ceased (in order to allow a natural death) 

2. Patients who are wrongly diagnosed as hopeless and who will survive only 
If the treatment is not ceased (in order to allow a natural death). 

If a social rule that allows sorne patients to die were in effect, doctors and 
~am~li~s who followed it would lose patients only in the second category. But 
If kllhng were permitted, at least sorne of the patients in the first category 
would be needlessly los!. Thus, a rule prohibiting killing would save sorne 
lives that would be lost if both killing and allowing to die were perrnitted. This 
consequence is not a decisive reason for a policy of (only) allowing to die, 
because the numbers in categories J and 2 are likely to be small, and other 
reasons for assisting in dying, such as extreme pain and autonomous choice 
might be weighty. But it is a morally relevant reason for a cautious policy tha; 
calls for careful review and monitoring of decisions. 

Among the strongest reasons for mercifully Ihelping sorne patients to die, of 
course, is the relief of unbearable and uncontrollable pain and suffering, which 
can so ravage and dehumanize patients that death appears to be in their best 
interests. Prolonging Jife and refusing to kili i.n sorne of these circumstances 
seems a cruel violation of the principie of nonmaleficence by causing people to 
suffer. Nevertheless, an array of alternatives can be presented to many of these 
patients. The physician can usually relieve pain and make a patient comfortable 
through medications, even if the medications has ten death. Physicians can also 
appropriately, and often painlessly, withdraw nutrition and hydration. In many 
cases the patient will view this action as the best alternative. One reason for a 
policy of exhausting all alternatives before allüwing physicians to engage in 
active euthanasia is the precariousness of constructing a social or professional 
~thic on borderline situations and emergency cases. It is dangerous to general
lze from emergencies, because hard cases may make bad social and pro fes
sional ethics as well as bad law. 

Clinicians also have a moral obligation to inforrn competent patients of alter
native approaches, such as hospice care and increased medication. The risk of 
addiction has often been overestimated and unduly feared in the care of termi

nally ilJ patients .
86 

Public policy in the United States has resisted legalizing 
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heroin, a powerful painkiller. Government officials fear the harrnful con se
quences that might ftow from such an act, including addiction, the legitimation 
of heroin , and the possibility of abuses. Yet heroin has been used for terrninally 
ill cancer patients for several years in the United Kingdom without evidence of 
major problems . We thus see no merit in the societal prohibition of the use of 
heroin to relieve pain in terrninally ill cancer patients. 

An ongoing controversy surrounds one experiment in socially accepted, vol
untary active euthanasia-the case of the Netherlands, where euthanasia is still 
technically illegal , but where guidelines developed by courts al so immunize 
physicians against prosecution. Euthanasia is openly practiced , and it is sup
ported by a substantial segment of the population. Defenders of euthanasia 
contend that the experiment in the Netherlands establishes that euthanasia can 
be socially accepted without the parade of horrors that many people have pre
dicted. But critics contend that the Netherlands fails as a model for the United 
States for at least two reasons. First, social conditions in the United States are 
vastly different from those in the Netherlands , where a more homogeneous 
population carries universal access to health care and typically has close rela

tions to primary care providers. Second, sorne physicians and families in the 
Netherlands have gone beyond the accepted rules by putting to death sorne 
incompetent patients , such as infants with Down syndrome, although the rules 
authorize only voluntary euthanasia. According to one nationwide study in Hol
land , about 1.8 percent of the total deaths each year are the result of euthanasia 
by physician-administered lethal drugs at the patient 's request, and about 0.3 
percent are the result of physician-assisted suicide; in 0 .8 of all deaths, drugs 
are administered to shorten a patient 's life "without explicit and persistent re
quest" and without satisfying the nation 's stringent criteria for euthanasia,s7 

Although all of the aboye arguments deserve our deepest respect , they do 
not answer every question that needs to be addressed about physician-assisted 
suicide and mercy killing, for at least four reasons . First, we are already on a 
slippery slope by virtue of the changes in professional ethics and law that have 
occurred since Quinlan and the first natural death acts. If it is morally permissi
ble to unplug respirators and detach intravenous lines knowing that death will 
eventuate, the logic of our present situation is that we are struggling to preserve 
as many traditional restraints against killing as we can, consistent with taking 
a humane approach toward seriously suffering patients and respecting their 
rights. Second, as we have seen, arguments on every side of the debate about 
the slippery slope are speculative and analogical, and different assessors of the 
available evidence legitimately reach different conclusions . Third , law and pub
lic policy are not likely ever to be decisive guidelines for medical ethics. We 
are sometimes justified in perforrning actions that evade or infringe legal and 
social rules , and we should never allow medica! ethics to be totally determined 
by sound social policy. Fourth, we often accept social policies that have sorne 
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social consequences. But this answer does not explain the wrongness of causing 
death, which has little, if anything, to do with parties other than the person 
whose life is taken. Causing a person's death is wrong because of a harro or 
loss to the person killed , not because of losses that others encounter. What 
makes it wrong, when it is wrong , is that a person is harroed-that IS , suffers 
a setback to interests that the person otherwise would not have expenenced. In 
particular, one is caused the los s of the capacity to plan and choose ~ f~ture , 

together with a deprivation of expectable goods . Thls explams why mflIctmg 
death both harros and wrongs a persono 

This conclusion is notable for the following reason: If a person desires death 
rather than life's more typical goods and projects, then causing that person' s 
death at his or her autonomous request does not either harro or wrong the 
person (though it might still harro others----<>r society-by setting back their 
interests , which might be a reason against the practice) . To the contrary , not 
to help such persons in their dying will frustrate their plans and cause them a 
loss, thereby harroing them. It can also bring them indignity and ~espalr. Fur
thermore , if passive allowing to die does not harro or wrong a patlent beca~se 
it does not violate the patient 's rights , then assisted suicide and voluntary actIve 
euthanasia similarly do not harro or wrong the person who dies . Those who 
believe it is sometimes morally acceptable to let people die but not to take 
active steps to help them die must therefore give a different account of the 
wrongfulness of killing persons than the one we have suggested. The burden 
of justification, then, seems to rest on those who would refuse assistance to 
those who wish to die , rather than on those who would help them. 

Justified Breaches of Legal Rules 

Juries often excuse those who kill their suffering relatives by finding them not 
guilty by reason of temporary insanity. As we suggested in the section aboye 
on the rule of double effect, excusability is usually based on a Judgment of the 
person 's motive of mercy , not an assessment of the person' s intentions. Con
sider a once famous case in New Jersey. 88 George Zygmamak was m a motor
cycle accident that left him paralyzed from the neck down .. Th~ paralysis was 
considered irreversible, and George begged his brother to kill hlm. Three days 
later, his brother brought a sawed-off shotgun to the hospital and shot George 
in the head after saying , " Close your eyes now, I'm going to shoot you. " A 
judgment of temporary insanity in this case is a veiled moraJ judgment of ac

ceptable killing . The judgment of "insanity" springs . fro~ the lack o.f a legal 
channel to say the act was, under the circumstances , JustIfiable . Verdlcts such 
as " not guilty by reason of temporary insanity" function under law to excuse 
the agent by finding (sometimes implausibly) . that he or she lack~d ~e condl
tions of responsibility necessary for legal gUIIt. George Zygmanlak s brother 
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was not temporarily insane, but the jury found the act morally excusable none
theless . 

Physicians (and others) on occasion find that it is morally permissible to 
engage in justified conscientious or civil disobediemce of laws against killing 
and assisting in dying. This is another way of acknowledging that there are 
justified moral exceptions to enforceable rules against killing. The conditions 
that justify conscientious refusals to follow rules against killing patients are too 
complex to be considered here, but the key point is this: If pain and suffering 
of a certain magnitude can in principie justify active interventions to cause 
death, then acts of conscientious refusal to follow laws will sometimes be justi
fied (as long as certain other conditions are met). It may or may not be justified 
to introduce parallel changes in the law. The language of "conscientious re
fusal " is not used to evade acceptance of the justifiability of active euthanasia 
in the difficult cases. We accept its justifiability for reasons now to be ex
plained. (We discuss " conscientious refusal " in Chapter 8.) 

Physician-Assisted Suicide 

Debates about suicide have long occurred in medical practice, particularly psy
chiatric practice, because physicians have usually intervened to prevent suicides 
and to treat patients who attempt suicide (see Chapter 5 pp. 284-287). Physi
cians have al so assisted patients in committing suicide, despite legal and pro
fessional prohibitions. But should physicians be given a more extensive role in 
facilitating suicide than medical ethics and social convention have traditionally 
permitted? 

Jack Kevorkian's first use of his now famous suicide machine offers an ex
ample of unjustified physician-assisted suicide that medical ethics should dis
courage. In his first case , Janet Adkins, an Oregon grandmother with Alzhei
mer's disease, had reached a decision that she wante:d to take her life rather 
than lose her cognitive capacities , which she was convinced were slowly deteri
orating. After Adkins read about Kevorkian 's machine in the news media , she 
comrnunicated with him by phone and then flew from Oregon to Michigan to 
meet with him. Following brief discussions over a weekend , she and Kevorkian 
drove to a park in north Oakland County . He inserted a tube in her arm and 
started saJine flow. His machine was constructed so that Adkins could then 
press a button to inject other drugs , eventuating in potassium chloride, which 
physically caused her death .89 She then pressed the button. 

This case raises several concems. Janet Adkins was in the fairly early stages 
of the crippling effects of Alzheimer's and was not yet debilitated. Her death 
was on the distant horizon. At fifty-four years of age , she was still capable of 
enjoying a full schedule of activities with her husband and playing tennis with 

her son, and she might have been able to live a meaningful life for several 
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more years. There was a slight possibility that the Alzheimer's diagnosis was 
incorrect, and she might have been more psychologically depressed than Ke
vorkian appreciated. More importantly, she had limited contact with him before 
they collaborated in her death, and he had not administered examinations to 
confirm either her diagnosis or her level of competence to cornmit suicide. He 

also lacked the professional expertise to evaluate her. The glare of media atten
tion also raises the question whether Kevorkian acted imprudently in order to 
generate publicity for his suicide machine and for his forthcoming book. 

Jack Kevorkian's actions have been almost universaHy condemned by law
yers, physicians, and writers in ethics. The case raises aH the fears present in 
the arguments mentioned previously about killing in medicine: abuse, lack of 
social control, physicians acting without accountability, and unverifiable cir
cumstances of a patient's death. Although this approach to assisted suicide is 
improper, Kevorkian's "patients" do raise profoundly distressing questions 

about the lack of a support system in medicine or elsewhere for handling their 
problems. Having thought for over ayear about her future, Janet Adkins de
cided that the suffering of continued existence exceeded the benefits. Judging 

from her friends' reports, she knew exactly what she wanted and appreciated 
both the costs and the benefits. Her family supported her decision, however 
much they disagreed with it. She faced a bleak future from the perspective of 
a person who had lived an unusually vigorous life, both physically and men
tally. She believed that her brain would be slowly destroyed, with progressive 
and devastating cognitive loss and confusion, fading memory, irnmense frustra

tion, and lack of aH capacity to take care of herself. She also believed that the 
fuH burden of responsibility for her care would be placed on her family. From 
her perspective, what Kevorkian offered was preferable to what other physi

cians offered. 
Current social institutions, including the medical system, are inadequate to 

help many patients in a similar condition who have reached a similar conclu

sion about their fates. Many dying persons face inadequate counseling, emo
tional support, and pain control. To them their condition is intolerable, and no 
avenue of hope exists. They would rather kili themselves or be killed than face 
what they understand to be a bleak future without relief. To say that these 
persons act immorally by arranging for death at their own hand or with a physi
cian's assistance is a harsh judgment that needs to be backed by persuasive 

argument. Is it, then, justifiable for physicians to assist in their suicides? 
Several prominent cases of justified assisted suicide have emerged in medi

cine in recent years, despite its widespread illegality. First, consider the case 
of Larry McAfee, in which a court as weH as physicians faced a dilernma about 
legitimate forms of assistance. McAfee was a competent adult paralyzed from 
the neck down as the result of an automobile accident. He was not terminall> 
iH, but he found his life as a quadriplegic intolerable. A professional engineer. 
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that McAfee's right to refus~ t ere y causlng hls cleath. A Georgia court found 

reatment and dlsconnect h ' If 
state's interest in the preservation of ¡·c d . . Imse outweighed the 
. Ile an In preventlng su"d Th ' IS an endorsement of the right f ICI e. IS finding 

o a competent patient to f 
sustaining treatment. re use customary life-

But McAfee wanted more, from the courts an . . . 
prevlOusly attempted to disc h' d from hlS physlclans. He had 

onnect Imself from the . 
unable to follow through with th b respIrator, but had been 
f e act ecause he was . . 

o oxygen. He therefore asked t: h' . Incapacltated from loss 
. . or a p YSlclan 's assista . d" . 

sedatlve just before he attempt d t d' . nce In a llilmstenng a 
1989 that no criminal or civil le b'l

o 
ISConnect hlmself. The court found in 

h I la I Ity would be 'lttached t h 
e ped him by administering the d' b . < o a p ysician who 

. se atlve ut thls court h' t d ( 
a tnal court) that courts could t d ' '. In e agreeing with 
Nevertheless, the court found t~:t ~~e~~ P~ysl.clan to administer the sedative. 
cation that in no way causes or ac 1 cede s nght to have a sedative (a medi-
I . . ce erates eath) administ d b C 
ator IS dlsconnected is a part of hi . . ere eJore the venti-

These confusing and troubles s nght to control hls medical treatment." 90 

kn ome cases should never rea h 
ac owledged is a right that health t:. . . c a court. The right 
patient having to meet repeated f c~e afcIlltIeS should recognize without the 
not propose a right that requ' re usa s o aSSlstance from physicians . We do 

Ires coerclOn of the co . 
troubled area of medical ethics W nSCIence of physicians, a 

. e are recommending' t d h 
professionals themselves confront th' . lns ea t at medical 
th . . ese Issues more directly d kn 

at It IS perrnissible to assist patients. It would then . an ac owledge 
asslstance. The problem is that Id " not be necessary to require 
h aw an medIcine (and to 
ave conspired to block this fe. sorne extent ethics) 
f op Ion Jor patlents by insisf h 

o traditional sanctions against h " . Ing on t e maintenance 
strik' I P ySlclan-asSlsted suicide Larry McA~ . 

mg examp e of how the current s stem driv .. ee IS a 
attention to physicians Iike Jack K Yk' es patlents who need medical 

. evor lan who are willi t ak gresSlve actions. ng o t e more ag-

The appellate court in the case of Elizabeth B . 
The court suggested that th '. . ouvla pushed matters further. 

ere IS a nght of pnvacy to c . . 
courts and physicians morally sh Id ak' . Ornrnlt sUIcide and that 

. . . ou m e It posslble for h ' . . 
pallents In bnnging about the d f h'" P ySlclans to assIst 

en o t elr Irves In dignit d 
court expressly attempted t 'd h . Y an comfort. This 

o WI en t e boundarles of ' 'fi b . 
lance by physicians in brin ' b . justl a le actIve assis-
. glng a out a patlen!' s de'lth 1 . 
Ion, ~ssociate Justice Compton exhorted h ' . <. n a con~umng opin-
objectlons to assisting such f . P ySlclans to rethlnk thelr traditional 
th . pa lents to dIe. The righl" to d' h . . 

e nght to secure assistance from b . le, e saId, Includes 
Finally, we turo to a case th t memfiers of the medical profession. 91 

be a many nd troublesome but th . 
a case of justified assisted suic'd Th" at we belreve to 

Quill, who prescribed the b b' I e. IS case Involves physician Timothy 
ar Iturates deslred by a 45-year-old patient who 
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. . d often unsuccessful treatment for leukemia. 
had refused a nsky, pamful, an d embers of her family had, as a 

. . t f many years an m 
She had been hls patlen or , h . . The patient was 

. . . 'th the counsel of the p ySlclan. 
group, come to thIS declSlon WI . ~ r the relief of suffering had been 

d 11 nable alternatlves 10 
competent, an a reaso f h d'tl'ons that the present authors con-

d . t d Several O t e con l . 
discussed an reJec e . . . 'd satisfied . These conditions m-
sider sufficient for justified asslsted SUlCI e were 

elude: 

l . A voluntary request by a competent patient 
An ongoing patient-physician relatlOnshlp .. 

2 . d . f ed decisionmaking by patient and physlclan . !: ~~~;~:iV~ny:~:ritiCal and probing environment of decisionmaking 

A considered rejection of alternatlves . . 
5. . ' . edlcme 

Structured consultation wlth other partles m m . 
~: A durable preference for death expressed by the patlent 

8. Unacceptable suffering by the patient
d 

fortable as possible 
9. Use of a means that is as painless an com 

. . fied most of these conditions, sorne people 
Even though Quill' s actlOns satls tI' and unjO ustified. The wedge argu-

.' Itas a physlclan unset mg 
find hls mvo vemen atients especially in elderly pop-

b t" oned because so many P , 
ment has een men 1, . lik Quill ' s are legalized. Others are 
ulations, are potentially affected If a~:s . ~ t da New York State law against 
troubled by the fact that Quill potentla ylvlO a t~e case a grand jury in Roches-

. "d (After he wrote an artlC e on, tl 
asslsted SUlCI e. d d r ed to indict him, apparen y 

Y k here the events occurre, ec m 
ter, New or, w . ed with his motives and possibly his action.) Further
because Jurors sympathlz ., I r bTt Quill lied to the medical exam
more, to reduce the nsks of chnmma laati~~/~ad died of acute leukemia.92 
. b' f . g him that a osplce p ., .. 
mer y m onmn ose Quill's act , his patlent s decIslon, 

Despite these problems, we do ndotl:~P of cognitive capacity can ravage and 
or their relatlOnshlp . Suffenng an . h' b t 'nterests In these tragic situa-

. that death IS m t elr es I . 
dehumanize patlents so. t ngly in assisting competent pa-

h ., uch as QUlll do not ac wro 'd 
tions p ySlclans s Publ' licy issues regarding how to avO! 
. b . bout their deaths . IC po . b t 

tlents to nng a . ' 93 should be part of our discusSlOn a ou 
abuses and discourage unJuStlfied acts bl s about the justifiability of the 
assisted suicide, but these Issues are not pro em 

physician' s act. le to res ect the line between unjustifiable 
In general we have thus far been. ab d' I Ppractice and we should similarly 

. 'fi bl . e euthanasla m me Ica, .. 
and Justl a e passlv . 'fi d and un'ustified assistance for sUIcide. 
be able to hold the Ime between Justl e. . J

ot 
entirely free of conflict with 

e that thls observatlon IS n d 
However, we are awar r lope arguments . We therefore nee 
our earlier comrnents on wedge or s Ippery s 
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to reconcile-that is , bring into reflective equilibrium-these two points of 
view. 

The view we recommend is the following: Physicians have traditionally 
maintained that they have no obligation to assist in suicide, only an obligation 
to care for patients in the process of their dying and an obligation to "do no 

harm." This position suggests that the act of assisting , if justifiable, is never 
obligatory; at best, it is a merciful form of nonrequired assistance. This attitude 
needs to change in medicine. We need to reconceive certain forms of assisting 

in dying as part of the responsibility of caring for the patient, while rejecting 
other forms of assistance as outside that obligation . The focus of the discussion 
about euthanasia and assisted suicide in upcoming years should be on tradi
tional attitudes in medicine, the policies they have generated , and ways to re

draw the unstable and often indefensible lines in these policies . As these poli
cies are reconsidered for competent patients , we: will also need to reconsider 
policies for incompetent patients. 

Decisionmaking for Incompetent Patients 

We discussed standards for surrogate decisions for incompetent patients in 
Chapter 3. We will now consult those standards in order to discuss who should 
decide for the incompetent patient. 

Typically, we think of families who care deeplly about their elderIy and in
competent members. However, this focus is too narrow. We need an approach 
that ineludes incompetent individual s who lack family members and the many 
residents of nursing homes , psychiatric hospitals , and facilities for the disabled 
and mentally retarded who rarely, if ever, see a family member. The appro

priate roles of families and courts , guardians, cOlClservators , hospital commit
tees , and health professionals all merit consideration. 

AlI we can hope for in treatment and nontreatment decisions for incompetent 
patients is imperfect procedural justice94-that is , a procedure that is just but 
cannot ensure or guarantee the right outcome (as judged by sorne independent 
standard). For example, in criminal trials an inde:pendent standard of a right 
verdict exists (conviction of the guilty and only the guilty) , but it is impossible 
lo design a procedure that will guarantee the right verdict in every case . We 
must, then, evaluate procedures for decisionmaking for incompetent patients 
according to their fairness and reliable (but imperfect) production of right out
comes. 

Advance Direclives 

In an increasingly popular procedure rooted more in autonomy than in nonma
leficence, a person while competent either writes a directive for heaJth care 
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professionals or selects a surrogate to make decisions about life-sustaining 
treatments during periods of incompetence.95 Both actions are appropriate exer

cises of autonomy. We need, then , to distinguish two types of advance direc
tive aimed at goveming future decisionmaking: ( 1) living wills, which are spe
cific substantive directives regarding medica! procedures that should be 
provided or forgone in specitic circumstances, and (2) durable power of attor
ney (DPA) for health care , or proxy directives. A DPA is a legal document in 

which one person assigns another person authority to perform specitied actions 
on behalf of the signer. The power is "durable" because, unlike the usual 
power of attomey , it continues in effect if the signer of the document be
comes incompetent. 

Much of the early legislative action on this topic (principally involving natu
ral death acts) focused on the agent' s decisions through living wills , in the 

form of advance directives to physicians that specify the treatment a person 
weIcomes or declines in foreseeable circumstances such as a persistent vegeta
tive state (PVS) , irreversible loss of cognitive capacities , and incompetence. 
However, it has proved difticult to specify decisions or guidelines that ade

quately anticipate the full range of medical situations that might occur, and 
recently the trend has been to designate surrogates . Both kinds of advance 
directive can be combined in sorne legal jurisdictions in a single document,96 

and both can be used for refusal of life-sustaining treatment. 
Living wills and DPAs protect autonomy interests and may reduce stress for 

families and health professionals who fear making the wrong decision , but they 
al so generate both practical and moral problems. 97 First, relatively few persons 
compose them or leave explicit instructions.98 This situation is unlikely to 
change with increased public awareness and patient education. Second, a desig
nated decisionmaker might be unavailable when needed, might be incompetent 
to make good decisions for the patient , or might have a conftict of interest (for 
example, because of a prospective inheritance or an improved position in a 
family-owned business). Third , sorne patients who change their preferences 
about treatment fail to change their directives, and a few who become legally 
incompetent protest a surrogate's decision. Fourth, state laws are often written 
to severely restrict the use of advance directives . For example , they have legal 
effect in sorne states if and only if death is imminent and the palient is termi
nally ill and incompetent. But decisions must be made in sorne cases when 
death is not imminent or the medical condition cannot appropriately be de
scribed as a terminal illness. Fifth , living wills provide no basis for health 
professionals to overtum instructions that tum out not to be in the palient's best 
medical interest , although the patient could not have reasonably anticipated this 
circumstance while competent. Surrogate decisionmakers too make decision 
with which physicians sharply disagree , in sorne cases asking the physician to 
act against his or her conscience. Sixth , sorne patients do not have an adequate 
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understanding of the range of d . . . eCISlOns a health f, . 
mlght be called upon to mak d . pro esslOnal or a surrogate 

e, an even wIth an ad . 
frequently difticult to foresee cl · . l· . equate understandmg it is 

mIca SItuatlOns and ·bl f 
Many living wills are phrased . POSSI e uture experiences. 

m vague terms su h ( . 
language cited earlier) "1 th ' c as to approxlmate AMA 

. ' n e event of a terrnina! ·11 . 
eVldence exists that biological d th. . . I ness where Irrefutable 
. ea IS Immment all t d· 

IIfe support should be discontinued " F , ex raor mary means of 
D· . . or example The Pen I . 

Irectlve for Health Care " d 1 " ' nsy vama Advance 
. ec ares as follows· " 1 d· . 

clan to withhold or withdr I .C . . . lfect my attendmg physi-
aw lIe-sustammg treat h 

long the process of my dying , if 1 should be i ment t at. serves only to pro-
a state of permanent unconsciousness " 99 Add. n a termmal condItlOn or in 
answered later such as " 1 th · : . Itlona! questions often must be 

. ' s IS condItlOn terminal ? " " 1 NG . 
gastrlc feeding) extraordinary means? " " 1 CPR . '. s -feedmg (naso-
minent?" Inference and discretl·O .' . SI . herOIc?," and " Is death im-

n are Invo ved m . 
The DPA therefore is a more practic I . answenng such questions. 

M a mstrument than a livin ·11 
any of these problems can be handled th g WI . 

uments and through proper l. rough more carefully worded doc-
. counse mg and skillful l· .. 

of medlcal possibilities and treat t . exp anatlOns by physlclans 
. men optlOns but so bl . 

1I0n will remain despite increased h . . .' me pro ems of mterpreta-
p ySlclan mvolvement d d . 

such as videotapes The need C . an e ucatlOnal tools 
. lor resourceful mterp t· .. 

fOllowing case: Mrs Z tif ti re atlOn IS IlIustrated in the 
. ., a ty- ve-year old te h f f, . 

veloped aspiration pneumonia which - . d ac. er o orelgn languages , de-
unit. Her condition was prob b' I reqUIre admlsslOn to the intensive care 

a y caused by a diminish d ft 
of twenty years of multiple scl . T e gag re ex, the result 

. eroSls. o prevent fut 
dlscussed oversewing the patient's . I . ure Occurrence, the staff 
require a permanent tracheost ePdl

g 
OttlS (part of the larynx) , which would 

. omy an entall loss of I I 
Ity . Because of her multiple I . M aryngea speech capabil-

. sc eroSls , rs . Z . was ti d 
Her only mteraction with frie d· I con ne to bed at home . 

n s mvo ved speech and h 
home. Without the medical d ' s e tutored students at 
. proce ure, a future ep,isod f . . 

Ola would probably be fatal M Z e o asplratIOn pneumo-
. rs. . stated that she Id . 

unable to speak , but she was t I I wou rather dIe than be 
no c ear y competent at th 1" . 

of what was believed to be a ·Id . . e Ime, m part because 
l· . mI orgamc bram synd M ' 
Ivmg will was then submitted b h . rome o rs . Z. s prior 
. . y er slster The docu t . 

dlrectIVe not to be kept alive art·ti . 11 . . men contamed Mrs. Z . 's 
The sister-in effect serving I cla y If s~e could not lead a " useful life." 
M ' as a proxy, as If there were a DPA . 

rs. Z. s use of the phrase " useful life" to. , .. -mterpreted 
others meaningfully by ve b I .. mclude the abIlIty to relate to 

r a commumcatlOn TI ff 
accepting this J·udgment and I·n f . . f . le sta felt cornfortable in 

re rammg rom pert: . 
been considering . 100 ormmg procedures they had 

Despite the questionable interpretation of " .". . 
spite the six problems cited p . I useful IIfe m thls case, and de-

revlOus y the advance d· . . 
way for competent persons to exercise th . Irectlve IS a promising 

elr autonomy. From the perspective of 
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244 . theüretically untrüubled. The prüb
ethical theüry, nüne üf these problems IS be üvercüme by adequate rnethüds 
lerns are primarily practical, and sürne

l
. can

üf 
prücedures flOr infürmed cünsent 

. th f Ilüw the üut mes üf implementatlOn at lO 

in Chapter 3. 

Surrogate Decisionmaking without Advance Directives . . shüuld 

. t has nüt left an advance drrectlve, whü 
When an incümpetent pauen h Id the decisiünmaker cünsult? 
make the decisiün, and wlth whüm s üU 

. . kers. We propüse the füllüwing list üf 
Qualijications of surrog.ate decIsLO~ma . mpetent patients (including new-
qualificatiüns flOr declSlOnmakers ür mcü 

bürns): 

l . Ability tü make reasüned judgments (cümpetence) 

2. Adequate knüwledge and infürmatlOn 

!: !~~t;;~;:~i~~Ythe incümpetent patient's interests tha~ is fr~~;:~~:~!C~~ 
üf interest and free üf cüntrülling influence by thüse w lO mi 

the patient' s best interests . 

. . T f m the discussiün üf infürmed cünsent 
The first three cündltlOns are faml lar ro . 1 cünditiün is the füurth . Here 
. Chapter 3 The ünly pütentlally cüntrüverSla . h . pe 
m · . r f an advücate m t e mcüm -
we are endürsing a criteriün üf partla Ity,ac mg a~ which re uires neutrality 
tent patient' s best interests , rather than Impartwllty , d ~es 101 

in the cünsideratiün üf the interests üf the
b 

varlOUS a~::~e ~~se~ in cases of 

Wi:hü:;ld~~:s:~d ü:e:;~~:~~:;:::~::;~or ~~:ü:;~tent patieni::~::~:~o~: 
. . d other health care professiünals , mstltutlünal comrn , .bl 

Slclans an .. th t ersün will be the pnmary responsl e 
If a cüurt-appüinted guardlan eXIsts 'f a p rt we need a defeasible structure üf 

B t absent the interventiOn lO a cüu , h . 
party. u . h I the farnily as the presumptive aut ünty 
d . . aking authünty t at paces . d 

eCISlünm . . d has nüt previüusly deslgnate a 
when the patient cannüt make the declSlon an 

decisiünmaker. 

. . üw widel agreed that the patient's closest family 
The role of the famlly. It IS n y Th f ily's role shüuld be presump-

b . h fi t chüice as a surrügate . e arn 
mem er IS t e b::ause üf expectable identificatiün with the patient's inter~sts , 
tlvely pnmary . h d th üf cüncern abüut the patlenl, . . kn I d e üf his ür her WIS es , ep 
mtlmate ow e g . . . t Hüwever the patient's closes! 
and the traditiünal role üf the farnlly m socle y. . ' e cases and the au-

. b () are demünstrably unsatlsfactüry m sürn , . 
family mem er s .. fi I Ifmate 102 Circumstances üccur in WhlCh 
thürity üf the farnlly IS not na ür u I . 
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physicians rightly feel cümpelled tü reject a family's decisiün ür tü require ils 
review by an ethics committee ür the cüurts . Even the clüsest family member 
can have a cünflict üf interest, can be püürly infOlrmed , ür can be tüü distant 
persünally (even estranged) . Challenges to family authürity üf cüurse need tü 
be suppürted by evidence üf the potentially unreasünable ür harrnful character 
üf their decisiüns. 103 

Unfürtunately the term family is imprecise, especially if the extended family 
is included . Our reasüns flOr assigning presumptive priürity tü the patient's clüs
est family member aislO suppürt assignment üf priürity tü üther family mem
bers , as müst state statutes nüw require. The ranking varies in these statutes, 
but an example we find acceptable is the ürdering in the Virginia Natural Death 
Act. If the palient is incümpetent and has nül specified standards thrüugh an 
advance directive, a decisiün tü withhüld ür withdraw life-prolonging treatment 
must involve cünsultation and agreement between the attending physician and 
"any üf the füllüwing individuals in the füllüwing ürder üf priürity if nü indi
vidual in a priür class is reasünably available , willing and cümpetent tü act" 
judicially appüinted guardian (if necessary in the circumstances), patienl

designated decisiünmaker, spüuse, adult child ür a majürity üf the adult chil
dren reasünably available, parents üf the patient, and nearest living relative üf 
the patient. 104 

FlOr a previüusly cümpetent patient, this serial arrangement üf family mem
bers-spüuse , adult children, parents , etc.-rests on their presumed ability tü 
use the persün 's expressed preferences ür values lo make the decisiün ür tü 
interpret the standard üf best interests , as well as their presumed willingness tü 
dIO sü. For a newbürn , the parents generally shüuld be the primary decisiünmak
ers, because they have engaged in a series üf actiüns that resulted in the birth 
of the infant and may be presumed tü seek the newbürn 's best interests. But 
they shüuld be disqualified under cünditiüns üf child abuse , abandünment, ne
glect, and the like . 

This suggested ranking shüuld IOn üccasiün be reordered because üf a deci
siünmaker's persünal interest, ignürance, ür bad faith. Seriüus cünflicts üf in

lerest in the family may be müre cürnmün than has generally been appreciated 
by either physicians ür the cüurts . Many family members simultaneüusly have 
interests büth in the patient's welfare and in the patient's death. A clear exam
pie is Case 5: Earle Spring's family was devüted tü him but aislO was under a 
burdensüme financial arrangement in paying flOr his careo As the debts 
mounted, a lien was placed IOn a family hüme. The Cüurt eventually appüinted 
a guardian ad litem tü investigate and protect Spring 's interests. This case and 
many like it raise profüund issues abüut valid familial decisiünmaking under 
conHict üf interest. 

In many cases family members decline the decisiünmaking role. Amüng the 
more difficult circumstances are thüse in which nü party is available, willing , 
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or obligated to make decisions for incompetent persons. A health profess.ional 
must either make the decision (with or without consultation) or walt untd the 

patient's condition worsens so that an emergency can be d~c\ared or possibly 
seek judicial authorization or appointment of a guardlan ad l¡tem. Desplte many 
distressing circumstances with few check s and little accountability, contempo
rary medicine has beco me accustomed to patients who have no surrogate and 
no hope for one. However, society has not yet come to grips with the problem. 
Below we consider a few approaches (ethics committees, ombudsmen, and the 

like) that should help alleviate this problem. 

The role of health care professionals. Physicians and other health care profes
sionals can help the family beco me adequate decisionmakers and can safegu~d 
the patient's interests and preferences (where known) by monitoring the quahty 
of surrogate decisionmaking. Physicians can sometimes discharge those obhga
tions by withdrawing from the case or transferring the patient, but typic~y 
they have obligations to help patients and to ensure that surrogates do not VIO
late those obligations. If a surrogate's decision is contested and dlfferences 

cannot be resolved, the caregiver will need an independent source of review, a 
hospital ethics committee or the judicial system. In the event that a surrogate, 
a member of the health care team, or an independent reviewer asks a caregl

ver 

to perform an act that the caregiver regards as futile or unconscionable, the 

caregiver is not obligated to perform the act, but may still be obligated help 

the surrogate or patient make other arrangements for careo 
In examining the role of physicians and other health care professionals, we 

need more empirical evidence about their willingness to override familial deci
sions and their reasons for doing so. Much of the available evidence is derived 
from parental decisions about neonates and is not accurate beyond this c\ass of 
patients. 105 Some of this evidence indicates that physicians occasionally d:~ 
place parents as decisionmakers to protect the parents rather than the mfants. 
Such patemalistic actions toward the parents of seriously ill newboms usually 
involve nondisc\osure or manipulation of information rather than coerclOn. For 
example, physicians sometimes do not adequately inform parents on grounds 
that the information would overburden them, upset them, or make them feel 
guilty. These actions may be justified, but altematives such as counseling also 

may alleviate the problems. 

Institutional ethics committees. Surrogates or parents sometimes refuse treat
ments that are in the interests of those they should protect, and physicians 
sometimes too readily acquiesce. In other cases , decisionmakers need help in 
reaching difficult decisions . In both circumstances, a mechanism or procedure 
is needed to help make a decision or to break a c\osed, private circ\e of refusa! 
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and acquiescence. A similar need exists for assistance in decisions regarding 
resldents of nursl.ng homes and hospices, psychiatric hospitals, and many resi
dentlal faclhtles m which families often play no significant role . One promis
mg, but loosely structured mechanism is the institutional ethics comrnittee. 
Some state laws now mandate or legally empower these comrnittees . 107 

Institutional committees were often establishe:d to allocate time on kidney 
machmes~ and for approximately three decades they have been required for 
research mvolvmg human subjects. However, their use for decisionmaking 
about treatment or nontreatment for incompetent patients is more recent and 
more controversia!. According to a survey in 1981, ethics comrnittees existed 
in.only one percent of all hospitals, in less than five percent of the hospitals 
wlth more than two-hundred beds, and in no hospitals with fewer than two
hundred beds. 108 These committees grew dramatically in the 1980s to over 
sixty percent of all hospital s with two-hundred beds or more. 109 These commit
tees differ widely in their composition and function. Many create and recom
mend explicit policies to govern actions such as withholding and withdrawing 
treatment, and many serve educational functions in the hospital. Controversy 

centers on additional functions such as whether, apart from evidence of abuse 
of incompetent patients , committees should make, facilitate , or monitor deci
sions about patients in particular cases. 
M~ny people argue that informal de facto committees already exist because 

declslOns about treatment and nontreatment are not private if numerous caregiv
ers are mvolved, as is typical in institutions . Several cases have reached the 
courts because so me member of the health care team, often a nurse , believed 
that a decision not to provide treatment violated legal obligations. From this 
persp~c~ive, ~ommittees are unnecessary in decisionmaking: They diffuse re
sponslblhty, Impose another layer of bureaucratic delay if they are not con
vened in a .ti.mely way, and sometimes they beco me pawns of powerful groups . 

The declslons of comrnittees on occasion need 10 be reviewed or criticized 
perhaps by an auditor or impartial fourth party. This procedural check is simil~ 
to the legal use of "neutral factfinders" appointed 1:0 monitor medical decisions 
made by parents for children who reject parental judgments. IIO Checks are 
needed because these committees are informal in their deliberations, and yet 
can have profound effects on families , institutions, and courts. The committees 
do not have formal procedures of evidence or legal representation , and checks 
help protect confidentiality , ensure fair representation, and provide for equal 
consideration. 111 

. Nonetheless , the benefits of good committee review generally outweigh its 
nsks. These commlttees help resolve disagreements , generate reasoned options, 
and help t~e partles conform to institutional guidelines and federal regulations. 
The comrnlttees also can help protect incompetent persons by facilitating treat-
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ment when it has been unjustifiably refused, and by denying treatment when it 
should not have been authorized . Consider, for example, the following case, 
in which the committee was empowered to make a final decision: 112 

[The review committee] found that the risks of the treatment outweighed its benefits [in 
the case of] an 85-year-old residen! of a center for lhe developmentally disabled for 
whom a right inguinal hernia repair, cystoscopy, transurethral resection of the prostate, 
and right urethral-stone basketing were proposed. Citing ¡he patient's frailty and the 
high risks of surgery for such a patient, the panel refused to consent to the procedures . 

A major justification for committee review has been that open discussion and 
debate foster better thinking than can be expected of parties with a narrower 
perspective. The same justification is often given for clinical consultation. 
However, more research is needed on the role and functioning of these commit
tees. We need to learn, for example, when committees satisfactorily serve as a 
forum for discussion without having a power of veto, when they should be 

empowered to make final decisions, and when they might engage in retrospec
tive rather than prospective review of cases or in prospective review without 
veto power. 

These committees have a particularly robust role to play in circumstances in 
which physicians acquiesce too readily to parental , familial, or guardian 

wishes. Until we better understand the extent to which families or guardians 
and physicians act or fail to act to pursue the best interests of infants, minors, 
or incompetent individuals, it is prudent and morally appropriate to require 
internal committee review whenever parents, families, or guardians decide that 
life-sustaining therapy should be forgone (whether or not the physician concurs 
with the surrogate's decision) . 11 3 In sorne cases, it is appropriate to threaten 
parents with a possible court order to obtain necessary parental consent for a 
procedure that is clearly in a child's best interests. 114 

Surrogate review committees also can serve as a viable alternative to costly 
court review in the judicial system, especially when no clear legal conftict 
exists among the various parties to the decision. In sorne cases, committee 
advice can help the parties avoid threatened legal difficulties . However, these 
committees cannot be expected to settle serious legal disputes between parties, 
for reasons now to be discussed. 

The judicial system. Courts ha ve sometimes been unduly intrusive as final deci
sionmakers, but in many cases courts are the last recourse and the fairest deci
sionmaker. In a widely discussed declaration by a court , the supreme judicial 
court of Massachusetts held in Saikewicz that questions of Iife and death require 
the "process of detached but passionate investigation and decision that form 
the ideal on which the judicial branch of government was created." This was 
expressly a departure from the Quinlan decision in New Jersey. The view from 
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5 
Beneficence 

Morality requires not only that we treat persons aUttonomously and refrain from 

harming them, but also that we contribute to their welfare . Such beneficial 
actions falI under the heading of beneficence. No sharp breaks exist on the 
continuum from the noninftiction of harm to the provision of benefit, but princi
pIes of beneficence potentialIy demand more than the principIe of nonmalefi
cence because agents must take positive steps to he:Ip others, not merely refrain 

from harrnful acts. The word nonmalejicence is sometimes used broadly to 
include the prevention of harm and the removal of harmful conditions. How

ever, prevention and removal require positive acts to benefit others, and there
fore belong under beneficence rather than nonmalencence. 

In the present chapter we examine two principIes of beneficence: positive 
beneficence and utility. Positive benejicence requires the provision of benefits . 
Utility requires that benefits and drawbacks be balanced. Both together are dis
tinguished from the virtue of benevolence, from various forms of care, and 
from nonobligatory ideal s of beneficence . Building on these distinctions and 
our analysis of them, we discuss confticts between beneficence and respect for 
autonomy in patemalistic refusals to acquiesce in a patient's wishes or choices. 

The remainder of the chapter focuses on balancing benefits, risks , and costs, 
especialIy through analytical methods designed to implement the principIe of 
utility in hea1th policy and cIinical careo We conclude that these methods have 
a useful, although limited, role as aids to decisionmaking, and that they need 
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